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- service failures of any type, fran a simple rivet failure to
ccuplete engine failure, have the potential to result in loss of the
aircraft and personnel. Accurate determination of the cause of the failure
may yield information that will prevent similar future failures from
occurring. It is helpful for the investigator to have a data base of knowm
failure modes to draw fram in forming his conclusions. 4 - P It ) I ..

Several handbooks are presently available to investigators, offeilng
scanning and transmission electron microscope (SEM and TEM) fractog of
alloys ccmany employed in airframes and aircraft engines. The two primary
Air Force failure analysis handbooks, "Electron Fractography Handbook" and
"SEN/TEN Fractography Handbook", were published in 1965 and 1975,
respectively.

2. OBJIDCITVE

This program's objective was to create an updated volume of
fractography of alloys that are presently, or in the near future will be,
used in USAF aircraft. This volume addresses how differences in material
and service conditions will affect the fracture appearance of service
failures, relative to the fractography generated under controlled
laboratory conditions. Additionally, the volume contains an annotated
reference section of souroes for failure analysis data.

3. PRXIAK ESC flh11I(I

This program consisted of three tasks, requiring 24 •ionths of
technical effort. Task I involved generatirn and characterizing fracture
surfaces under controlled laboratory conditions. Test conditions and
procedures for tenmsile (smooth and notched), HCF (smooth and notched), LCF,

WE4F, high temperature fatigue, stress rupture, stress coTosion cracUldg
and hydrxqen embrittlemnt were defined. Material was acquired, machined
into the ecessary specimens and tested to produce the required fracture
surfaces. Finally, the fracture surfaces wore characterized by
macrophotography, electron microscopy and metallographic techniques.

Task II involved the interpretation of the fracture surfaces generated
in Task I. The appearance of the laboratory induced fractures were
discussed, relative to expected changes in appearance resulting from
differ.nces in such variables as temperature, stress conditions, strain
rate, geometry, manufacturing variables, microstructure, surface
conditions, and alloy contamination. Exzvples of service failures are
included in this area. These servli failures were selected to closely
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represent or cmplimn-t the pedigree failures fram Task I. These failures
were taken fram cocntractor's internal data base.

Task III generated a literature survey of information of use to the
failure analyst. This was used to create an annotated reference section,
detailing sources for specific information. Basic information about how to
perform a failure analysis and interpret fractographs are presented,
resulting in a text that Pay serve as a starting point for any failure
investigation.

2



II. F~nuR ANALYSIS ¶ThEMNIQUES AND MMUM?

The techniques and methods used in failure analysis and fractography
have been well documented in a number of books and articles. Many of these
have been included in Section V, the Reference section. Reference numbers
1-4, 7, 9, 15, 20 and 22 are particularly appropriate.

1. APFRO{E TO FAJIfLME ANALYSIS

A. Qmmn Sense Approach

A coammn sense approach to failure analysis works well in most cases.
The goal is to ensure that all needed documentation and measurements are
done prior to any destructive examinations. The following chronological
list of possible steps or "recipe" to help to avoid leaving out an
i~mrtant step:

o Collect background information, data. histor., documentation and
swle This should include appropriate photographic
documentation, collection and protection of fractured or failed
cwponents, and collection of specimens for chemical analysis,
such as corrosion products or corrosive agents. Question people
at the scene who have knowledge about or witnessed the failure.

0o Petegmim primary and snaon-&.da . This must be done by the
on-site investigator, who may or may not be a failure analyst.
Even in complex failures, it is usually possible to determine a
primary source of the damage. Get help from those who best kow
and understand the hardware.

o Eax.mine failed.oc.ionents. Use a good ster-eo birnoclar
microscope to carefully examine the failed parts and fracture
surfaces. Serious failures often inspire a flurry of activity
during which pertinent data and observations may be missed. It
may be advisable to have mare than cwi person exwmine the
harýdrare independently.

o0 •iasu• e qLnd inVpect failed c c _nerDns. Where possible, nmke
pertinent physical rw-zsuments of failed couponents. Use
selected nondestructive inspection (NDI) techniques to look for
additional cracks, socondary crac= s or damage. Such techniques
include fluorescent magnetic particle inspection (MPI),
fluorescent penetrant inspection (MPI), X-ray radiography,
ultrasonic inspxction and eddy current inspection.

0o awanemfr utwa=ui Surfaces cally to deterMine ncdes and
origgn. This can be either a nondestructive or a destructive
step, depending on specimen size and the type of microscope used.
Smaller specimens, on the order of an inch cube, will fit
directly into most modern scanning electron microscýs (SEws).
Larger specimens may need to be cut down. Ranrdier to protect
fracture

3



surfaces during cutting operations. Cutting is not required for
transmission electron microscopes (TEN' s), since replicas of
fracture surfaces are examined.

o Examine metallocrarhic sections. This is usually a destructive
step, although surface spot polishing may be nondestructive.
Microstnictural evaluation, grain size measurement and
microhardness testing should be done at this time.

o Determine cause of failures. Although examination of fracture
surfaces will usually determine a mode of failure, such as
material overstress or fatigue, the fundamental cause of the
failure may not be obvious. Work with project, test, design and
structural engineers as needed to determine the cause of failure.

B. nogic Natwcs, Fault Trees and Other Anroaces to Failure
Almlysis

The comon sense approach to failure analysis works well enor4
uamst of the time, at least fir simpler failures. However, for more
complicated or complex failures, or failures involving large numbers of
cc..o.onts, a more sophisticated approach may be helpful.

George (46) developed a chart in which he divided and subdivided
various causes of failure of metallic couxinents. Failure categories
included fracture ad nonfracture, temperature, mechanical (stress) and
corrosion (environwnt), and defects in design, manufacturing and assembly.

COllins, Hagan and Bratt (47) described a method they called the
"failure-experience matrix." This matrix was a three-dimensional array of
cells, with failure modes along one axis, con•ont mechanical function
along a second axis and corrective actions taken along the third axis. The
matrix was used to help categorize failure analysis data for a large mber
of failed helicopter cqpaewnts. Even so, the matrix was sparsely
populated. If more data were avoilable, a designer could enter the matrix
with a couponent of particular function and easily find out the kmown
failure modes and possible corrective actions.

LIothan (48) Applied Fault Tree teduciques to the failure
analysis of high stremngh low alloy (ISA) steels, evosiaing stress
corTosion cracking ad hydrogen embrittlownit. 11e defined a fault tree to
be "a graphical technique that provides a systematic description of the
ooabinations of possible occurrences in a system which can result in a
fault or undesired event," in this case, a failure.

Jacks= et al. (49) applied Kepner-qlegoe methodology to the
failure analysis of boiler tubes. They used Kpner-t-egoe, a systematic
problem- solving methodology, to help identify the root cause of failure,
Ln addition to identifying the mode.

Raghujan and Shamala (50) reviewed the fault tree tedhnique and
tlhe failure experience matrix as applied to failure , analysis. Again, the
eqphasis was to go beyoW determining the mode of fracture, to the root

4



cause of the failure, then using this information effectively to help
prevent future failures.

Smith and Grove (51) applied failure analysis logic networks (FAIN) to
the failure analysis of caoposite materials. Logic networks are related to
fault trees and flow carts, in that they can help guide failure analysts
through the various nondestructive and destructive analysis tecniques and
procedures that are available.

Figure. II-I shows a modified version of Smith and Grove's
sublogic network for fractography, illustrating how the tedchique can be
applied to metals. The more sophisticated and systematic approaches to
organization and analysis of metallic failures have merit, particularly for
caxplex failures. Less ccuplex ,failures nay not warrant or require the
additional time and effort.
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FI(GJRE II-1: Modifiod version of Smith and Grove's sublogic network for
fractograpzhy. The network has been modi fied for appl ication to metalIs.
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2. CA ANED HMIWDfl OF FPJlURE SURFACE

A. Preservation and Handling of Fractbre Surfaces

Many of the significant features on fracture surfaces are microscopic
and mist be protected from mechanical xnd environmental damage. Inw alloy
steels have little inherent corrosion resistance and must be protected from
even atmopheric corrosion by covering with oil or grease, providing
moisture-free storage or applying a protective spray coating, such as
Krylon Crystal Clear (Borden, Inc.). Any coating used must be totally
soluble in an organic or other mild solvent. Fortunately, most other
aerospace alloys possess good atmospheric corrosion resistance.

To prevent mehanical damage, each fracture surface should be placed
in a separate paper envelope or plastic bag. Fracture surfaces on larger
parts may be covered with cloth or cardboard. Resist the temptation to fit
the two halves of the fracture back together, as this could damage
microscopic features. Do not pick at the fracture surface with tweezers or
other instruments. Any unne:,essary contact with the fracture surface
should be avoided because acids or other contaminants on the hands could
damage fine features.

B. Cleaningj Fracture Surfaces

When possible, cleaning of fracture surfaces should be avoided,
especially where analysis for contaminant elements or corrosion products
may be required. If a fracture surface is covered by loosely adherent dust
or dirt, a soft natural fiber brush may be used. Dry compressed air is
also useful for removing loose contamination. Do not use stiff plastic
brushes or any kind of metal brush because plastic can be embedded in the
fracture and metal can mechanically damage the features. If dried n4 is
present on the fracture, warm soapy water and a stiffer natural fiber brush
may be used. Parts should be immediately rinsed, dried with dry oc •ressed
air and reprotected.

Oils and greases may be removed by organic solvents, such as mineral
spirits or a vapor degreasing agent such as trichloroethane. Final
cleaning just prior to examination in the SEM is often done ultrasonically
in alcohol or acetone.

An alternate method of cleaning is to repeatedly replicate the area of
interest with cellulose acetate replicating tape. Each time the dried tape
is removed, the fracture becomes cleaner. Carefully remove the tape,
especially on rougher surfaces to avoid tearing the tape and leaving
remnants behind. leaving a final application of tape on the surface
affords extra protection until it is time for examination.

A general rule is to use the gentlest and mildest cleaning procedures
possible. Any corrosion or attack of the base vetal by a cleaning agent,
even on a microscopic scale, will proLably damage the fracture surface. If
the fracture surface is severely corroded or oxidized, the chances are good
that any fracture features have already been destroyed, and cleaning will

6



rnot restore them. However, overall or general features, such as chevron

markings or fatigue thumbnails, may remain.

C. Breaking C~pen Cracks.

In order to perform fractograhy on a crack, the crack must first be
broken open to expose the surfaces. The usual approach is to estimate the
length and depth of the crack, notch or cut the part to near the ends of
the crack and the bottan of the crack, and to open up the crack without
smearing the crack surfaces together. It is often convenient to cut a
V-notch on the back side, away fran the crack, then squeeze the V shut with
pliers or a vise. See Figure 11-2. Methods of cutting include: hack
saws, abrasive cutting wheels, dremel tools, air-powered hand grinders and
metallographic cut-off machines.

"Cracked Specimen Mark Notch

Opposite Crack

Cut Out Notch• Crack Will Open

And Squeeze Together Without Damaging

The Features

FIGURE 11-2: Sdianatic showing technique for opening a crack without
damaging surface features. The extent of the crack is estimated and a
V-shaped notch is drawn on the side opposite the crack. The notch is then
cut out and the two halves are squeezed together to open the crack.

7



S~3. VISUAL EXAINATMICK TECHNIQUES

A. No MEjnificaticn Examinatian - Field Examination ¶e±iices

Many failure analysts seldom get into the field. Parts or components
are brought to them for examination. This probably is because much of the
equipment needed for modern failure analysis is not portable. When field
activity is required, the failure analyst must pay close attention to
detail.

"o Take time to carefully look over the site and try to determine
which damage is primary (ocourred first) a&d which is secondary
(occurred later or as a result of). Document the failure site
with still photographs and sketches to show the layout, and
record distance measurements.

"o Ask questions and talk to witnesses to learn service history and
sequence of events leading up to the failure. Record this
information in writing or with a tape or video recorder.

"o Collect and protect specimens for further analysis. Methods of
preserving fracture surfaces were discussed in Section 2A.
Specimens for chemical analysis, such as corrosion products or
corrosive agents, should be placed in glass or plastic bottles,
or plastic bags. Dry specimens may be placed in paper envelopes.

"o Select other parts or ccaoets for further examination. Mating
or related hardware may require laboratory examination for cracks
or other damage. In aerospace failures, entire engines and
airframes are often reoovered.

B. Macroscopic Euxminaticn

Macroscopic examination of fracture surfaces, cracks or other damage
is a very binortant aspect of failure analysis. The instru~tation used
depends on where the examination is to be done.

o In the field or in a shop setting where a stereo microscope may
not be available, a harx-held magnifying glass, perhaps with
battery powered illumination, is a good alternative.
Magnification is usually about 1oX, although anything up to about
15X may be used. Higher magnliication lenses or sall

microscopes are usually not helpful because they are difficult to
hold steady and because illumination is difficult.

o Stereo microscopes are the best choice for macroscopic
examination of fracture surfaces. The three-dimensional effect
lends depth to features and appears to inprove resolution. Some
microscopes have fixed magnifications, while others have "zoom"
capability, which allows the analyst to identify areas of
interest at loaerm magnification, tlen examine finer features at

-- 8



higher magnification. Magnification ranges vary from about 5X up
to as high as 10OX for sane instnrnents. Illumination is another
Simportant factor. Oblique illumination often brings out fracture
surface details better than more direct lighting, but it is
convenient to have both capabilities.

o Macroscopic photography is another important tool for the failure
analyst because it can permanently document failed parts and
fracture surfaces and provide photograps for presentation of
results. A 4 inch X 5 inch camera works much better than a
35-m camera for this because the larger negative can record more
detail. Black-and-white Polaroid film, preferably that which
yields a negative (Type 55), works well, because you can
iimmediately see if the photograph captured what you wanted to
show. Color photography is sometimes advantageous, particularly
to show oxidation or corrosion product hues.

Several interchangeable lenses are needed to cover a
xmagnification range of 1/8X to 30X. Illumination is again
important, with oblique lighting better in some instances and
more direct lighting better in others. Fixed illumination is
acceptable for many lower magnification photographs, but the
technique of "painting" often works better for higher
magnification photographs. Painting is a technique where the
camera shutter is opened in a darkened rocon and light is applied
to the part or fracture surface by waving or playing a
conoentrated light souroe, such as a small bulb or flood light,
over areas of interest, emphasizing and highlighting desired
features.

C. Hacrscopic Feature

Start viewing fractured hazdware at low magnifications and progress to
higher magnifications. Look for evidence of plastic deformation or distor-
tion. Ductile materials that have fractured due to material overstress
(overload) usually exhibit plastic deformation, while brittle materials
usually do not. Fatigue fractures of even fairly ductile materials,
however, may not exhibit deformation. The presence of a significant shear
lip, or angled ridge along the edge of a fracture surface, is also a
measure of ductility and can indicate the area of the section that
fractured last.

One of the things to look for on a fracture surface is directionality.
1Do the features appear to be eiruoating from a single area or starting point
called an origin, or perhaps from multiple origins? Overstress fractures
of brittle materials often exhibit a chevron pattern (Section III, Figure
111-17) of nested letter V's, or herringbone pattern, that points back
towards the origin. Overstress fractures of more ductile materials
scmetimes exhibit tear ridges or cleavage steps, lines that tend to emanate
frran an origin area.

9



Progressive fractures may exhibit arrest lines or arrest marks (Figure
11-3), saoetimes referred to as beach marks or clamshell marks. These are
places where the crack arrested, the loading changed or the envirornment
changed, and appear as irregular elliptical or semi-elliptical rings
radiating outward fron one or more origins. Fatigue fracture surfaces
often exhibit a series or even many arrest lines, while stress corrosion
fracture surfaces may exhibit none or only a few. Even those progressive
fractures that do not show a series of arrest lines may exhibit the
elliptical or semi-elliptical shape, surrounded by the final fracture at
critical crack size due to material overstress.

Finally, ductile fractures often exhibit a fibrous or silky smooth
texture at lower magnifications (Section III, Figure 111-5) due to their
transgranular nature. Scme brittle fr•atures, particularly elevated
temperature fractures, exhibit an irregular or rough granular texture
because of their intergranular nature.

-Fracture mapping is a technique often employed to help analyze
ccplicated failures of structures like bridges, pressure vessels, aircraft
airframes, cmposites and rocket motor cases. Chevron marks or other
fracture features are used to determine macroscopic fracture directions on
individual fragments and these are coabined on an overall map of the
fracture. This map hopefully will show the fracture emanating from a
primary origin area. The usefulness of this technique is illustrated in
Figure 11-4, a photograph of a reconstructed titanium alloy ccqpessor disk
that burst during proof testing at cryogenic temperature.

FAL 93833 MAG: 3X

FIGURE 11-3: Arrest Parks on the opened surface of a fatigue crack. The
spacings between arrest marks become narrower as the crack progresses
through a thicker section (arrow).
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FE 255662

FIUPRE HI-4: Reconstructed corpressor disk that fractured during cryogenic
proof testing. The directions of fracture propagation (black arrows) were
marked on each fragment before reconstruction so a map of fracture
progression could be used to identify a primary origin area (white arrow).

4. SaNIM EEEMU Mla= IE (SU4) •CMIWMQ

The scanning electron microscope, usually referred to as "SM4," uses
an electron beami rather than light to illuminate a specimen or fracture
surface. The microscope contains an electron gun that generates and
accelerates- electrons to energies typically between 5 and 30 key,
electromagnetic lenses and apertures that focus the electron beam to a spot
typically 30-40 angstroms in diameter, electromagnetic coils that scan or
raster the beam on the specimen, and an electron detector used to form an
image on a cathode ray tube (CRT) (Figure 11-5). Because electron bean
arei qpded by air molecules, the system must operate under vacuum (10 -
10 torr).
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FIGURE 11-5: Schematic showing typical cmaxwpents of a nmdern SEM.
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When the beam of electrons strikes a specimen, several different types
of electrons are generated, including secondary electrons, back-scattered
electrons and Auger electrons. These electrons emanate both fram the
surface and from slightly subsurface, giving sampling depth. In addition,
low intensity X-rays are generated. Commrcial SEM instruments use
secondary electrons to form images, but may also be equipped with
back-scattered electron and X-ray detectors.

As a first approximation, the specimen image appears as viewed fram
the perspective of the electron detector, illuminated in the direction of
the electron beam. Back-scattered electrons follow line-of-sight
trajectories, whereas secondary electrons can follow curved trajectories.
The differenc can affect the generated image. Back-scattered electron
images are sometimes useful because they give contrast due to variations in
atomic nurber. This can be used to highlight chemical segregation or
inclusions.

A. Advantages and Limitaticns

The SEM is undoubtedly the most versatile modern instrument available
to failure analysts. It images electrons that are emitted back from a
solid specimen, rather than imaging electrons that pass through a very thin
specimen, as does a transmission electron microscope, or "TEM." As a
result, the SEM possesses a number of advantages and disadvantages.

Advantages of the SEM:

o Resolution is much better than for light microscopes, permitting
magnifications of from loX to 100,OOOX, although lOX to 30,000 is
more attainable in practice. This resolution is possible because
electrons have very short wavelengths and theoretical resolution
is inversely proportional to wavelength, and because of the small
spot size of the electron beam that is used to scan the surface.

o Depth of field (depth of focus) is vuch better than for light
microscopes, permitting irregular surfaces to be kept in focus.
The depth of focus ranges from 2 =mu (0.08 inch) at lOX to 1
micron (40 microinches) at 10,OOOX. This is possible because of
the small divergence of the electron beam striking the sample.

o Direct examination of specimens or fracture surfaces is
conveniently done, with specimen chamber size being the major
limitation. If a specimen will fit inside the microscope without
cutting, the technique becomes essentially nondestructive. One
exception to this is organic spechmns which can be damaged by
high energy electron beams. To avoid this, lower accelerating
voltages can be used.

o Elemental chemical analysis of a specimen can be carried out in
the microscope by equipping it with an X-ray detector.

13



Disadvantages of the SEM:

"o Resolution is not as good as for TEM microscopes because lower
electron accelerating voltages must be used and because a scanned
or rastered electron beam is used in the SEM.

"o Images sometimes seem somewhat unrealistic because the electron
image is derived fram both surface electrons and slightly
subsurface electrons, which may give a fracture surface a
slightly "translucent" appearance.

"o Relating the actual angular orientation of a specimen to the
microscope image may be difficult because the relative tilt of
the specimen and the apparent viewing angle of the electron
detector obscure geometric relationships.

"o Larger specimens may have to be cut down in size to fit into the
microscope. Although modern SEM's may be able to hold a specimen
several inches long and an inch or more high, not enough freedom
of movement may remain to view the entire specimen. SEM's with
even larger specimen chambers are becoming available. -3

"o Specimens must have a relatively low vapor pressure ( < 10
torr) due to vacuum requirements of the SEX.

"o Unetched metallographically polished flat surfaces usually do not
present sufficient contrast for good images at lower
magnifications, below 300-400X.

B. Saaple prtaraticr and Cleanirq

As was mentioned earlier, specimen size limitations depend on the size
of ti,, specimen chamber, and on the size and capabilities of the specimen
handling stage in the microscope. Assuming that a specimen will fit or can
be cut down to fit inside the microscope, it may still require cleaning.
Because the microsoope operates under vacuum, the specimen mist be dry and
free of volatile materials, oil and grease. Cleaning procedures were
described in Section 2B. In addition, the specimen mist have adequate
electrical conductivity. If it does not, it can be given a thin vapor
deposited coating of carbon or gold. If X-ray analysis or imaging is to be
done, care awst be exercised in cleaning so as not to remove, dissolve or
contaminate that which is to be analyzed. Dirty specimens can lead to a
dirty microscope, which can result in poor resolution, inceased
maintenance and down time.

C. Dommentation Sequen and Identification of )Akographs

Careful identification and orientation of SEX photos is essential to
correctly interpret them later. Exawdnation and documentation should begin
at lower magnifications, follcoed by higher magnification examination of

14



selected areas. The SEM operator or the failure analyst must understand
the orientation of the specimen in the microscope and clearly mark and
identify otographs, either with a grease pencil directly on the photos or
with a pen on the white margins of the photos.

D. Vieing Replicas in the SE24

nhen a specimen or fracture surface is too large to be placed directly
into the SEM and for some reason cannot be cut down in size, the fracture
can be examined through the use of cellulose acetate (plastic) replicas.
The replicas must be coated (vapor deposited) with a thin layer of carbon
or gold to provide electrical conductivity. Of course, no chemical
analysis work can be done unless some loosely adherent material can be
extracted from the surface of the specimen and incorporated into the
replica. Care must be taken to avoid locally overheating and damaging the
replica with the electron beam in the microscope.

E. X-ray Energy (XES) an Wavelength Dispersive
oectrvscF (WDS) Analysis Thniqums

One of the advantages of the SEM is that it can also be equipped with
an X-ray detector. T¶o types of detectors are typically used. If a
wavelength dispersive (WDS) type of detector is enployed, analysis can be
more accurate but will be much more time consuming. WDS is more typical of
electron probe microanalyzer, or electron microprobe, instrumentation. If
an energy dispersive type of detector is employed, analysis may be less
aocurate but will be much less time consuming. XES is more tpical of SEM
instrumentation.

The XES X-ray detector can be used in two ways in the SE4. It can be
used to generate X-ray energy spectra showing characteristic X-ray peaks
for the elements present in a specimen (Figure 11-6). These data can be
used to generate an elemental chemical analysis of the specimen. The X-ray
detector can also be used to generate an elemental X-ray image or map of
the surface being examined by collecting X-rays of a narrow energy range
corresponding to the characteristic X-rays of a single element. Because
the intensity of X-rays is relatively low, the quality and detail of the
image will be relatively crude. Even so, the method can bW very effective
when combined with an electron imacge and can reveal local areas of chemical
segregation.

XES analysis can be conducted on a large area yielding an average
ccnposition, on a small area or on a spot yielding local corposition of a
specimen. Smaller areas of analysis generally require longer X-ray
collection times for good results. The electron microprobe instruaent is
better suited for analyzing very small areas (small spot sizes), such as
might be required for fine precipitates or analysis of diffusion gradients.
The latter instrument is also more capable of analyzing for elements of low
atontic number.
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FIGURE 11-6: XES spectrum showing the elements present in Inccnel X-750.

5. UW IS=NSU MMW N[aWWM) (TEM) WXAMC(A KT

The tranidssion electron microscope, usually referred to as "TEM,"
predates the SEM. The TEM also uses electrons to illuminate a specimen,
but it does not scan or raster the electron beam. Rather, the electron
beam passes through the specimen producing a greatly magnified image on a
Sphospiorus screen. Figure 11-7 shows a schematic of the TEM. The specimen
may be an extremly thin metal disk (foil), 3 m in diameter and locally
less than 100 angstroms in thickness, or may be a plastic or carbon replica
of a surface. The latter method, where a carbon replica is made of a
fracture surface and viewed in the TEM, may be used to determine the
fracture mode in failure analysis.

A. Advantages ani Lindtaticns

Although the TEM is not as versatile as the SEN when applied to
failure analysis, it does possess sow advantages. Advantages of the TEn
over the SWN are:

o Resolution is better than for the SU. Thus, fine fatigue
striations are generally resolved much more clearly. This is
possible because higher accelerating voltages can be used in the
TEM and because it uses a simpler electron optical system.
Magnifications of 30,000-50,00OX are easily attainable with the
TEM, but low magnifications tre limited to about 1,00OX.
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0o Toograpcal features sometimes appear more realistic in the TEN
than in the SEM. This is because the replicas viewed in the TEM
yield only toographical (surface) features, while SEM images are
derived from both surface and slightly subsurface electrons. TEN
images are also enhanced by "shadowing" the replicas, to give
perspective.

Disadvantages of the TEM:

"o Direct examination of fracture surfaces is not feasible.
"o Only small specimens (replicas) can be accammodated.
"o Limited low magnification capabilities make judging specimen

orientation more difficult than for the SEN.
"o Replicas may contain artifacts.
"o Specimen preparation is time-consuming and requires considerable

skill.
"o Elemental chemical analysis cannot be carried out where replicas

are employed.

B. Saecimen Preparation - Replicas

Although there are several methods of obtaining replicas of fracture
surfaces for examination in the TEM, probably the most ocmzrn is the
two-stae shadowed carbon replica. In this method, 0.001-0.01 inc thick
cellulose acetate tape is softened with a few drops of acetone, pressed
onto the fracture surface with a finger or resilient pad, allowed to dry,
and peeleI off or stripped. Often the first replica will contain entrapped
dirt frc.i the fracture surface. Repeated replications will clean the
fracture surface and eventually yield a cleaner replica. 93ie final "clean"
replica is munted upside down (fracture side up) on a glass slide.

To irprove contrast and to give a sense of perspective, replicas are
usually "shadowed" by directionally vapor depositing a heavy metal or alloy
at an angle (typically 15-45 degrees) to the fracture surface (Figure
II-8). Chrimium, germanium and gold-palladium are ocimonly used. This is
usually done with the replica double-sided taped to a glass slide.

After shadowing, a layer of carbon is vapor deposited on the replica
surface. The replica sandwich is then cut into small squares and placed
carbon-side down on small copper or nickel TM grids. The plastic is
extracted, usually by acetone or acetone vapors, leaving a sha&d carbon
replica on a TM grid.

TM replicas are labor and technique intensive, and fragile. As a
result, a number of types of artifacts may be created on the replica
fracture surface, xd care must be exercised in interpreting these.
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FIGURE 11-8: Schematic showirg the technique used to prere TVM replicas.
SE4 replicas are prepared in the same way except that the replica is
shadowed with metal and viewed directly witlout carbon coating and
dissolvirn the plastic.

C. matigw Striation (Mbts

One of the more useful applications of rIM microscopy to failure
analysis is in counting fatigue striations. Fatigue striations,
particularly fine striations, are generally nath more clearly resolved in
the TM than in the SEN. Striati(N counts are done by exarminiag a replica
or replicas at weasurd distances ft.in an origin area or surface.
Photographs are taken of typical striations at each location at appropriate
magnifications, such as 3,OOOX, 10,OOOX and 30,OOOX.

1The numiber of striations in a conveniently chosen length are
physically counted on each photograph, that number divided by the measured
length, and mUtiplied by the magnification of the photographi. This
results in an estimate of the number of striations par unit lergth, or
striation density.
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A plot of striation density versus distance (fran the origin area or
surface) is made, containing points derived frcon the various ,otograps,
and a line or oiive is fit through the points. Integration of the
striation density versus distance curve yields an approximate ( 10% to +
50%) total number of striations on the fracture surface.

A striation count can be used to help determine the specific fatigue
mode (HCF or LCF) and subsequently what may be causing the fatigue. This
is done by first assuming that each significant loading cycle after crack
initiation corresponds to one fatigue ntriation and then ccoparing with
potential fatigue "drivers." Also, knowing the frequency of significant
loading cycles wold permit calculation of the time required for crack
propagation.

6. CHEMICAL ALYSIS TECNIQUES

SMost chemical analysis done as part of failure analysis is probably
done by XES in the SEM or by WDS in the electron micrcprobe. Occasionally,
more diverse or advanced analysis techniques are warranted. Table II-1,
adapted from Volume 10 of the Metals Handbook (9th Ed.), is included here
for reference.

7. NEZLORII/AHIC DEX NATTCV

The procedures of metallographic preparation, polishing and etching
are widely known and described in detail elsewhere. However, specific
applications to failure analysis may require special care and diligence.

A. Sectiring lrUzjih Origins

If an origin area is identified during the course of fractographic
examination, it is usually desirable to make a metallographic section
through the area. Careful sectioning may be required, perhaps with a low
speed diamond impregnated cutting wheel, or "diamond saw." Material
defects or other ancualies are of interest, such as inclusions, prior
cracks, embedded particles, microstructural anomalies, strain lines and
abusive machining. Small defects way require progressive polishing, or
serial sect.oning. 1Tis is usually done manually by grinding off a few
thousardths of an iinh of material (as measured by a micrmter) at a time
frun a mounted metallographic specimen and examining the surface.

B. Widence of Plastic Deformation

Strain linems (Figure U-9) are evidence of extensive plastic
deformation. Severe plastic deformation resulting frckn abusive machinbyg
may reveal itself as severely defonred grains or even light-etching layers
(Figure 11-10), Abusive grirding my even locally alter the microstru-ature
due to geneaated heat causing gr•i•itq burns.
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Table 11-1

Selected Chemical Analysis Techniques

Wat analytical chemistry, electrochemistry, ultraviolet/visible absorption spectroscopy, and
molecular fluorescence spectroscopy can generally be adapted to perform many of the bulk
analyses listed. e - generally usable, N = limited number of elements or groups; G - carbon,
nitrogen, hydrogen, sulfur, or oxygen; S = under special condition; D - after dissolution; Z
semiconductors only.

Semi- Macro/ Phase Struc-
Method Elem Oual ouant Ouant Bulk Micro Surface Maior Minor Trace 10 ture

MS D e D 0 4 D D D
AES 9 a o o 0 a S
COMB G G G G G
EPMA a 4 a e o N S
IA a o
ICP-AES D 0 D 0 0 0 D D
IR/FT-IR Z Z Z Z Z Z Z
OES 9 o 1 o e o
OM 0 e
SEM o 0 S 0 S
SIMS a e S
SSMS s a o 6 o
TEM • S I o
XPS/ESCA e 1 6 1
XRO 0 0 S e e e e
XRS e 0 a e N

AAS ...... Atomic absorption spectrometry OM ......... Optical metallography
AES ... Auger electron spectroscopy SE ........ Scanning electron microscopy
COMB ...... High-temperature combustion SIMS ....... Secondary ion mass spectroscopy
EPMA ...... Electron probe x-ray microanalysis SSME ....... Spark source mass spectrometry
ESCA ...... Electron spectroscoy for chemical TEM ....... Transmission electron microscopy

analysis XPS ........ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
FT-IR ..... Fourier transform infrared XRD ....... X-ray diffraction

spectroscopy XRS ........ X-ray spectrometry
IA ........ Image analysis
ICP-AES Inductively coupled plasma

atomic emission spectroscopy
OES ....... Optical emission spectroscopy

Adapted from Metas Hndo, 9th Ed., Vol. 10, *Materials Characterization', American
Society for Metals, Metals Park, OH, 1986, pp. 3 and 4.
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C. Maxmm Me!tal 'rTeq.rature Analysis

Certain alloys, particularly nickel and iron base superalloys that are
strengthened by precipitation of a second phase, are amenable to
tenperature analysis. Sime alloys can be analyzed by optical microscopy
(1,OOOX magnification) and some require TEM microscopy (3,000-30,OOOX
magnification). The approach is to ccpare microstructures of suspect
engine parts or ccmponents with microstructural standards, to estimate
maximum exposure taqperatures. If eoosure teperatures significantly
exceeded heat treatment temperatures, microstructural alterations should be
apparent.

Some limitations to teaperature analysis occur because microstructures
may be affected by factors other than temperature, including time at
teqperature, prior processing and applied or residual stress levels.
Still, where applicable, the technique has yielded very useful data.

D. Replication of large Parts

Microstructural review of large parts or cocponents, or parts that are
not available for destructive testing, may be accomplished by local spot
grinding and polishing. This is carried out by grinding and polishing with
an air powered grinder, etching, and replication of the etched surface.
1The replica, which can be shadowed if desired, is taped to a glass slide
and examined under an appropriate (optical or electron) microscope. The
affected area of the part should be chemically neutralized and polished to
remove any effect of the etchant. Care must be taken so that the amount of
material removed does not exceed the dimensional requirements of the part.
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FAM 99908 MAG: 500X

FIGJRE 11-9: Strain lines associated with an WF fracture.
Etchant: Kalling's Reagent
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FAM 100353 A:5X

FIGURE II-10: Light-etching layer (brackets) on the surface of a gun
drilled hole in a nickel-base alloy disk.

Etchant: Glyceregia
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MII. URE M3ES

Many excellent books and articles have been written discribing the
fracture modes and fracture surface apearances cmmonly encountered in
failure analysis. Many of these have been included in Section V, the
Reference section. Reference num•ers 1, 2, 7, and 9 are particularly
apprcriate.

1. IN] (.UMK~II

The fracture of metallic materials can occur by four basic modes. The
ffour modes are ductile overstress (characterized by dimples), brittle
overstress (low energy cleavage), fatigue, and decchesive rupture (grain
bcary separation). Each of these modes has several subcategories that
exhibit unique fracture features. The features coammnly observed using
scanning electron microsccoy (SEM) and visual examination, using a stereo
(binocular) optical microscopy, will be illustrated along with a brief
explanation of how they are produced.

2. IIJCrfEr OVERSMES

'Ihe fracture of ductile metallic materials subjected to continuously
rising stress occurs by a process known as dimple rupture. The mode gets
its name fram the characteristic dimpled fracture surface that is produced.
As the stress is increased, dislocations move in preferred directions on
preferred slip planes within the material. The motion of dislocations is
iimpeded in regions of high strain or disorder in the matrix such as second
phase particles, grain bcundaries or inclusions. The dislocations tend to
pile up at these sites, nucleating microvoids (Figure III-1). As these
voids grow, the stress on the surrounding material increases until ductile
fracture occurs (Figure 111-2). The resulting fracture s)x'fane, when
viewed on the SEM, exhibits cup-like depressions resulting frm the
elongation of the nucleated voids (Figure 111-3). The rra.leating particles
are often visible at the bottcms of the dimples (k-;Vu 111-4).

A. Mxmrsoopic Ap*mranre

The macroscopic appearance of a ductile overstress fracture is
germrally characterized by:

o Significant plastic deformation.
o Primary fracture area exhibiting a fibrous appearance.
o Final overstress area (shear lip) whose size depends on the ductility of
the material, strain rate and stress concentration.

The macrosocpic appearances of two ductile overstress fractures are shown
in Figures 111-5 and 111-6.
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B. SE24 Apearance

I. DiWle Size
Dirpled rupture fractures can exhibit a wide range of features

depending on the distribution of nucleation sites, stress orientation,
temperature, ductility and strain rate. The size of the dimples is
oontrolled by the size, number ard distribution of nucleation sites. A
finely dispersed second phase generally results in fine dimples because
there are many sites available for nucleation and the voids do not grow
large before fracture occurs (Figure 111-7). Coarser dinples form when the
nucleation sites are large ard/or widely dispersed, allowing individual
voids to grow large before final fracture (Figure 111-8). Under se
circumstans, voids nucleate preferentially at grain bourdaries or at
intersections of several grains (triple points). This results in an
intergranular fracture with dimples on the grain faces and, in particular,
at the grain edges. A typical intergranular ductile overstress fracture
mechanism and the resulting appearance is illustrated in Figure 111-9.

Vold F.Wtimn Primary Froe~ty
At HIgh Itrtln Oer The Crater

Laca Ions Of TW hctleia PFiln Ffoctw

.ee . * OCCAWI At M

C.. A Wow LIS

Oislocations

Nucleating Particle

FIGURE Ill-1: Dislocation motion along FIGURE 111-2: Growth of voids at
low ixdex close-packed planes in close- rseoid phase particles, grain
packed directions results in dislocation bou-daries or inclusions even-
pile up at high strain sites in the tually results in ductile
matrix. These concentrations of fracture.
dislocations eventually result in
nucleation of voids.
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FIGURE 111-3: Ty~pical S1EN appearance FIGURE 111-4: Dimpled rupture with
of a dimpled rupture fracture. nucleating particles visible at the

bottom of several dimples (arrows)

FAL 92556 MAC: 12X FAL 92553 NAG4: 12X

FIGURE 111-5: Macroscopic appearance FIGURE 111-6: Daimpled averstress of
of a dimpled rupture fracture. Arrow fracture exhiibitixq no clear
indiicates the origin area. The final origin area.
overstress area (shear lip) is shown
by a bracket.
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FAM 99399 NA: 3000X FM 99532 NAtG: 1000X

FIGURE 111-7: Fine dinpled overstress FIGURE 111-8: Coarse dTinpled over-
resulting from finely dispersed secondI stress.
phase particles that act as void

nucleation sites.

FAM 99539 MAG: lOOOX

F~IGURE 111-9: Mechanism resulting in inte~rgrnular dinpled overstress
(left) andI resulting fracture surface (right).
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2. Dimple Shape
The shape of dimples can be shallow equiaxed, deep conical, elongated

shear, tearing or a combination of these, depending on the stress
distribution. Uniaxial loading produces equiaxed dimples with a rim or lip
bounding the entire cup (Figure III-10). Shear or tearing loads result in
elongated dimples with a lip bounding only part of the cup, leaving an open
end (Figure III-ll). Tearing dimples can be distinguished from shear
dimples by looking at both halves of the fracture. Tearing dimples are
synmmtric on mating surfaces with all dimples pointing towards the origin.
Shear dihples exhibit a reversed image on mating surfaces with each dimple
pointing in the direction of relative motion of its half of the fracture.
Figure 111-12 shows a sch/ematic of the formation of equiaxed, shear and
tensile tearing dimples (Ref 7). The depth of the dimples, whether they
are equiaxed or elongated, is controlled by the plasticity of the material.
A ductile material will form deeper, conical shaped dimples while a
material with less ductility will exhibit very shallow dimples. Figure
111-13 contrasts conical and shallow dimples. When large dinples form in a
ductile material, fine features known as serpentine glide or ripples can
result. These features are the result of active slip planes intersecting
the surface of an existing dimple (Figure 111-14) (Ref 15). The features
appear as a series of roughly parallel lines on the dimple wall.

I V

FAM 97968 MAG: 3000X FAM 98532 NAG: 3000X

FIGURE III-10: Equiaxed dimpled over- FIGURE III-11: Elongated shear or
stress with a rim or lip bounding the tearing dimples exhibiting an open
entire dhiple. end. The directions of relative

notion is shown by arrows.
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FIGURE 111-12: Schematic shcairM the fornation of equiaxed, shear and
tensile tearing dinples.
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FIGURE 111-13: Deep conical dinples (left) cad shallow dhiples (right).
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FIGUJRE 111-14: Schematic show~ing the mechaism producing thle features known
as serpentine glide and ripples (left). SEX photographi illustrating the
appearance of serpentine glide or ripples (anrcw, right).

3. CIEAGE7

Cleavage is the low~ energy fracture of a material, generally along low
index planes in the crystal lattice. Cleavage fracture is favored by
materials exhibiting low ductility, like ceramics, HCP metals, and metals
at cryogenic temperatures. Imp~act loading also tends to favor lawi energy
cleavage fracture. Theoretically, a cleavage fracture should be flat and
featureless not deviating fromn the preferred cleavage plane. Deviations
occur due to grain boundaries, lowi angle grain boundaries, inclusions and
other lattice bimperfections. These deviations frcai the preferred cleavage
plane result in a variety of features observed at high magnification such
as cleavage steps, river marks, feathery or fan-shaped cleavage,
herruringon structure, and cleavage tongues.

A. McaopcApaa~

The macroscopic features of cleavage are characterized by:
o Little or no plastic deformation.
o Flat, reflective fracture surface, often exhibiting a granular or

faceted appearance.
o Chievron marks which, if present, can be used to determine the

direction of propagation.
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Figures 111-15 and 111-16 show the typical macroscopic appearance of
cleavage. Figure 111-17 illustrates how chevron marks can be used to
determine the direction of propagation.

B.o SK Apearanoe

1. Cleavage Steps and River Patterns
Cleavage steps are steps on a cleavage fracture surface that are

formed when two or more active slip planes join. When many active planes
join as the fracture progresses, a river pattern is formed (Figure 111-18).
-The river pattern consists of a series of cleavage steps that resemble a
branching river system. The direction of fracture propagation is in the
downstream direction, using the river analogy (Figure 111-19). Using this
technique, a series of river patterns can be used to trace a ccmplicated
fracture back to its origin.

2. Tilt and Twist Boundaries
Tilt boundaries are produced when two active cleavage planes form a

small angle, as if the planes were rotated around a line parallel to the
boundary. Cleavage steps (river patterns) on one plane can propagate
across a tilt boundary. A twist boundary results when the cleavage planes
are rotated around a line perpendicular to the boundary. Cleavage steps
cannot propagate across a twist boundary. Figure 111-20 illustrates the
formation of both tilt and twist boundaries and shows how they can be
distinguished from each other (Ref 15). Figures 111-21 and 111-22 show a
river pattern propagatinq across a tilt boundary. In most cases boundaries
have characteristics of both tilt and twist.

3. Feathery Cleavage
Feathery or fan-shaped cleavage facets result from an array of small

cleavage steps. The apex of the pattern points towards the origin. Figure
111-23 shows two examples of feathery or fan-shaped cleavage. This often
occurs near fatigue origins of titanium-base alloys.

4. Herribcr Stxure and Wallner Lines
Herringbone structure is a unique structure thought to result frum the

interaction between an advancing crack front and deformation twins in the
crystal lattice. Figure 111-24 illustrates herringbone structure. Wallner
lines consist of two groups of parallel cleavage steps intersecting to
produce a criss-cross pattern (Figure 111-25). Wallner lines are thought
to result from the interaction of a propagating crack front with an elastic
shock wave. Neither herringbone structure nor Wallner lines are typically
cbserved using scanning electron microscopy.
S. Cleavage Tonues

Cleavage tongues are small tongue-shaped protrusions frum the cleavage
plane that are formed when the fracture propagates a short distance along a
twin boundary intersecting the fracture surface.
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6. (umsi-ýCeavage
Quasi-cleavage is not a fracture rode but rather a specific fracture

appearance. It is characterized by small cleavage facets on unspecified
planes containing tear ridges. The quasi-cleavage fracture initiates at
central cleavage facets and becoues increasingly ductile as the fracture
prcopagates, exhibiting both dimpled overstress and tear ridges. Figure
111-26 illustrates typical quasi-cleavage appearance.

FAL 92929 NAG: 12X PAL 92443 NAG: lox

FIGURE 111-15: Typicxil maaroscopic rIGURE 111-16: Macroscopic appear-
apearwioe of cleavage. ance of cleavage.
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FAL 92443 MAG: 3X

FIGXR 111-17: Chievron marks form a herringbone pattern. The nested v's

point back toward the origin. An arrow~ indlicates the direotion, of

D ir'ection Of Propagation

ZAM 99363 M~: 3000X

FIGURIE 111-18: A river pattern fonned FIGURE. 111-19: Schmatic shawdrsg how
w1K-n ai series of cleavage planes a river patterni can be used to
join. The steps- separating these determine the diirection of p1r4~ag-
planes form a pattern itescirbng a atiora.
river system~.
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planes Fracture

Cleavage steps subgrain boundary

River pattern

Tws laaefeathers I Fracture
Cleavae l~- direction

Cleavage
- plane

Cleaage topGrain or
Cleaage topsubgrain boundary

FIGMR 111-20: Schematic illustrating the formation of tilt ard twist
bou2ndaries and their effect on the propagation of a river pattern. The
river marks can propagate across a tilt boundary but rumst stop andi
reinitiate at a twist boundary.

PAM 99943 MGAt: 3000X FAM 99942MG OX

MI(~RE 111-21: Cleavage Steps propag- MIUIRE 111-22: Tilt bouxtary.
ating across a tilt bound~ary '(arrcwi).
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FIGURE 111-26: Quasi-cleavage has both ductile and brittle features.

4. FAI(JE

Fatigue is a progressive, fracture th-at occurs und.er cyclic or repetitive
loading. it is generally divided into two loosely defined types: high cycle
fatigue. (HCrF) and low cycle fatigue (WV'). HOF generally exhibits lcuer
nominal stress-, higher frequenc-y, smaller final overstxess area, and a
larqcr number of cycles to failure than LC'. A mo~re omplete summnay of the

* distinguishing characteristics of HCF and ICF is contained in Table 111-1.
In the case of aircraft engine failure analysis, HOF is considered to be
caused by vibration and WV' is mission or throttle related. Som~hat
arbitrary numbers like 10,000 or 100,000 cycles have been assigned by
several authors as the point separating WV'- arnd UCF. We believe that a
distinction based on th-e source of stress (fatigue driver) provides more
useful information to engineers attemp~tiLng to correct a fatigue problem.
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A. Appearaicn

Macroscopically, fatigue is characterized by:
"o A faceted appear-ance at the origin (stage I).
"o Multiple fatigue origins are often separated by fatigue steps.
"o Flat transgranular propagation zone (stage II) perpendicular to the

stress axis.
"o Coarse striations or arrest marks are often visible in a

"clamshell" or "beachmark" pattern.
"o The overall appearance of the fatigue progression is often referred

to as a thumbnail. The origin can be identified by the shape of the
thumbnail.

"o The final overstress area (stage III) can occur on either the same
plane or on a different plane frum the fatigue progression area.

"o The size of the final overstress area can be used to help determine
whether the mode was HCF or LCF.

Figures 111-27 and 111-28 show the typical macroscopic appearances of HCF
and LCF test specimens.

TABLE III-1: General characteristics of HCF and LCF. These are tendencies
and may not be observed in all cases.

HiMh €yce FaticMe UMCF) hm Cycle Faticue (LLY)

Lc-w cyclic stress ........... High cyclic stress

Driven by vibrations (high freq.) .. Driven by mission or throttle

Striations may not be visible on ... Striations usually visible on SEX
SE4

Sensitive to surface condition ..... Relatively insensitive to surface
condition

Stress less then yield ............. Stress may be greater than yield

Initiation omntrolled .............. Propagation controlled

Small final overstress area ........ Large final overstress area

Shot peening effective ............. Shot peening may be ineffective

Large scatter in life .............. Small scatter in life
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FIGURE 111-27: Macroscopic appearance FIGURE 111-28: Macroscopic appear-
of ICF. ance of HCF.

B. SEK Appearance

1. Stage I
A fatigue crack initiates in stage I fatigue. T1he initiation is

reported to involve slip plane separation caused by repetitive reversals on
active slip plane system. These slip systems are generally close packed
planes, so the initiation and initial propagation regions often exhibit a
faceted appearance. Figures 111-29 and 111-30 illustrate typical stage I
appearances. Stage I faoeting is ore often found in low stress, high cycle
fatigue (HCF) cracks and is often absent from high stress, low cycle
fatigue (I-CF) fractures. Initiation of a fatigue crack can often account
for 90% of the fatigue life of a part.

2. Stage II
Stage 11 fatigue consists of the propagation of the crack and

generally accounts for the largest portion of the fatigue crack length.
Stage II often exhibits striations, although the absence of striations can
occur for several reasons. The propagation is genexally transgranular
follcming the direction normal to the stress axis Intergranular
propagation can occur when a weaker grain boundary phase is present or at
elevated teuperatunes. Figure 111-31 exhibits typical transgranular
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fatigue propagation. The exact mecanism for striation formation has not
been determined. One proposed mechanism of striation formation is a slip
plane mcanism resulting in peak-to-peak valley-to-valley matching of the

Smating fracture surfaces, Figure 111-32 (Ref 15). Each striation is formed
during one load cycle and represents the location of the crack front at
that time. If the cyclic stress is decreased, the crack can arrest for one
or more cycles before normal propagation resumes. This occurs due to
residual ccmpressive stress at the crack tip in the plastic zone. These
arrest lines often appear as unusually large or distinct striations. If
this process occurs regularly as when a fighter engine runs an aocelerated
mission test, banded striations are produced, Figure 111-33. The depths of
the striations can vary between the two halves of the fracture. One half
can exhibit well developed striations while the mating surface exhibits
shallow striations. This occurs when one surface experiences a higher
stress than the other.
a. Striation Spcing

Striation spacing can be affected by several variables including:

o Magnitude of the alternating stress
"o Magnitude of the mean stress
"o Frequency of the alternating stress
"o Tenperature
o Strength of the material
o Micxostructure
o Environment

The nmagnitude of the alternating stress has the largest effect on the
striation spacing. Increasing the alternating stress increases the
striation spacing. The striation spacing often increases as the crack
progresses. This occurs because the load bearing area is decreasing so the
magnitudes of both the mean and alternating stresses are increasing. This
effect is more prormxned in high stress UF fractures and can be used as
one feature distinguishing LCF from HCF. Figure 111-34 shows the striation
spacing near the origin and just before final overstress occurred in a rocm
temperature LCF fracture. Large second phase particles or inclusions c-ange
the local stress distribution and thus can either increase or decrease
striation spacing. Figure 111-35 illustrates the effect of an inclusion on
the local striation spacing. This usually does not affect the overall crack
growth rate.
b. Striation Anearawe

The striation appearance can be affected by many variables. Very soft
or very hard materials often show poorly defined or no striations under
--conditions that would produce clear striations in other materials. Certain
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material types form striations better than others. For instance,
titanium-based alloys seldom exhibit striations when viewed with the SEM.
Nickel-based alloys usually form clear striations. Striations with a
brittle or crack-like apearances can be produced in a hydrogen environment
or at high temperatures in scme materials (Figure 11-36). Well developed
striations form slip traces on their trailing edges, and smooth leading
edges. These traces can be used to determine the direction of propagation

c. Fatigue Steps
Stage I and stage II fatigue often exhibit steps similar to those

observed on cleavage facets. These steps are called fatigue steps or tear
ridges. Fatigue steps in an origin area often indicate multiple origins on
different levels. They can be used to locate the general origin area and
to separate and locate localized origins (Figure 111-37). In a stage II
area, fatigue steps may separate areas exhibiting locally different
prCpagation directions (Figure 111-38).

. |.

FAM 99201 MAE: 200X FAM 98656 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 111-29: Typical stage I fatigue FIGURE 111-30: Alternate stage I
appearance, exhibiting facets and fatigue appearance. A facet is
feathery cleavage (arrow). shown by an arrow.
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FAN 99310 NAG: 6000X

FIGURE 111-31: TJypical stage II transgranular fatigue progression in an HCY
fatigue specimen.

I Orientation at
Slip active slip planes

-- ýK

Piipltensile stes

JS

.leE

'Crack advance

C 0191O Relatiel smooth trailing load cycle

Clsr Ii"edge of striation

SIs pracescon leading/ edge of sttietion

Firs Second T~id dcvca*

lb)

FIGURE 111-32: Proposed mechanism for fatigue striation formation. Thbe slip
p].aipe mechanism results hi peak-to-peak, valley-to--valley matchixng on
mating fracture surfaces. (a) Crack opening andi crack tip blunting by slip
on alternate slip planes with increasing tensile stress. (b) Crack closure
and crack tip resharpening by partial slip reversal on alternate slip
planes with decreasing stress.
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FIGURE 111-33: Band~ed fatigue striations resulting fran changes in
imagnitude of the alternating stresses. The part was run in an accelerated
mission test. Brackets showi regions of finer and coarser striations.

B4789-8 MAG: 6800X B4789-19 NAG: 6800X

FIGURE, 111-34: Striation spacing near the origin (left) and at the end of
the fatigue progression area (right) in a rooni temperature LCF fracture.
The striation spacings increase, reflecting stress increases due to
reduction of the remaining load-beairing area.
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EM921M: 3000X FAN 99269 NAG: 1000X

FrCGURE 111-35:* Striation spacing FI IRE11-36:.Crack-like
chianges locally when a crack front striationis that coccur in same
encounters an inclusion or second miaterials in hydrogen enrvirorunent
phase particle, or at high temperatures.

JA

FAM 99351 D@WG: 50X FAM 99947 NAG: 100X

FIGURE 111-37: Fatigue steps or FIGURE 111-38: Tear ridges (black
tear ridges near an origin area. arrows) separate areas of locally
These can be used to locate the different directions of propagation.
origin area and to separate and The directions of propagation are
locate localized origins, shown by white arrows.
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3) Stage MI
Stage III is the final overstress area. As the crack propagates in a

stage II mode, the nominal stress and magnitude of the cyclic stress
"increase. When the crack has progressed to a critical depth or size,
fatigue propagation is replaced by a fracture mode such as cleavage or
dimpled overstress. The size of the final overstress area is indicative of
the combined average stress and can be used to distinguish HCF from LCF.
Figure 111-39 shows the transition between fatigue propagation and dimpled
overstress.
4) alVnmle anical Fatigue (I!F

Thermal-mechanical fatigue is a special case of ICF that occurs at
high temperature under combined loading generated by cyclic thermal as well
as cyclic mechanical stresses. TMF often occurs in high time gas turbine
hardware. The fracture surface is generally heavily oxidized, often
exhibiting no striations. If striations are present, they are generally
heavily oxidized (Figure 111-40). Heavy oxides often exhibit what is known
as mud cracking (Figure 111-41). TMF is often distinguished by its
appearance in metallographic cross-section. It generally presents a
characteristic oxide-filled, alloy depleted V-shape caused by oxidation as
the crack propagates. Figure 111-42 shows the appearance of a typical 'TF
crack in a metallographic cross section.

FAM 99950 MAG: 200X

FIGURlE 111-39: Transition between stage II propagation (brackets) and the
final overstress area.
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FIGURE 111-40:. Heavily oxidized 'fl4 FIGURE 111-41: Mud cracking occurs
striations. in UW~I areas exhibiting heavy

oxidation.

FAM 99936 MC50XFAM 99935 MAG: 100OX

FIGURE 111-42: V-shaped INW crack shown~ in a nietallograjoic cross section.
This shape is cliaracteristic of DXt4 and otcurs because the crack oxidizes
as it progresses. Etchant: AG-21
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5. IEflHIESIVE PI1
[Decohesive rupture is a broad category of fracture modes. It is

dcfinad as fracture along a path of weakness produced by elevated
teaperature, microstructural variables or a reactive enviYnment. It is
usually associated with grain boundaries and often exhibits little bulk
plastic deformation.

A. I rWo ic Appearance

Tlhe macrosccpic appearance of a decchesive rupture fracture can vary.
The fracture appearance can vary from smooth to clearly intergranular,
depending on grain orientation relative to the stress axis (Figure 111-43).
Decohesive rupture fractures generally exhibit an intergranular appearance
with either transgranular or intergranular dimpled overstress in the final
fracture area (Figure 111-44). Stress corrosion cracking fractures often
exhibit moderate to heavy oxidation (mud-cracking) and a branching crack
path (Figure 111-45).

B. Microstructural Variables

Microstructural variables such as precipitation of a weak second phase
at grain boundaries and segregation of lower melting point constituents to
grain boundaries can contribute to grain boundary fracture at stresses
below the yield stress of the material. At high temperatures and stresses,
close to but not exoeeding the yield stress, a process known as stress
rupture occurs. Stress rupture, sometimes referred to as creep rupture, is
a time-temperature-stress related fracture that occurs as a result of
microvoid coalescence at grain boundaries, similar to dimpled overstress.
Figure 111-46 shows the two mechanism by which this can occur: triple
point cracking or grain boundry cavitation (Ref 15). Figure 111-47
illustrates typical stress rupture fractures. Stress rupture is the
ultimate result of creep.

C. Ew irumital Fac

Stress corrosion cracking (SCC), liquid metal erbrittlement (IME), and
hydrogen emrittlement (HE) are three of the most crmn decohesive rupture
modes associated with environmental factors.

1) Stress O iurrosic Cracking
SCC is a fracture mode that requires a specific set of factors to be

present: a particular corrosive environment, susceptible material and
tensile stress. The detailed mechanisms of SCC have been discussed
elsewhere. The susceptibility' of a material to SCC depends on variables
such as microstructure, strenq~h (hardness), grain orientation and
corrosive environmnt. Figure I1I148 shows the appearance of a stress
corrosion crack surface. Figure 111-49 illustrates the intergranular
appearance of cracks in a metallographic cross section. Titanium-base
alloys fractured by SSC often exhibit fracture features known as flutes.
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Flutes are thought to be produced by the rupture of tubular voids fonred by
a planer slip mechanism. The presence of fluter has been used to
distinguish SQC fram other potential decohesive rupture meanisms in
titanium-base alloys. Figure 111-50 illustrates the appearance of flutes.
Flutes have also been observed under cryogenic testing canditions of
Ti-based alloys.

MO 00 0

IiI

FIGURE 111-43: Deiesive rupture can result in a classic intexranular
fracture or a swooth appeararn, depue-r1m on grain orientation relative to
the stress axis.
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FIGURE 111-44: Intergranular fracture FIGURE 111-45: Cptical phatcadcro-
surface with transgranular dhThled graph of stress corrosion cracking.
overstress in the final fracture area The branching is dbaracteristic.
(shear lip, arrow). This is typical
of decohesive nipture.

FIGM~ 111-46; Two m~echanismi by which stress rupture can occ-ur: triple
point cracking (left) and grain boundarxy cavitation (right). Smaller
arrows ind1icate the directions of grain boundiary sliding.
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FIGRE 111-47: Ty~pical intergranular stress zupture, fracture aP~earance.

iN?

FAN 99696 G 0XPM995 A:1O

FIURE 111-48: Stress corrosion FIGUR 111-49: MetallographiC CrOSS
cracking fracture surfac~e exhibiting section through a stress corrosion
oxidizod/corroded intergranular crack. The branching appearance is a
features. distinguishing characteristic of SOC.
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FIGUJRE 111-50: Flutes (arrows) appear as ruptured tubular voids, usually
oriented parallel to the stress axis. They can be well defined (left) or
Fporadic and hard to recognize (right).

2. Liquid Haa Eabrittlement
Emrittlement by a metallic species ocurs when a low-melting-point

alloy penetrates the grain boundaries of a structural alloy. The alloy may
then fracture intergranularly at a stress lower theia its normal yield
stress. Liquid metal eubrittlement occurs when a metal is exposed to the
low- melting-point alloy in the liquid state wi.le under tensile stress.
Certain iron-base, nickel-base, titanium, and aluminum alloys can be
embrittled by lead, tin, gallium, indium, Yercury, cadmium, lithium and
silver in the liquid state. A more limited group of alloys are susceptible
to erbrittlement when the &obrittling metal is in the solid state. This is
known as solid metal embrittlment (SME). Stress alloying is a term
occasionally applied to both IM4 and SME. Figures 111-51 and 111-52 show
typical LME fracture surfaces.

3. thdrogen Etbrittlement
Certain BCC (body-centered cubic) and HCP (hexagonal close-packed)

metals, such as alloys of titanium, iron and other less ccmon alloys,
experience degradation of their mechanical properties when exposed to
hydrogen. The resulting fracture mode is known as hydrogen cmirittleint.
Although 1CC (face-oentered cubic) materials generally have good resistance
to hydrogen embrittle-mnt, 300-series austenitic stainless steels can be
eibrittled by hydrogen.
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FIGURE I1I1-51: U4E fracture surface FIGURE 111-52: Higher magnification
exhibiting intergranular fracture view of IME fracture surface.
through silver--base braze alloy that
had penetrated the grain boundaries
(arrcw.
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IV. ATLAS OF 1VRAFIOGAH

The end product of Task I was a collection of fractographs of various
alloys under different conditions. To accomplish this, a test matrix of
alloys and types of tests necessary for each alloy was generated. The test
conditions were then defined. Test materials were procured, machined into
specimens and tested. Finally, the generated fracture surfaces were
documented.

2. Test Ciditions

The fracture specimens that were generated included tensile (smooth
and notched, at low and high temperatures), high cycle fatigue (smooth and
notched, at low, intermediate, and high tenperatures), low cycle fatigue
(low, intervediate and high temperatures), thermal-mechanical fatigue
(in-pase and out-of-phase), stress rupture, stress corrosion and hydrogen
embrittleaent.

Tensile testing was conducted at roam temperature and at temperatures
at the top of the subject material's service range. Smooth specimens were
tested at a strain rate of 0.005 mVm/nVmin (0.005 in/in/mrin), per ASIM
specifications. Notched specimens had a Kt of 3.0 and were tested at a
crosshead speed of 1.27 m/rin (0.05 inu/n).

High cycle fatigue (HCF) testing was performed at low or rocm
tewperature, a temperature at the top of the service range, and at an
intermediate temperature on both smooth and notched specimens. The
specivens were cycled at 1, 800 cpm, with stress ratios (mirVmax) of -1, to
simulate resonant vibration. Actual stress levels, below the yield stress,
were determined at the time of testing, and were chosen to produce fracture
in >100,000 cycles. Notched HCF tests used notdces with • of 2.16, based
on ASfM standards.

Low cycle fatigue (LCF) testing was performed at low or room
te4perature, a teqperature at the top of the service range, and at an
intermediate temerature. Load control testing was performed, versus
strain controlled, due to cost. Our experience has shown that fracture
features do not vary between the two types of tests. The specimens were
cycled at 10 qml, with a stress ratio (mra!max) of 0.05. Actual stress
levels, above the yield stress, were detexmined at the time of testing, and
were chosen to produce fracture in 5,000-10,000 cycles.

'Wo types of thermal-mechanical fatigue testing were performed:
in-phase, with teniprture and stress rising and falling simultaneously,
and out-of-phase, with stress rising as tenperature dropped. Both types
were performed at 1 qcm. A stress ratio (min/maxJ of -3bowas used, based on
± 0.3% strain. The teuperatures cycled frta' 260 C (500 F) to the maxi=m
service teperabtre. The lower limit of 260 C (500'F) was due to
insrtumentat! on limits.
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Stress rupture (S/R) testing was performed at the specification S/R
test temperature or, if unspecified, at the maximum service temperature.
The applied stress was less than the yield stress, and was chosen to
produce a fracture in a rmasonable (cost effective) time period.

Stress corrosion testing was perform" on beet strips of material per
ASM Section G-39 in 3.5% NaCI vapor at 95 C (203 F). The strips were bent
to produce a stress level approximately 90% of the yield stress on the OD
of the bend. The atmosphere was chosen to produce a stress corrosion
fracture without causing excessive general corrosion.

Hydrogen embrittlement testing consisted of notched tensile testing of
hydrogen charged specimens. Ciarging of the titanium and iron base
specimens was acctplished by soaking in high pressure hydrogen atmoispere.
The specimens were also cathodically charged in 1% HCl solution. Testing
was conducted urder ambient conditions. Specimen configuration and
conrditions were the same as the roam teaperature notched tensile tests.

3. Material Specificatious

The alloys to be tested and the test conditions for each are listed
below. Note that scue specimens were provided by the Wright Research and
Development Center (WRDC) Materials Laboratory.

M-50 (martensitic tool and bearing steel) was tested in the form of
bar (AMI 6491A) heat treated to AMS 2759/2 at WRDC. oNotched tensile tests
were conducted at ambient temperature and 315 C (600 F). S0moth and notched
HCF testing was performed at ambient temperature and 315 C (600 F).

15-5 FU was tested in the form of AMS 5659 bar heat treated to AMS
275g/3 in ge H925 condition. The maximum specified service temperature is
316 C (600 F). Stress corrosion and hydrogen embrittlement were the only
tests run.

O•stm 455 was tested in the form of AMS 5617 bar heat treated to AMS
275a/3 in Pp. H950 condition. The maxixmum specified service tenmperature is
427 C (800 F). The intermediate test taerature used was 2040 C (400 F) andthe low test teqperature was ambient.

S347 stinless steel was tested in the form of AMS 564g bar. The
service temperature range is 427 C (800 F) to 816 C (1500 F). These
trperatures served as the intermediate and high test teqw-ratures,
respectively. Ambient temperature served for low teqperature tests.

A-286 was tested in the form of AMS 5525 plat. heat t~eated to AMS
2759/3. The maximum service ta•irature is 7S4 C (1300 F). Uie
intermediate test tenperature used was 204 0 C (400 F). Tis teuperature is
just below the point where a rapid drop in tensile properties oocirs with
increasing tmmerirature. Ambient tmeerature served0 for thelow teerature
tests. The stress rupture test was conducted at 649 C (1200 F).
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Incoloy 901 was in othe form 8f WA 3003 bar. The service
temoerature range is 482 C (900 F) to 704 C (1300 F). These temperatures
served as the intermeiate and high test temperatures, respectively.

incolay 909 was tested in the firm of r 1191 bar. The maxiMIM
specified service temperpture ig 649 C (1200 F). The intermediate test
temperature used was 204 C (400-F), corresponding to the miniitm thermal
expansion coefficient exhibited by this low expansion alloy. Lcw
temerature tests were co•ducted gt ambient temperature. The stress rupture
test was conducted at 649 C (1200 F).

Incunel 600 was tested in the form of AMg 5665 (bar. The maxinum
service temperature range is 9-2 C-103 QC (1800 F-2000 F). The intermediate
test tamperature used was 427 C (800 F). This tenperatureois belc the
point where a rapid drop in tensile properties occurs. 704 C (1300 F) was
used for the high temperature tests because the material has low strength
abc-ge this Fz) ture. There is no specified stress rupture requirement
704 C (1300 F) was used for that test.

Irxmel X-750 was tested in the form of AMS 5667 (bars, cforgigan
rings). %e specified service temperature range is 427 C-593 C
(800 g-1100 F). The high te•perature tests were conducted at 593 C
(1100 F). The lower service limit of 427 C (800 F) served as the
intermediate temperature, and ambient for' the low temperature. With no
specified stress 6upture requirement, the maximum specified service
temperature of 593 C (1100 F) was used for that test.

PWA 1480 (cast single crystal) was tested previously, and results
reported in report number AMAIR-84-4167. The fracture specimens
resulting from that program were used to generate fractography for this
program. Therefore, the conditions of the prior program were used.

MP-159 tensile, HCF and ICF testing was performed at WRDC/MISA in the
form of AMS 5843 (solutioned, orked- and aged bars). Smooth and notched
tensile tests were conducted at 593 C (lo00 F). Smooth HCF tests were
conducted at rocu teerature, 427%c (800 F) and 593'C ( Notched
WIF tests were coxndcted at rocm temperature and 593 C (1100 F). Smooth
"iCF testing was limited to ambient conditions. The stress rupture specimen
was tested in house at 649 C (1200 F).

TI-6Ai-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo was tested in the form of M 129 (bars and
forgings). The maximum specified service teperatu~e is 538 C (1000 F). The
intermediate test tenperature used was 260 C (500 F). The stress rupture
test was conducted at 510 0 C (950 F).

Ti-6A1-4V was tested in the form of AMS 4928 (bats, forgings and
rings). Hydrogen evbrittlaewnt, the only test required of this alloy, was
performed at roam tenperature.
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S4. Test Matrix

The matrix of tests conducted and the page numbers on whidi the test
results, fractography and metallography can be found are listed in Tables
IV-1 and IV-2.
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7AELE IV-1: Mateuials tested and pages containing the fractcgraphy and
metallography for tensile, WF and HCF specimens. Also included are the
locations of the fractography overviews.

SMO=OI NaI SMOOTiH NarCM LOW TEMP HIGH TEMP
MTERIAL OVERVIEW TSILE TESIIE HCF HCF UT ICF

M-50 58-59 NA 60-68 69-80 NA NA 81-91

15-5 PH 95 NA NA NA NA NA Im

CUSIa 455 108-109 110-118 119-127 128-146 NR NR NR

347 SS 156-157 158-167 168-179 180-198 NR NR NR

A-286 201-202 203-211 212-219 225-240 NR NR 241-250

INCOIDY 901 261 NR NR NR NR NR 262-273

IN&OLOY 909 285-286 287-295 296-304 NR NR 310-314 315-324

INCONEL 600 340-341 342-350 351-359 364-382 383-401 NR 402-414

IN(D X-750 424-425 426-435 436-444 451-466 467-485 NR 486-497

PWA 1480 512-513 514-530 NR NR NR NR 535-552

MP-159 564-565 566-569 570-574 580-599 NA 600-605 606-611

612-614

TI-6-2-4-2 629-630 631-640 641-648 654-669 670-686 NR 687-698

TI-6-4 712 NR NR NR NR NR NR

NR - Not requested
NA - Not available, was to be provided by WRDC/MLSA, was dropped
fran the matrix
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TWE IV-2: Materials tested and pages containing the fractography and
metallography for IMF, stress rupture, stress corrosion, hydrogen
embrittlement and the locations of service failures.

IN-PHASE OUW-OFoPHASE STRESS SITRESS HYDROGEN SERVICE
MATERIAL UF !'F RUPIURE O0FdWI0N E4RTrLErL FAIUJRE

M-50 NR NR NR NR NR 92-94

15-5 PH NA NA NA 96-99 100-103 104-107

UJSIuCM 455 NR NR NR 147-151 152-155 -

347 SS NR NR NR NR MR 199-200

A-286 NR NR 220-224 251-253 254-258 259-260

INCOLOY 901 274-277 278-282 NR NR NR 283-287

INOWLOY 909 325-330 331-336 305-309 NR NR 337-339

INCONEL 600 415-417 415-417 360-363 NR NR 418-423

INCO X-750 498-502 503-508 445-450 NR NR 509-511

PWA 1480 NR 553-559 531-534 NR NR 560-563

MP-159 615-620 621-626 575-579 NR NR 627-628

TI-6-2-4-2 699-704 705-711 649-653 NR NR -

TI-6-4 NR NR NR NR 713-717 718-725

NR - Not requested
NA -. Not available, was to be provided by WRDC/MISA, was dropped
from the matrix
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M-50 (Bearing and Tool Steel)

S ateris1 Lserixtc

M-50 is a semi-high-speed steel that is used in woodworking tools,
pump vanes and large gear assemblies. In the aerospace industry it is used
extensively in gas turbine engine bearings and other rolling elements.
M-50 can be thrcugh hardened to HRC 64 but because it is quite brittle in
tie fully hardened condition, it is generally tempered to HRC 55-60.

The material used in this study was AMS 6491 heat treated to AMs
2759/2. The typical room temperature mechanical properties for AMS 6491
are as follows:

Ultimate Tensile Strength: 350 ksi
0.2% Yield Strength: 250 ksi
Percent Elongation: 2.0%
Required Grain Size: ASTI 7 or finer occa. 5 permissable
SMeasured Hardness: HRC 60-62

M-50 is a relatively brittle material especially at roaw temperature.
This is controlled, in part, by the tempering temperature. This brittle
nature was evident in both the mechanical test data and in the
fractography. The room temperature smooth tensile specimen fractured in
the threads at a stress of 196 ksi. This is below the expected yield
stress. The fracture exhibited dimpled overstress but little visual'
deformation or other evidence of ductility. The fSacture was flat and
occurred perpendicular to the stress axis. The 600 F notched tensile test
specimen had a higher ultimate tensile strength, 238 ksi, and exhibited
more ductile features. At low magnification tha fracture surface had far
more change in elevation caqared to the flat room temperature specimn.
At magnifications above !000X dimpled overstress with indications of
ductility such as elongated dinles, tearing and, in general, deeper
features were visible. The 600 F test specimen appeared to have more
cracked carbides. This may be because as the matrix beoxms more ductile
the carbides are relatively more brittle.

The final overstress areas of the fatigue specimens followed the same
trends with temperature that were seen an the tensile specimens. Both the
roam teniperature and 600 F smooth HCF specimens exhibited a very fbat
initial fatigue progression with quasi-cleavage features. The 600 F
specimen had its localized origin at a carbide and the roam tenp ture
specimen originated at the surface near a carbide but it was not clear that
the carbide contributed to the initiation. Neither HCF specimen exhibited
fatigue striations or craq-like striations in their stage II fatigue
progression areas. The 600 F specimen had a distinct shear lip in the
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LCF tests were conducted at 600°F on both smooth and notched
specimens. The smooth specimen had a single origin area but no localized
origin. The small fatigue propagation area exhibited feathery cleavage
before the specimen fractured due to tensile overstress. The entire
surface of the specimen, with the exception of the origin, had a distinct
shear lip. The notched ICF specimen had a broader origin area with several
localized origins and progression zones. The fatigue progressed only 0.001
inc into the specimen before final overstress occurred. Several of the
local origins were associated with carbides at or near the surface. The
very small fatigue zones exhibited only quasi-cleavage and feathery
cleavage feat-res.
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------- MATEI•AL
M-50
ANS 6491 Bar (Heat Treated to HRC 60-62)

ITEST TYP
Notched Tensile *

TEST CONDITIONS
Strain Rate: 0.005 TVimt/min (0.005 in/in/min) measured in gage.
Atmosphere: Air
Teperature: Rom iTenerature
Test Direction: Loigitudinal

Ultimate Strength: 1351.4 MPa (196 ksi)

* Smooth Tensile specimen that fractured through threaded area.

PFAL 94240 M: lox

FI(GJRE 1-1: Test results and fractography of M-50 room teqperature notched
tmesile test. The fracture surface exhibits directionality appearing to
propagate from bottmi left to top right of tle photograph (axrw).
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FM~ 99741 MG 20OX

FIGUR~E 1-2: Optical photomicroraph of a sectioni thUwj4 the bas-e of the
n~otch. Samv secondary crack~ing is visible parallel- to the prinmaxy frach-.
The f ra,.tu=. is preoivdawi~y trinsgranular.

Etdiant: 5% Nital
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FAM 99389 NAG: 50X

FIGURE 1-3: tcw magnification photograph show~ing relatively flat fractu~re

throulgh a thread root.

PAM 99390M:2X

FIGURE 1-4: Higher rognificatial photograph of the center of the fracture
surface.
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FAM 9391MAG: iQOOX

FIGURE 1-.5: Highe magnification photograph of the area shcwjl in

Figure 1-3, showing dimpled overstress.

FAM 99392 MAC:. 3000X,

FIGJR 1-6: Fine dimpled overstress associated with carbides (arrows).
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MATERIAL

M-50
AMS 6491 Bar (Heat Treated to HRC 60-62)

TEST TYPE
Notched Tensile

TEST eONDTIONS
Crosshead Speed:1.27 mirmin (0.05 in/min)
Atix:iere- Air
Temperature: 316°C (600°F)
Test Direction: lmrgitudinal

TEST RSUS
SUltimate Stre : 1640.9 NPa (238 ksi)

l FL 9238 MAC: 14X

FIGURE 1-7: Test results and fractography of M-50 3160C (600°F) notched
tensile test. tihe fracture surfaoe appears to exhibit deeper features than
the roum teqerature specimen. See Figure 1-1. No clear origination area
is visible.
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FAM 99746 MG#200

FXGURE 1-8: Optical photomnicrograph of me-tallographic cross section~
throug the base of the notdi-. T1he fracture exhibits deep features arxd a
secondary crack adjacent to the primaxy fracture (arrowa). The fracture is
predmainantly tramsgraular.

Etdhat: 5% Nital
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F7ZM 99396 MAG: 50X

FIGUJRE 1-9: The fracture surface exhibits coarser features (mo~re change in
elevation) than the roci teqperature, specimen. No shear lip is present.

PAM 99397 G 2O

FIGURE 1-10: The fracture surface, appears. to exhibit dinp1~i overstress
although noi dinp1es are resolvable at this magnificatioi.
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F~M 99398 MG: 1000X

FIGUJRE 1-11: Very fine dinpied overstress with larger fractured carbides
visible in several areas (arrcws). Contrast the more ductile appearanc
with the roau tenipexature qpec-ine. See Figure 1-5.

PAM 99399

FIGJRE 1-12: Fine dixipled aorerstimss.
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FAM 99400 !4AG: 100OX

FIGURE 1-13: Flatter features andl finer ~e erte~eo h
specimen fracture surface.

FAM 99401 MAt3: 3000X

FIGMR 1-14: Highler magnif ication photograph of the ar(,a shw, nFgr
1-13.,,winFgr
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M-50
ANS 6491 Bar (Heat Treated to HRC 60-62)

• TEST TYPE

Smooth HCF

TEST COODITIONS
Stress: 551.6 MPa (80 ksi)/27.6 MPa (4.0 ksi) DNF *

827.4 MPa (120 ksi)/41.37 MPa (6.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: 0.05
Frequency: 1800 CPU
Atmnspere: Air
Teqerature: Room TeneratureTest Direction: Longitudinal

TEST R•S L 6
Cycles to Fracture: 1.Oxl0 ([WF), 27,600

• Did Not Fracture

FAL 94290 NW: 14X

FI(GURE 1-15: Test results and fractography of M-50 roan tenperature smooth
HC(I test. The entire fracture occurred on a plane pexpendicular to the
stress axis. Features can be seen radiating from an origin area (arrow).
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FAM 100229 M:2O

1FIGMER 1-16: Pair of increasing imagnif ication optical photan~icrogiaphs
showuing the fatigue progression area on a plane prendicular to the stress
axis. The fracture is predcaninantly tr.ansgrwanuar.

Etchiant: 5% Nital
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FAM 99430 MG 0

FIGUR 1-17: Low~ magnification photograph showing fatigue initiation and
progression on a plane approximately perpendlicular to the stress axis.
Features can be seen, radiating -,rcm the origin area (arrowi).

FIGURE 1-18: Higher magnification view of the ori1gin area. Itie features
are radiating fran a localized area (arrow).
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FAM 99432 MAG: 1000X

FILM~E 1-19: Higher moagnification view of the origin shown in Figure 1-18.
No defects are visible. A carbide (arrow) is present at the origin but it
is unclear whether or not it contributed to fatigue initiation.

VAM 99433 G10X

FIGJUE 1-20: Area adjacent to the origin c>:hibitmrq quasi-cleavage
features (mixture of fine cleavage and1 tearing ridges). No directionality
is discerniible.
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FAM 99434 NAG: 3000X

FIGURE 1-21: Higher Ivagnification photograph of the area Wic~m in Figure

1-20.

FAZ4 99435 NAG: 1000X

F1(G)RL 1-22: Final osverstress- area exhibiting features similar to the rom~
tespu-ature to-nsile specimin. See Figure 1-5.
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FAM 99436 MAG: 3000X

FIGURE 1-23.- Fine di~~1es in the final overstress area.
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Wi¶IlTaAL

M-50
AMS 6491 Bar (Heat Treated to HRC 60-62)

TEST TYPE
Smooth HCF

TEST COMNDITONS
Stress: 551.6 MPa (80.0 ksi)/27.6 MPa (4.0 ksi) ENF*

689.5 MPa (100.0 ksi)/34.5 MPa (5.0 ksi) WNF
758.4 MPa (110 ksi)/37.9 MPa (5.5 ksi)

Stress Ratio: 0.05
Frequency: 1800 cp
Atmosphere: Air
Temperature: 316°C (600OF)Test Direction: Iongitudinal

TEST REM S66
Cycles to Fracture: 1.0xl06 (NF), .0xl06 (DNW), 1.01x10 7

* Did Not Fracture

FAL 94291 MAG: 14X

FIGUJRJE 1-24: Test results 'and fr-actography of M-50 3160 C (600°F)
smootl HCF test. The fracture is relatively flat with a small shear lip
(arrow A) e-\tending 90% of the way around the specimen. Features can be
sen radiating from a subsurface origin (arrow B).
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FAM 100226 MG: 200X

FIGJRE 1-25: optical photomicrograph showing the transgranular fatigue
progression area. The fracture surface is very flat, with a thin white-
etching layer possibly caused by rubbing of the mating surfaces together
during crack propagation.

Etchant: 5% Nital
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FAM 99412 NAG: 50X

FIGJRE 1-26: Low magnification photograph showing fatigue initiation and
progression on a plane perpendicular to the stress axis. Features can be
seen radiating from a subsurface origin. A small shear lip is visible on
either side of the origin.

FAM 99413 NAG: 200X

FI•URE 1-27: Higher magnification view of the origin area. A
xmwlybdenum/vanadium-rich carbide acted as a localized oric•n.
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FAN 99414 MG: lOGOX

FIGUIRE 1-28: High magnification photogmph of the origin. A secorxd carbide
(arrow~) is visible adjacent to the one that initiated the fracture, but it
does not appear to have contributed.

FM 99415NAG: 3000X

FIGLJRE 1-29: Smeared oxidized features near the origin. No fatigue
features are visible.
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FAN 99416 N4AG: lGOOX

FIGURE 1-30: overstress area adjacent to the fatigue propagation area..

FAN 99417 MG~: 3000X

FIGURE 1-31: Higher magnification view of the area shcmn in Figure 1-30.
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F7AN 99419 M:2O

FIGQflE 1-32: Final Overstress area (shear lip) along the edge of the
specizen (bracket).

FM4 99420 MAG: 1000X

FIG=1~ 1-33: Higher M~gnification photograph~ of the final overstress area.
Shall1. shear dim~ples are visible.
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NATERIAL

M-50
ANS 6491 Bar (Heat Treated to HMC 60-62)

MEST DA

=•" TYPE
Smooth WCF

TEST CONDITIONS
Stress: 1378.9 MPa (200 ksi)/68.9 MPa (10.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: 0.05
Frequency: 10 cqM
Atmosphere: Air
Temperature: 3169C (600°F)Test Direction: Longitudinal

TEST RESULTS
Cycles to Fracture: 1900

FAL 94289 MAG: 14X

FIGURE 1-34: Test results and fractography of M-50 3160 C (600°F) smooth
ICF test. The fracture exhibits a shear lip extending more than 90% of the
way around the specimen. Features can be seen radiating from an origin
(arrw).
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Wyr'
ig

FAM 100468 MAG: 20OX

FIGUP 1-35: Optical p*iotcoicrocgraph of a metallographic cross section
through the final overstress area. A shear lip is visible on the right side
of the phiotograph.

Etchant: 5% Nita).



FAX 99437 MAG: 50X

FIGURE 1-36: Law magnification photograph showing the fatigue origin area.
A shear lip is visible on either side of the origin. Mie extent of the
fatigue is shown by arrows.

FAM 99438 MAG: 20OX

FIGURE 1-37: Higher magnification view of the origin area. Features
radiate fran the surface of the specimen.
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FAM 99439 NAG: 100OX

FIGURE 1-38: Higher magnification view of the origin. No defects are
visible. The fracture features resemble feathexy cleavage.

FAM 99440 MGG: 3000X

FIGURE 1-39: Fracture features in the fatigue thumbnail are oxidized.
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FAM 99441 MG: 1000X

FIGURE 1-40: Dimpled overstress adjacent to the fatigue thumbinail.

FAM 99442 MAG: 300OX

FIGURE 1-41: Higher magnification photograph of the area shown in
Figure 1-40. Fine overstress dimples, carbides and fractured carbides are
visible (arxews).
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FAM 99443 NAG: 200X

FIGMR 1-42: Final overstress area (shear lip) along the edge of the
fracture. Mwe extent of the lip is shown by a bracket.

FAM 99444 MAG: lOOOX

FIGUR~E 1-43: Equiaxed dimiples andi shallow shear dimples on the shear lip.
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MATEIAL

*-50
AIS 6491 Bar (Heat Treated to HMC 60-62)

TEEN! DAM

TEST TYPE
Notched LCF

TEST CMNDITIONS
Stress: 689.5 MPa (100.0 ksi)/34.5 MPa (5.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: 0.05
Frequency: 10 cpM
Atmosphere: Air
Temperature: 3169C (600°F)
Test Direction: longitudinal

TEST =
Cycles to Fracture: 500

FAL 94288 MAG: 14X

FIGURE 1-44: Test results and fractography of M-50 3169C (600°F) notdied
LCF test. Some directionality is visible indicating propagation from a
diffuse surface origin (bracket). A rarrw, discontinuous shear lip is
visible (arrow).
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FAM 99748 NG: 200X

FIGJ=E 1-45: Optical photaicrograp of a section thro•i the final
averstress area. A small shear lip is visible (arrow). The fracture is
pratmintly ttansgranular.

EtU nt: 5% Nital
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FAM 99422 MAG: 50X

FIGURE 1-46: LIw magnification photograph showing fatigue initiation from
multiple surface origins. The fatigue progressed to a very shallow depth
before final overstress occurred.

FAM 99423 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 1-47: Multiple origins at the surface of the spechirten. The depth
of the faticue progression is shik~ by arrows A. Steps (arrows B) can be
seen separating localized origins.
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FAI4 99426 MA: 100OX

FIGURE 1-50: Final overstress area. Several carbides and~ cracked carbides

are visible (arrows).

PAM 9427MAG: 3000X

FIGURE 1-51: Highier magnification view of the area shown in Figure 1-50.
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SERVICE FAILURE

FRACIURE WDEE Rolling Contact Fatique (RCF)

PART NAME Nunber Three Bearing Assembly

OPERATION DATA Part operated under standard gas turbine engine
conditions (no oil starvation or overtem~erature). No
associated eMine damaQe occurred.

PART TIME 165 hours

ACIUAL

BASE _ _ M-50 steel confirmed
MATIL

HARNESS HRC 60-66 - HRC 64-65 *
GRAIN SIZE ASTM 7 or finer - ASIM 9-10
DIMENSIONAL -__ _ -

* Diamond pyramid hardness (DPH) conversions.

SUMMARY: Isolated number three bearing ball spall with associated raceway
and cage damage was the result of rolling contact fatigue (RCF). RCF is a
failure mode unique to parts such as bearings that are cyclically loaded in
compression. The spall surface exhibited coarse arrest marks indicating
propagation in several directions (Figure 1-53). No localized origin could
be identified. Metallographic sections thuvAgh the spall revealed
microstructural alterations known as "butterflies" (Figures 1-56 and 1-57).
Butterflies are generally associated with RCF and can occur before, during
or after spalling. No other material or tdcrostrucural anoalies were
found.
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'M"A

FAL 90708 14W: 3X FAL 90709 MAG: 8X

FIGURE 1-52: Overall photograph of the FIGURE 1-53: Higher miagnification
spall on a single ball. Adjacent balls photograph showing coarse arrest
hoad damage caused by the debris marks indlicating propagation, in
liberated. several directions (arrows).

FAN 982;20 MAG: 30X FAM 98221 NMG: 400X

FIGURE 1-54: Coarse arrest marks in the FIGU1MF 1-55: Coarse arrest marks
sqpall~ed area (arrow). (arrow) .
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FAX 98227 NAG: 200X FAM 98228 MG: 500X

FIGURE 1-56: Microstructural alterations FIGURE 1-57: Higher magnification
kncmn as "butterflies" (arrows). photograph of a butterfly on the

surface of the spall (arrows).

Etchant: 5% Nital
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15-5PH (Stainless Steel)

Naterial Eec~~w

15-5 PH is a delta ferrite free precipitation hardening martensitic
stainless steel. It's cmposition is similar to 17-4 PH with 2% less
chromium and higher nickel content. Precipitation hardening results from
precipitation of a oopper-rich phase at temperatures of 900 to 1150 F. The
corrosion resistance of 15-5 PH is similar to Type 304 stainless steel and
its oxidation resistance is reported to be better than Type 410 but
inferior to Type 430 stainless steel. The alloy is produced in many forms
including; plate, bar and wire.

The material used in this study was AMS 5659 heat treated to AMS
2759/3 (consumable electrode melted and solution heat treated and hardend)
with a hardness of HRC 38-45 after precipitation heat treatnent at 925 F
for 4 hours. The typical roam temerature mechanical properties for ASM
5659 are as follows:

Ultimate Tensile Strength: 170 ksi
0.2% Yield Strength: 155 ksi
Perc*nt Elongation: 10% min.
Percent Reduction in Area: 38% min.
ASIM Grain Size: Reqired. Measured

No Requirement 14.5
Measured Hardxss: HRC 42-44 (DIP Conversions)

Sonly two tests were conducted on 15-5 1i1: stress corrosion and
hydrogen erbrittlement. The stress corrioin tAt was oonducted on a
U-bend specimen in a 3.5% NaCI vapor at 95 C (203 F). The test temperature
was chosen to accelerate the fracture. The specimen fracture surface was
classical intergranular, originating on the tension side. This was
determined by looking at corrosion deposits both on the surface of the
speciien and on the fracture surface. A thin shear lip was present along
the caMpression surface. The metallographic section confirmed the
inteigrantgar nature of the fracture and revealed branching intergranular
secondary cracks chkaracteristic of SOC. 'Ihe hydrogen embrittlement
specwien was charged for 12 hours in gaseous hydrogen then tested under
static tension loading conditions in air. The specinrn was tested at a
str-ess of 244 ksi for 99.3 hours at whirli point the stress was increased to
273 ksi. Fractuie occurred after 0.7 hours at this higher stress. The
fractuml surface was primarily dimpled overstre.ss with setxoonary cracks. A
rarrr shear lip possibly oontaining rcrnant cleavage features was visible
at the base of the notch.
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15-5 PH
AMS 5659 Bar

ES r DATA

TEST TYPE
Stress Corrosion

TFST EST NDITIONS
Stress: 940 MPa (136 ksi)
Envirornment: 3.g% NaCl (simulated sea water) vapor
Tenperature: 95 C (203iF)
Test Direction: Longitudinal U-bend

=ES RESUIMS-
Time to Fracture: 384 hours

iij

FAL 94625 Tension Side HAG: 3X FAL 94624 (Xcpression Side MAG: 3X

FI(MJE 2-1: Test results and fractography of 15-5 PHI stress cxorrosion
test. IbP fracture is shown from the tension side (left) and oCapression
side (right). The tension side exhibited corrosion attack and deposition
corrosion products. The ompression side was relatively free of attack.
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FAM 100265 I=: 200X

FIGURE 2-2: Optical photomicrograjpis shcwirn the intergranular nature of
the primary fracture pathi (arrows, top) andi typical intergjranular branchingw
secondiary crack (bottam~). Often these brindiirg secondary cracks are a
significant indiication that the fracture mo~de is stress corrosion.

Etchant: Vilella's Reagent
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FIGURE 2-3: Lowi mgnif icatior, photograph of the fracture surface
exhibiting intergranular features. T1he final overstress area is visible as
a thin band at the upper edge of the specimn (arrmis).

FAM 99696 HAG: 200X

FIGUJRE 2-4: Oxidized intergranular fracture.
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M 99697 NAG: 1000X

FIGURPE 2-5: Higher magnification photograph of the area shown In Figure
2-4, exhibiting intergranular fracture. Corrosion products are visible on
the grain faces.

FAM 99691 MAG: iOX

FIGURE 2-6: Final overstress area. IThe features have been oarW but
remnant diples appear to be present.
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FATETAL

15-5 PH1

AI4S 5659 Bar

TEST TYPE
Hydrogen Emrittlmmnt,

TEST CONDITION
Stress: 1687.3 I4Pa (244 ksi) £tNIF*

1882.3 I4Pa (273 .0 ksi)
Atmosphere: Tested in air
Tenperature: Roaxn Twnperature
Test Dixection: Longitudinal

Ch~arged for 12 hours in gaseous H2 at 5000 psi

TET RESUML
Time to Fracture: 99.3 hours (WNF), 0.7 hours

*Did Not Fracture

FAL 94527 HAW: 12X

FI(GJRE 2-7*:'lXcst rcs-ul~ts and~ fractography of 15-5 141 hydrogen embrittlement
test.
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FAM 100224 HAG: 20OX

FIGURE 2-8: Optical plmok-ti~cyrorv~ showing a mixture of txansgrantilar and
irnterigranular fracture patls. Suwu semxdaxy graini bowxuxxy separation is
visible (arrows) .

Etchant: Vilella's R~eagen~t
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FAN 99639 NAG: 50X

FIGURJ1E 2-9: l~ow inagnif icat ion photograph of the fracture surface
exhibiting dinpled overstress withi an intermittent shear lip (brackcet)
aloNg the specimi surface. No clear evidence of enibrittlenvent was
abpaved.

FAN 99640M:2X

1'IGMEI 2-10: Hligher magnifi.catio photograph of the. edge of the spaciiem.
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FAM 99641 MAG: 100OX

FIGURE 2-11: Possible remnant cleavage features at the edge of the
specimn (arrows).
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SERVICE FAILJRE

FRACIU MDE Overstress

PART NAME Aucmentor Nozzle Control Flex Shaft

OPERAION DATA Flex shaft operates in a non-unifrom low cycle stress
environment.

PAME TIME 488.6 hours (2235.75 operational cycles)

ACIUAL

BASE 17-7 PH (stainless steel) - confirmed
MAT'L

HARDNESS No Requirement - HR! 45-59 *
GRAIN SIZE No Requirement -- -
DIMENSIONAL ___ Required strand thickness ----0. D. strand thickness

not available. 0.030-0.031 inch

* Diamond pyramid hardness (DI{) conversion.

SUMMARY: After fracture of the O.D. strands, the flex shaft drive continued
to operate causing the fractured strands to rub together, saarin the
fracture features. Only overstress features were found on the other
strands. No material or microst-uct-rl aoc4 alies were found.
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FAIL 91369 MG3: 2X FAIJ 31370 WC: 3X

17GURE 2-12: Overall photograph of the FIGURE 2-13: En view of the
fractured flex shaft end. The strand]s fractured flex shaft.
are twisted and rubbed.

FL93428 MG10XVL945MAG: 100OX

FIGURE 2-14: StE4 photograph of a FIGUJRE 2-15: Higher magnification
fractured standi. Ume fracture appears to photograph showiing a mixture of
be the result of torsional overstress. taisile arKd shear dinp1es near

the center of the strandi.
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SVfEFAI[UME

FIRAC1'tRE MME~ Faticque (p~robable LCF)

PART NAME Aucmntor Nozzle Control Primary Flex Shaft

OPEATION DATA Strandis were foundr~ fractured durinc( tear-down
inspec-tion. Thbe shaft gperted in a non-unifonm low,
cycle stress envirorment.

PART TME 146 hou~rs (707 omrational cycles)

|JCIAi

BASE __ 17-7 PH¶ (stainless steel)- cognfirmed
NAT 'L

HARDEtSS ------ No REciirement M9U~ 59-60*
GRAIN SIZE __ ________ _____

DWIMU~SCdL_ O.D. strandi thickness not-- 0.030-0.032- inch
available.

*Diamndr pyramid hardness (D1¶1) conversion.

-¶RMY.: Five 0.D. strands fractured by fatigue (probable FF) with origins
on their inside surfaces. The fatigue progressed 20-50% of the way through
the strand]s. No material or microstractural adrlies were fdond.
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FALI 92140 NAG: 2X FL911NG 0

FIGUIRE 2-16: Overall photograph FIGURE 2-17: Close-up photograph1
of the end of the shaft showiing five of the five fractured strands. The
fractu~red strandis (arrowi). snwoth appearance on the I. D. side

of the strands indi~cates fatigue.

PALJ 93429 NAG: 10OX FAL 93431 HAG: 100OX

FIGURE 2-18: SEX photograph of a FIGURE- 2-19: Fatigue progression
fractured strand. The fatigue origin near the origin area. Remnant
area is visibl1e at the right (arrow), striations are shown by brackets.
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Custom 455 (Stainless Steý.7')

Material Desat•uion

OCstam 455 is a low carbon Ni-Cr stainips steel - withl good oorrosion
resistance. Solution heat treating at 1500 F-1550 F followed by a water
quench pro"ucs a mytensitic structure that is subsequently aged for 4
hours at 900 F-1000 F followed by aiE cooling. Optimum mechanical
properties are btained by aging at 950 F. Custom 455 is easily fabricated
and is available as billets, bars, shapes, wire, forgings, sheet, strip,
plate and tubing.

The material used in this study was AM 5617 heat treated to ANS
2759/3 (H950) with a required hardness of HRC 41.5-44.5 after precipitation
treatment at 950 F for 4 hours.

H950 HIOO0
Ultimate Tensile Strength: 225 ksi 200 ksi
0.2% Yield Strength: 210 ksi 185 ksi
Percent Elongation: 10% min. 10% min.
Percent Reduction in Area: 40% min. 40% min.
Measured Hardness: HRC 47-48 (DH{ Conversions)

Smooth and notched tensile tests were conducted at roam temperature
and 800 F. Uie smooth roam tenperature specimen had its primary fracture
originating at the center of the specimen with features radiating toards
the specimen surface. The entire outside surface had a well developed
0.015 inc shear lip containing very fine shear dinpled averstress. The
primary fracture exhibited a mixture of dinpled overstress and
quai-leavage features with seondary cradkng and cracked carbides. The
800 F smooth tensile specimen fracture surface was dominated by a large
shear lip (0.040 inch). The primary overstress area in the center of the
specimen did not show the directionality that the room taqmture specimen
did. This area exhibited ductile diupled overstress with void coalescence.
All 0 of these features indicated a significant inrwease in ductility for the
800 F specimen. Both notched tensile specimens exhibited a narrom, poorly
defyned shear lip at the base of the notch (0.005 inci, nr; 0.010 inch,
900 F). The primary fracture of the room tenperature specimen consisted of
dinpled overstress mixed with areas of quasi-cleavage. This mixture oj
ductile and brittle features is called mixed mode overstress. The 800 F
specimen showed only ductile diupled overstzvss in the primary fracture
area. Same of the larger dinples had small dinples within them. The
presence of the stress concentration associated with the notch appears to
have its primary affect on the features in the final overstress area. In
both the smooth and notched specimens, increasing the teuperature results
in a more ductile appearance.

SSmooth HCF specimensowere tested at three tenperatures: room
taiperature, 400 F and 800 F. Macroscopically, all three specimens had a
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similar appearance. In each case fatigue initiation and propagation
occurred on a plane roujhly perpendicular to the stress axis. Final
ov•rstress occurred on several planes that formed an angle of approximately
45 to the stress axis. The fatigue on each of the three sgecimens
propagated from one local origin. The room temperature and 400 F specimens
had local origins at slightly subsurface defects, possibly voids. The
fatigue initiation, Stage I, of all three specimens exhibited feathery
cleavage features. The fatigue striation appearance changed with increasing
temperature. The room teuperature specimen exhibited no clearly defined
striations. Possible smooth remmant striations were visible in the Stage
II propagation zone. These could also be the result of smear. The 400 F
specing exhibited striations and crack-like striations (seco ay cracks).
The 800 F specimen had soother, flatter striations than the 400 F specnien
and a much higher percentage of large crack-like striations. The final
overstress areas on all three specimens exhibited fine dimpled overstress.
The cinple size appears to increase with increasing temperature. Both
equiaxed and shear diuiles were present.

The stress co3i)osion cracking U-bend specimen was exposed to 3.5% NaCI
vapor at 95 C (203 F). The fracture exhibited feathery cleavage in the
area that was stress corroded. Mhe final overstress area exhibited fine
dimpled overstress. The tension side of the U-bend specimen had
significant attack and deposits of corrosion products. The cupression
side had no deposits or attack.

The hydrogen embrittlement specimen exhibited almost identical
features to the room temperature notched tensile test with the exception of
small patches of feathery cleavage at the specimen surface in the base of
the notch.
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MERIAL

Castau 455
ANS 5617 Bar

TEST TYPE
Smooth Tensile

TEST CONDITIONS
Strain Rate: 0.005 i4/mm/min (0.005 in/ir/min)
Atmosphere: Air
Teirperature: Roeal Tenerature
Test Direction: Ilngiitunal

0.2% Yield Strength: 1594.8 MPa (231.3 ksi)
Ultimate Strength: 1644.4 MPa (238.5 ksi)
Percent Elongation: 11.5
Percent Reduction of Area: 53.5

FAL 92556 MP(: 15X

Figure 3-1: Test results and fractography of Custom 455 room temperature
smooth tensile test. The prilnmy fracture area is in the center of the
specimen (arrow) with features radiating outward. A well defined final
fracture (shear lip) is visible along the outside surface of the specimen
(bracket).
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FMN 100296 M: 50X

I

FAM 100297 MAC: 0OX

FIGU1M 3-2: Optical pltcinicrcgraphs showaing the shear lip and~ deformation
at the edge ofthe specim-n (top). The shearlip isshamnby an arr.
The ce~nter of the specimen exhibits transgranular overstress (bottomn).

Etchant: Vilella's R~eagent
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FAM4 98386 NG 0

FIGURE 3-3: tIx. Magnificationl view shc~irCJ Primary fracture area
exhibitiixq seoorlaxy crackig and clearly defined final overstress area
(shear lip).

F-AM 98387 A.2X

FIGUR 3-4: Dinpl1d overstress and secx~xarY crack-iI9 (arrw) in the
primary fracture area.
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FAM 98388 M7G: 1000X

FIGURE 3-5: Diupled oiverstress, secondaixy cracking (arrows A) and
fractured carbides (arrows B) in the priaway fracture area.

FAM 98389 MACI: 3000X

FIGURE 3-6: High wagnification photograph showing fine dinip1ed overstress
and fractured carbides in the primary overstress area.
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F20RIAL

Custom 455

Al4S 5617 Bar

TEST TYPE
Smo~oth Tensile

TEST ODNDITIONS
Strain Rate: 0.005 n;mTVnml/n (0.005 in/i~rVmin)
Atxmosphere: Air
Tenperature: 427C( (8000F)
Test Direction: Iaigjitlinal

TES RESULTS
0.2% Yield Strength: 1101.1 MPa (159.7 ksi)
Ultimate Strength: 1192.1 MPa (172.9 ksi)
Percent Elongation: 15.0
Percent Reduction of Area: 66.9

FAL 92555 M~G: 15X

Figure 3-9: Test results andi fractography of Custorn 455 4279C (13009F)
smooth tensile test. ¶Ihe fracture is dominated by a large final overstress
area (shear lip) arouw-4 the specimen. The size of the shecar lip is larger
than for the row tewperature specilmen due to increased ductility at
elevated teqperature.
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FIAM 100228 MAG: 20OX

* FGUMB 3-10: OPtical l~aotaicrogi~ showing the, transgranudar appeararce
of th~e en~tire fr-acture path.
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FAM 98392 MIG: 50X

FIGUJRE 3-11: tIzw magnification view showing relatively small primary
fracture area at the center of the fracture surface, with large area of
final overstress (shear lip). The extent of the shear lip is shown by a
bracket.

FAM 98393 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 3-12: Dinled overstressz andl void coalescence in the primary
fracture area.
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FA~M 98394 MAG: 100OX

FIGURE 3-13: Fine eqpiaxed dimples andI void coalescence (arrows) in the
primary fracture area.

FAM 98395 MAG: 3000X

FIGUJRE 3-14: Fine equiaxed dimples in the prixnury overstives~ area.*
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MATERAL

Custcan 455
AMS 5617 Bar

Notched Tensile

TEST CONDITIONS
Crosshead Speed:1.27 mm/min (0.05 in/min)
Atnosphere: Air
STeqerature: Room Temperature
Test Direction: Inngitudinal

TEST RESUTIS
Ultiisate Strength: 2416.0 MPa (350.4 ksi)

FAL 92559 HAG: 12X

FI(GJRE 3-15: Test results and fractography of Custtau 455 room tamperature
notdCed tensile test. The center of the specimen exhibits an uneven
appearnxce. A narrow shear lip is visible aloNg the outside of the
specimen (arrwl).
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P~AM 100234 W 20

FIGURE 3-16: Optical photanicrograph shcouirvg the tranSg=aUlar a~peardnoe
of the fracture surface path near the center of the specimen.

Etchant: Vilella's Reagent
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FA~M 98376 NAG: 50X

FIGURE 3-17: Low magnification photograph showing deep features in the
primary overstress area and a mml1 final osverstress area (shear lip).

PAM 98377 MG~: 200X

FIGURE 3-18: Shallow dnhiples and deep features in the primary overstress
area.
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FAX 98378 MG: 1000X

FIGURE 3-19: Very fine shallow dinples between areas of fine cleavage.

FAX 98379 MAG: 3000X

FIGURE 3-20: Fine di~,1es (arrow) between areas of fine cleavage (mixed
=~de overstress).
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Custavi 455

AMS 5617 Bar

Tf BT OJNDITONS
Crosshead Speed: 1. 27 iim~miii (0. 05 in/'min)
Atmosphere: Air
Tleqoerature: 4279C (800'F)
Test Direction: Iaiitudinal

Ultimate Strength: 1777.5 MPa (257.8 ksi)

MA 92558 MAG: lox

FIGUJRE 3-21: Test results and fractography of Ckstcan 455 4279C (B00 0 F)
notched tensile test. Thbe primary overstress area near the center of the
specimen is smother than the rocm temperature specimen. The final
overstress area (shear lip) is larger than that on the rmtin tzeraturs
specimevn, (Figure 3-15).
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FMN 100227 kyui: IuoX

FAM 100233 MAG: 200X

JYGUPE3-22: optical photcmicrograpbs showving plastically deformed grains
in the base of the notch (arrw, top). The center of the specimen exhibits
a predaiinantly tnmgranular f racture path (bottom) .

M~chant: Vilelia's Reagent
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FAN 98380MG5X

FIGURE 3-23: low magnification view showiing the primary fracture area andl
a clearly defined narrow final overstress area (shear lip).

FAM 98381 MGC: 200X

FIGURE 3-24: Prhikary fracture area exhibits both coarse and very fine
diup1es.
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FAM 98382 NAG: 100OX

FIJRE 3-25: Mixture of coarse andi very fine equiaxed dimples.

FAM 98383 MAG: 3000X

FIGUR~E 3-26: Higher magnification photograph of the area shown in
Figure 3-25, exchibitirwj coarse dimiples with f ine dimples within them
(arrow).
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FAM 98384 MG: 6000X

FIGURE 3-27: Very fine equiaxed dimiples within coar-ser dimiples (arrow~).
The surface is relatively free of oxide.

FAM 98385 MAG: 3000X

FIGURE 3-28: Mixture of fine shear dimples andi equiaxed dimples in the
final overstress area (shear lip). Arrows indiicate the directions of
relative witioti.
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-•- MTEIAL

Custao 455
AMS 5617 Bar

TEST TYPE
Sim•oth HCF

TEST CONDITIONS
Stress: 827.4 MPa (120.0 ksi)/-827.4 MPa (-120.0 ksi) Et4F*

896.3 MPa (130.0 ksi)/-896.3 MPa (-130.0 ksi) EtNF
965.3 MPa (140.0 ksi)/965.3 MPa (-140.0 ksi)

Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 cPU
Atmosphere: Air
Tmerature: Roon Te5mperature
Test Direction: Inngitudinl

TEST R5t5UI4
Cycles to Fracture: 2.97X10 (EtNF), 2. 0X10 (WNF), 3.06XI04

* Did Not Fracture

FAL 93828 MAG: 15X

FIGURE 3-29: Test results and fractography of Custao 455 roan temperature
smooth HCF test. Mhe fatigue progression zone is approximately
perpendicular to the stress axis. An arrow indicates the origin area.
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FAN 100263 NAG: 50X

*4y-4 ~.A
Mk. ~~

FAN : 10026 M5 20

FIQ~~~~~~~~ 3-0Ypia htncnrpsshwn h ia vrtesae

FIGRpEldr to30 Othea pooirgah hwg efinlvrstress axir(eta4

Etchant: Vilella's Reagent
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Fla=PF 3-31: Overall photograph of the origin area andI fatigue progression
*area. Fatigue features can be seen radiating fromn the origin.

FAM 59209 HA:200X

FICGJR 3-32: lligheir mignif ication view of the origin area. Mhe features
appear to be smared. The localized orig~in is shown by an arrow.
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FAM 99210 NAG: lOQOX

FIGURE 3-33: High magnification photograph of the origin area. The
localized origin is smeared, but may be at a subsurface defect (arrow) .

FM 99212 MA: 1000X

FIGURPE 1-34: Fatigue progression area showing possible rerinant fatigue
striations. 'These also could be the result of smear.
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FAM 99213 NAG: 3000X

FIGURE 3-35: Higher m~gnification view of the area shown in Figure 3-34.

FIGURE 3-36: Final overstxxiss exhibl~ting fine features.
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FAM 9215 G: I000X

FXI.JR 3-37: Fine diup1&d overstress in the final overstress area.

FIGURE 3--38: Very fine ecquiaxe din1cd overstress in the area showin in
Figure 3-37.
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Custan 455

AMS 5617 Bar

TEST TYPE
Snoothi HQF

TEST CONDITIONS
stress: 896.3 I4Pa (130.0 ksi)/-896.3 MPa (-130.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 c~m
Atnosrihere Ai
Tenperature: 204'C (400'F)
Test Direction: T-ongitudinal

TEST RESULTS
Cycles to Fracture: 181,000

PAL 93829 MAG: 1SX

FIGUR.E 3-39: Test results and fractography of Custca 455 2040 C (400,F)
camoth HCF te~st. The fatigue origin and propagation areas are shown by an
arrow. 11be fatigue o~w~red on a plane perpendicular to the stress axis.
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FAM 100261 NAG: 200X

F~~~c~~JRE 3-40:~~~T -~tia phtairoqah shEinte aiuepogesona
(top)~~~~~~~~~~~..... an4h ia vntesae bto) h aiu rgesdo

FlanE 3pe0pendicularth s1tmress axis. Theofinal tersatrges poccuredsion are

plane that makes a 45 0 angle to the stress axis. The fracture path is
preduiiinantly transgranular.
Etchant: Vilella's Reagent
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FAM 99217 NAG: 50X

FIGURE 3-41: Overall photograph of the origin area andl fatigue progression
area. Fatigue features can be seen radiating fromi the origin (arrow).

P~AM 99218 MAG: 200X

FIGURIE 3-42: Higher magnif ication photograph of the origin area, again
showing features radiating frcai the origin (arrowi).
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FAM 99219 NAG: 1000X

FIGURE 3-43: High magnif ication photograph of the origin area. The local

origin is sneared, bu.t may be at a subsurface void (arrow).

FAX 9220MG: 3000X

FIGURE 3-44: High ivagnification photograph of an area adjacent to the
origin. No fatigue striations are discernible.
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FAM 99221 NAG: 1000X

FIGURE 3-45: Fatigue progression area with no striations resolvable at

this magnification.

FAM 99222 MAG: 3000X

FIGURE 3-46*. Higher magnification view of the area show~n in Figure 3-45,
showingq fatigue striations, indicatingj propagation fromn bottomi to top of
the photograph.
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FAM 99223 NAG: 200X

FIGURE 3-47: Final overstress showing fine features similar to the rocm
tmperat~ure specimn.

FAM 99224 MAC3: 100OX

FIGURE 3-48: F~ine dimnpled overstress in the final aorerstress area.
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FM 9225M~G: 3000X

FIGURE 3-49: Very fin~e eqaiiaxod dinpled overstress in the area sham in
Figure 3-48.
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MATRIAL

Custani 455

AMS 5617 Bar

TEST TYPE
Smooth HCF

TEST CONDITIONS
Stress: 689.5 ?4Pa (100.0 ksi)/-689.5 I4Pa (-100.0 ksi) LINF*

758.4 MPa (110.0 ksi)/-758.4 MPa (-110.0 ksi) IEF
827.4 MPa (120.0 ksi)/-827.4 N4Pa (-120.0 ksi)

Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 cpM
Atmosphere: Air
Temiperature: 4279C (800'F)
Test Direction: La-,nitudinal

TEST RESULTaS 5 55
Cycles to Fracture: 3 .74X10 (DNF), 1.24X10 (EtNF), 1.22X105

*Did Not Fracture

FAIJ 93950 NG-

FIGUR 3-50: Test results and fractography of CUstco 455 4270C (800,F)
smooth HCF test. The fatigue origbi and propagation areas are shown by an
arrow. The progression area appears shiny.
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FAM 100267 MAG: 20X

FAM 100266 MAG: 10bX

FIGJRE 3-51: Optical photOmicrograPhs shcming an oveiall view (top) and a
close-up view (bottom) of the fatigue progression area. The fatigue
progression area is flat (transgranular) and occurred on a plane
perpendicular to the stress axis (bracket, top). The final overstress area
is rougher and deviates fram the normal plane.

Etdiant: Vilella's Reagent
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FAN 99273 NG 0

FIGM? 3-52: overall pho~tograph of the origin area and fatigue progression

area. Fatigue features can be seen radiating from~ the, origin (arrowi)

FIGUR~E 3-53-. Higher magnification view of the diffuse origin area, again
showbiirg features radiating frm the origin (arrow).
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FAM 99275 M~: 100OX

FIGURE 3-54: High magnification photograph Of an area near the origin. An
arrow showis the direct:ion of propagation. No fatigue striations ar-e
discernible.

SFAM 99277 MAG: 1000X

FIGUIRE 3-55: Fatigue pironrssion 2one exhibiting crack-like striations
(arrows) with smear features perpendicular to thera.
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FAM 99278 NAG: 3000X

FIGURE 3-56: Higher magnification view of the area shown in Figure 3-55.
Fine remnant striations are visible between the cracks (arrow).

PFAM 99279 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 3-57: Dilpled overstress in the final overstress area.
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FAM 99280 MG: iQOOX

FIGURE 3-58: Dinpled overstress in the final fracture area. The dipples
are coarser than on the rocam temperature specim~en. Tw voids are ind1icated
by arros.
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Oistami 455
AMS 5617 Bar

Stress Corrosion

TEST CONDITIONS
Stress: 1336.2 MPa (193.8 ksi)
Environnent: 3.% NaCl vapor (simulated sea water)
Tenperature: 958C (2030F)
Test Direction: Linrgitixinal (U-bend specimen)

TEST RESUIIM
Tine to Fracture: 168 hourxs

FAL 94626 Mi: 3X F-AL 94627 MAG: 3X

FIGUIRE 3-59: Test results and fractography of OQston 455 stress corrosion
test flat plate specimen. T~he fracture is shown frcm the tension (left)
and~ ompressioti (right) sides. Ilie tansion side exhibited extensive attack
and deposition of corrosion products. The caqpression side was relatively
free of attack.
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F7AM 100268 NAG; 50X

1FPM 100269NA:10

FIGJRE 3-60: Optical photomicrographs showing the iritergranular appearance
of sec~ondary cracks. These branching intergranular cracks are one of the
characteristics of stress corrosion cracking. Often the mode cannot be
conclusively detenytined by looking only at the primary fracture surrace,
and1 a metallographic section similar to this can be decisive.

Etdiant: Vilella's Reagent
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FMN 99698 MIG: 200X

FIGURE 3-61: Law magnification phtotgraph of the fracture surface

exhibiting transgranular cleavage.

PAM 99699 MAG: 1000X

FIGURE 3-62: 1Rewa'nt, featliery tr-ansgranuJlar cleavage.
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FAM 99700 MG3: 3000X

FIGURE 3-63: Higher magnif ication PhotOgra~h Of the area shcown in Figure
3-62.

ma

PFAM 99693 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 3-64: Final Overstress area.
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FAM 99694 N4AG: 1000X

FIGURE 3-65: Fine diwpl~ed overstress in tthe final fracture area.

VIM 99695 NAG: 30X

FIGUR1E 3-66: Fine equiaxed dimpled overstress in the final fracture area.
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Custom 455
SAS 5617 Bar

TEST TYPE
Hydrogen Ebrittlenent

TEST ODNDITIONS
Stress: 1813.3 MPa (263 ksi) ENF*

2054.6 MPa (298.0 ksi) ENF
2345.2 MPa (333.0 ksi)

Atmosphere: Air
Teaperature: Romn Teqm~rature
Test Direction: Longitudinal
Charging: Charged for 12 hours in gaseous H, at 5000 psi.

Cathodically charged for 2 hours In 1% aqueous
HC1, 15 Vdc, platinum anode

Time to F•acture: 273.5 hrs. (ENF), 99.1 hrs. (ENF), Failed on
Loading.

* Did Not Fracture

528 MAG: 12X

I-GURE 3-67: Tost resslts and fractography of Oastcw 455 hydrogen
ewbrittlenent test.
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FAM 99644NA:2X

FIGURE 3-69: LowJ magnification photograph of the fracture surface

exh~ibiting ductile overstress with patches of cleavage.

FAM 9646M,.: 1000X

FIG=J1 3-70: Reuwat feathery transgranular cleavage at the surace Of the
specinmen (arrw) .
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FAM 99647 NAG: 200X

FIGURE 3-71: Fracture surface near the center of the specimen, exhibiting
a mdxture of ditpled overstress and patches of cleavage.

FAM 99648 MAG: 100OX

FIGURE 3-72: Higher magnification photograph of the area shown in Figure
3-71, exhibiting dhipled overstress with patches of feathery cleavage.
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AISI 347 (Stainless Steel)

Material ~cltc

¶Type 347 stainless steel is a stabilized austenitic stainless steel
that can be hardened by cold working but not by heat treatment.
Stabilization is ac lmplished by tieing up the carbon with minor additions
of columbium and tantalum. These elements form carbides throughut the
microstructur6 which help prevent sensitization. Type 347 is less
susceptible to general corrosion than Type 321. nie alloy is available in
the form of bar, plate, sheet, forgings, tubing, wire and castings.

7he material used in this study AMS 5646 was heat treated to AMS
2759/4 with a required hardness of HRB 75-97 (BIN conversion). The typical
room temperature mechanical properties for AMS 5646 (bar) are as follows:

Ultimate Tensile Strength: 90 ksi
0.2% Yield Strenrgth: 35 ksi
Percent Elongation: 50% min
Percent Reduction in Area: 65% mi

SReauired Measured
ASIM Grain Size: 11-12
Measured Hardness: HRB 98-99

FDract Overview

Type 347 stainless steel was tested in the solution heat treated
ciondition with no prior cold work. This resulted in very high ductility,
especially in the %levated teqxirature specimens. B~oth the room
teaperature and 1500 F smooth tensile specimens had reduction in area of
over 65%. The r8c teerature specimen had a very large shear lip (0.05
inch). The 1500 F specimen had no shear lip but necked to a small final
overstress area before fracture. The primary fracture on the room
teaperature specimen shwed ductile diipled overstress with som nucleating
particles visible in the bottcms of the dinples. 7he shear aip had a
mixture of fine equiaxed and coarser shear diules. The 1500 F specimen
had very deep conical dliles comered by a light oxide. Many of the0
dixples had particles within them. Both the rown teuerature and 1500 F
notched tensile specimns exhibited areas with axial faces on the fracture
surfaces. The room teaperature specimen exhibited a mixture of average
sized and very fine dinples that occurred in patches. The dirples were
deeper and coarser than those observed in the smooth room teqxrature
specimen but not the deep conical dinples exhibited by the elevated
tenpe-ature smooth specimen. The elevated teuperature notched specimen had
several vertical faces on the fracture that contained shear dimples and
unusual sharing/tearing dinples. The equiaxed dinpies ere shalloer and
coarser than the rom t•erature specimen.
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All three smooth HCF specimens had a similar macroscopic appearance,
exhibiting flat fracture perpendicular to the stress axis. The fatigue
crack Propagated through greater ths00 90% of the cross section in each
cas0. The room temperature and 1500 F specimens had single origins but the
800 F spec~imen had two localized origin areas each having a fatigue step.
The origin areas (stage I) on all three specimens exhibited feathery
cleavage features. No facets were observed in the origin area. Initial
propagation (stage II) showed we.l defined striations and crack-like
striations on all three specimens although the e"ent of ogdation
increased with increasing test temperature. The 800 F and 1500 F specimens
had a higher percentage of crack-like striations than were observed on the
room temperature specimen. As the fatigue crack grew, the striation
appearance became smoother and there were fewer crack-like striations. The
striation spacing also increased noticeably. Arrest marks were visible
macroscopically in the area just before final overstress ocxurred on all
three specimens. Final overstress occurred by dimpled overstress with sam
quasi-cleavage features.
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347 Stainless Steel
AMS 5646 Bar (Solution heat treated)

TEST TYPE

Smooth Tensile

TEST COMDIOI'NS
Strain Rate: 0.005 =Vmn/min (0.005 Win/inmin)
Atmo -ere: Air
Temperature: Roma Temperature
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TEST iEsu
0.2% Yield Strength: 615.0 MPa (89.2 ksi)
Ultimate Strength: 744 6 MPa (108.0 ksi)
% Elongation: 40.0
% Peduction of Area: 70.6

FAL 89335 MGA: 15X

Figuae 4-1: Test results and fractography of 347 s"r room titerature
Smooth tensile test. The entire fractur, surface is dakhiated by a large
final overstress area (shear lip, azea 1). Aiea 2 is the primary fracbze.
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FMN 100474NA:2X

FIGURE 4-2, optical plotcoticrograph of al WtallOgM~hic Cross Section
through the center of the specimm. The fracture is transgranular.

Etchat: 10% Oxalic acid electrolytic
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FAM 97962 M1z.: SOX

Figure 4-3: Low miagnification view showing dimpled primary fracture area
(area 2, Figure 4-1) and thie large final overstress area (area 1, Figure
4-1).

-jaw

40

FM41 97966 MA: 200X

Figure 4-4: Prnuay fracture area exhibiting dimpled overstress.
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F7M1 97967 MIG: iQOOX

Figure 4-5: Fine equiaxed d~iries in area of primary fracture slimm in

Figure 4-4.

FAM 97968 MA:300OX

Figure 4-6: High magnification photograph of fine dhtples in the primary
fracture area. N~ucleating particles are visible at the bottcaiz of several
dinp1es (arrcvs) .
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FAM 97963 NAG'. 200X

Figure 4-7: Fintal overstress area (shear lip) .

FM 97964 AG: 1000X

Figure 4-8: Shear dinples in final overstress area. Arrows ind)icate the
directions of relative motion.
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FAM 97965 MAG: 3000X

Figure 4-9: High magnification photograph of shear dimples in final
overstress area. Equiaxed dipples are mixed with the shear dimples.
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NATEIL

347 Stainless Steel

AMS 5646 Bar (Solution heat treated)

Smooth Tensile

TEST CONDITIONS
Strain Rate: 0.005 DTmrT~min (0.005 Win/i /nd.-
Atnxxsjhere: Air
Taq:erature: 816'C (15000F)
Test Direction: ritna

TEST RESUtaS
0.2% Yield Strength: 217.9 MPa (31.6 ksi)
Ulthimate Strengjth: 241.3 MPa (35.0 ksi)
% Elongation: 65.0
% Reduction of Area: 90.0

FAL 90295 NA:15 X

Figure 4-10: Test results and fractography of 347 SST 616 0C (15000F)
smo~oth tew~ile test. T1he specime~n has no shear lip but experienced a large
reduct±ion of area (nciwxK3) before final overstress ox,.2rrd.
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FAN 97991 MAG: 50X

Figure 4-12: lowi magnification view showjing dimpled ovrerstress coveringj

the entire fracture surface.

FAM 97992 NAG: 200X

Figure 4-13: Righer magnification photograph of diirtp1e overstress shc~n
in Figure 4-12.
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FAN 97993 NA:1000X

Figure 4-14: Equiaxed dimtples covered by a light oxide (charging).

FAN 97994 MAG: 3000X

Figure 4-15: High magnification view of lightly oxidized equiaxed dirples
showingr~ particles (arrows) in several of the dinples.
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PATEAL

347 Stainless Steel

AMS 5646 Bar (Solution heat treated)

Notched Tensile

Crosshead Speed: 1.27 miVmin (0.05 inramin)
Atmosphere: Air

T~era~re: Romn Tuqerature
Test Direction: Lorn3ittxinal

TEST RESLUIEs
Ultinate Strengjth: 1078.3 I4Pa (156.4 ksi)

P~AL 90293 HG O

Figure 4-16: Test results and fractcxraphy of 341 SST roomi teirperature
notched tcmiile test. Three large seczxlaray cracks radliate frcmi the center
of the speciaran fxuacure surface.
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NN

FAM 100276 HAG: 200X

Fla=R 4-17: Optica1 ptotauicrograpts of the crntor (top) and edge
(bottom) of the fracture.

Etctant: Uirtctai
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FAM 97984 G5O

Figure 4-18: Low magnification ph~otngraph show~ing prinaxy dinpied

overstress area and a narro shear lip along the surface of the specimen.

FAM 97990 HAG: 200X

Figure 4-19: Close-up view of axial scco~nary crack in the priniary dinpled
overstress area.
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FM 97988M7G: 1000X

Figure 4-20: Equiaxed dinpled overstress in the praimary fracture area.

RAMI 97989 ?4AG: 300OX

F~igure 4-21: H~igh iiagnif ication view of equiaxe d irpTlcx overstress
showing particles in the centers of the dinpies, (axnw A) . Fine dinples
are visible in patzhes (arrow B).
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FWAM 97985 TW: 200X

Figure 4-22: c1os&-u view showaing the shea lip (arrowi)

RAM 97986 MGI'W310X

F~igure 4-23: Szn3are shear dimples in the final Overstress area.
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PAM 97987 M: 3000X

Figure 4-24: High magnification photograph of the shear dimples shown in
Figure. 4-23.
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MATERAL

347 Stainless Steel

AM~ 5646 Bar (Solution heat treated)

TEST TYPE
Notchied Tensile

TEST X)NDITIONS
Crosshead Speed:l.27 imi/min (0.05 in/min)
Atmo~sphere: Air0
Temp~erature: 816'C'(1500 F)
Test Direction: Lorigibxiinal,

TEST RESUIiJS
Ultimate Strerrjth: 374.4 NPa (54.3 ksi)

FAL 90294 MG: lox

Figure 4-25: Test results and~ fractograpAiy of 347 SST 8169C (1500'F)
notched tensile test. This specimen fracture exhibits more depth in the
features than the roma taqx~rature specimen (Figure 4-16).
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FAN 100273 NAG 200X
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FAM 97995 IMAi3: 15X

Figure 4-27: Low magnification view showing dimpled overstress (A), shear

(B) and axial shear (C).

FAN 97996MG5X

Figure 4-28: View of area A showing~ fine dimp1le overstre-ss.
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FAM 97998 NA: 2000X

Figure 4-30: High magnification view of area A showing equiaxed dinpies,
and~ associated particles (arrow~s) . The fracture surf ace is cd=agirxj,,
indicating3 that it is lightly oxidized.
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FAM 97999 MG1: 50X

Figure 4-31: Higher magnification phatcgragi of shear areas B and C.

FAN 98000 MAG: 200X

Figure 4-32: Higher magnification photographi of area shown in Figure 4-31.
Shear areas B and C are visible.
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FA~M 98001 MAG: IQOOX

Figure 4-33: High magnification view of area B showing lightly oxidized

shear dimples. Arrows show~ the directions of relative motion.

IIL

AM 98002MG 0O

Figure 4-34: High m~agnification view of area C, showing axial shear face~.
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l~dRTAL

347 Stainless Steel
AMS 5646 Bar (Solution heat treated)

TEST TYPE
Smooth HCF

TEST ESNDITONS
Stress: 275.8 MPa (40.0 ksi)/-275.8 MPa (-40.0 ksi) r*NF

344.7 MPa (50.0 ksi)/-344.7 MPa (-50.0 ksi) MNF
413.7 r¶a (60.0 ksi)/-413.7 MPa (-60.0 ksi)

Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 cpm
Atmosphere: Air
Tenperature: Room Temperature
Test Direction: Lorqitudinal

ME RS5 5Cycles to Fracture: 1.08XI0 (ONF), 3.55X10 (ENF), 3.2X10 4

MA 93952 MAG: 15X

Figure 4-35: Test results and fractograpriy of 347 SST room tenperature
smooth HCF test. The origin area is shown by an arrow.
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FM 98953 MAG: 10OX
FIGURE 4-36: optical photmnicrograph of a metallographic cross section nearthe fracture surface. No grain eloation or strain lines are visible
indicating low stress.

Etchant: 10% Oxalic acid electrolytic
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EM 99245MAG: 50X

FIGUJRE 4-37: low magnification photograph showing~ features radiating from

the origini area (bracket).

VAN 99246 14AG: 20OX

FIGUJRE 4-38: Fatigue features radiating~ frtan the origin (arrowi). lhe dark
patch at the surface (bracket) is a wrear tha~t occured after the fracture.
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FAM 99247 NAG: 100OX

FIGURE 4-39: Post-fracture snear at the fatigue origin. The features on
the fracture were distorted when the smar occurred. Machining lines are
visible on the surface adjacent to the fracture. The localized origin is
iiricated by an arrow.

-AM 992486

FRW 44: aigefatrs er h rii ae. riviul tiaJn

are~ ~~i baPl Ieoval (rcIs
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FAN 99250 MA,: 3000X

FIGURE 4-41: Fine fatigue striations anct crack-like striations near the
origin area. The fracture propagated from bottom to top of the photograp.

PAN 99251 NAG: 200X

FIGURE 4-42: Flat fatigue progression area near the oenter of the
specimen. Secoary cracking parallel to the propagation direction is
also present.
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FMN 99252 HAG,. 1000X

F]UJRE 4-43: Oar-ser fatigue, striations in the fatigue progression area
(Figure 4-42). Small voids (arrowis) (probably void ooa~lescerve) are
intersere in the frac*ire surfam.

FIGUJRE 4-44: Higher nagnification~ jphotoraph of striaitions in the fatigue
progression ZOne. See Figure 4-43.
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FIGURE 4-45: Final overstress area exhibitingj a mixture of equiaxed
di~1es, shear diriples andi cleavage.

F1GJ1VE 4-46. Dii~plod overstress ardi teariwin cleavage features (top of
t~,qgr4jp) in the finail overstress area.
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MAERIAL

347 Stainless Steel
AMS 5646 Bar (Solution heat treated)

TEffI DAMkq

TEST TYPE
Smooth HCF

TEST ONDITIONS
Stress: 344.7 MPa (50.0 ksi)/-344.7 MPa (-50.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
FreYquency: 1800 cpm
Atmosphere: Air
Teqoerature: 4270C (800°F)
Test Direction: longitudinal

TEST RESUUS
Cycles to Fracture: 20,500

FAL 93951 MAR: 15X

Figure 4-47: Tast results and fractography of 347 SST 4270 C (800°F) snooth
HCF test. The fracture propagated from two origin areas (arrows A).
Arrest marks are visible rear the end of the fatigue thumbnail (arrows B).
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FAM 100272 MAC: 200X

FIGUJRE 4-48: optical photomicrogjraph showingj the fatigue progression
portion of the f racture on a plane perpendicul~ar to the stress axis. Ihe
fracture path is prekzninantly transgranular.

Etchant: tUnetchedx
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FAN 99256 NAG: 50X

FIGMR1 4-49: tcw~ magnification photograph shwn features radiating frcsu
a dif fxe origin area (bracket).

FAM 99257 NAG: 200X

MUMi~ 4-50: Fatigue featu'ýý,- radiating frcm the origin. A small fatigue
step, tear r-idge (arrc4) separates two localized origins that are close
togethor oin the surface of the specinmn.
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FAM 9258 G: 1QOOX

FIGURE 4-51: striations and crack like striations near the origin are-a.
Arrow perpendicular to the striations poixts back, tcuiards the origin.

FIGURE, 4-52: Fine fatigue striations, and crack like striations (arrow)
near the origin. B3racket contains five striations.
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FAM 99260 MAG: IOOOX

FIGURE 53: Relatively smooth fatigue striations in the fatigue progression

zone near the center of the specimen. Small voids are visible (anrios).

FAN 99261 HAG: 3000X

FI(la=E 4-54: Itighler magnification vie-w of theL flat fatigue pror&-ssion
area n'ear the center of the spxeciiwrn. The dismxntinuity in the striations
(arrowa) was pivbably cau-sad by a carbide.
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F~~aJP ~ ''A 4-55 F Ea o'VerTrs R rea

FM 99262 G: 2000X

FI(JRE 4-56: Dipp1ecd overstmess in thQ.. final overstress area.
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MATERIAL

347 Stainless Steel
AMS 5646 Bar (Solution heat treated)

TEST TYPE
Smooth HOF

TEST XOJND TONS
Stress: 137.9 MPa (20.0 ksi)/-137.9 MPa (-20.0 ksi) ENF*

172.4 MPa (25.0 ksi)/-172.4 MPa (-25.0 ksi) UNF
206.8 MPa (30.0 ksi)/-206.8 MPa (-30.0 ksi)

Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 cPm
Atmosphere: Air
Teqerature: 816°C (1500°F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TEST 5tUI 5
Cycles to Fracture: 1.09X10 (DNF), 1.OXlO (DNF), 1.07X105

* Did Not Fracture

IFAL 93953 MAG: 15X

Figure 4-57: Test results andi fractography of 347 ssT 8160 C (1500'F)
smooth HCF test. Features can be seen radiating froim the origin area
(arrow). Arrest marks are visible near the ex- of the fatigue thumbnail
(bracket). The fatigue extends aver 80% of the fracture surface.
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PAM 99264 14N3:r.** 5OX

FIGURPE 4-59: iw mnagnification photograph showing~ features radiatingj from~

a localized origin area (anxMw, bOttcm Center).

FAM 99265 MWG 200X

FIGURIE 4-60: F~atigue feature-s radiating frcii the origin (arrow).
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Fm~ 99266 A* 0O

FIGURE! 4-61: Higher miagnitication photograph of the localizedi origin,
Figure 4-60, showing moderate oxidation ax-1 progre~ssion from~ a possible
subsurface ammlay (arrw).

FAM 99267 HAG: 100OX

FIGURE 4-62: Flat oxidized features adjacent to the- localized origin.
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FM 99268 AG., 3000X

FIGURE 4-63: Heavily oxidized features mear the origin area. Individual
fatigue striatimos are not resolvable.

~M99269M:WO

r!WR1E 4-64: Relatively eoatse sitriations. ivd crk-iestriationIS in the.
fatigu;e pitgresalio zons, near tthe x>-Nater of tlhe- specinuen.
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VAN 99271 MAG: 200X

MUM~l 4-65: DJI~rplei cwerstress ani void coalescenc in the final

overatress area.*

FAN 99272 OO

FIGURE' 4-66: Oxi~dizod, smreared and dnivAed overatress in. the finavl
ovox-stress area.
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SEWVIC E iU

FRACITJRE ? ihCceFtge(ees-edm

PART NAME Fuiel manifold Bracket__________

OPERATION ~ABakt~rtdi celrtdmsints Ar.I
,was subiected to low rnoinal stress with high virty
stress.

PART TIM 282.4 hours (231 operation cycles)

REQIMAC=UA

MAE -_ _ AISI 347 Stainless Steel - con~firmed

MATI
ai

HAPIU'1SS - _ No Requirement - HRB 89-92*
GRAIN SIZE ____ No Requirement -________

DDOICNUIýA _ 1i ýes 0.071-0.085 inch -- 0.077-0.078 inch

* Diamond pyramid hardness (DPH) wrnversions.

SRA1RY: The bracket fractured by high cycle fatigue (HCF) propagatindg frc
nultiple origins on both the inboard and outboard surfaces adjacent to an
attachment bolt hole. te fracture surface exhibited a clearly defined
shear lip near the oenter of the sanple. T1his is indicative of
reverse-bending loading. The lack of a large final overstress area
indicates the nominal stress was low. The location of the origins was
detemined by the bolt head contact circle. No material or microtfictural
anaralies were found.
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FL91683 M¶G: 2X FAL 91684 NAG: 3X

FIGURE 4-67: Overall ph~otograph of the FIGURE 4-68: overall photograph
fractured bracket from the outboard side. of the fracture surface shouirM a
The primary origins were located *,ell defined shear lip near the
adjacent to one of the attachment bolt center (arrowis).

1~L93320 HAG: lOX FAL 93319HA:3X

FIGUJRE 4-69: LowI magnification SF14 FICUPE- 4-70: Close-up SFE4
phiotograph of the primary origin azrw. phiotograph of origin area cui the
The shear lip is shown by arrows. inboard side of the bracket.

Small steps indicate origin
locations.
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A-286 (High Ni Stainless Steel)

M-aterial D it.

A-286 is an precipitation hardened i~on-base alloy with high tgxhnes
and good oxidation resistanoe to 1500 F (continucm s) and 1800 F
(intermittent). Primary applications in the aerospace industry include
turbine disks, vanes, blades, shafts, casi5 and combustor parts. The alloy
is strengtr by heat treating at 1325 F for 16 hours precipitating Ni3
(Al, Ti), gamma prime. The strength of the material can be further
increased by cold working between the solution anneal and precipitation
heat treatment.

The material used in this study was ANS 5525 heat treated to AMS
2759/3 with a required hardness of HRC 24-35. The typical room temperature
mechanical properties for AMS 5525 are as follows. The strength increases
with increasing sheet thickness and is generally higher for bar stock than
sheet.

Ultimate Tensile Strength: 105-140 ksi
0.2% Yield Strength: 85-95 ksi
Percent Elongation: 4-15% min
Percent Reduction in Area: 15-20% min (bars)

ASIN Grain Size: 11-12
Measured Hardness: MRC 31-33

All four A-286 tensile specimens and the stress rupture spechn had
at least a partially intergranular fracture path. The rom te rature
smooth tensile and stress rupture specimens were almost exclusively
intergranular in the primary fracture areas. The stress rupture specWen
exhibited very little evidence of ductility on the grain faces. The
tensile specimens had dinples and ridges on the grain faces and patches of
fine dimiples at the boundaries beteen the crains. These features
indicated ductility in the fracture. The 1300 F sooth tensile specimen
had a large area of shear dinpled overstress near the surface. Both
notched specimens and the elevated teqperature smoth specimen exhibited
varying degrees of intergranular and trwasrnar fracture. No clear
conclusion can be made relating toqu0eratume to the fracture path based on
these three specimens.

The three HCF specimens exhibited significant variation in macroscpic
aparance with increasing tenerature. The room tenperature and 400 F
specimens showed no obvious fatigue progression when viewed
macroscogically. Both specimens had somewhat of a granular appauance.
The 1300 F specimen exhibited a clear origin and fatigue progression area
exterding through greater than 50% of the cros section. The micrmcsaic
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appearance was also different for the 1300 F specimen. Both lower
tmperature specimens had faoeti Stage I fatigue origins and coarser well
developed striations. The 1300 F specimen exhibited feathery cleavage and
cleavage at the origin and a mixture of feathery cleavage and patdies of
fine shallower striations in the Stage II progression area. The final
overstress areas on all three specimens had patches of dimpled overstress
and quasi-cleavage with some intergranular character developing in the two
higher tenperature specimens.

The ICF specimen appearance differed considerably from the HCF
specimens. Both LCF specimens propagated from multiple tatigue origins and
had small isolated fatigue progression areas. The 400 F specimen had
faceted Stage I fatigue at the origin and cleavage with cleavage steps in
the Stage II fatigue zone. No clear striations were found. The 1300 F
specimen had small fatigue initiation/propagation zones along the surface.
These areas had a faceted intergranular appearance with cleavage steps and
remnant striations on same of the facets. Secondary cracks uere observed
along the specimen surface in the gage area. The final overstress areas on
both specimens occurred at an angle to the stress axis, exhibiting %
mixture of cleavage, quasi-cleavage and dimpled overstress on the 400 F
specimen and primarily shear dimpled overstress on the 1300 F specimen.

The stress corrosion cracking specimen exhibited feathery features and
bra•nhing secondary cracks. Macroscopically, the appearance was darker, due
to oxidation.

The hydrogen ewbrittlement specimen was relatively flat except for a
band approximately 0.03 inch thick at the surface that exhibited jagged
steps containing dimples and patches of cleavage. The center of the
specimen exhibited a udxture of dimpled rupture with quasi-cleavage.,
Cracked carbides were visible thro~gout the center of the specimen. No
carbides, cracked or uncracked, were found on the other specimens. This
may indicate an interaction between the carbides and the hydrogen in the
lattice.
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MATRIAL

A-286
A1NS 5525 Plate

TES TYPE
Smooth Tensile

TEST CO)NDITIONS
Strain Rate: 0.005 1Tn/DuTl,/in (0.005 in/i'V'nin)

*Atimosphere: Air
Tenperature: Roau Tezperature

*Test Direction: longitudinal

TEST RESULTS
0.2% Yield Strength: 704.6 ?4Pa (102.2 ksi)
Ultimrate Strength: 1063.3 I4Pa (154.8 ksi)
Percent Elongation: 20.0
Percent Reduction of Area: 26.0

FAL 92496HA:15

FIGURE 5-1: Test results andi fractoqraphy of A-286 roczm tenperture snwth
tensile test. The fracture appears granular with no shear lip visible.
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FAM 99886 MG'W: 200X

FN99885 A:2X

FEIGURE 5-2: Optical photemicrographs of the center (top) and~ edge (bottcti)
of the fracture. Grain elongation in the stress direction and secondary
grain boundary separation (arros) are visible. The fracture is
predominantly interg.r.ular.
Etd'iant: i5mi I{C1, l0mi HNO 31 bin] acetic acid
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FAN 98328 HAG: 500X

FI(JRE 5-4: Intergranular over~stress with som dinples at the gralix
bokx,~raries (intercjranjilar deccoiesion) (arrow.).
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FM~ 98329 NAG: 100OX

FIGJRE 5-5: Intergranulair overstress with slip lines present on the grain
faces (arrow). These should not be confused with fatigue striations.

FAX 98330 NAG 3000X

FIGUJRE 5-6,. Isolated fixv diipled overstress at the grain boundaries
(arro).
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HATRIAL

A-286

AMS 5525 Plate

Smo~oth Tens ilIe

TEST CONDITIONS
Strain Rate: 0.005 lm~mV~tmvin (0.005 irVixx/Min)
AtmoKsphere: Air
Taqoperature: 7049C (13009F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal -

TEST RESULTS~
0.2% Yield Strength: 623.3 NPa (90.4 ksi)
Ultimate Strength: 794.3 ?4Pa (115.2 ksi)
Percent Elongation: 25.*3
Percent Reduction of Area: 42.0

MA 92497 MAG: 15X

FIGURE 5-7: Test results and fractography of A-286 7049C (13000F) smooth
tensile test. Mhe fracture appears oxidized even at low.. magnification.
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FAM 99145 MG: 10OX

PAM 99146 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 5-8: Pair of increasing magnification optical photomicrographs of
the center of the fracture. Extensive grain elongation in the stress
direction andl secondary grain boundary separation (arrows) are visible.
Compare withl the roio tenpratuxe specimen, Figure 5-2.

Ethat: 15ml HC1, 10ml INO3, 3 n10m acetic acid
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FIGURE 5-9: Low magnification photograph showingy snmared shear lip area.

FIGURE 5-10: Mixture of fine andI coarse dixupl.I overstress in the prim~ary
f racture area.
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FAM 98333 M~G: 1000X

FIGUR.E 5-11: Mixture of coarse andl fine shallow dixrVles in the primary

fracture area. A light oxide covers the fracture surface.

PAM 98334 MAG: 3000X

FIGURPE 5-12: Patches of fine equiaxed di~p1es in the area shown in Figure
5-11.
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FAN 98337 NAG: 100OX

FIGMJE 5-14: Oxidized sal~ shear diiopl es in the final overstress area. Arw

slim th dirctins o reativ m 211n



A-286

AM~ 5525 Plate

Notched Tensile

TEST C3DNDITIONS
Crosshead Speecl:l.27 IimVmin (0.05 iiými)
Atwephere: Air
Tezerature: Rom~ Temerature
Test Direc-tion: Y-igritix~nal

TETRESULTS
Ultimate Stiengjth: 1347.9 VAPa (195,5 ksi)

............. .j.........

FAL 92498 M O

FIGUICE 5-15: Test ivsu~tzs amr3 tfrautq y of A-2U$ rco teqtuxe

notc~e tensile test. No slhe-ar lip is visible.
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FAN 99149 M@G: 10OX

FN99151 NAG: 10OX

FIGURE, 5-16: Optical photomnicrographs of the. center of the fracture. Very
little grain deformation is visible andI only one area exhibits secord~ary
grain bairxkiaxy separation. Conpare with the smooth tensile spwcinans,
Figures 5-2 and 5-8.

Etchant: 15im1 HC1, 10mb HNO 3 0 'on' acetic acid
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FAM 98316 NAG: SOX

FIGURE 5-17: No shear lip is present in this low magnification photograph.

FIGUJRE 5-18: Mixture of dinpled overstress (arrowi A), cleavage (arrow B)
axid void formation (arrow C).
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FAM~~ 981 M*E 1000

FAI4 98319 H4AG: 1000X

FIGURE 5-10: Mixur~ir etw dfimipled overstress and qasicleavage plaxed.od

ovestes).Fie lipliesar vsileon heclavg2pln5



MATERIAL

A-286
ANS 5525 Plate

TES DAM

TET TYPE
Notched Tensile

=ES CONDITIONS
Crosshead Speed:l.27 =rVrnin (0.05 in/min)
Atmospere: Air
Teuoerature: 704'C (1300'F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TEST RESULTS
Ultimate Strength: 1130.0 MPa (163.9 ksi)

MA 92499 MG lox

1nIURE 5-21: Test results and fractcxgraphy of A-28~6 704'C (1300'F)
notched tensile test. lie fracture appears oxidized even at low
magnification.
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FM99156 M4G: 10OX

FAX 99156A MW: 200X

FIGURE 5-22: Pair of inc.reasing magnification optical phtom~icrographs of
the center of the fracture. More grain deformation is visible than in the
roan tenper~ature notched tensile specimen. There is still very little
secondary grain boundary separation. Omare with the snwoth tensile
specime~ns, Figures 5-2 andi 5-8.
Etchant: 15mb HCl, l0mb HNO3J, b0rb acetic acid
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FAM 98323 NAG: 50X

FIGURE 5-23: Lcw magnification photograph showing an intergranular

appeaianc with som secondary crackirg (arrow).

PAM 98324 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 5-24: Mixture of transgranular and intergranulaix features.
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FAM 98326 WG: lOQOX

FIGUJRE 5-25: Mixture of cleavage and intergranular overstress with scme
grain boundlary separation. Fine, shallowi dinples are visible on s Of
the grain faces (arrow).

FAZ4 98325 MGA: 1000X

FIGUR~E 5-26: Higher magnification photo showing area of probable
quasi-cleavage.
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MAIRAL

A-286
AMS 5525 Plate

TEST EAMM

TEST TYPE
Stress Rwtpure

TEST OONDITIONS
Stress: 586.1 MPa (85.0 ksi)
Atmo~sphere: Air
Tenperature: 649°C (1200°F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TEST RES=LT
Time to Fracture: 6.2 hours
Percent Elongation: 2.5
Percent Reduction of Area: 2.9

FAL 94374 NAG: 15X

FIGURE 5-27: Test results and fractography of A-286 649°C (1200°'F)
stress rupture test. The fracture has a shiny intergranular appearance.
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FAM 100294 M~G: 10OX
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FAM 99535 M* 0

FIGUJRE 5-29: Low magnification ph~otograph exhibits intergranular
app~earance-

FAX 99536 W 5X

FIGM1E 5-30: intergranular fractur =uface with som intergranular
sweuxaiy crackn (artms).
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FAM 99537 MG: 200X

FIGUPE 5-31: Intergranular rupture With intergranular secorlazY cra&dxx.

EAM 99538 MAG: 1000X

FIGUIRE 5-32:- Higher magnification photograph of the area shmiv in Figure
5-31, depicting intergranular rupture.
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FAM 99540 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 5-33: Mixture of trmv- ular overstress dialres ard intergranular
rupture in final overstress area.

FAM 99541 MAG: 1000X

FIGURE 5-34: Higher magnification potograph of the area shown in Figure
5-33.
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MATERIAL

A-286
AMS 5525 Plate

TEST DAM

TEST TYPE
SmoothHCF

TEST cxNDmONS
Stress: 482.6 MPa (70.0 ksi)/-482.6 MPa (-70.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 qm
Atmosphere: Air
Temperature: Rom Tetnerature
Test Direction: Iongitudinal

TES RESULTS
Cycles to Fracture: 10,500

:'qi

FAL 93825 MAG: 15X

FIGURE, 5-35: Test results aid fractography of A-286 room teqperature
smooth HCF test.
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FAM 100300 NAG: 20OX

FIGURE 5-36: optical photAxcrograph shcowing a trarzgramilar sexormlaty
crack aluvig the gage section. The fatigue progrssion is transgranuwar.

Ethant: 15ml HCI, lOml HN03, 1Orl acetic acid
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FAM 99182 MAG: SOX

FIG=R 5-37: Lad mignification photograph showing a stage I fatigue facet

(arrow) at onea of several origins.

FAM 991L83 NAG: 200X

FIGURE 5-38: Higher magnification photograph of the stage I fatigue facet
(arrow) shown in Figure 5-37.
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PAN 9984NAC: lOQOX

FIGURE 5-39: Fatigue striations near the origin shown in Figure .5-39. 'Jibe
direction of propagation is shown by an arrow.

FAM 99185 VMG: 3000X

FIaJRE 5-40: Higher magnification p-hotxxgraph of the fatigue striatioav
shcw-n in Figure 5-39. The fatigue propagated only a short dlstaive into
the sp-mixn fran each origin before averstrcss ocnrre.
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RA~ 9918 SG IS0

FAM4 991878A:2O

FIGURE 5-42: Highier Magnification photograph showirg mixture -of cleavage
and dimpled overstress in the final overstrtc-ss area.
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--- MAM•IAL

A-286
ANS 5525 Plate

TEST TYPE
Smooth HCF

Stress: 448.2 MNPa (65.0 ksi)/-448.2 MPa (-65.0 ksi)
Stress Patio: -1
Frequency: 1800 cum
Atmoshere: Air
Tenperature: 204OC (400 F)Test Direction: Longitudinal

TESTRSUS
Cycles to Fracture: 11,400

FAL 93824 MG: VU

FIGURE 5-43: Test results and fractography of A-286 204°C (400°F) soth
HCF test. No obvious fatigue progression is discernible.
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PAM~ ~ ~ 1047 MA:1O

FIMPX~~~~~~~~~~~~~~)j 5-4 pia htmcrgaho ealgrpi rs eto

thog h rii raadinta aiueporsin

Mchat; 0% oali aci elctroyti
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FAM 99190 NMAG: 20X

FIGURE 5-45: Overall phiotograph show~ing no obivious fatigue progression.
Secondary cracking (arrowi) is visible adjacent to the primary fracture
(arrowj).

J.,1

PAM 99191 NAG: SOX

FIGMPE 5-46: Photograph showuing a localized origin (stage I fatigue facet,
arrow).
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FAM 99192 MG: 200X

FIGJRE 5-47: Stage I fatigue facet (arrowr) in the origin area.

FAN 99193 MAG: 1000X

FIG=JR 5-48: Reminant fatigue striations indiicative of fatigue. An arrow
indicates. the direcLion of propagation.
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FAM 99195 MAG: 1000X

FIGUJRE 5-49: Fatigue striations in the fatigue progression, zone.

FAX 99196 MAG: iQOOX

FIGURE 5-50: Crack-like striations in the fatigue progression zone.
Contrast the appearanoe with those show~n in Figure 5-49.
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FAM 99198NA:2X

FIGURE 5-51: Mixture of dirnpled overstress andI cleavage features (arrowJs)

in the final overstress area (quasi-cleavage).

FAM 99199 MAG: 100OX

FIGURE 5-52: Dippled overstress andI cleavage in the final fracture area.
Scam of the dinples are very fine, scame are coarser.
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NATRIAL

A-286
AM 5525 Plate

TEST TYPE
Smooth tICF

TEST CONDITIONS
Stress: 344.7 MPa (50.0 ksi)/-344.7 MPa (-50.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 cpM
Atmospere: Air
Tenperature: 7040 C (13000F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

ESTr R•-SLTS
Cycles to Fracture: 249,000

FAL 93831 MAG: 15X

FI(aiP 5-53: Test results and~ fractograp*hy of A-286 7040C (1300'F) smaoth
HCF test. Ite origin area is shown by an arrow and the extent of fatigue
is shln by brackets.
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FAM 100177 MG~: 10OX

FIGURE 5-54: C~tical r*1otcmiCrogra~h shc~iing trarsgranular fatigue
Progression- strain lines are visible in the grains near the fracture
(arrws). The fracture aPPears to be oxidized.

M~chant: 15m1 Hili, 10mb HNo 31 lnd, acetic acid
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FAM 99200 MG: 50X

FIGUJRE 5-55: Low magnification photograph of the origin area showiMr

surface origin (arrow).

PAM 992031 M:2

FIGUR~E 5-56: Localized origin with stage I faceting. Feathery cleavage
(arrows) is visible just back frc~i the origin.
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FAM 99202 M~G: iQOOX

FIGURE 5-57: Possible fatigue striations on a stage I fatigue facet in the
origin area. These also co~uld be cleavage steps.

FI(~JA G-8 Uaiu straton in" th aiu porsin oena h

FIGntEr of58 thtigue stri.atinsa in icthe ftige droretion zofe pneartioe
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EM~ 99206NA:2X

FIGURE 5-59: Diiip1ed overstress with som intergranular features in the
final overstress area.

FMX 99207 M4G: 1000X

FIGM1~ 5-60- Highier magnification photogx-aph shw~ing dintpled overstress in
the grain ed3ges with fine, shallow diirtles on the grain faces.
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A-286
AMS 5525 Plate

~~T YPE
Smooth LCF

TEST ONDITIONS
Stress: 758.4 NPa (110 ksiN/ 38.0 NPa (5.5 ksi)
Stress Ratio: 0.05
Frequency: 10 cpm
Atmospere: Air
Temrature: 204°C (400°F)Test Direction: Longitudinal

TE R MST
Cycles to Fracture: 23,410

P AL 93212 MAG: 10X

FIGURE 5-61: Test results and fractography of A-286 2049C (400°F) saoth
ICF test. No fatigue progression is visible at this magnification.
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FAM 100292 NAG: 10OX

FAX1 100221 MAG: SOX

FI$IJR 5-62: optical ptotancrcqnqpt~s showing the tr-ansyranular fatigue
progression and seccniry cracks, (top) and the f inal over-stress (bottci).
The final o~verstress area exhibits nunvmrus Gubsurface secondary aracks
(arrcows). No strain lines are visible.

Lttdiat:* 15m1 1101, load. liNO 3, lud. aoetic acid
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FAM 98655 IMW3: 50X

FIGURE 5-63: LM m~gnrifiCation photograph SheCi~V several, Small fatigue

origin areas.

F1AM 99,56 MG3: 200X

FIG'IJE 5-64A: Ilkvexal stage I fatigue~ facets (arixmi) at the srwf ace in the
are~a shown in Figure 5-63.
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FAM 98658 MGC: 1000X

FEIGJR 5-65: Higher imgnification photograph of a stage I fatigue facet.
The striation-like lines (brackets) on the adjacent facet are slip lines.

V~AN 98659 MGA: 300OX

FI(URl 5-66: High vagnification photograph ot the sl1ip liine-s shown in
Figure 5-65.
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FAM. 98663 MACG: iQOOX

FIGURE 5-67: Overstress features near the center Of the specimen are a
Mixture of intergranular rupture and dinpled overstress.

FAT. 98664 M4N: 3000X

FIGURE 5-658: Dimt~1~1 Ovex'stress near the center of the Specimen. A
carbide is visible at the bottom~ of a diftple (arrow).
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A-286
AI'S 5525 Plate

Smooth IflF

=,S MWNITIONS
Stress: 689.5 MPa (100 ksi)/ 34.5 MPa (5 ksi)
Stress Ratio: 0.*05
Frequency: 10 qim
Atmosphere: Air0
Teq~erature: 704 C (13000F)
Te~st Direction: tongitxijnal

Cycles to Fracture: 364

FAIJ 92921 M: 12X

FIGURE 5-69: Test results and fractography of A-286 7040C (1300'F) smooth
la, trest. No fatigue is discenible at this miagnification.
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FAM 100179 MAC 200X

-~v V
ý rý

T .

IM~ 100178 MG~: 200X

FIGURE 5-70: optical potzmicrographs shoingdi the final overstress area
(top) ard intergranular secondiary cracks (bottom~). The final Oversttess
areA exhibits grain elongation aid some strain lines. Cmpare with the
400'~Fspecimen (F~igjure 5-63). strain lines are also visible in isolated
grains along the gage section (arrow).

Etchant: 15mal lid, l10ml HNO 3, l0ml aoetic acid
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FAM 98512 MG: 20X

FIGURIE 5-71: Overall photcgraph~ show~ing several fatigue origins thlat
exhibit a granular appearance (arrows). Scim secmratry cracking is also
visible on the speciinm surface.

VAM 98513 ?W.: SOX

FIGUR~E 5-72: Photograph showing two small fatigue zoi-es (arrows A).
Secordary cracking (arrow B) is visible adjacent to the primary fracture.
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FAX 98515 M:2O

FIGURE 5-73: Intergranular appearance o~f~the initial fatigue progression.

FIG=I~ 5-74: Remmat features indlicative of fatigue. A~n artow indiicates
the direction of propagation.
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EM 98519 NG: 1000X

FIGURE 5-75: Shear dinples in the final overstress area. Arrows ini~icate
the directionis of relative mo~tion.

FAM 98520 W'iG: 3000X

FIGUR~E 5-76: High magnification photo of the shear dixrp1es shownl in Figure
5-75.
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A-286
AMS 5525 Plate

1T~r DAM

Stress Corrosion

TEST CONDITIONS
Stress: 1378.9 MPa (200.0 ksi)
Atmosphere: 3% NaC1 ( imalated sea water) vapor
Tenperature: 93 C (200'F)
Test Direction: Langitxdinal U-Bend Specimen

Test Results
Test Time: 864 hours

FAL 97149 MAG: 8 1/2X

IFIGURE 5-77: Test results and fractography of A-286 stress oorrosion test.
Ibe stress coxrrosion area appears dark due to oxidation.
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FAH 100171 MC: 200X

FIGURE 5-78: Optical photomicrograph showin the branching cracks
characteristic of stress oorrosion. Often this appearance in the
microstructure is the prinary indication of stress oozrsion.

Etchant: Unetched
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FAX 100450 MGW: 200X

FIGUJRE 5-79: cw, magnification phiotographi of the stress co~rrosion area
showaing feathery features.

FICa= 5-80: Higher magnification photograph showing stqps and transverse
secondary cracks alung with feathery features.
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A-286
AMS 5525 Plate

TES TYPE
Hydrogen emrittlement

T~r CmONDTOS
Stress: 1013.8 MPa (147 ksi)
Atmosphere: Air
Taqerature: Roci an mrature
Test Direction: longitudinal
O~axing: Cathodically polarized 30 min. at l5Vdc in 1%

aqu.eous HC1 using a platinum anode.

Test Results
Failed during loading

MA 93217 MGt: lox

FIGURE 5-81: TVest results andI fractography of A-286 hydrogen exnbrittlew-nt
test. No shear lip is visible buit the (3D, of the fi-acture has a Jagged
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PAM 100223 MA: 200X

PAM 100222 MAO: lOox

FIGURE 5-82: optical photomicrograph showing th center (top,) arcl edie
(bOttcn) Of the primary fracture. The qzain size is finer in this specimnn
than in the other A-286 specimens because thi~s specilmn was taken frcii a
different plate of material.

Etchant: i5mi HC1, 10mi HNO 3 1 10mi acertic acid
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F~M 98646 W 5~OX

FIGURE 5-83: Imt magnificatioi photograph near the edge of the specimn.

F~AX 98650 MG: 20OX

FIGUJRE 5-84: Lip at the outside edge of the specimen, exhibiting jagged
steps.
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FM 98651 MG OO

FIGLWP 5-85:6 Jagged steps near the edge of the speciime. The steps

contain small dizrples and patches of cleavage.

PAM 98654 M@AG: 300OX

FIGURE 5-86: Higher mngni~fication )ýiotoqraph of the area shcy~n in Figure
5-85, showing~ steps near the edge containing dinp1es.
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FEM 98648 NAG: 100OX

FIGURIE 5-87: Final overstress area near the center of the fCracb=r
surface. Several cracked carbides are visible (arrm~s) .

FIAM 98649 NAG:6 3000X

FIGJPE 5-88: DDriled overstress features in the centiar of the fracture. A
cracked carbide is visible.
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SERVICE FAIIURE

FRACIURE MXCI Shear Overstress (Torsion)

PART NAME Tail Cone Bolts

OPERATION DAA Fracture occurred either durinv tichtening or loosenin•
during assembly. Neither bolt is thog=ht to have seen

Sengine cperation.

PARTTIME New Part

;ACIUAL

BASE A-286 (Iron-base suneralloy)-- confirmed
MA'L

HARDNESS HB 248-341 - HB 270-275 *
GRAIN SIZE No RecquieMet - -
SDIMEN4SIONAL - --

* Diamon pyramid hardness (DPH) conversions.

SZY1 The fracture of bolts Al and A2 (Figure 5-89) was attributed to
torsional overstress of the material. Both of the bolts were being
loosened when the fracture oocurred. This was determined by examination of
the elongated shear dimples at the periphery of the mating fracture
surfaces (Figures 5-91 and 5-92). No material or microstructural defects
were found.
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FAt. 87136 NAG: 6X FAL 93389 NAG: 20X

FIGURE 5-89: Overall photographs of rIGURE 5-90: Overall photograph of
4bolts Al andI A2. The torsional nature the fracture surface on tail one~
of the fractures is clearly visible, bolt Al. The final overstress area

ML 93390 Mhea di000le M 338M ar00

FIURE 5-91: Shear dii~,les near the edge IU,59;Serdnlsea

of the fracture (location 102). the edge of the fracture
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Incoloy 901

Materia W ritc

Incoloy 901 is a corrosion and oxidation resistance high nickel
iron-base alloy used in the aerospae irdutry primarily for rotor parts
operating at temperatures up to 1300 F. Incoloy 901 is available in the
form of bars and fozgings.

mhe material used in this study was heat treated to 1• 1003 (bar)
with a required hardness of HB 302-388. The typical room temperature
mechanical properties for I•A 1003 are as follows:

Ultimate Tensile Strength: 165 ksi min
0.2% Yield Strength: 120 ksi min
Percent Elongation: 12% min
Percent Reduction in Area: 15% min
Measured Hardness: HB 363-432 (DFI conversion)

DMS± ai overview

Both the 9006F and 1300°F LCF specimens had multiple faceted Stage I
origins. Macroscopically, the fatigue initiation/propagation areas
appeared as oxidized areas with more facets than the final overstress.
Both specimens exhibited smooth oxidized fatigue striations in the Stage II
fatigue propagation area, intermixed with transgranular and intergranular
cleavage and quasi-cleavage. Many of the cleavage facets had slip lines.
These appear as straight parallel lines that should not be confused with
the generally curved, smoother striations. 'Ie final overstress areas on
both specimens were a mixture of cleavage and txarmsgranular diupled
overstress. The cleavage facets in this area often contained slip lines as
were observed in the Stage XI area.

The thermal-mechanical fatigue (MF) specimens both had heavily
oxidized fatigue progression areas. The in-phase specimen had one area
propagating from multiple origins on the O.D. surface. The fatigue
progressed through 60% of the cross section before final overstress
ocrW. The in-Thase specimen had no well developed striations. The
out-of-phase specimen had tree I.D. origins and four O.D. origins, each
with a discrete oxidized thumbnail area. The progression area (Stage II)
contained quasi-cleavage with small patches of reamt striations. The
cut-of-phase specimen had heavily oxidized well developed striations in the
Stage II area. Uve fatigue was less faceted than the in-phase specimen.
The final overstress areas on both speciemns exhibited a mixture of dimpled
overstress and quasi-cleavage.
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InoJloy 901
PW 1003 Bar

Smooth WCF

T-sr _Ir 0I

~~~~TEST ()D~I

Stress: 861.8 MPa (125 ksi)/ 42.7 MPa (6.3 ksi)
Stress Ratio: 0.05
Fregueray: 10 cPM
Atmosphere: Air
Teqxexature: 4829C (900'F)Test Direction: Lonritxlinal

~T REST I
Cycles to Fracture: 7668

FAtE 92922 MG: 12X

FIGURE 6-1: Test results and fractography of Incoloy 901 4820C (9000'1)
smooth LCF test. The fatigue areas are characterized by oxidized
thuiarails (arrows) at the outside surface of the specien. The remainxder
of the spocixi Ias a grwanlar appearance.
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FMN 99792 M:2O

FIGURL 6-2: optical potanicrograpt shaImzn the faceted, trarogranular
fracture path at the fatigue origin (artcw).

Etthant: Glyceragia
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FAM 98500 14A: 20X

EEIGM 6-3: Low magnification photographi showingJ a faoeted fatigue
progression area at the sur-face of the specirme.

FAiZ 98501 MG: SOX

FIGJ1M 6-4: Hiigher magnification photograph of the fatigue progress ion
area shown~f in Figure 6-3.
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FIGUJRE 6-5: Higher ragnification phiotograph of the fatigue thu~rbnail
showing a faceted granular appearanoe. slip lines are visible on the
larger facets. 'Thee should not be confused with fatigue striationis.

FIGURE 6-6: A small patch of fatigue striations, is visible betoen facets.
1h direction of progression is shwn by an arrow.
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FIGMR 6-7: Higher magnification pOwtograpkh of the striations diowmf in
Figure 6-6.

PAM 98507NA:2X

FI(GJRE 6-8: Final averstnss area exhibitiM~ a mixture of intetgranular
cleavage aji3 transgranular dimrpled~ ovcr-stress (mixed muck-, wverstres-s).
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FAM 98509 MA: 1000X

FIGJRE 6-9: Mixture of dixpled overstress and cleavage in the final
overstress area.

FAM 98510 MW~: 3000X

FIGURE 6-10: Higher magnification ph~otograph of the ama shown in r-igre
6-9. The striation-like lines are the xesult of slip and~ have very fim~
diriples betvmm tha~n. A possible isolated patch of fatigue striations is
visible at the bottam ce~nter of the ph~otograph (arrow).
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MAERIAL

Inroloy 901
IWA 1003 Bar

TEST DMAT

TEST TYPE
Smooth ICF

TT OE NDIO
Stress: 723.9 MPa (105 ksi)/ 35.9 MPa (5.2 ksi)
Stress Ratio: 0.05
Fregqency: 10 cpm
Atmospere: Air
Ttqperature: 704C (1300'")
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TESTRESULTS
Cycles to Fracture: 2205

P~AL 93209 MW: lox

FIGUJRE 6-11: Trest re-sults and fractoxgrapy of Irnxoioy 901 7040C (1300'F)
GMoth UCF test. The fracture surface has a facetezd appeararo. The
origins appear as dark are-as (arrown.') at the surface of tve- sppecimen.
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FAN 99799 MAG: 200X

FIGJRE 6-12: Optical photmicrograph showLng a faoeted intergranular
fra, ture path near the center of the pecimen. The grain boundaries are
weaker at high teqperatures. Compare with Figure 6-2.

* Etcant: Glyceregia
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FAM 98732 MAG: 20X

FIGURE 6-13: LW magnification photograph showing several stage I fatigue
facets at origin sites (arros).

FAM 98733 MG: 50X

FIGURE 6-14: Higher magnification photograph of a fatigue thmabnail area.
The fracture surface is a collection of fatigue facets.
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FAN 98734 MG~: 200X

FIGU]RE 6-15: Higher niagnification photograph of the origin area (stage I

fatigue facet) sbcý in Figure 6-14.

FAN 98735 NA~G: 100OX

FIGURE 6-16: High magnification photograph of the origin area shcw in
Figure 6-15, reviealing mcd--rately oxidized surfaces.
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PAM 98738 M~G: 1000X

FIGURE 6-17: Rem-onnt fatigue striations near the end~ of the thumbnail
(brackets contain 5 striations). These should not be confused with slip
lines on the adjacent facet (arrow).

PAM 98739 HG 0O

FIGUJRE 6-18: High nmagnif ication photograph- of the remnant fatigue
striations shc*= in Figure 6-17.
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FAM 98740 MG: 200X

FIGURE 6-19; Final averstress area exh~ibiting a mixture of transgranular

cleavage and dinpled overstress.

FAM 98741 MAG: 1000X

FIGU3RE 6-20: Boundary between dimtpled overstress (left.) and a cleavage
facet (right). Slip lines running~ vertically on the facet shoul~d not be
confused with fatigue striations. 1~273



19MRIAL

Incoloy 901

PWN 1003 Bar

TE~r DAMi

In-Phase T4F

TEST CO~NDITION~S
Stress: 461.9 I4Pa (67.0 ksi)/-551.6 MPa (-80.0 kSi)
Stress Ratio: -1.19
Freqyency: 1 cp1
Atmosoiere: Air
Temp~erature: 26CPC (5000VF)/ 7049C (13009F)
Test Direction: Inrqitudina1

TES RESUMfS
Cycles to Fracture: 2129

FAL 93216 MAG: 8X

FIGUJRE 6-2 1: Test results and fractogi.'ap±y of Inooloy 901 in-phase TMF
test. The fatigue area is heavily oxidized, (brackets) with rultiple
origins alongj the outside surface of the specinen. The final overstress
area appears shiny.
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FAM 98896 MAG: 10OX

FIGURE 6-22: Optical photomicrographi show~ing a portion of the final
overstress region. Three secomylaxy WtM cracks are visible at the surface
(arrows). Slip bands are visible in nmst of the grahins, appearingj as fine
parallel lines.

Etchant: Glyceregia
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FM! 98743 M~G: 50X

FIGURE 6-23: low~ magnification photograph~ of the fatigue area. The
origins appear to be on the O.D. surfaos (bottaii) of the specimen.,

FAN 98744 MG: 200X

FIGUJRE 6-24: High magnification view of stage I fatigue at an origin area.
No striation-s are visible.
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FAM 9745 M: 1000X

F'IGJR 6-25: Mixture of diatp1ed overstress and1 rem~nant fatigue features inthe fatigue area. The large fatigue facet contains slip lines, with
re~atfatigue striationis (arrck) adjacent.

FM 98746 M: 3000X

nGM1~ 6-26.- Higher wagnification photograph of the area showni in IEigur-e6-25. The direction of fatigue progression is shownl by an, arrow.
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19UZAL

Incoloy 901
PW 1003 Bar

TESTW •

MiEr TYPE
Out-of-Phase WMF

TEST CONDMTONS
Stress: 551.6 MPa (80.0 ksi)/-461.9 MPa (-67.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -0.84
Frquency: 1 cpm
Atw:spere: Air
-Týeerature: 2609C (500"F)/ 7040C (1300oF)
Test Direction: Inrqitbixnal

TEST RESULTS
Cycles to Fracture: 5876

FAL 92926 MAG: 9X

FIGURE 6-21: Test results and fractography of Incoloy 901 out-of-phase UW
test. Several fatigue progression areas (arrows) apear as dark (oxidized)
areas an both O.D. and I.D. surfaces of the specimen.
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FAM 100225 MG: I00X

FIGUME 6-28: Optical photcicroqraph shcdwing a primary fracture area and
three swovary cracks (arros) Scmw light strain lines are visible in the
grains adja&ent to the fracture (black arrow).

txdiant: Glyae'xgia
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FIGMR 6-29: Ia4 magnification view of a fatigue thu~atai1, area.

FMN 9854 MAG: SOX

FIGURE 6-30: Oxidized fatigue thuir&bnil area. The flat oxidized
a4W.'anrae indlicate-, 0.D. origins (bottcsmi). No localized origins are

dis~3rnile
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FN98549 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 6-31: Fatigue tluxbnail region shm-ing remwat fatigue features

(arrow).

FAM 98550 HAG: IOOOX

Fla=J 6-32: Hoavily oxidized fatigue striations. Braacet contains five
striationis.
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FAZ4 98551 MNG: 3000X

FIGURE* 6-33: High magnification photograph of heavily oxidized fatigue
striations. 8rackets wntain four striations.

FIJ~E -3: irpcdovrsxsswih nalarasofclaag (rOM)i
thefinl. vert~xss rea
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SERVICE FAImJRE

FRACIURE [ High Cycle Fatigue (HCF)

PART NAME Eighth Stage Compressor Rotor Blade

OPERATIO IDA Blades cracked durni green run proof test. Cracks
were discovered durimg stress enhanced ('wink")
fluorescent Penetrant inspection.

PARI TIME Short oeration time (green run)

EB2 _ED ACIUAL

BASE_ Incoloy 901 - confirmed
a -MT'L

HARIDNESS EMN 341-415 - BN 352-371*
GRAIN SIZE AST4 4 or finer - ASTM 4 or finer
DIMENSICtNAL w ___

* Diamond pyramid hardness (DPH) conversions.

SUMenRY: Blade airfoils cracked trwnsversely at the maximum root thickness
(MRT) due to high cycle fatigue (HCF). The fatigue propagated from
multiple origins on the convex airfoil surface at the MKr and the concave
airfoil surface aft of the leading edge (Figures 6-35 and 6-36).
Transission electron microsocpe (TM4) examination of a replica revealed
very fine fatigue striations confirming the mode to be HCF (Figure 6-38).
The airfoil tip exhibited 0.010 inch of rub. Scanning electron microscope
(Sf4) and metallographic examination revealed no material or
microstructural ancealies to account for the cracking. Exnmination of
metallographic sections through the airfoil tip revealed no evidenoe of any
microstructural changes due to rub.
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FA 250NA:FO AL 42448 MAG: 4X

FIGUJRE 6-35: Airfoil section shcin~ig the FIGURE 6-36: Opened crack surface
profile of the fracture surface and showing~ fatigue progression at
additionkal cracking at the MRT location the L.E. and MRr convex side~.
(arrow).

FAL 93491 MAC: 100OX mA 93493 MAt3: 20,O0OX

FIGURE 6-37 ± SM photograph showingK FIGURE 6-38: IM~ photograph showing
fine fatigue striations in the vMr fine fatigue striations. Thbe
fatigue progression zone. direction of propagation is showin

by an arrow,.
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Incoloy 909

S~ ~~mterial itn

Incoloy 909 is an oxidation and corrosion resistant high nickel
iron-bage alloy. It is used primarily for parts operating at temperatures
to 1200 F requiring moderate strength and low thermal expansion. The alloy
is used in the solution treated and precipitation hardened condition.
The material used in this study was heat treated to FWA 1191 with a
required minim=u hardness of BMN 298. The typical mechanical properties
for P1A 1191 are as follows:

0Room Te-merature 1200 F
Ultimate Tensile Strength (min): 150 ksi 115 ksi
0.2% Yield Strength (min): 110 ksi 80 ksi
Percent Elongation (min): 6% 10%
Percent Reduction in Area (min): 10% 15%

SReqruired M-j eas re
ASMI Grain Size: 12.5 occas. 11
Measured Hardness: BiM 287-310 (HRC conversions)

DactOON overview

The fractography and mechanical test data from the four tensile tests
and the stress rupture test showed significant variations in ductility and
fracture path. The room teimperature specimens, both mmoth and notdhed,
had intergranular fractures with fine randomly shaped dinples on the grain
faces. Both specimens also exhibited secondary grain bourdary separation.
The smooth specimen fractured perpendicular to the stress axis and had only
a very small shear lip containiixu shallow smeared shear dinples. The
notched specimen had no shear lip and was more incergranular than the
smooth specimen. The 1200 F smooth and notched specimens both fractured
primarily by transgranular diihled overstress. The smooth specimen
exhibited deep conical voids covered by a unifonr oxide. The fracture
surface was at several angles to the stress axis and the percent elongation
and reduction of area were gre~ter than double that measured for the room
tenperature specimen. The 1200 F notchied tensile specimen had a 0.005 inch
discontinuous shear lip at the base of the notch. sow areas on the
surface had intergrmnular features. The features observed and mechanical
data measured indicate that the alloy had weak grainobourdaries with
respect to the lattice at rcxN teierature but at 1200 F the bulk of the
grain lost enough strength so that transgranular fracture occurred at the
stra~i rates used. The stress rupture specimen, although it was tested at
1200 F, had an intergranular fracture path. This can be explained because
the stress rupture specimen was statically loaded at 90% of the 1200 F 0.2
percent yield strength. Under this loading condition the grain boundaries
iagain became the weakest fracture path.
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Thre LCF specimens were tested. One each at room tenprature, 400°F
and 1200 F. The roam temperature and 400 F specimens had smooth Stage I
fatigue facets at their originsb The rocmi temperature specimen had four
surface origin areas and the 400 F specimen had only one local origin area.
Although both specimens had facets at the origins their appearances were
significantly different. The 400 F specimen had smooth flat relatively
featureless facets where the roan temperature facets had cleavage steps,
tear ridges and feathery features. The fatigue progression (Stage II) on
the roam terperature specimen had parallel transgrar•lar features
perpendicular to the direction of propagation. The 400 F specimen had a
mixture of intergranular fracture with transgranular patches of fatigue
striations. The final overstress areas were a mixture of intergranular ad
transgranular fracture with shallow randomly shaped dimples. The 1200 F

specimen exhibited multiple surface origins. ..1st of the origins were at
the surface but one was at a subsurface void. Both the origins and fatigue
progression were heavily oxidized obscuring the fine features. No
striations or other evidence of fatigue was visible. The proyression did
appear to have an intergranular character similar to the 400 F specimen.
Secondary cracks were visible on the specimen surface in the gage section.

Both UTF specimens had multiple origins and fatigue progression zones.
The in-phase specimen had both I.D. and O.D. origins with a granular
appearance. High magnification examination revealed oxidized striations on
a facet. Areas of very heavy oxide with mud cracking uwere found near the
origin. The out-of-phase specimen had only O.D. origins with heavy oxide
in the origin area. In the fatigue progression areas, possible remnant
cyclic features wexe found. The final overstress area exhibited a mixture
of transgranular and intergranular fine dinpled overstress.
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!fRTAla

Inooloy 909
PWA 1191 Bar

TM AT

TEST TYPE
Simooth Tensile

TEST ClDMITIONS
Strain Rate: 0.005 xrnryt"~/i (0.005 ir~in/min)
Atmosph~ere: Air
Tenerature: Romn Teiqerature
Test Direction: longitudinal

TEST RESUMfS
0.2% Yield Strength: 812.2 NPa (117,800 PSI)
Ultimate Strength: 1183,8 MPa (171,700 PSI)
Percent Elongation: 16.0
Percent Reduction of Area: 20.1

FAL 92387 MAG(: 15X

11yiure 7-1: Test results and~ fractography ot LIeooy 909 room torperature
siioth tensile test. The majority of the fracture surface exhibits a
granular appearacnoe. A very ivirrc~q disconitinuous shear lip is present
along the surface of the speciwvmn (arrow).
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FAX 99796 MAG: 200X

PAM 99797 MAC: 200X

FX(GM~ 7-2; optical photcfnicrograplis showing~ the intergranular appearace
of the entire fracture surface. Slip lines are visible in the grains.
Sowi plastic deformation is visible appearing as elongated grains rmmr the
fracture.

Etdiant; Glyceregia
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FAM 98242 MC O

FIGUJRE 7-3: tIn magnification pihotogmh showing intergranular overstxcss
in the prim~ary fracture area and a narrcw, disoontinuos bandl of final
overetress (shear lip) alongj the surface of the specimen (arxox).

FAMi 98243 MA: 200X

FIGJRP. 7-4. lntergranular ovcrstress in the primary fracture area.
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FAM 98244 NAG: l000X

FIGURE 7-5: intergranular overstress exhibiting fine shaVow Udixmes Oil
the grain faces and at the grain edges.

FAX 98245 MG 0O

FIGURE 7-6:. Higher iragnxtxc~ation phot.,graphi of the area Show.'n in
Figure 7-5, e~xhibiting shallow~. dmiples oni the gr-ain faces (arrm A) axxd
coarser diiq,1es at the grain odges (arx-o B).
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FAM 98246 A:2X

FIGURE, 7-7: Final averz tress. area (shear lip) alongJ the edge of the
specimen. Bracket indicates the extent of the shear lip.

PAM 98247 HAG: 100OX

FIGJPE 7-8: ý,warcd shallow shear diuples, in the finkal averstress area
(shear lip).
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Inooloy 909

PWA 1191 Bar

SmooXt~h Tlensile

Strain Rate: 0.005 iuu/nm~min (0.005 inyirVmin)
Atmosphere: Air
TeiTperature: 6490C (1200'F)
Test Direction:. longitudinal

TEST RESUUS
0.2% Yield Strength: 604.0 MPa (87,600 PSI)
Ultimate Strength: 899.1 MPa (130,400 PSI)
Percent Elongation: 32.7
Percent Reduction of Area: 69.6

FAL 92386 MG~: lSX

FIGJRE 7-9: 'Pest results andi fractography of Inooloy 909 6499C (1200'F)
s~mooth tens-ile test. The fracture surface appcars cxaupletely different
frctn the room tenperature-, spaci~m-n, Figure 7-1, not having an intergranailar
appearaxto. While the roomi teftpmature. fracture iwacs roughly pupenicular
to the stress axis, this fracture occu,.rred on several planes.
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FIGURE 7-10: Optical phot iicr"rafris of a m-ta11cqrapdc cros Section
throtxj the fractun surface. Extensive grain% dofonnation is visible

Etchiut: GlyowrEgia
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FAN 9825i5 MAG: 5OX

MOURE 7-11: Low magnification vivq -Mcwinqi the depthi and axbjaarity of
the ftactuz~e surf aao No shaar lip is presoit.

r'AM 98256 M~: 20OX

VICGJlE 1212: Dir1Cod ovewtxess with void coalesoneu-4 (arrows) .
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ThM 98257 NAG: 100OX

FIGURE 7-13: Dimpl1ed overstress and void coalescence (arrows) covered with

a uniform oxide.

FAM 98258 NAG: 3000X

FIG=RE1-4 Shallow, =mderately oxidized dimples.
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NATRTAL

Incoloy 909
PA 1191 Bar

ii ~

TEST TYPE
"Notched Tensile

TEST OONDITIONS
Crosshead Speed:1.27 n/min (0.05 inrain)
Atmsphere: Air
Temerature: Rocin Tenerature
Test Direction: Longitudinal

=E RESULTS
Ultimate Strength: 1250.0 MPa (181,300 PSI)

FA-L 92389 MAG: lox

F-rJRE 7-15: Test results and fractograpy of Incoloy 909 row te"qeature
notched tensile test. The fracture has a fine intergranular apeararce
with no shear lip.
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FAM 99808 MA: 200X

PAM 99809 MAC: 200X

FIGUJRE 7-16: optical photcaiicrographs showing the intexgranu]lar fracture
path of the entire fracture surface. Slip lines ate visible in the grains.
Little or no plastic defono~tion, is visible. Grain boumyary separation is
visibl~e at several locations (arrows). This can also be seen in the SJEN
photographs-

Ltchant: Glyoertejia
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FAN 98230 MGW: 50X

FIGURE 7-17: Lo~w magnification phiotograph exhibiting intergranular

overstress. Grain bou~riay separation is well defined aixi widespread.

FAN 9823 T~G P200XU ,

FAM 8231HkG2908



F~M 98232 MG: 1000X

FIGURE 7-19: intergranular overstress withi both fracbar&d and inn-

fractured carbides visible (arrow~s).

F91M 98233 MPG: 3000X

FIGUR1E 7-20: Fine randomly shaped dinples on the grain face±s.
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Incoloy 909
PA 1191 Bar

TEST TYP
Notched Tensile

Crosshead Sped:1.27 =Vltmin (0.05 in/min)
AtnA •ere: Air
Teperature: 6499C (1200 F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TEST RESULTS
Ultimate Strength: 1332.1 MPa (193,200 PSI)

FAL 92588 WM4G: lox

FIG=,~ 7-21: Test results and fractography of Incoloy 909 6499C (1200 F)
notched tensile test. Thce fracture &hows more depth than the rocat
teniperature specimen (Figure 7-15). A light oxide and a narrtw.
discontinuous final overstress area (shear lip) are present.
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FAM 99794NA:2X

43.

~A X'

FAM 99795 M~: 200X

FIGURE 7-22: optical photanicrogiraphs showing a prodcminantly
tranrscjmnular fracture path (top) . Ou~are with the romu texperature
specutran. Unlike the room~ telperatur- specinmn, significant plastic
deformationi is visible at the base of the notch (bottcam).

Etchant: Glyoerxjia
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FAF83 MG 0

FI~JE7-3 mgnfcaio ie scir piar aifialoertrc
(shear~~~~~~~ 1ip) aras Th Rimr vr sae osnthv h

intergranular 'i- agaRac of Th romtepruesecmn(gre71 .

FIGURE~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 7-24 Lhayoesrs raehbts1ih xdto xvrm
mixture~~~~~~~~~~~ of Lrngaua x~itrraua n~e vrte
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FZ~M 98236 NAG: 1000X

FIGUJRE 7-25: Mixed rode overstress in the primnary overstress area. 7hle
fracture exhibits both intergranular overs~tress (arrow) andi tranisgranular
dinpled oveirstress.

FAN 98237 HAG: 3000X

FI(lU1a 7-26: Mod~erately oxidized, transsgraruaar dinp~led over-stress.
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FAM 98238 MG3: 3000X

FIGJRE 7-27: Oxidized, intergranuJlar avea--rsteSS.I

F'AX 98240MG,1JO

FIGIW 7-28: Oxidized shea~r d~ii~es in the thinal Ov rstresý5- area (rshear
lip). Ui direw±icos of relative mot ion aie shc*41 by arlXib 46Z
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MATERAL

Incloy 909
P¶A 1191 Bar

MITr

Stress Rupture

'TEST CONDITIONS
Stress: 510.2 MPa (74.0 ksi)
Atosphere: Air
Tenerature: 6499C (1200'F)
Test Direction: Iongitudinal

STý Ri•Ut
Time to Fracture: 77.8 hours
Percent Elongation: 7.97
Percent Reduction in Area: 7.07

FAL 92390 1AG: lOX

FiPvfuL-. 7-29: Test results and fractography of Incoloy 909 649 0C (1200,F)
stress nptue test. Mhe f•r•ctw- surfaw has a coarse intergranular
apeairw-e wa itt w dar lip.
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FAX 98985 MAG: 10OX

flW1ME 7-30: optical 11iotamiicograpt showing ante-rqranular fracture path.
An oxide can be seen covering the entire fracture surf ace anid on the
surface of the specimna (arrows). The grain size is significantly larger
than the roan teit~enture test spccimens, u-dicatuV~ that grain grcnth
cctirnx during testing.

Etchant: Glycerojia
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FIGURE 7-31: Lwq magnificationl view showirqj the Primary fracture area
(top2), exhihitinj irndente. Oxidation, and the final fracture area (bottam)
that was v'ery lightly oxidized.

PAM 98261 MG: 200X

FIGMR 7-32: PrimraY fracture area ex\hibitirq oxidized intenjranuilar
features.
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FIWRE 7-33: Higher magnification view of an oxidized grain triple point
in the primnary fracture area (arrow). The pr~esence of triple points is
indlicative of intergranular fracture.

PAM 98263 M@,: 3000X

FIGURfE 7-34: Mobderately oxidized primaxy fracture- area.
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FAM 98264 NG: 200X

FIGUJRE 7-35: Intergranular overstress with scm grain boundary separation
in the final fracture area. The fracture surface is only lightly oxidized.

FAM 8265MAG: 100OX

FIGURE 7-36: Higher niagnification photograph of a grain boundary quadruple
point (arrow,) in the final fracture area shown in Figure 7-35.
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FATRIAL

Incoloy 909

PW 1191 Bar

TEST TYPE
Smooth LCF

TEST CONDITIONS
Stress: 896.3 MPa (130.0 M<I)/44.8 MPa (6.5 FSI)
Stress Ratio: 0.05
Frequency: 10 cum
Atmosphere: Air
Teqerature: Roomi Teaerature
Test Direction: Inqibittina1

TEST RESUMJS
Cycles to Fracture: 11,000

FAL 92384 NAG: lox

Figure 7-37: Test results andi fractograrthy of Incxoloy 909 roaw tewperature
snaoth ICF test. The fracture appear-s slightly intergranular with no
cbvias fatigue progression (thunmnails). The fatigue progression areas
appear as lighter, granular areas (arrwrs).
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FAM 99881 NA: 200X

FAN 99882 MAG3: 200X

FIGURE 7-38: optical Ootconicrographs showing~ predomninantly transgranular
fracture path in the fatigue progression area near the origin (top) andl
intergranular fracture path in the final overstress area near the center of
the speciren (bottan). A large quantity of structure is visible in the
grains.

Etchant: Glyceregia,
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M4 M 9826 IAG 50Xý ,
FIUR 739X.~ maniictin ve h~r aiu rgn aiu

FriM 98267 NAG: 500X

FIGURE 7-40: Low agnifiorigin view showin Fgur a9 ftgexorigitn. Fatigu

claaefct SaeIfatigue).
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EM 98269 MG 0O

FIGURE 7-41: Higher magnlification photograph of the origin area (Stage I
fatigue facet) shown in Fi.gure 7-40. The origin exhibits cleavage with
bards of cyclic features (arrows).

FJAM 98270 MM.: 1000X

FIUflE 7-42: Fatigue progression near the origin.
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FA 98271 MG: 3000X

FIMJRE 7-43: Fatigue progression near the origin exhibits parallel
features (remnant striations) perpendicular to the direction of
proqgation. The direction of propagation is shcwn by an arrow.
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MAUERAL

Incoloy 909

PWA 1191 Bar

TEST r:
TEST TYPE
Smooth LCF

Stress: 827.4 MPa (120 ZSI)/41.37 MPa (6.0 1GI)
Stress Ratio: 0.05
Frequency: 10 cpm
Atmosphere: Air
T•perature: 204•C (400 F)
Test Direction: airgitudinal

=T RESULTfS
Cycles to Fracture: 11,000

MA 92382 MG; lox

FIGURE 7-44; Test results andi fractography of Inooloy 909 2040 C (400'F)
snmoth IC-F test. Ibe entire fracture surface has a granular appearance.
The fatigue progression area is reflective and~ has more clearly def ixed
facets (arrow) .
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F~M 99877 A:2X

FIM 99878 MQG: 1OOX

FIGME 7-45: optical photmiicrograph shcliown hitergranular fracture path
in the fatigue progression area near the origin (top) andi in the f inal
oive~rstress area near the center (buttan~). tess structure is visible in the
grains than in the rom tenperature specixmn. See Figure 7-38.

Etclart: Glyceragia
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FAM 98274 NAG: 50X

FKWJRE 7-46: Lowz nagnification view sh~wing Stage I fatigue facets at an

origin area (arrow).

FI(GJR 7-47: snwoth facets iixiicative of Stage I fatigue at an origin
arm.
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FAtM 98276 MGA5: 10COX

FIGURE 7-48: High magnification view of tha origin area. No faeigmv
features are visible on the Stage I faoet.

FAM4 98277 MAG: l0O0X

FIGURE 7-49: Fatigue progression near the origin area. Fatigue striations
are vi~sible on scmev of the Stage I facets (arrow).
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FAM 98278 M: 3000X

FIGMR 7-50:. Fatigue striat~ionis in the fatigue progression area
(brackets).

PAM 98279 IW: 200X

FIGUPXt 7-51: Inteigraniular overstress withi grain bourK~ary separationa in
the final overstress area.
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PAM 98280 14AG: 100OX

FI~aJR 7-52: Diin,1ed interqgramular overstress in the f inal overstress

area. Grain faces are covered with randudiy shaped diIples.
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Incoloy 909
P•A 1191 Bar

TEST TYPE
Smooth WCF

TEST MXINDITIONS
Stress: 689.5 MPa (100.0 ksi)/34.5 MPa (5.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: 0.05
Frequency: 10 cqn
Atmosphere: Air
Temperature: 6499C (1200'F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

ir RESTS
Cycles to Fracture: 11,750

FAL 92383 MAG: lOX

FIWRE 7-53: Test results and fractography of Izoloy 909 6490 C (12000F)
smwth MC, test. Several fatigue progression thmunxails appear as shiny
faceted areas (aomws). The reabizder of the fracture surface has a dull
granular appeararn.
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FAM 99782 M4it: 200X

FIM99783 HAG: 20OX

nGU~RuE 7-54: Optical. potmincrographs -I-,oirnj pmr inanty trarnsgrarular
fracture path in the fatigue progressioa area nkear tlia origin ýa~xp) and~ in
the final overstress area near the centxxr of the specmm~ (bottczi).

Etchant: Glyceiegia
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FAM 98281 M~1G: 5OX

FIGURE 7-55: Low magnification view showing several fatigue origins eald
secondarxy cracking on the outside surface of the specime~n. The fracture
surface appears to be oxidized.

FAM 98282NA:2X

FIGUR~E 7-56: Oxidized fatigue orig-in shown in Figure 7-55.
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FAM 98283 MG~: 1000X

FIGURE 7-57: High magnification photograph reveals that the fatigue
originated at a slightly subsurface void. The void produced a stress
concentration.

FAM 98284 MAG: lOQOX

FIGURE 7-58: Heavily oxidized tatique progression area. No fatiguo
features are discerniible.



ATERIAL

Incoloy 909
•WA 1191 Bar

¶rDAMP

TEST TYP
In-phase UTF

TrEST CONDITION~S
Stress: 510.2 MPa (74.0 ksi)/-455.1 MPa (-66.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1.12
Frequency: 1 qzm
Atmosphere: Air
Temperature: 260°C (500°F)/704°C (1300°F)Test Direction: Longitudinal

TESTREUIS
Cycles to Fracture: 1483

FAL 92924 MAG: 1X

Figure 7-59: Test results and tractogralihy of Incoloy 909 in-phase W
tet. %be fractut _ exhibits utaltiple origins w both the I.D. and O.D.
surfaces of the specimen.
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FAM 99804 MG: 200X

FAM 99805 2O

FIUi1E 7-60: optical photu-iicrographs showing heavily oxidized
transgranular f racture path with nurnxous secorxdary cracks in the speciien
surface (arrows). The cracks exhibit the typical oxidea-filled tIV sape

Mchiant: Glyceregia,
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FAM 98533 MAG: 50X

FIGURE 7-61: Low magnification photograph showing o4F origins (brackets)
on both the I.D. and O.D. surfaces of the specimen, and secralary cracking
on the O.D. surface (arrows). The origin areas appear to be faceted.

FAM 98534 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 7-62: Faoeted fatigue area at the I.D. surface of the specimen
(bi'ackets) and dhipled overstress near the center of the fracture surface.
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FAM 98535 M4G: IOOOX
FIGUJRE 7-63: Oxidized fatigue striations near the I. D. surface of the
specmn (brackets).

FMX 98536 MG: 300OX

FIGUMR 7-64: High an~ignfication photograph showing oxidized fatigue
striations (Figure 7-63). Arraw show~s the direction of propagation.
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FAM 9537 M: 1000

FIGU3RE 7-65: Duptled overstress near the center of the fracture surface.

F~M 98538MG30X

FIGURE 7-66: Higher magnification phiotograph of the area in Figure 7-65,
showing~ oxidized dnhpled overstress near the center of the fracture
surface.
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"FAM 98539 MG: 1000X

FIGUJRE 7-67: Mud cracking of heavy oxide in the fatigue area near an
origin. This type of oxide cracking is characteristic of WIMF.
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190IAL

inco~oy 909
PWA 1191 Bar

TEEM DAM

TEST TYPE
Qut-of-fxase 'w

TEST CONDITIONS
Stress: 510.2 MPa (74.0 ksi)/-455.1 MPa (-66.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1.12
Frequency: 1 q•m
Atmosphere: Air
Tenperature: 2609C (5o00F)/649°C (1200'F)
Test Direction: IngitLdinal

TST RESULTS
(Cycles to Fracture: 1609

FAL 92925 MA: ox

Figure 7--68: Test results and fractography of Iixxloy 909 out-of-phase TLMF
test.~ A fatigue progression area (thumrbnail) is visible at the bottom of
the phtograph (afl-).
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FAM 99806 NG fC

PAM 99807 HAG: 200X

FIGUR~E 7-69: Optical photmicrographs showing heavily oxidized
predaninantly transgranular fatigue pathi (bracket, top). The specimen
surface exhibits seco~ndary cracks and graij boundary separation. Mhe
center of the specimen (bottan) exhibits, non-oxidized final overstress.
Sow~ intexgranular overstress, is visible (arrow) .

Etid-t:. GJyceregia
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FM 98540MAG: 20X

F7IGURE 7-70: low~ magnification view showing several fatigue origins on the
O.D. surface of the speciien (arrows).

FAM 98541 : 50X

1FIcGJE 7-71: UWI origin on the O.D. surfaue- of the spccimil. The fatigue
P~gresSion atrea appars smoth mid oxidized.
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P~M 98542 Ma. 200X

FIGUJRE 7-72: Fatigue area near an origin. The fracture surface is
relatively flat and~ oxidized.

FAM 9843 HA: 100OX

FIGUMR 7-73: Possible remennt striations. in the fatigue zone. An arrw
shws the direction of propagation.
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FIGJR 7-74: Final overstress area exhi~bits a mixture of tran~sgranular and
intergranular overstress (mixed mode).

PAM 98545 HMM: iGOOX

?IGJRE 7-75: Highier magnification photograph of the care-a shazn in Figr
7-74, showing a mixture of tran&sgranular and intorgranular orver-str-ess.
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FM4 98546 MAG: 3000X

FIGRE 7-76: Very fine dixrles in the final overstress area.
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SVICE FAinURE

FRACIME MDE Thermal-Mechanical Fatique (TMF)

PART NAME Second Stage T•rbine Duct Segment (Tip Shroud) Support

OPERATICN DATA Operated under stardard gas turbine engine cperatinU
condition in an accelerated mission test (AMT). The
semients were subiected to moderate steady and cyclic
stresses at high tempratures.

PART TIME 929 hours (4000 operational cycles)

ACIUAL

BASE Incoloy 909 - Confirmed
AT_'L

OTHMER_ Aluminide Coating - Confirmed
HAPBNESS HRC 36 minimn (HB cony.) - HRC 21-35 *
GRAIN SIZE - ASTM 2 or finer, occas. 1 - ASTM 2-3

* Diamond pyramid hardness (DPH) conversions.

SUMR: The cracking associated with the duct segment attachment window
was the result of UWF. Di~tressed areas between the tip shroud segments
also apeared Po be thermally induced, with evidence of local hot spots
exceeding 1350 F (maxirm metal tem~erature). Erosion by hot. gases also
contributed to the problem. The variation in the hardness readings was
attributed to local hot spots. No contributing material or microstxuctural
defects were found.
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PAL8782NA: 4X FAEL 93460MGlo

FIGUR 7-77: Close-up view of the duct FIGURE 7-78: Overall photograph of
segment attachnmet windiow ehflbiting an opened crack surfaoe.
cracking (arrows).

FL93457 M~3 0XFAL 934582MA:2

FIGUJRE 7-79: Relatively flat oxidized FIGURE 7-80: High rmagification SW~
features oil the opened crack, surface. photograph showuing the oxide

stru~cture.
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P1Pt

Vkk

7.~.

FAL 93461 MAG: 20X FAIJ 93462 MAG: 160X

FIGURE 7-81: Pair of optical yhotomiicrograpki of a 1mta11ographic cross
section through several crack~s. Mhe cracks exhibit the oxidized wedge shape
characteristic of DW4.

Etchant: Glyoeregia
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Inconel 600

InooaIel 600 is a corrosion and oxidation resistant non-age-hardenable
"nickel-chroumitn alloy. Inconel 600 is easily welded and is available as
sheet, strip, plate, bar, wire, tubing and castings. The strength at
elevated temperatures is s ilar to 18-8 stainless steel and it is
oxidation resistant to 2000 F, but is useful only when stresses are low.

The material used in this study was heat treated to ANS 5665 (bar)
with a required hardness of EHN 229-311 for cold drawn stock up to 1.0 inch
and EHN 134-241 when hot finished up to 0.5 inch thick. nhe typical roo=
temperature medianical properties for AMS 5665 (bar) are as follows:

Ultimate Tensile Strength: 85 ksi
0.2% Yield Strength: 35 ksi
Percent Elongation: 30%
SASIN Gram Size: Required

No Requirement 14
Measured Hardness: B{N 164-171 (DIM conversions)

The roow tenVerature smooth and notched tensile specimens exhibited
dimpled overstress with scme grain boundary separation. The moth
specimen had a large 0.05 inch shear lip oontaining shear dimples and other
shear features. The notched specimen had no shear lip and a more
intergranular appearance than the rocm toq~erature specimen. Same of the
grain faces and cleavage facets had slip lines visible. Both elevated
toj)eeratre specimens exhibited primarily transgrarular dimled overstress.
Neither specimen had a shear lip. The dinples on the smoth speciwn were
deep and coarse. The notched specimen had shallower dimples with areas of
void ooalesoenoe. Many of the larger dimples had ripples on their walls.
The stress rupture specimen was heavily oxidized dimpled rupture with
numerous deep voids. The fracture occurred at an angle to the stress axis.
All the fine features were obscured by the oxide.

Each of the three HCF specimens exhibited one localized origin area
and fatigue progression that covered greater than 90% of tie crss section
before final overstress ocxrDed. The roow teoperature and 800 F specimns
had several individual origins within the single local origin area. The
1300 F specimen propagated from a single origin. The two ioer teqperature
specimens had similar origin appearances, having several Stage I facets at
the surface. The fatigue propagation areas (stage II) exhibited fine
fatigue striations on plateaus separated by fatigue steps and, in saw
cases, broer tearing features. The striations were significantly finer
on the 800 F specimen due to the lower applied stress. The final
overstress areas were a mixture of dhipled overstxtss and quasi-cleavage
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features occurring in a narrow crescent shape. The 1300°F specien had no
facets in the stage I area, having only feathery cleavage features with no
striations directly adjacent to the origin and plateaus containing fine
fatigue striations separated by steps. Individual striations were not
resolvable adjacent to the origin because they were fine and were covered
by a uniform oxide. The striations became significantly coarser in the
fatigue progression. The final overstress area was heavily oxidized with
rno discernible features.

The three notched HCF specimens exhibited similar trends with
temperature as the smooth specimens. The major difference was that the
r n0tSd specimens propagated from multiple origins spread aver as muxt as
120 of the surface. The0 local origins were separated by small steps
(ratchet marks). The 1300 F specimen had feathery cleavage and patches of
oxidized striations in the origin areas. All three specirens had plateaus
with very fine striations. The two elevated temperature specimens
exhibited more increase in striation spacing as the crack progressed than
the room temrature specimen. The final overstress areas on all three
specimens had a mixture of dimpled overstregs and quasi-cleavge.

Tw WF sfecimens were run, one at 800 F and one at 1300 F. The 8009F
specimen had a small oxidized thunnail with fatigue propagating from two
origins separated by a step. Both origins had a small stage I facet at the
surface with feathery cleavage and some fine striations. The fatigue
propagated beyond the thumbnail6 exhibiting coarser striations and
crack-like 8triations. The 1300 F specLaen exhibited multiple origins
along a 120 area on the surfaoe. The fatigue crack thuMnail prog sed
across 40% of the specimen before final overstress occurred. Heavily
oxidized striations and crack-like striations were visible near the origin,
with re•nant striations and secondary cracks perpendiclar to the direction
of propagation in the fatigue progression area. The final over-tress areas
on both specimens had a mixture of di.Apled overstress and quasi-cleavage,
with a lower percentage of quasi-cleavage features on the high teiperature
fracture.
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Irvxnel 600
AM 5665 Bar

Smooth Tensile

TEST OXNDITI0NS
Strain Rate: 0.005 mvtaV/Tdn (0.005 in/irVmin)
Atmo:spere: Air
Teqxrature: Room Teerature
Test Direction: Iongitudinal

-TEST ESU
0.2% Yield Strength: 286.8 MPa (41,600 PSI)
Ultimate Strength: 684.0 NPa (99,200 PSI)
Percent Elongation: 48.5
Percent Reduction of Area: 60.6

FAL 92441 MAG: 15X

iFI(URE 8-1: Test results and fractography of Inconel 600 roax tenperature
smooth tensile test. The fracture surface ig dcaninated by a very laige
shear lip (bracket). Ocapare withi the 1300 F smooth tensile specumn
(Figure 8-9) that has no shear lip.
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FAM 99839 HAG. 2OOX

FIGUJRE 8-2: Optical photmiicrograph showing elongated gra in structure near
the center of the saitle indicating plas9tic defoxnatiorj prior to the final
fracture. Elongated voids are visible (arrows) . These voids are also
visible oin the fracture surface near the center of the specimen (Figures
8-3 and 8-5).

Etchant: 5% Ntal elecrolytic
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FAN 98301 MAG: 50X

FIGURE 8-3: Low miagn~ification view showing the large shear lip (bracket).

FIGURE 8-4: Diirrilei o~verstress with scam- grain boundary separation
(arrows) in the primaxy fracture area. At least two elongated voids are
visible (arrow A). These are also visible in the metal lographic cross
seiction (F~igure 8-2).
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FM 98303 : 1000X

FIGURE& 3-5: Diup1ed cverstes with grain bmndKaiT sepmrtion. An arrcm
shcm'j a tcip1Q point b~etween three grains.

FAN 98304 MM: 3000X

FIGUPE 8-6: Grain boudary separation at a triple point. Mn elorqated
tubuilar void is visible mear thie center of the 1iotograph (arrow)
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FAZ4 98:308 MG: 3000X

Ft(GJRE 8-8: Shorar diixles and other shear features in the final overstress
area.
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mm

Inconel 600
ALAMS 5665 Bar

Smooth Tensile

TEST CONDITIONS
Strain Rate: 0.005 mfVm•_in (0.005 in/in/min)
Atmospere: Air
Te-perature: 704°C (1300 0F)
Test Direction: I.ngitlinal

0.2% Yield Strength: 168.2 MPa (24,400 PSI)
Ultimate Strength: 459.9 MPa (66,700 PSI)
Percent Elongation: 49.5
Percent Reduction of Area: 55.3

1AL 92442 MAG: 15X

FIGURE 8-9: Test results and fractograhy of Inoncl 600 7049C (1300'F)
"ssmooth tensile test. The fracture surf-ace is generally perpendicular to
the stress axis. No shear lip is visible. The percent elongation and
rxduction of area values are similar to the roau teqmrature specimen
values.
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FM100466 HAG: 20OX

FI(IIME 8-10. Optical phtmcorp shcwim cjrair elongation and~ sooondary
crackixq adjacent to the fracture.

Eb4iant: 5% Nital electrolytic
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E~M 98309 NAG: SOX

FIWJRE 8-11: Dinp1ed overstress with secondary cracking. No shear lip is

visible. Tensile diup~les extend all the way to the edge of the specimen.

FZA4 98310 HAG: 200X

FIGURE 8-12: Dinpled overstress with coarse features. The dinple size
varies f= large (uhite arrows) to very -call (black arrows).
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FAM 98312 MAG: 1000X

FIGJRE 8-14: Mixtue oxife coarses ani finer ductle oversturess.Alih

oxie i no vsibe a th factre u350 e



MATERIAL

Inconel 600
AMS 5665 Bar

DET~AM

TEST TYPE
Notched Tensile

TEST CDNDlTIONS
Crosshead Speed:l.27 niimxin (0.05 irVinin)
Atrtsphere: Air
Tenperature : Roani Teaerature
Te-st Direction: Longitudinal

TEST P10=JI
Ultimnte Strength: 1332.1. DPa (193,200 PSI)

FAL 92443 NAG: lox

FIGURE 8-15: Test results and fractography of Inoone]. 600 rocsn temperature
notched tensile test. The entire fracture surface is shiny (free of oxide)
and has a granular appearance. No shear lip is visible.
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FAM 99851 NAG: 20OX

FIGUR~E 8-16: Optical photomiicrraph of a meta11ographic cro~ss section
through the fracture surface. The fracture appears at least partially
intsergiular.

Etchant: 5% Nital electrolytic
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PAM 98290 MGt: 50X

FIGURE 8-17: LowJ magnification view showiing a mixture of intezrjranular
(white arrows) ami transgranular (black arrows) overstress features.

FAM 98291 MA: 200X

FIGUR1E 8-18: Mixed modc overstress exhibiting areas of transqranular
dhi~led oiverstress (arrow A) cleavage (arrows B3) and intergranular
ovrerstress (arrow, C) .
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EAM 98292 : lOQOX
EECUR 8-19: Mixed mode overstress, Slip lbines are visible on several
cleavage facets (arrows).- These should not be comfused with fatigue
striations.

FAM9823 14AG 3300X

FIGJPE 8-20: Shallow equiaxed tensile diiip1es between intiengranular andi
transgranular cleavage.
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IIA

"Incoxnel 600
AMS 5665 Bar

,h - l-•lTEST D T

ME -TYPE
Notched Tensile

TST C.ONDITIONS
Crosshead Speed:1.27 ;/min (0.05 in/min)
Atmosphere: Air
Ta •=erature: 7049C (1300'F)Test Direction: Longitudinal

=.s RESULTrS
Ultimte Strength: 621.9 MPa (90,200 PSI)

FAL 92444 MAG: lOX

FIGURE 8-21: Test results and fractography of Incoxel 600 704 0C (1300°F)notched terLsile test. Tle fracture exhibits oxidation and deeper features
than the rowm temperature specimen (Figure 8-15). Mhe center of the
specimen is relatively flat orared to the edges.
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VAX 99896

FIGURE 8-22: Optical photomicrograph taken near the center of the specimen.
mthe grain structure is equiaxed exhibiting no visible plastic deformation.
Xaipare this structure with the smooth specimens (Figures 8-2 and 8-10).

Etchant: 5% Nital electrolytic
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MW(JR 8-23: Low magnification view showuing deep features near the edg~e
(arrowis). The center of the specimen is relatively flat (dinpled
overstress).

FAN 8MA

FIWR 8-2: Prniarly tarsqaur din~e vrteswt ~vi

FIGUEs8-24: Parimrc ily the cntealr of hped oversi.thess voithsc arid

visible in the metallographic cross, section (Figure B-22).
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FAM 98296 HAG: 100OX

FIGUR~E 8-25: Transgranular cleavage overstress with scme fine dinples.
slip lines are visible on some of the cleavage facets (arrows A). Tear
ridges separate the areas of cleavage (arrows B).

FIGURE 8-26: Pransgranlar cleavage f~acets with a few f ine diivples& in
between (arrow).
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FAM 98298 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 8-27: Mixture of dihpled overstress and fine cleavage in the final
overstress area.

FAN 98299 DMG: 100OX

FIGJRE 8-28: Higher magnification ptotograpt of the area show in Figure
8-27 showing fine randcnly shaped dinples and fine cleavage (anut). A
light oxide is visible.
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InconeJ. 600

ANS 5665 Bar

TEST TYP
Stress Ruture

TES OrmONIONS
Stress: 103.4 NPa (15.0 ksi)
Atirvspere: Air
Temp~erature: 7049C (1300'F)
Test Directicin: Iagitixinal

Time to Rupture: 407.5 hours
Percent Elongjation: 48.4
Percent Reduction of Area: 74.0

VAL 92385 ~:15X

Figure 8-29: Test results and fractographiy of InoDWl 600 stres.-s ruptur'e
test. Thbe fracture appears heavily oxidizcoi and is orientWx1 at an angle to
the stress axis.
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PAMi 99841 t4W: 200X

FIGUME 8-30: Optical Pimotmicrcxirajh taken near the center of the,
sPecimrn. The grains are~ larger than in the tensile spocinýn and, like the
smwth tensile spec~imens, exhibit plastic deofrmaition. in addiition,
seomaxy grain bcumIary sepaxation is visible.

Etchant: 5% Wital electrolytic
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FAM 98286MG O

FIGUJRE 8-31: Lm magnification view showing heavily oxidized deep dhnp1es
and voids. The oxide chzarges under the electron beam givni the fracture a
bright appearance.

FA IV

FmZ 98287 MAG: 20&M

'FIGUR~E 8-32: Dinpl1ed rvptur with void coaescrex=.
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FAM 98288 NAG: 1000X

FIGURE 8-33: Oxidized dimpled rupture (black arrow). A void is visible on

the rigjht side of the photograph.

EAM 98289 NG 0O

PIGJR 8-34: Oxidized dhirled rupture.
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NMAERIAL

Thconel 600
AMS 5665 Bar

--- : TEIST DAMl

TES TYPE
Smo~oth HC~F

STEST CONUI)IMONS
Stress: 344.7 MPa (50.0 ksi)/-344.7 MPa (-50.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 cpm
Atmosphere: Air
Teqperature: Rocm Tenperature
Test Direction: iLc-gitudinal

Cycles to Fracture: 343,000

PFAL 93956 MAG: 15X

FIGWJR 8-35: Test results and fractography of Inconel 600 room tenraratuy-r
snmoth HCF test. Ihe fracture exhibits fatique progression over 90 permcnt
of the fracture. Same ar-rest marks (brackets) are visible near the end of
th-e progression. The final ovemtress area appears as a sma.l1 tlumbnail
(arnw).
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FAM 100240 MG: 10OX

PAM. 100241 HAG;: 10OX

F7(TJRE 8-36: Cptical phctafticnxrogns showing the fatigue pL'ogrssion
(top) and final overstress area (bottcan). The fatigue progression is
transgrunular and propagates on a plane perpendicu.lar to the stress axs



FAM 99297 NA: 50X

FIGURE 8-37: Overall photograph of the origin area anxd initial fatigue
progression zone. The fracture propagated fromi a relatively localized
origin area but not fromn a point origin. Features are visible radiating
frcm the area (bracket).

FAM 99298 A:2X

FIGURE 8-38., Higher riiagnification photograph of the localized origin area
exhibitingj feathery cleavage.
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FAM 99300 NAG~: 1000X

FIJRM 8-39: Fatigue progression near the Origin. Fine striations are

barely resolvable on fatigue plateaus (arrows).

FAM 99301 PAG: 3000X

FIGUR~E 8-40: Highier magnification photograph of the area shown in Figure
8-39. striations are clearly visible with very fine striations present on
adjacent plateaus (arrows) . Striations are visible with several
orientations, indicatin~g local propagation in several directions.
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FM 99302 G: lOQOX

FIGURE 8-41.4 Fatigue progression zone exhibiting imny changes of
progression plane (plateaus). Arrows indiicate directions of local
progression.

FAM 99303 MAG: 3000X

FIGURE 8-42: Mixture of coarser crack-like striations and1 very f ine
striations in the fatigue progression zone. The direction of propagation is
showjn by an arrow.
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FAM 99304 M:2O

FIGURE 8-43: Final overstress area. No shear lip is present.

FAM 99305 M@G: lOQOX

FIGURE 8-44: Dinpled overstress in the final overstress area show~n in
Figure 8-43. Fine diniples are visible.
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MATERAL

Inconel 600
AMS 5665 Bar

TEST DAMq

TEST TYPE
Smooth HCF

TEST CONDITIONS
Stress: 344.7 MPa (50.0 ksi)/-344.7 MPa (-50.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 cpa
Atmosphere: Air
Teitperature: 427°C (800°F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TEST RESULTS
Cycles to Fracture: 1,300,000

FAL 93955 MAG: 15X

FIGJRE 8-45: Test results and fractography of Inoonel 600 4279C (800°F)
smooth HCF test. The fracture exhibits fatigue progression over 90 percent
of the fracture. The fracture surface is not as flat as the rocm
temperature specbien. The final overstress area appears as a small
thurbnail (arrow).
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FAM 99850 MG: 200X
FIGURE 8-46: Optical. potxadcrograph sho~iing transgranWular fracture pathsin the origin anxi initial progression areas. No discernible plastic
deformation has occurred.

Etchant: 5% ?4ital electrolytic
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FAM 99315 NAG: 50X

FIGURE 8-47: Overall photograph of the origin area and initial progression
zone. The fracture propagated fran a relatively localized origin area but
not from a point origin, much like the roan tenperature specimen.

[~

FAM 99316 MAG: 200X

FIG•RE 8-48: Higher magnification photograph of the localized origin area.
Several stage I fatigue facets are visible at the surface (arrows).
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FMZ' 99306MG 00

FIGURE 8-49: Fatigue progression near the origin, Fine striations are
barely resolvable on fatigue plateaus (artw~ A). A stage I fatigue facet
is visible a'&- the bottom of the photograph (arrow) No striations are
visible on this facet.

FIG=JR 8-50: Higher magnification photograph of the area show~n in Figure
8-49. Striations are clearly visible on planes (plateaus) pxqpagating frcwn
the stage I facet. The directions of propagation on the variou~s plateaus
are shown by arrows.
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FAN 99308 M:10Y

FIGURE 8-51: Fatigue progression zone exhibitingj many changes o.'
progression planes (plateaus). Fine striations are not resolvable.

FMN 99309 W 30X

FIGUJRE 8-52: Fineý striations in the fatigue progression zone. The direction
of propagation is show~n by an arrow.
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FAM 99310 NA: 6000X

FIC4ME 8-5-3: Higher miagnification photoqraph of the area shown in Figure

8-52. Ind~ividual striationis are niot resolvable.

FIWE -54 lina oerTresae.N ha i speet
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FAM4-3U-MAG: lOQOX

FIGJR 8-55: Mixture of diiip1ei overstress and cleavage in the f inal
OverstresW area shý~ in Figure 8-54. Fine dirples are visible.
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MA•IAL

Inccnel 600
ANS 5665 Bar

TEST TYPE

Smox:oth HCF

TEST OONDITIONS
Stress: 206.8 MPa (30.0 ksi)/-206.8 MlPd (-30.0 ksi) WNF*

275.8 MPa (40.0 ksi)/-275.8 MPa (-40.0 ksi)
Stress Patio: -1
Frequency: 1800 cPn
Atmosphere: Air
Tenperature: 7049C (1300°F)Test Direction: Longitudinal

TEST RSm
Cycles to Fracture: 1,900,000 (ONF), 30,500

* Did Not Fracture

FAL 93957 HAG: 15X

FIGURE 8-56: Test results and fractography of Inxxcel 600 7040 C (1300'F)
smooth HCF test. lhe specimen exthibits fatigue progression over 90 pjroent
of the fracture. Arrest marks are clearly visible over the final third of
the progression. The origin is shmn by arrow B. The final overstress
area appears as a =all thumbnail (arrow A).
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FA 99848 HA•G: 200X

FIM ME 8-57: Optical photmicrgqra-- showing the origin and initial
fatigue progression aras. The fracture propagated transgranularly.
kmaerus saxaLaty cracks are visible adjawent to the prinmry fracture
(arros).

Etchant: 5% Nital electrolytic
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PAM 9315MAG: 50X

FIGUJRE 8-58: Overall Photograph of the origin area and initial progression
zone- Thie fracture propagated frcan a po~int origin (arrowi). Features can be
se~en radiating from the origin.

FAM 99316 NAG: 200X

FIWUIE 8-59: Higher magnification photograph of thle localized origin area.
The fracture appears relatively flat near thie origin. Ccmpare the
appearance~ of this 0single origin with the diffuse origins on the roam
tenpweature and 8000 F spech~xG (Figure~s 8-37 and 8-47).
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FMI 99317 MW3: 1000X

FIGURE 8-60: Fatigue progression near the origin. Fine striations are
barely resolvable on fatigue plateaus separated by steps (axrrow).

FAN 99318 14AG: 300OX

FIGUJRE 8-61: Higher ragnif ication photograph of the area shamn in 1rigure
8-60. Striations are clearly visible although not indiividually resolvable.
The direction of propagation is slhmn by an arrow.
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FIG2JR 8-62: Fatigue progression zone exhibiting coarser oxidized fatigue
striations.

FAM 9920 MAG 3Ile

FIGJRE 8-63: HigheRTQ. giiainvi~ fteae hcni iue86

bFIaGURE ar-63: Hi oter thatstrications prewofres overa stepn (bac agreB-62

Joining~ active fatiqut progression plaxwms.
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FAM 99321 M~G: 200X

FIGURE 8-64: Oxidized final overstress area.

FAM 9322 AG: 100OX

,FIGURE 8-65: Oxidized overstress with no intefrprtable features.
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MATERAL

Inconel 600

AMS 5665 Bar

TES TYPE,
Notched HCTF

TEST MJnIT~I0NS
Stress: 241.3 MPa (35.0 ksi)/-241.3 I4Pa (-35.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 cPM
Atmosphere: Air
Temp~erature: Roow Temperature
Test Direction: Wingitudinal

TES RES=m
Cycles to Fracture: 179,000

FAL 93954 MAG: lox

FIGUR~E 8-66: Test results anid f ractogriaphy of Inconel 600 nnci temperature
niotched HCF test. Ihe specimen exhibits fatigue progre-ssion over 90
percent of the fracture. Fatigue steps are visible at the surface of the
specim,.1 inidicating propagation fromn multiple origins (white arrowJs). T1he
final overstress area appears as a smll thu~ibnail (black arrow).
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FAM 99894 MAG: 200X

DXGURE 8-67: Optical photomicrograt showing transgranular fracture path
propagation near the center of the fracture.

Etdcant: 5% Nital electrolytic
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FAN 99323 MGi: 50X

FI(GJR 8-68: Overall photograph of the edge of the specimen and initial
progression zone. The fracture propagated frcan multiple origins separated
by steps (arrows).

FAM 99324 M4A: 200X

FIWPE 8-69: Higher magnification photograph of one localized origin area
(bracket).
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FAM 993b MAG: 10-00X

FIGURE 8-70: Fatigue progression near the origin. No striations are

resolvable.

mE N 936MG 00
FIV~E87: ihr anfiain htor~oftearasc~ni FgC

propGU 87:Hge anfiation istgahotteae shown by anigurei
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PAM 9327 AG: 6000X

FIGURE, 8-72: Higher magnification photograph shciwing fine striations in
the area show~n in Figure 8-71. Individual striations are barely
resolvable. Bracket ciontains, 10 striations.

P~AM 9~9328 MAG: lOOOX

FI(VRE 8-73: Sm~all parallel fatigue plateaus in the fatigue progression
zom (arrows).
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FAM 99329 MAG: 3000X

FIGURE 8-74: Higher Iragnification photograph of the. area Sho~wn in Figure
8-73. Fine fatigue striations are visible on the plateaus. The direction of
propagation is fixm bottm~ to top of the potxxjraph..

FAX 99330 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 8-75: [Final over-trocz area. No slhear lip is present.
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PAM 99331 MAG: 1000X

FIG)RE 8-76: Oxidized final overstress area exhibitirq dizpled overstress
withi small patches of cleavage.
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fflRTALý

Incone]. 600

AMS 5665 Bar

Notched HCF

TEST CO)NDITIONS
Stress: 241.3 MPa (35.0 ksi)/-241.3 I4Pa (-35.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 cpm~
Atmoph~ere: Air 0
Tenperature: 427 0C (800 F)
Test Direction: li.gritudinal

TES RESULTS
Cycles to Fracture: 95,000

FIGMER 0-77: Te.ýst results andi frautoraphy of Inconel 600 427 0C (800 0F)
notciiad HC test. The ciniomn exhibits fatigue progjression over 80
percent of the fracture. Fratiguec steps are visible at the surface of the
sp)eciwen indicatiwq pwipagatioai frtai mI~tiple origins. The final overstress
area is indicatedi by arrowzs.
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ThM 100237 MAG: 200X

''W

A,J

FAM~~I 1025MJ:1O

FIGURP 8-78 optial phtaicrgah hwn i-ngaua aiu

FgUrEi 8-78:tio istiibale intheifinalh oeshoigtresansrea(arrfatigu

Etdiant: 5% Nital, electrolytic
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FIGURE 8-79: Overall photographi of the edge of the specimen arxi initial
fatigue progression zone. The fracture propagated f rca multiple origins
separated by mall steps (arrowJs).

-1016 994 t: 00

FI~R -0 Ighr~anfcto phtogaho oalzdoii ra

~ostg Iftiu fctsae iibeatte ukae(ar0i)
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FAM 99344 MAU: 3000X

FIGURE 8-81: Higher magnification photograph of th loaliea orignin. stgre
I-1 factadiaitialporesonnasheoii are visible. on sstalratas.ieaie tionofs
proviaibtion ihe shown by fatiu arrc

JIF~q393



PAN 99346 M@G: 1000X

FIGURE 8-83: Fatigue progression exhibiting striations on several
plateaus. The general direction of propagation is frca bottcin to top of
the photograph.

FAM 99347 HAG: 3000X

FIGURE 8-84: Higher magnification photograph of the fatigue striations in
the progression zone (Figure 8-83). Brackets co~ntain ten striations.
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FMN 99349 MG: 200X

FIGURE 8-85: Final overstress area.

FIGURE 8-86:Fina Ivrtrs are ALiii~amxtr fdI~
a~~ierstress aR claaefetrs
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HATMAL

Inconel 600

AM~S 5665 Bar

Notchied HCF

TEST O4mN
stress: 137.9 MPa (20.0 ksi)/-137.9 MPa (-20.0 ksi) ENF*

206.8 MPa (30.0 ksi)/-206.8 I4Pa (-30.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 CpM
Atmosphere: A~ir
Tenperature: 7040C (13000F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

Cycles to Fracture: 2,060,000 (EtNF), 30,000

*Did Not Fracture

FAL 94244 M~AG: lox

F-IGURE 8-87: Test results and fractography of Incxnel 600 704'0C (1 300 '%-~)
notched HCF, test. The specimen exhibits fatigue progression over 85
percent of the fracture. Three l.arge fatigue steps are visible at the
surface of the speciim-n indicating propagation fromi iultiple origins. The
fhial overstress area is indicoated by arrows.
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FAM 100238 HAG: 200X
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FAX 99351 M

FIGUJRE 8-89: overall Photographi Of the edge of the specimen and initial
fatigue progression zone. The fracture propagated franmuiwltiple origins
(arrows A) Separated by large steps (arrows B). Features can be seen
radiatuir from the origins.

PAM 99352 I: 200X

MMGUU 8-90: Higher magnification photograph of one localized origin area.
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FAM 99354 NA: 100OX

FIGURE 8-91: Oxidized features in the origin area. Remnant features
ind.icative of fatigue are visible.

FAM 99355 G: 3000X

FIGUJRE 8-92: Higher magnification photograph of the area shown in Figure
8-91. Rewiant striations air- visible on several plateaus. The direction
of propagation is shown by an arrowJ.
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(F A 995 IAG CQO
FIGURE 8-93 Faiu'rgesoAehbtrxdzdstitoso eea

FIUE8-93: Well deeloped rsi xibtn oxidizedfaiu striations or iil n thevea

phoogresiohz.e

M 9957 1AG:400O



FAM~ 99360 MAG: 2000X

FIGURE 8-96: Final overstress area exhibiting ao mixture ofip.d
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Inconel. 600
AMS 5665 Bar

TFSr DM

Smooth WCF

TEST ONEIN
Stress: 448 MPa (65 ksi)/- 448 MPa (-65 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 10 cjM
Atmosphere: Air
Tenperature: 4270C (800,F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

Cycles to Fracture: 1395

FAII 94241 M'AC: 13X

FIGURE- 8-97: Test results ard fractography of Incxmil 600 427,C (800,F)
smooth ICF test. Thie fracture propagated on several planes (plateaus) . A
small thumbtnail perpendicular to the stress axis is visible at the origin
(arrowi).
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FAM 100245 MAG: 10OX

-•.4

..... ........ •.", .0..' " .,

P; AM 100247 MAG: 100X

FIGURE 8-98: optical photomicrographs showing the fatigue progression area
(top) and the final overstress area (bottcau). Heavy strain lines are
visible in the fatigue area (arrws) with fewer strain lincs present in the
overstress. These are produced by slip as the stress is cycled above aid
below the yield point. Figure 8-46 exhibits no strain lines because HCF
loading does not surpass the yield point.

Etchant: 5% Nital electrolytic
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P'AM 99359 NA: 50X

FIGUjpE 8-99: overall photograph of the origin area exhibiting a thumb~nail.
Tio local origins are visible (arrows) with features radiating fromu them.

FAN4 99360NA:2X

FIGMRE 8-100: HigWhl magnif ication photograph of one local origin area. A
stage I fatigue facet is visible at the surface~ (antw). Feathiery cleavage
features radiate frm the origin.
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F.AM 99361 MAG: 100OX

FIGURE 8-101: Higher magr-Afication photograph of the origin area
exhibitingj a stage I fatigue facet at the surface. Striations and patches
of feathery cleavage are visible adjacent to the stage I facet. No
striations am- visible on the facet.

FAM 99363 MAG: 3000X

FIGURE 8-102: Higher magnification photograph of the area shown in Figure
8-101. Coarse striations are visible superhqxosd on fine feathery
cleavage.
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FAM 99364 M: lOOOX

FIGURE 8-103: Fatigue progression zone in the thumrbnail area exhi~biting

mnany chazxqes of progression planes (plateaus) and featberyI type cleavage.

FAM 99365 MG,: 300OX

FIGURE 8-104: Fatigue striations in the area shown in Figure 8-103.
Indiividual striations are- barely resolvable. Bracket co~ntains ten
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FAM 99367 MG: 1000X

FIGURE 8-105: Fatiguie progression near the center of the specimen. The

features are coarser then those in the tliuutmnil area.

FIGUR~E 8-106: Higher magnification photograph of the area shown in Figure
8-105 showbig reminant striations (arraw~ A) and crack-like striations (arrow
B) .
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FAM 99369 M7AG: 200X

FIGURE 8-107: Final overstress area.

I'AM 99370 MAG: lOOOX

FIGURtE 8-108: Mixture of dixipled overstress andI cleavage in the final
overstress area shown in Figure 8-107. F'ine diuples are visible.
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NATEIL

Inconel 600

ANS 5665 Bar

Snwoth WEF

Stress: 345 MPa (50 ksi)/- 345 MPa (-50 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 10 q-xn
Atmosphere: Air
Teqerature: 704'C (1300 F)
Test Direction: Longitud.inal

TES RESULTS
Cycles to Fracture: 648

FAL 94243 MA: lox

FIGURE 8-109: Test results and fractography of Inconel 600 7049C (13o0r.)
smooth WEF test. The fracture propagated on several planes. The fatigue
progressed fitin multiple surface origins separated by steps (arrows). The
extent of the fatigue is showin by brackets.
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FMH 100242 MAG: 10OX

FAM 0023 MA bT
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PAM 99372 NAG: 50X

FIGURE 8-111: overall photograph of the origin area and initial fatigue
propagation zone. several localized origins separated by steps are
visible. The origins are indiicated by arrows.

II

PAM 99373 MAG: 200X

F IGURE- 8-112: Higher magnification photograph of one localized origin
area.
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FAM 99374 MAG: 1000X

FIGURE 8-113: Oxidized fatigue features near the origin. R*pnrant
striations are visible indiicating~ propagation frcam bottxmi to top of
photograph.

PAM 9375MAO: 3000X

FIGUR~E 8-114: Higher m~agnification photograph of the area showjn in Figure
8-113. Coarse oxidized striations are visible.
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ii
FM 9976 MG: 100OX

FIGURE 8-115: Fatigue progression zone exhiibiting oxidized remnant fatigue
the features (arrow~s).

FAM 99377 M4G: 200X

FIGURE 8-116: Filial overstress, area exhibiting no shear lip.
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PR4 9378 G: 1000X

FIGURE 8-117: Dizpled overstress in the final overstress area.

PAM 99379 MAG: 3000X

PX(URE 8-118: Higher magnification photograph of the area shown in F-igure
8-117 show'ing fine oxidized dinp1ed overstress.
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PATEAL

Inoonel 600

AMS 5665 Bar

TEST TYP
In-FHiase/Out-of-IHase UIM

TEST CX)NDITIONS
Stress: 345 MPa (50 ksi)/- 345 MPa (-50 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 10 cpn
Atmosphere: Air
Temp~erature: 7049C (1300'F)
Test Direction: Lon~gitudinal

TEST RES=IP
Cycles to Fracture: 648

FML 97148 N4AG: 9X

FIGURE 8-119: Test results and fractography of Inconel 600 7040 C (1300 F.)
In-phase WIM test. The fracture occurred by oiverstress after the stress
was icremased. No W14 fracture surface was produced for the out-of-phase
specimn either.
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FM100244 A:2X

FXGMR 8-120: optical phottinicrograph showing the iticrostructure adjacent
to the fracture.

Etdmat: 5% Nital electrolytic
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FAM 100448 MAG: 50X

FIGURE 8-1 -21: overall photograph of the fracture surface shchlin3 tensile

overstress features with no fatigue present.

FAM 100449 MAG: 1000X

FIGUR~E 8-122: Higher magnification photograph showing din1le overstrt-ss
and q~iai-cleavage features.
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SERMICE FAILURE

FRACILM I Liquid Metal Embrittlement

PART NAME r One Oil Pressue Tube Assembly

OPERATION DATA The tube operated in a field enqine under standard
conditions in which it is subjected to moderate loads
at low temreratures.

PARr TIME 49.1 hours

BASE Inconel 600 - Confirmed
I•.T' L

OMIE_ Braze: AMS 4765 (silver-base - Oonfirmed
- - - -Reuirement-8

GRAIN SIZE No Requirent - ASTM 4-6
DIMEIjCNAL _ Wal thi :0.025-0.030 i ----.. 030-0.031 i

* Diamond pyramid hardness (Dli) conversions.

E1MIARY: Transverse cracking of the number one bearing oil pressure tube
was the result of liquid metal embrittlement by silver braze. The
erbrittlement probably occurred during manufacture when the braze joint was
overheated, allowing the braze metal to penetrate the grain boundaries and
reduce their strength. The part should not se- the tenperatures iwalxed
for braze melting to occur in servioe. No other material or
micxostwxtural anomalies were found in the base metal.
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NN

'MN

FAL 80846 NA: 2 1/2X FAL 80849 NAG: 8X

FIGURE 8-123: Overall view of the end FIGURE 8-124: Close-up of the of
pressure tube containr the crack cakajcn oabaejit
(arrm~) . The tube has been sectioned Residual silver braze is visible
for emimination. surrudinq the crack.

PAL 93465 noG: lox MAI 93463 5O

FIGURE 8-125: Overall photograph of FIGURE 8-126: Du.ctile overstress
the opened crack surface (an-mis). diuples. Thbe fracture generally

appeared to be intergranular.



FALJ 93467 MG: BOX PAL 9348 W.1: BOX

FIGUTRE 8-127: S]2 photographi andi associated XIES elemental map shcowing the
concentration of silver on the opened crack surface and Penetrating into
the other grain bcdaries. The light areas on the X-ray map indicate

cocntrations of silver.
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SERVIC Fn/lR

FRACItJRE Interqranular Overstress (1iquid metal ebrittlement)

PART NAWE Exhaust Duct Pressure Probe Rake

OPERAION DATA The =art operates as a pressure probe inserted into
the turbine exhaust path. It is subiected to static
as well as cyclic loadincg.

PART M~E 37 hourxs

BASE Inconel 600 - confirmed
m~r• MA'L

aOIHER__ Braze: 54Ag-40Cu-5Zn-INi - confirmed
HARDNESS- - - ---- Base: HB 134-241 - HB 161-194 *
GRAIN SIZE _ No Requirement --- ASTM 3-4
DIMENSIONAL_ Shell thickness: 0.025-0.035 inch- R.031-0.036 inch

* Diaimnd pyramid hardness (DPH) conversions.

SUMMARY: The fracture adjacent to the first (outboard) hypo-tube and the
crack adjacent to the second hypo-tube were the result of liquid metal
embrittlement (stress alloying). This resulted when the silver base braze
used to join the hypo-tubes to the shell melted. The liquid silver alloy
penetrated along the grain boundaries of the Inconel 600 causing them to
becm= weak awd crack. It could not be determined whether the
enibrittlem=t ocaurred during manufacturing or was due to engine operation.
The estimated gas path tenperature in this area was determined to approach
the tzverature required to remelt the braze.
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FAL 89206 IMG /XFAL.89209 MAG: 4X

FIGUJRE 8-128: overall photographi of the FIGURE 8-129: Close-up photographi
pressure probe rake showing the fracture of the fracture surface. The
adjacent to the first hypo--tube arki a extent of the oxidation indiicates
crack at the seond~ hypo-tube (arrow). that the fracture started at the

EL93331 NMA: 20X FAL 9333 MG 10OX

FICGJRE 8-130: S1E4 photograph of the FIGUJRE 8-131: Higher magnification
opened crack surface adjacent to the )photograph showuing the
secxmrx hypo-tuibe. intergranular nature of the crack.
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PA 933 NG:30XFAL 93332 MG: 1000X

FIGURE 8-132: Intergranular fracture FIGURE 8-133: Intergranular
with residual silver-rich braze on the fracture with grain boundary
fracture surface (arrow,). separation.

4 L93334 MM A.G: 10n0n0nX PAL, 03335 140:iQOX

FIGURE' 8-134: SEN4 photograph of a FIGURE 8-135: SD4/XES elemantal
metallographic section through the MaP sho~wing silver braze on theopenled Crack surface showing a layer crack surface and pe itrating
Of- silver at the grain boundaries, the grain boundaries (arrow).
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Inconel X-750

In-nel X-750 is a precipitation hardenable corrosion and heat
resistant nickell-rum alloy. The alloy is strengthened by
precipitation of a nickel-aluminum-titanium phase Ni (Ti, Al). The alloy
is pgimarily used in parts requirn high strength al teeratures UP to
1100 F such as bolts and turbine rotors. lthcugh most of the effect of
precipitation hardening is lost above 1380 F the alloy maintains usable
strength and oxidation resistance to 1800 F.

The material used in this study was heat treated to AM 5667 with a
required hardness of EEN 302-363. The typical room tamperature mec3anical
proerties for ANS 5667 are as follows:

Ultimate Tensile Strength (min): 165 ksi
0.2% Yield Strength (min): 105 ksi
Percent Elongation (min): 20%
Percent Reduction in Area (min): 15%

Required Measured
ASTIM Grain Size: 15.5
Measured Hardness: EN 305-344 (HRC conversion)

ratcrri Overview

All four Inconel X-750 tensile specimens exhibited similar features in
the primary fracture areas. They were all primarily dimpled overstress
with slightly different degrees of intergranular and quasi-cleavage
feat"res. The smooth specimens had a more ductile appearance, with the
1100 F specimen exhibiting the lowest percentage of quasi-cleavage
features. This specimen also had the largest shear lip, 0.045 inch,
ompare to 0.037 inch for the smooth room temperature specimen and 0.004
and 0.006 inch for the roam temperature and 1100 F motched specimens,
respectively. Fine shear diuples were present on the smooth specimen shear
lips. The stress rupture specimen exhibited oxidized coarse dimpled
rupture with a moderate 0.023 inch shear lip. No intergranular or cleavage
features were observed.

Six HCF s%1fifens ýwere ttd: three each notched and smooth at room
teuperature, 800 F and 1100 F. The smooth row temperature specimen
exhibited a single local origin with a Stage I facet at the specimen
surface. The features adjacent to the origin were a mixture of fe
feathery cleavage and larger plateaus containing striations. The 800 F and
1100 F specimems propagated from multiple origins located along a small arc
along the surface. MIatiple Stage I facets at the surface were followled by
cleavage and feathery cleavage along with plateaus containing striations
near the origin. Both of these specimens had a larger percentage of
cleavage features than the room tenerature specimen. The room temerature
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specimen exhibited well developed ostriations in the Stage II fatigue
propagation area. Neither the 800 F nor the 1000 F specimens had clearly
resolvable striations. Both exhibited a mixture of quasi-cleavage with
smooth patches of what appeared to be cleavage. These patches may contain
striations that are not resolvable in the SF7. Macroscopically the room
teuperature specimen had a clearly defined fatigue progression extendling
over 75% of the specimen cross section. Neither of the elevated
tenmerature specimens had visible fatigue progression. Final overstress in
all three specimens exhibited dimpled overstress and quasi-cleavage.

Macroscopically, the three notched specimens appeared s dlar. The
only "zlear difference was that the room tenperature and 1100 F specimens
pr ated, from multiple surface origins separated by steps, while the
800 F specimen had a single localized origin area. All three specimens had
fatigue progression through greater than 75% of the cross section with
shear lips visible an the overstress areas. The origin areas on the room
temperature and 800 F specimens exhibited several Stage I facets in a very
localized area at the surface, followed by an area containing multiple
cleavage facets at various angles to the stress axis. As the fatigue crack
progressed patches of fine striations separated by quasi-cleavage and then
coarser well develoed striations covering the entire field of view were
_observed. The 1100 F specimen had smoother origins exhibiting feathery
cleavage. Clear striations covered the surface very close to the origins
with coarser poorly defined striations and crack-like striations near the
center of the specimen.

The two [CF specimens (800oF and 1100°F) exhibited markedV different
appearances both macroscopically and microscopically. The 800 F specimen
had a single surface origin at a titanium-rich inclusion. The fatigue
origin area exhibited a faceted apearance with no striations visible. The
fatigue propagated on a plane perpendicular to the stress axis with well
developed striations towards the end of the Stage II area.0 Final
overstress oocurred on an angle to the stress axis6  The 1100 F specimen
had two oxidized fatigue progression thumbnails 180 apart. Both areas had
single surface origins and an oxidized intergranular appearance. Oxidized
fatigue striations were visible at high magnification on transgranular
patches near the origin. Only remnant fatigue features were observed near
the ends of the thumbnails. Final overstress occurred at an angle to the
stress axis.

Both in-phase and out-of-phase IMF specimens propagated fram multiple
surface origins. The in-phase specimen had both O.D. and I.D. origins
while the out-of-phase specimen had only I.D. origns. The apearance of
the in-phase specimen was very similar to the 1100 F LCF specimen, having
an oxidized intergranular appearance. No striations were observed. The
out-of-phase specimen propagated from an almost continuous series of I.D.
surface origins separated by small steps. The areas directly adjacent to
the surface were smooth and heavily oxidized. As the fatigue progressed,
heavily oxidized well developed striations covered the fracture. Fine
equiaxed dinples were observed in the final overstr.jss area.
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Irconel X-750
AMI 5667 Bar

Smooth Tensile

TEST C0NDITICMS
Strain Rate: 0.005 =V1'//min (0.005 irVin/min)
Atmospere: Air
Temperature: Rom Tmqerxature
Test Direction: Itngitudinal

TEST RESULRS
0.2% Yield Strength: 898.4 MPa (130,300 PSI)
Ultimate Strength: 1265.9 MPa (183,600 PSI)
Percent Elongation: 25.5
Percent Reduction of Area: 46.1

FAL 92553 MAG: 12X

Figure 9-1: Test results and fractography of Inwonel X-750 room
teMerature smooth tensile test. The final overstress area (shear lip)
apears shiny due to sw-aring. The cmnter of the specimen has a granular
appearanw).
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F)M 99833 VAG:* 200X

FIGUJRE 9-2: Optical photomnicrograph showiing the primlary fracture area
exhibitingj a miixed transgranular and intergranular fracture path. Carbides
are visible dispersed throughout the m~icrostructure.

Etchant: Glyceregia
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FAM 98363 MG 0

FIGJRE 9-3: lowJ magnification view ShO~iix the Primary fracbtre area near
the center of the specimen and the. finlal fractur (shear lip) alongj the
edge of the specim~en.'

FIG=U 9-4: Primary fracture area exhibiting diiVled Mierstress, with
slight inter'jranular character.
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FAM 98365 W&AG: 1QOOX

FIGJRE 9-5: Fine equiaxed dimpl1es with slight intergranular appearanoe.

Fractured carbides are visible in sane areas (arrow) .

FAM 98366 MG: 3000X

FIGMWR 9-6: Higher magnification photograph of the area shown in F-igure
9-4 showing fine equiaxed dispies and fractured carbides.
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F ~~ ~ 1~ 200VE:RXSTcR

FAM 98368 NAG: 2COX

FI(aJR 9-8: Higher mnagnification~ view of the final overstress area (shear
lip) showing fine sneared shear dimples. Mwe directions of relative moidoni
is shown by arrows.
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Inccane1 X-750
ANS 5667 Bar

TEST TYPE
Smooth Tensile

TEST CONDITIONS
Strain Rate: 0.005 UWV=min (0.005 irVin/min)
Atmosphere: Air
Temperature: 593°C (ll00°F)
Test Direction: Inngitudinal

TE RSU
0.2% Yield Strength: 768.1 MPa (111,400 PSI)
Ultimate Strength: 1125.9 MPa (163,300 PSI)
Percent Elongation: 20.0
Percent Reduction of Area: 37.1

MA 92552 MAG: lox

FIGURE 9-9: Test results and fractography of IrXXonel X-750 593"C (11000 F)
smooth tensile test. The shear lip (bracket) is larger but not as clearly
defined as on the room temperature specimen (Figure 9-1).
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FAX4 9837MAG: 20aX

FIGUR~E 9-10: optical photaicrograph showir the prinzry fracture ar~ea,
exhibitirq a predominantly txansqranular fractuie pathi. Caxbides and voids
are visible in the niicrostnicture.

Etchant: Glyceregia
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FAM 98369MG 5X

FIGURE 9-11: Overall view showing the primnary fracture in the c~enter of
the specimen and~ a small area of final overstress (shear lip) along the
edge of the specimren.

FIGURE 9-12: Dinpled overstress- in-the primary fracture area.
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FIGURE 9-13: Fine equiaxed dinples in the primnary fracture area. A
fractured carbide is visible (&rrcoi).

FIGUJRE 9-14: Higher macjnification phtotograph of the area slian in Figure
9-13, diowingm fine equiaxed dinp1es in the primary fracture area.
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FIGUJRE 9-15: Fine~ smeared shear dimrples in the final overstress (shear
lip) area.

.FAM 98375 WAG: 3000X

FIWI=E 9-16: Higher magnification photograph of the area shown in F'igure
9-15, showing fine shear dimplese
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NIAM

Inconel X-750

AMS 5667 Bar

TEST TYPE
Notched Tensile

TEST CONDITIONS
Croeshead Speed: 1.27 nm~,min (0.05 irVmin)
Atmosphere: Air
Tenperature: RoomD Teiqperature
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TEST RESUBTa
Ultimate Strerjth: 1605.1 MPa (232,800 PSI)

UA 92551 MG: lox

FIGURE 9r-17: Test results and fractography of Inconel X-750 rowi
tenperature notchedx tensile test. A very smrall discontinuous shear lip is
visible (am=~i) alorq the edge of the specinmn.
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FM 199830 NG 0i

FXWRE 9-18: optical photomiicrograph showiing the primary fracture area on
the left side of the photograph and the final overstress area at the base
of the notch on the right side of the photograph (arrow). -The fracture
propagated in both transgranular and intergranular modes. The grains in
the final overstress area exhibit scm plastic deformation.

Etchant: Glyceregia
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FIGURE 9-19: Lcwi magnification view showing a very small final overstress
area (shear lip). The extent of the shear lip is shown by brackets. The
remindrer of the fracture exhibits a mixture of transgranular andi
intezrjranular features.

IFAM 98355 MA: 200X

FIGURE 9-20: Higher magnification photograph including the shear lip area.
The primary fracture has a slightly intexgranular appearance.
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FTIGM 9-21: DiI~ped Ovex'Stress in the Primnary fracture area. The
fracture has a mixed intergraular/traflsgraflular appearane. Fractured
carbides are visible (arrows).

FAN 98354 MGAr 3000X

FXIG= 9-22: Higher magnification photograph of the area shown in F igure

9-21,, show'ing equiaXed dinPies in the Primlary fracture area-
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Inconel X-750

AN 5667 Bar

DM'rI~A.

=r TYPE

Notdied Tensile

Crosshead Speed-:1.27 nr~min (0.05 irVmin)
Atmqphere- Air

¶I~reratre: 5939C (1100'F)
Test Direction: Inigitiudinal

UM RESULTrS
Ultdmnte Streriyjth: 1378.9 MPa (200,000 PSI)

MAL 92550 MAG.: lox

FIGUPE 9-23: Test results and fractography of Inconel X-750 5939C (1100'F)
riotdited tensile test. A discontinuous narrowJ shear lip is visible along
the surface (arrows). The specimin a~ears oxidized.
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FAM 99828 MG: 200X

MWUR 9-24: Optical gkotcnicwograph showing the primary fracture area on
the left side of the photograph and~ the final overxstress area (shear lip)
at the base of the notch (arnn) on the right side of the jtotognph. The
fract-ure pn%)ngatal prcendanmtly in an inteiranular mode. The gr-ains in
the fuina overstress area exhibit sown plastic deformation.

Etdiant: Glycercejia
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EAM 98357 MAG: 5OX

FIGURE 9-25: Lowi magnification view showing primary overstress area andi a
very small final averstress area (shear lip) along the ouatside surface of
the specimen (bracket).

FAM 98361 M4: 2OOX

FIGU1M 9-26: Smuall final overstress area (shear lip) along the outside
surface. 'lbs shear lip was not present in all areas but its size varied.
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FAX 98358 WG: 200X

FIGURE 9-27: Equiaxed dnpl~ed overstress in the prinay fracture area.
The fracture has a slightly intergranular appearance.

1'AH 98359 1": 1000X

FIGURE 9-28: Mixed. im~e overstress exhibiting equiaxed dinpled overstress
axnd small cleavage features in the prim~ary fracture area. Secoon3ary grain
bcftxKary separation is visible (arrow).
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FAX 98360 NAG: 3000X

FIGMR 9-29: High Ymagnification photographi s coiir,4 dinples andl fine
cleavage features near the center of the sec~imien.
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Inconel X-750
AM'L 5667 Bar

T ~r DA

Stress Rqkpure

TEST CONDITI0NS
Stress: 723.9 MPa (105.0 ksi)
Atmosphere: Air0
Tea~eemture: 593 C (1100'F)
Test Direction: longitudinal

Timi to Fracture: 3.9 hours

MA 93826MG13

FIGUJRE 9-30: TLs results and fractography of Inconel X-750 5930C (11000F)
stress ruipture test. The fracture exhibits a shear lip (arrows) with
coarse oxidizzd features in the center of the specliwn.
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FM 99861 MG: 20OX

FIGaWE 9-31: OptiCal PhOt~kiCroga showing the prbrary fracture axxea
near the center of the swpen-n Substaiitial grain boundbaXy separation has
cxxmired thxuhmt the matrix (aflxais).

Etchzaft: Glyceriejia
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FAM 99175 NAG: 20X

FIGJRE 9-32: Low magnification view showing deep features in the primary
rupture area and a large final overstress area (shear lip) along the
•itside surface of the specimen (brackets).

FAM 99176 50X

FIGMJR 9-33: Large final overstress area (shear lip) along the outside
surface. The shear lip waS present in all areas but size and dixection (up
or down) varied.
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FM 99177 AQ: 200X

FIGURE 9-34: Oxidized dinpled rupture with void coalescence in the primary

fracture area.
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FAX 99179 MAM: 3000X

MWJR 9-36: High mignification photogjraph showing coarse oxidized diinples
with sane finer dhples in between.

PAN 99180 MAC: 200X

FIGLWE 9-37: Final overstres area along the edge of the vipeciinen.
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1% 991814MG: 1000X

FEQGfl 9-38: Mixture of fine equ~iaxecl dimpvles (arrow A) andl shear dimples
(arrow B) in the final overstress area.
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PMEIAL

Irxnnel X-750
ANS 5667 Bar

TEST TYPE
Smonoth HCF

TEST CONDIT0ONS
Stress: 413.7 MPa (60.0 ksi)/ -413.7 MPa (-60.0 ksi) [NF*

482.6 MPa (70.0 ksi)/ -482.6 MPa (-70.0 ksi) UNF
551.6 MPa (80.0 ksi)/ -551.6 MPa (-80.0 ksi)

Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 cqm
Atmospere: Air
Tenperature: Roma Tenerature
Test Direction: Ingittx1inal

ST IRESUMIS 6 5
Qjc1es to Fracture: 1.84X10 (DNF); 5.5X10 (DNF); 2.3X105

* Did Not Fracture

iEAL 93832 NAG: 15X

FIGJIM 9-39: Test results and fractography of Inooniel X-750 romt
teiiperature smooth IICF test. The fatigue progression area extendis over 75%
of the specimean from an origin area near the bottan of the photograph
(arrow). Thw fial overstress area apears as a thumbnail at the tmp of
the photograph.
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E4AM 100205 MAG: 100OX

FIGUR~E 9-40: Optical photomicrograph shohiig a close-W of the fatigue
progression area. No grain defornation is visible adjacent to the
fractuare. Fracture path is transqranular.

Etchant: Glyceregia
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FiamP 9-41:, overall photograph shm~ing the origin area (arrcm) andi
fatigue progression on a plane approximately perpendicular to the stress
axis.

FAM 9922 MA: 200X

FIGURPE 9-42: Higher magnification photograph of the origin area shown in
Figure 9-41. A stage I fatigue facet is visible at the localized origin
(arro).
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PAM 9923 NA: IQOOX

FIGURE 9-43: Stage I fatigue facet at the local.ized origin (see Figure

9-42). No defects are visible.

FIGURE 9-44: litotgraiii ýIwhing cleavage features near the origin. No
striation~s are visible.
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FAM 99125 HA&G: 100OX

FIGUJRE 9-45: Fatigue striations near the end of the fatigue progression
area. The direction of propagation is frm~ bottma to top of the
photogmah.

FI(MJE 9-46: Higher magnification photcxgrapli of the area shown in Figure
9-45, showinqx fatigue striatioxis near the center of the speciimen in the
fatigue progression area.
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FAM 99127 14AG: 200X

FIGRZE 9-47: Dinl1d overstress in the finl fratWe area.

P'AM 99128 M7: ICOOX

MURIE 9-48: Fine dihnled overstress with coarse features in the final
fractu~re area. Cracked carbides are visible in several locations (arrow).
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Inoonel X-750
AMS 5667 Bar

TEST~ 1

Smooith HCF

TEST CON-DITIONS
Stress: 517.1 MPa (75.0 ksi)/ -517.1 MPa (-75.0 ksi) NIF*

586.1 MPa (85.0 ksi)/ -586.1 HPa (-85.0 ksi) DF
655.0 NPa (95.0 ksi)/ -655.0 MPa (-95.0 ksi)

Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 cmI
Atmosphere: Air
Temperature: 427°C (800°F)Test Direction: T _nitt~inal

TEST 5 5ULT
Cycles to Fracture: 4.2X10 (UNF); 2.3X10 ([UF); 4.05X104

* Did Not Fracture

SFAL 93823 HAG: 15X

FIGURE 9-49: Test results and fractogtzphy of Inconel X-750 4279C (800'F)
snooth HOF test. No cbvious origin or final cverstress areas are
discernible. (Cmuare with the rw txm rature specimen (Figure 9-39).
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PFA 100199 ZGG; LOOX

FIGURE 9-50: Optical phot•icrograph shoing the fatigue proression area.
T'his specimen exhibits more variatio in elevation than the rowm
tleratrem speiimn (Figure 9-40).

Mtdhant: Glycexeia
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FAM 99129 NAG: 50X

FIGUR 9-51: overall photogjraph showing the general origin area and~
fatigue progression area. Ihe fatigue propagated fran wltiple surf ace
origins.

r'in 99130 MA: 200X

FIGURE 9-52: H1igher ragmif ivation photograph1 of the origin area shion in

Figure 9-51. Several Stage I fatigut- facets are visible at the specizen
surface (arrowas).
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F7M 99131 MAG: 1000X

FIGURE 9-53: Mixture of cleavage and feathery cleavage near the origins.

FAM 99132 MG: 3000X

FIGURE 9-54: Higher magnificatimr photograph of the area shown in Figure
9-53), showing cleavage features with small patd=es of fatigue features
(arros) near the origin.
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FAM 99135 NAG: 200X

FIGUJRE 9-55: Mixture of overstress and mmear features in the final

overstress area. A patch of smeared material is indiicated by an arrow.

FAN 99136 MAC: 100OX

FIGUJRE 9-56: Fine dhipled overstress with patches that have the appearanoe
of fine fatigue features (arrcw) in the final overstress area.
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MATRTA

Incorel X-750

AKS 5667 Bar

TEST TYR
Smoothi HCF

Stress: 620.5 HPa (90.0 ksi)/ -620.5 M~a (-90.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Frequenc~y: 1800 qxn
Atmosphere: Air
Teqerature: 5930 C (1100'F)
T~est Direction: 1orqitudinal

Cycles to Fracture: 205,000

FIGUJRE 9-57: Te~st results and~ fractography of Inoonel X-750 5930 C (11060F)
smooth HCF test. The fatigue progression area appears generally darker
(more oxidized) than the final overstress area. An arrow indicates thr
origin area. No clear bounzdary exists between fatigue and final overstrfss
areas.
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FIGURE 9-58: optical photancitgrapti showing a close-up of the fatigue
progression area. This specnimen eah'bAts mo~re variation in elevation than
either the romt teiiperature or the 800 F specimens (Figures 9-40 andi 9-50).
The grain bounrdaries are less distinct arxi a light oxide is visible on the
fracture swwfaoe (arrowis).

Etdiant: Glyceregia
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FAM 99137 NAG: 50X

FIGMR 9-59: Overall phxotograph showuing the origin area and~ the fatigue
progreSsion area. A series of Stage I fatigue facets are visible at the
surf ace (arrows).

FAX 99138 NAG: 200X

F-LGRE 9-60; Higher magnification photograph of the origin area shown in
Figure 9-59. Several Stage I facets are visible at the localized origins
(arraos).
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F~M 99139 MAG: iQOOX

FIGURE 9-61: Fatigue facets near the origin area. No fatigue striations

are visible even at high magnifications.

FAM 99140 MA(G: 1000X

FIGURE 9-62: Mixture of smooth facets and~ overstress features near the
center of the specimen. No fatigue striations are visible.
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F.A1 99141 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 9-63: Mixed mode overstress in the final fracture area exhibiting
both cleavage and diiqp1ed overstress.

FAM 99142 IA:1000X

FIGURE 9-64: Higher magnification photograph of the area shown in Figure
9-63, showing a mixture of cleavage features and ductile overstress
features in the final fracture area.
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Inconel X-750

AMS 5667 Bar

Notdied HCF

TEST CMMDTIN
Stress: 413.7 l4Pa (60.0 ksi)/ -413.7 I4Pa (-60.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 qn1
Abw~sphere: Air
Temerature: Romn Td~erature
Test Direction: Longitudilnal

TES R -uuTs-
Cycles to Fracture: 111,000

FIGURE 9-6,5: Test results and fractogralpiy of Incnnel X-750 rocm

t~ealrature notced HCF test. The f atigue propagated frcm mAftiple surfacie

Origins shcmi at the bottaui of the photograph. Local origins are separated
by fatigue steps (ratchiet marks) . Thle extent of thle fatigue is shown by a

bracket.
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FAM 100232 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 9-66: Optical photoicrograph showing a close-up of the fatigue
progression area. The fracture is relatively flat (predaminantly
transgranular) and occurred on a plane perpendicular to the stress axis.
No grain defonration is visible adjacent to the fracture.

Etch.ant: Glyceregia
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F.AM 99094 NG 0

FI(aJR 9-67: overall photograph showingj the general origin area arid
fatigue progression area. The fatigue propagated fran rmiltiple surface
origins. Steps can be seen separating the origins (axrrows). One origin is
indicated by arrowi A.

FAM 990O95 A:2X

FI(GJR 9-68: Higher magnification photograph of a local origin area (Area
A, Figure 9-67). No defects are visible at the origin. Machining marks-
can be seen on the qpecimen surface.
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FAM 99097 MAG: 100OX

FIGURE 9-69: Mixture of cleavage and feathery cleavage near the origins.

Fine cleavage steps are visible on the facets.

PAM 99098 MG: 3000X

FIGUJRE 9-70: Higher magnification photograph showing f ine cleavage steps
on a facet. 7heso steps are straight rather then curved lik~e fatigue
striations.
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FAN 99099 14141: 100OX

FIGURE 9-71: Fatigue striations near the center of the spechimn in the
fatigue progression area. The fatigue propagated frma bottom to tzp of the
photographi.

EM 991004MA: 3000X

FIGURE 9-72: Higher magnification view of the fatigue striations shown in
Figure 9-71. Bracket contains ten striationis.
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FAM 99101 MG~t: 200X

FIGURE 9-73: Mixtur of mar and~ overstress features in the final
fractuire area.
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Inconel X-750
AlS 5667 Bar

TEST DAM

TEST TYPE
Notcd HCF

TET OONDITIONS
Stress: 413.7 MPa (60.0 ksi)/ -413.7 MPa (-60.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 cpm
Atwsphere: Air
Texrerature: 4279C (800oF)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TEST RESULTS
Cycles to Fracture: 140,000

FAL 93818 MAG: 1IX

FIGURE 9-75: Test results and fractography of In=,el X-750 4270 C (80AF')
notched H•• test. Tbe extent of the fatigue is shcKn by a bracket.
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FAM 100200 NAG: 20OX

FIGE 9-76: Optical photoicrogranp showinJ a close-up view of the
fatigue progression area. Itie fracture is relatively flat (predominantly
transgranular) and oocurred on a plane perpem-icular to the stress axis.
No grain deformation is visible adjacent ot the fracture. This fracture
apears very similar to the rcom tenmerature apwimin (Figure 9-66).

Etxhant: Glyceregia
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FAM 99107 NG 0

FIaMUR 9-77: overall phiotograph showing the origin area andi initial
fatigue progression area. Features can be seen radiating from the origin
area (arrows).

FAM 9108 AG: 200X

F IGURE 9-78: Higher magnif icationi photograph of the origin carea. Several
Stage I fatigue facets (arrows) are visible in the localized origin area.
F~eatures radiate fromi the indiividual origins.
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FAM 99109 NAG~1: 1OGOX

FIGUJRE 9-79: Stage I facet at the origin. No fatigue striations are
visible on the facet in the Stage I area even at high magnifications.

FAN 919110MG 0O

FIGUR~E 9-80: Patchies of fine fatigue striations (armqs) near the origin
in the fatigue progresion zone. Mhe fatigue propagated frmn the bottcm to
the top of the photcgraph. The localized direction of propagation varies.
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FAM 9111 AG3: 3000X

FIGUJR 9-81: Higher magnification view of the patches of striations shown
xin Figure 9-80. Ind3ividual striations are barely resolvable.

PAM 99105 MG 00

171GURE 9-82: coarser fatigue striationis near the ceanter of the specim- i.
The ef fective cross section of the sp~hemi~ was reduced as the crack
propagated, so the ncaiinal stress inczxoased. Bracket contains 5
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FAM 99106 W 30O

FIGURE 9-83; Higher magnification view of the striations shown in Figure

9-82.

P~AM 99103 HAG~: 200X

FIOURE 9-84: Final o~verstress area.
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FAM 99104 HAG: 1000X

FIGMJR 9-85: Higher magnification view of the final overstress area,
exhibiting oxidize overstress features.
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Inconel X-750
AMS 5667 Bar

Notiche HCF

TESTODIIN
Stress: 413.7 MPa (60.0 ksi)/ -413.7 MPa (-60.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 pan
Atlmosphere: Air
Teatperature: 5930 C (11000F)
Test Direction: Longitudiinal

TES RESUMS
Cycles to Fracture: 21,600

VAL 93817 HAG: 1iX

FIMW-R 9-86: Test results and fractography of lincnel X-750 5930 C (1100 0 F)
notched HOP test. Several origins (arrows A) are separatedi by fatigue
steps (arrows B). The extenit of the fatigue is shown by a bracket.
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FAM 100258 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 9-87: Op~tical photomicrographs, shiowing a close-up of the fatigue
proression area (top) atnd the f inal overstress area (bottom'). The fatigue
progression is ivelatively flat (predoiornintly transgranular) anvi oocurred
on a planie porperdicular to the stre-ss axis. No grain deformation is
visible adjacet to the fracture. Mhe final overstress area exhibits a
more intergk-anular appearance.

Etciiant: Glyceregia,
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NOTCHED HC,593, *0

FAM 99112 MAG: 50X

FIGURE 9-88: One of several fatigue origins separated by fatigue steps.
Features can be seen radiating frmi a small localized (point) origin
(arrow)

IFAM 99113 14AG: 200X

FIGLUIW- 9-89: Higher magnification~ photoqra-ph of the localized origin area
shcmn in Figure 9-688 No defects are visible at the origin (arx-ow).
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FAM 99115 MAG: 1000X

FIGUJRE 9-90: Fatigue striations ke-ar the origin area.

FAiZ 9911630X

FIGUMP. 9-91: Higher ivagnification photograph of the area in Figure 9-9)0,
showing fine oxidized fatigue striations. The direction of propagation is
frcm bottan to top of the photograph.
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FAM 9117 HG: 1000X

FIGURPE 9-92: Coarser fatigue striations near the center of the specimen in
the fatigue progressioni area. Mhe fatigue propagated frcm~ bottcsu to top of
the photogra-p.

FIGURE 9-93: Higher nwgflification view of the fatigue striations shc.mn in
Figure 9-92.
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Inconel X-750
AAMS 5667 Bar

-- ~TEST •TYPEl

Snmoth IWF

TEST COIDITIONS
Stress: 965.3 MPa (140 ksi)/ 48.3 MPa (7.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: 0.05
Frequency: 10 cpm
Atmospbere: Air
Teqoerature: 260 C (500 F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TM RESULTS
Cycles to Fracture: 58,810

M'At 93234 MAG: 1OX

FICURE 9-96: Te-,t results and fractography of Inconel X-750 2600 C (500°F)
miwth IWF test. Vhe origin ad fatigue prog soion (arrow) occurrd on a
plmve jperpdicular to the stb.s axis. The rtinder of the fracture
omarred on a plane approxhnately 45 to the stxess axis.
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FM 10203 NG: 10OX'

PAM 100204 MG 0

FIGU'RE 9-97: Optical photcmnicrographs showing the fatigue progression area
(top) and the final overstress area (bottocn). The fatigue progression
exhibits more variation in elevation than on the HCF specivois (Figures
9-50 and 9-58), but rem~ains roughly perpendicular to the stress axis. A
shear lip is visible in the final overstress area (arrowi).

ftcthant: Glyceregia
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FAM 98709 NAGi: 20X

FIGMR 9-98: Overall photograph showing the origin area (arrow) and the
fatigue progression area on a plane approximately pe~pendicular to the
stress axis. The rem~inder of the fracture is at a 450 angle to the stress
axis.
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FIGUJRE 9-100: A small inclusion is 'visible at the origin. Fracture
features radiate fran this point. The inclusion appears darker than the
back~ground1 in the secoriary electron iniage mode, inxdicatuqK that it isa of
1cuder atranic nun~ber than. the base miaterial.

7% 812?A: OO

FI~R -11 ihr anfctin~tgrp fttai~-ihNnlso

tha aced s te oigi. Sannng lecronmicoscpe/-ra enrg
specrosopy(S~XI~ anlyss deonnnedthecooosiioA
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FAM 98716 NAG: 100OX

FIGURE 9-102: Fatigue striations near the end of the thumbnail. The
direction of propagation is fran bottom to top of the photograph. The
direction of local propagation varies slightly on different plateaus.

FAM 98717 MAG; 3000X

FIGURE 9-103: Higher iagnification photograph of the upper right corner
area of Figure 9-102, showing well developed fatigue striations at the end
of the thumbnail. Bracket contains ten striations.
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FAM 98719 MAG: 1000X

FIGUJRE 9-104: Dimpled overstress in the final fracture area.

FAM 98720 HAW: 3000X

FIGUJRE 9-105: Fine diirqled overstress in the final fracture area. cracke~d
carbides are visible in several locations (arrcms).
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MERIAL

Inconel X-750

ANS 5667 Bar

Smooth ICF

Stress: 965.3 MPa (140 ksi)/ 48.3 MPa (7.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: 0.05
Frequency: 10 cPxn
Atmosphere: Air
Tmiperature: 5939C (1100'F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TES RESUuis
Cycles to Fracture: 9,499

FIWPU 9-106: Test results and~ fractograply of Inconel X-750 5930 C
(1100 F) simoothi LCF test. 't~o thjuibnails are visible on op~posite sides of
the specfrven (arrows). These thumbiails are roughly perpex~icalar to the
stress axis. Mhe remaindler of the fracture ooxurrez1 at an angle to the
stressaxs
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FAM 100302 A:2X
ff 'i-S ,

1Y - -11

..... .. . .. .

VY ~

FM1033 MG 50

FIUE -0: pialpoomcorah soig h riayfaiu
progrssio ara(o)adgri onayoidto ln .i etseie

ploger esinpearea spoecimen (Fgrq-8 n xoe rain boundaroiaio lngtetetsesi~

along the gage area have been oxidized (arrowis, bottom).

Etciiant: Glyoereqia
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FAM 98722 I4AG: 50X

FIGURE 9-108: Im magnification photograph of the larger thun~bnail. The

localized origin area is indicated by an arrow.

FIGURE 9-109: Higher magnification view of the origin area shown in Figure
9-108. The fracture surface within the thunbnail has a granular
apparance.
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FAN 98726 NAG: 1000X

FXGJRE 9-111: Oxidized fatigue striations near the origin. Ille direction
of prq~agation is shown by an arrow.
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FAM 98727 MGW: iQOOX

FIGURE 9-112: Grain boundary separation near the end¶ of the thumbnail.
Scm reminant fatigue features are visible (arrows A). Grain boundary
separation has oocurred in several areas (arrows B).

FAM 98728 N4AG: 3000X

FIGUiRE 9-113: Higher magnification photograph of the area shown in Figure
9-112, showing remnat fatigue features.
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FAM 98729 NAG: 200X

FIGJR 9-114: Trarisgranular dianp1e csverstress in the final fracture area.

FAN 98730 MAG: 100OX

FIGUR1E 9-115: Higher magnification ttiotograph of the area shown in Figure
9-114, showing transqranular dint1ed oversta-ess. T~he surfaco cotains both
very fine and coarser dinples.
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Inconel X-750
AMS 5667 Bar

TEST DMA

W, Tn-tMase

•T S CX)NDrrIONS,

Stress: 723.9 MPa (105.0 ksi)/-758.4 MPa (-110.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1.05
Frequency: 1 cpm
Atmospere: Air
Teqperature: 5930 C (1100°F)/260 C (5000F)Test Direction: Longitudinal

Cycles to Fracturna: 704

FAL 94286 HAG: lox

FIGURE 9-116: Test results and fractograpy of M*o X-750 In-Hnase TWF
test. Oxidized (dark) fatigue progression zones are visible on both the
O.D. and I.D. surfaces. The origin areas are indicated by arits.
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FA' 100201 MG: 200X

100202 MA: 200X

FIGURE 9-117: Optical photrnicrogcrais showing the priary fracture (top)
and the microstructure away fromi the fracture (bottcma). 1aiesive grain
botudary separation and grain defonnation is visible adjacent to tW-
fracture. This is typical of high tenperature/high stress fractures. NotW
that the specimen fractured after only 704 cycles.

Etchant: Glyoeregia
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FAM. 99456 M. O

FIGURE, 9-118: Low nragnification pthotocjrap of the lairger th.imbnail. No
localized origin can be identified. A shear lip is visible on the inside
surface (top) .

PXM 99)457 M:2O

FIC~UR$ 9ý-119: Xidher mgnificatikii view of the fat~iqu pivgre.:sýir zoi-i
show~n in Vigure 9-118. -The fracture hao. caxd'dized axims. amW is
itergi-uilar in apparance.
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FAM 99458 NAG: 1000X

FITGURE 9-120: High magnification photograph of the origin area. The
fracture is heavily oxidized and intergranular within the thumbnail.

FAM 99459 MAG: 3000X

FIGURE 9-121: Heavily oxidized fatigue progression zone. No features are
disoernible.
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FAM 99460 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 9-122: Final overstress area exhibiting oxidized dimpled
overstress.

FAM 99461 MAG: 10OOX

FIGURE 9-123: Oxidized dimpled overstress. The oxidation is not as severe
as in the fatigue progre-ssion zone because the fatigue area was exposed to
the air for a longer time.
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MTERTI 1

Inconel X-750
AM 5667 Bar

TEST YPE
T-•hF, Out-of-Phase

TEST CONDITIONS
Stress: 758.4 MPa (110.0 ksi)/723.9 MPa (105.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -0.95
Frequency: 1 cpn
Atmosphere: Air
Teuperature: 5930 C (1100F)/260°C (500°F)
Test Direction: Ingitudinal

TEST ~ua
Cycles to Fracture: 2209

FAL 94287 MAG: 1OX

FIGURE 9-124: Test results and fractography of Ioo X-750 Out-of-tPase 'IMF
test. Two oxidized fatigue progression zones (thubnails) are visible at
the I.D. surface of the specimen (arrows). Arrest marks can be seen within
the tlu•ftails.
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PAM 100283 ?4AG: 640X

FXGUR 9-125: Optical phot~irograh showiing the primary fracture and
V-shaped secox~ary cracks (arr'ows) along the specimn gage area. These
OXddized seooordary cracks are indiicative of Wh.

Etchant: Glyoeregia
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FAM 99447 NAG: 50X

FIGURE 9-126: low magnification photograph of the larger thumbnail. The
fatigue appears to propagate from multiple I.D. origins.

FAM 99448 M: 2UUx

FIGURE 9-127: Higher magnification view of the origin area and fatigue
progression zone shown in Figure 9-126. A series of origins (arrows) are
visible along the I.D. surface.
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FAM 99450 NAG: 100OX

FIGURE 9-128: Coarse oxidized striations in the fatigue progression zone.

The propagation is frcmn bottom to top of the photograph.

FAM 99451 MT¾G, 300OX

FIGUR~E 9-129: Higher magnification photograph of the area shown in Figure
9-128, showiji both oxidized striations and~ crack-like striations.
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FAM 99452 MG~: 200X

FIGURE 9-130: Final overstress area exhib~iting oxidized dinpled
averstress.

FAM 99453 MG: 1000X

FIGU)RE 9-131: Fine oxidized dii~pled overstress in the area shown in F-igure
9-130.
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FAM 99454 MAG: 3000X

FIGJR 9-132:- Fin equiaxed dinpled averstresS in thie final overetes

area.
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_•F1ACIUP•E M• Fatique .(prcbable hicqh cycle fatigue)

PART NAME Ouick Fill Bellows Assembly

OPERATION JMTA The bellows operated in a standard gas turbine engine
environment and may have been subjected to both lcw
cycle and vibratory loads.

PART TIME 5343 hours

g AIUAL

BASE Inconel X-750 - confirmed
NMAT'L

OTHIER _ ____

HARDNESS - - - - - No requirement - HRC 36-44 *
GRAIN SIZE No requirement - SIM 6-9
DIMENMSIOAL _ Wall thickness: 0. 004-0.005 inch- 0.0039 in h

- Diamond pyramid hardness (DRH) conversions.

-SUMARY: The crack in the second convolution of the small bellows of the
quick fill bellows assembly was the result of fatigue (probable HCF)
progressing frm maultiple origins on the O.D. surface. The crack extended
0.45 inch in length and was predominantly transgranular. No material
defects were found. The hardness was HRC 36-39 in the flat sections of the
bellows and HRC 40-44 in the bends. This variation in hardness was
attributed to work hardening that probably occurred during manufacturing.
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FAL 88632 WAG: 1 1/2X FAL 88633 MAG: 3X

FIGURE 9-133: Overall photograph of the FIGURE 9-134: Close-up of
quick fill bello;,7s assenily. The crack the small bellows. Arrow
is in the smal be~llos (top). indicate the location of the

crack in the second convolution.

FIGURE 9-135: Caqxosite SEM4 photograph of the openied crack surface. The
extent of the fatigue is shwin by black brackets. Fatigue origins were on
the 0.0. surface (an'oiws).
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FAL 93345 NAG: 300X FAL 93346 NAG: 1000X

FIGURE 9-136: SFE4 photograph of the FIGURE 9-137: Photograph 122
opened crack surface. The location relatively fine fatigue striations
of photograph 122 is shamn by a indicating propagation fram the
bracket. O.D. surface.

FnL 93344 M~G: 4 00 PAL 93347 14N3: 10, OOOX

FIGURE 9-138: Higher magnification photo-- FIGUJRE 9-139: High moagnif ication
graph of the fatigue striations. The SEM2 photograph showing very fine
curvature of the striations with their fatigue striations (brackets).
cocaxave side up indicates propagation from
top to bottcm of the photograph.
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PWA 1480 (Cast Ni-Based Single Crystal)

Nateria ecrni

NWA 1480 is a nickel-base vacuum melted, investment cast, pingle
crystal alloy used in turbine airfoils at tenperatures up to 1900 F. The
alloy was tested in two orientations, (001] and (111). The material used
in this study was heat treated to PWNA 1480 with a typical hardness of HRC
35-45. Masured hardness was HRC 40-43.

Fractoaradwi Overvie,

0
SFou smooth tensile test specimens were examined, two each at 800 F

and 1800 F. The difference between the specimens was the specimen
orientation, with the stress axis aligned with the (001] crystal
orientation for two specimens and the [1ia] orientation for the other two.
Both the (001] and [111] orientated 800 F specimens had large facets
covering almost the entire fracture surface with fracture occurring along
preferred crystallographic planes in the lattice. These planes were at an
angle to the stress axis. The (001] specimen had small patches of dimpled
overstress and generally more change in fracture path than the [111]
specimen. The cleavage planes on both specimens exhibited slip lines and
the blocky microstructure constituent gamma prime. This gave the fractures
a scaly appearance at high magnification. The two 1800 F specimens had
more ductile appearances. Botg had higher percent elongation and larger
reduction of area than the 800 F specimens. The [001] specimen exhibited
oxidized overstress features with areas of void coalescence. The [1113
specimen had deep tearin features that appeared to be very large elongated
and ruptured voids.

A single stress rupture specimen was examined in the piii]
orientation. The macrosoopic apearance was similar to the 1800 F tensile
specimens. At higher magnifications the fracture exhibited round islands
of lightly oxidized cleavage type fracture surrounded and separated by
oxidized overstress features.

Three UF ieclmens were examined; (00130 orientation 800F, [001]
orientation 1800 F and [111] orientation 1800 F. IThe lower teuperature
specimen was coated with an aluminide diffusion coating. The fracture
features were unlike any others observed. The fracture propagated from
multiple origins along a plane roughly perpm-dicular to the stress axis.
Between 0.010 and 0. 020 inch subsurface, the fracture path changed
directions to a series of planes forming roughly a 45' angle to the stress
axis. This transition formed a saw tooth pattern with an axial secondary
crack where the change of fracture path occurred. The planes at an angle
to the stress axis exhibited unusual arrest marks radiating from the origin
area. These marks apeared as a series of bands of smear features
perpendicular to the direction of propagation. Between these bands the
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fracture was cleavage associated with gamma prime precipitates in the
microstructure. The bands of smeared features may be arrest marks that
were smeared as the fracture prcagated.

The [001] orientation 1800 F specimen ran only 718 cycles. No
striations ware visible in the fatigue area which was covered primarily
with oxide and smear features. There was a clear difference between the
fatigue and final cverstress areas. The final overstress exhibited heavy
oxide on a fracture associated with the gamna prime precipitates. The
(ill] orientation 1800 F specimen had a clear oxidized thumbnail fatigue
progression. The fracture originated at a small subsurface void and was
heavily oxidized and nearly featureless near the origin. At the end of the
thumbnail, near the center of the specimen, heavily oxidized remnant
striations were visible. The final overstress area exhibited oxidized
cleavage features with discrete patches of feathery or fan-shaped cleavage.

One (001] orientation out-of-phase TMF specimen was examined. The
fracture exhibited an oxidized fatigue progression area that originated at
a heavily oxidized surface connected void. The area adjacent to the or'iqin
"was flat and featureless. As the fatigue progressed the fracture exhibited
a series of steps separated by oxidized regions. These steps ooxnrred in
an area where the fracture was changing direction and nay be associated
with the change in the relationship between the crysta1logiphic
orientation of the crack tip and the stress axis. Crack-like striations
were also observed in the thumbnail area. Final overstress occurred by
dimpled overstress associated with the ganma prime precipitates. Discrete
patches of feathery or fan-shaped cleavage were also present.
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PMA 1480

Smooth Tiensile

Strain Pate: 0.005 /xrm~w~n (0.005 ini~i-Vmin)
Atmwspere: Air
Tewperature: 42-7C (600'F)
Test Direction: Longxitudinal

0.2% Yield Stretwfth: 965.3 NPa (140.0 ksi)
Ultilmite Strength. 1196.3 142a (173.5 k~si)
% Elongation 5.0
% Redu~ction of ,Urea: 7.1

FIGAME 10-1; Test resuldts and fractcraphy of RMd 1480/(001] 42-10 C (8o&Fý)
smooth tensile test. The fracture '--is a facoted appoarance because
fracture oxxurred along ciystallograp4ý.ic pianoes.
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FAM 99826 MG: 200X

FIGURE 10-2: Cptical photcmicrograph of a matallographic cross section
through the fractured specimen. Eutectic phase formed islands in the
imicrostructure and fine cuboidal Gan=a Prime phase is dispersed throughout
the microstructume. The fracture exhiibits little discernible plastic
deformation.

Etchant: AG-21
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FAM 98575 MAG: 20X

FIGMR 10-3: tcw magnif ication ph~otograph showing the faceted appearanoe
of the fracture. This is the result of fracture along close-packed
crystallographic planes.

r,;- ( , V3 7 4

FICURE 10-4: Higher m~~~Agnfcto oorp fteae ni

Figure 10-3, sh~irw~ ab~ipt c~iar~jes It rcuept ar~)asca
with, ArcueaonAls-ace ns
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FAM 98577 NAG: 200X

FIGMR 10-5: Higher magrdfication photograph shcoJirt cleavage fracture
(arrw A) with Patches Of dirfPied overstress (arrxws B).

PAM 98578 HAG: 1000X

FIGUR1E 10-6: Higher niagnification photograph of the area showan ill Figure
10-5, shmirnj dig~1ed OverS-tress (axrow~.) between areas of cleavage.
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FAM 98579 MAG: 3000X

FIGURE 10-7: Mixture of dimpl1ed overstress (arrow A) andI cleavage (arrow
B) features. The microstructural constituent galmma prim is visible on the
cleavage facets, appearing as small squares on the surface (blocky
appearanc) .
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PIA 1480
[001] Orientation

• ~TESTI DATA

Smooth Tensile

TEST CONDITIONS
Strain Pate: 0.005 i/=/min (0.005 irVin/min)
Atmosphere: Air
Teerature: 9829C (1800'F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TESTREtIS
0.2% Yield Strength: 483.3 MPa (71.0 ksi)
Ultimate Strength: 648.1 MPa (94.0 ksi)
% Elongation 15.0
% Reduction of Area: 24.7

FAL 92928 MAGC: 1X

FIGR• 10-8: Test results and fractography of FMA 1480/(001) 9820 C
(1800 F) smooth tensile test. The fracture exhibits less cleavage and more
diipled overstress.
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FM 98813 NAG: 10OX

Fi~JR 10-9: optical photcadcrograph of a mietallographic cross section
throug~h the fractured specimen. Eutectic phase formed islandis in the
matrix of finely dispersed cuboidal ganmi prime. The specimen exhibits
secmd~aty cracking originating at eutectic, island3s (arrows).
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FIGURE 10-10: tr*, magnification photograph showing the noni-
crystallographic nature of the fracture. Ccapare with the 800OF specimren,
Figures 10-3 through 10-5.

PAM 9587 AG: 5OX

FIGam 10-11: oxidized non-crystallograph~ic fracture with dimpled
overstress and void (xoalescenoe.
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PAM 98588 M~G: 200X

FIGURE 10-12: Higher m'agnification photograph of a portion of the area
shown in Figure 10-11, showuing oxidized overstress features.

1'AM 98589 MAG: 100OX

FIGURE W -13: oxidized overstress features with somie void ooalescenoe
(arrw) .
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1~A 1480

(111] Orientation

TES TYPE
Smo~oth Tensile

Strain Rate: 0.005 uWlnVmmn (0.005 ir/ir/min)
Atmosphere: Air
Teqperature: 4270C (8000F)
Test Direction: ILongitiu.inal

0.2% Yield Strength: 821.2 MPa (119.1 ksi)
Ultirate Strengjth: 1390.0 MPa (201.6 ksi)
% Elongation 19.5
% Reduction of Area: 18.5

PAL 92929 MGL: 12X

FIGUBE 10-14: Zest results and fractography of PWA 1480/(111] 4279C
(800'Jr) wooth tensile test. 'Ibis fracture exhibits more facets than the
(001) orientation fracture (Figure 10-1).
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FIGURE 10-15: optical photwiicrograph of a nwtallographic cross section
thofithe fractured specimen. E'utectic phase fonred islandis in the

matrix of finely dispersed cuboidal ganmm prhim. The fracture occurred on
close-packed planes resul.ting in a jagged appearance.
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FAM 9555MAG3: 50X

FIGURE 10-16: LIq magnification photograph showing faceted
crystallographic nature of the fracture surface. Mhe faceting omurs whena speciiten fractures along crystallographic planes oriented for xnaxi~mm
resolved shear stress.

FAM 98556 MAG: 200X

FXGURE, 10-17: Cleavage fracture along crystallographic planes.
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FAM 98557 NG 0O

FIGUJRE 10-18: Higher magnification phtiograph showing cleavage fracture.

Slip lines are visible (arrowjs).

FAM 98559MG30X

FIGURPE 10-19: Cleavage fracture associated with gaimen prime- precipitates.
These precipitates produce a blocky appearance on the fracture surface.
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FPJA 1480

(111) Orientation

TEST TYPE
Smoothi Tensile

TEST (XJNDITI(XNS
Strain Rate: 0.005 nuVmu~,min (0.005 ir~irVmin)
Atimosphere: Ai
Tenperature: 9820 C (1800'F).
Test Direction: longitudinal

TEST RS~f
0.2% Yield Strength: 422.6 NPa (64.2 ksi)
Ultimiate Strength: 573.7 MPa (83.2 ksi)
% Elongation 20.0
% Reduction of Area: 25.2

FAL 92923 M~: 12X

FIMJPA 10-20: Test results andi fractography of SIA 1480/[l1] 982 0C
(1800-~F) snwoth tensile test. ibis, higher tenrerature fracture surface
does not have the faceted appeararce of the 800 F spcinrn (Figure 10-14).
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FAM 98765 M~G: 10OX

FIGURE 10-21: OPC~,al Photaficrograph of a metafllcraphic crorss section,
throiigh the fractured specimn. Eutectic V-Lase formed islai-4s in the
matrix of finely dispersed cuboidal gaimaw prime. 'Me fracture occurred on
close-,packed planes resulting in a jagged appearance. Secxxuary cracks, can
be sew nucleating at the eutectic guise islamt-L (arrows).

EtdWat: AC--21
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FAN 98569 MIG: 20X

FIGJRE 10-22: Low magn~ification photogiaph showing jagged appearance of
the fracture.

FAN 98570 MAG: 5OX

FIGM~ 1.0-23: Oxidized fracture surface with deep jagged appearance
resulting frcmn localized cleavage along crystallographic planes. Cmpare
this appearance with the 8000F .pecinen (Figures 10-16 through 10-1.9).
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FIAM 98571 MG~L: 200X

FIGURE 10-24: Higher magnification phiotograph of the area shown in Figure
10-23, showing oxidized overstress features. At this magnification
cleavage is visible (arrows).

FAM 98574 MA:1000X

FIGUREl 10-25: Oxidized cleavage features.
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NXERAL

PWA 1480
(111] Orientation

TEST TYPE
Stress Rqpture

TEST CONDITIONS
Stress: 172.4 MPa (25.0 ksi)
Atmooshere: Air
Temperature: 982°C (1800°F)
Test Direction: longitudinal

TES RESUMrs
Time to Fracture: 409.7 hours
% Elongation 17.8

FAL 94098 MAG: 14X
FqGM• 10-26: Test results and fracography of RWA 1480 9829C (1800°F)

stress rupture test. Uhe fracture surface appears heavily oxidized with no
faceting.
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PAM 100257 NAG: 50X

FAX 100257B MAC: 200X

FIGMR 10-27: optical photamicrographs shminq void fonnat ion at islandis
of eutectic (arrms). The fracture had a jagged appearance.

Etdiant: AG-21
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ElM 98830 M@G: 50X

Fl~LR 10-28: Low magnification photographi showngr granular appearance.
I•It

PAM 98831 MAC: 200X

FIGU=E 10-29: Higher magnification photograph shcowing islands of lightly
oxidized fracture surrounded by heavily oxidized overstress features. Many
of the islands have voids at their centers (arraws)
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FAI4 98833 NAG: 1000X

FIGURE 10-30: Higher magnification photograph showing oxidized overstress
features between smoother, evenly oxidized. islands with voids at their
centers. These voids are visible in the netallograhiuc cross, sectioni
(Figure 10-27).
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MATERAL

PMA 1480
(001) Orienrtation
Coated PWX 275 (Aluminide Coating)

TES TYPE
Smooth WCF

TEST C)~lIN
Stress: 595.8 M~a (86.4 ]csi)/-595.8 MPa (-86.4 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Atmosphere: Air
Tmqerature: 427QC (800'F)
Test Direction: Longitudiinal

TEST REStnaS
Cycles to Fracture: 301.2

1I'AL 93403 NG 2

FIGU~ 10-31: Test results and fractograpihy of PWA 1480/(001] 42700
(800 F) simooth WCF test. Arrest marks are clearly visible on the fracture
surface (arrowa A). The prqpagation- change(s planes across the speciwan,
resultingj in sixps on the surface (arrow B3).
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FAM 100255 MNG: 10OX

~T

W,.

d-A"

V p-

PAM 100256 HAG: lOOX

FIGM11 10-32: Optical photcanicrcxjraphs showing stage I fatigue propagation
ame on a plane p etpicular to the stress axis (top) and1 final overstress
(bottmt). The fatigue fracture path is flat while the overstress is more
jagged.
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FAM 98785 MG: 20X

FIGURE 10-33: LoW magnification photograph showirn arrest marks (arrows A)
indicatirg fatigue propagation fran several origins near the bottcon of the
jtotograjt (arrows B).

--

FAM 98786 MAG: 50X

FIGURE 10-34: Hligiher magnification photograph showinK thr0ee fatigue
origins rear the surface of the specimen (arrows).
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FM 98787 NG: 200X

FIGURE 10-35: Close-up photograph of the origin area shown in

Figure 10-34. Meb extent of the coating is shown by arrws.

FAM 98788 MAG: 1000X

FIGUR~E 10-36: Higher magnification photograph scuring oxidized fatigue
features near the origin area. 11wee remwant fatigue striationis are
conitained in a bracket.
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FAM 98790 .NAG: 200X

FIGUJRE 10-37: Coarse fatigue striations propagating fran the bottca' left
corner of the phiotograph. The striation spacing increases as the crack
front nmves away f ra the origin area. This is more irxiicative of lcm,
cycle fatigue.

FAM 98791 MAG: lOOOX

1FIX1UE 10-38: The fatigue striations comsist of lines of snwAre features
with cleavage in between. The direction of propagation is shmn by an
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FAN 98792 NG 0O

FI(GJR 10-39: High ~nagnification phIotograph showing the sme~ared striations

frcmi Figure 10-38.

FAN 98794 KAG: 1OOOX

FIGURE 10-40: Final overstress area con~sisting of cleavage facets.
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FAM 98795 NA~G: 3000X

FTGUJPE 10-41: Final overstress area exhibitingqgakimn prim~ muirostimctura1

constituent on the fracture murf ac (arrowJs).
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PWA 1480

TMT

TEST TYPE
Sn~oth WjF

TES7 X~IIS*
Stress: 1145.9 M~a (166.2 ksi)/-1145.9 MPa (-166.2 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
At~wxqoere: Air
Teq~exature: 9820 C (18000F)
Test Direction: limigxituixnal

Cycles to Fracture: 718

MA 93400 HAG4: lix

FIU%10-42: 'rest resuldts and fractograpiy of MWA 1480/[001] 9820(2
(1800 F) smovoth 1LO- test. N~o fatigue propagation is disoe-n-ible. This
fracture surf ace apear. less face~ted thao the 800?F spou-inKen (Figure
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FAM 100248 NAG: 200X

FAM 10025

FI(~~~~~~~~~~JRE ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 104:"tcl oaico RIMsoig aiu rpaainae

(top) ,rv fi a r t e s a e b to ) T e f t g e p o rsion is

FIGOatRE 1-3 Opticial enion~tm (lahot ahoir uing ftgepropagation. ae

Etchant: AG-21
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FAM 98803 N4AG: 20X

FIGURE 10-44: Low magnification photograph show.ing smoth fatigue

progression near the bottctir of the photograph (brackets).

FAM 98804 MAG: 5OX

FIGURE 10-45: Close-up photogr-aph of the fatigue thurbnail area. Thbe
diffuse origin area is located at the bottcaii of the photograph.
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PAM 98805 M:2O

FIG=R 10-46: Close-up photograph of the origin area shown in

Figure 10-45, show~ing no discernible features.

FAN 98807MA:2X

FIGURE 10-47: oxidized final overstress area.
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FAM 98808~G: 1000
FIGURE~~~~ 1048 OxdzdfiaArtr ra
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VATERAL

PWA 1480
[111] Orientation

TEST T P

TEST CONDITIMNS

Stress: 941.3 MPa (136.5 ksi)/-941.3 MPa (-136.5 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Atmosihere: Air0
Ten~erature: 9829C (1800 F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

T= RESULTS
Cycles to Fracture: 2307

SFAL 93402 MAG: 12X

FIGUjR 10-49: Test results and fractography of 1IA 1480/(111) 9820 C
(1800 F) sMooth LCF test. The fatigue progression area appears as a more
oxidized area near the bottca- of the photograph. 'The extent of the fatigue
is shuwn by arrows.
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FAZ4 100254 MAG: 50OX

FIGUR~E 10-50: Optical photaiinicrographs showh-og the primiary fatigue
progression area (top) and secoxiary cracks along the specimen gage
(bottom). B~oth the cracks anid the fatigue portion of the fracture surface
exhibit thin alloy depleted layers that appear as white-etched areas along
the exposead surfaces (arrows). Dark gray co~lored oxides are visible an top
of the alloy de~pletion layers

Etchart: AG-21
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FAZ4 98853 NG 0

FIGURE 10-51: low magnification photograph showing smooth fatigue area
located near the bottomi of the photograph. Arrow~s indicate, the extent of
the fatigue. Mhe fracture propagated from multiple origins.

A" I
I-.UM

•J"5 PAM 98854 MMX: 50X

FIGURE 10-52: Close-w ptotograph sho saq a typical origin area. A
localized origin is indicated by an arrcw.
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FAM 98855 M:2O

FIGUR 10-53: Higher magnification ph~otograph of the area shown in Figure
10-52, showing a smla1 void at the origin. No striations are visible in
the origin area.

FIAM 98856 MG: 1000X

FIGMR 10-54: Sm~all oxidized void at the origin.
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FAM 98859 NAG: 200X

FIGUR 10-55: Fatigue progression near thle center of the fracture surface.
Coarse striations are visible. The direction of propagation is &hcMm by all

FAM 98860 MA: 1000X

FIGURE 10-56: Hligher nmagnif icatioll potcgrapl, of t-Le coarse oxidizcd
striations shcmai in Figure 10-55.
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FAM 98861 MG: 200X

FIGJRE 10-57: Cleavage features in the final overstizess area.

FAZ4 98862 MWL: lOOOX

FI(MRlE 10-58: Hligher Pragnification photographi of the area sh10;m in Fiqlure
10-57, shouing oxi.dized cleavage features. Two small patdies of -fan-shiaped
cleavage are indicated by arraws.
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PWN~ 1480

(001] Orientation

TEST TYP
'IMF, cOat-of-Phase

TES D~IN
Stress Range: 903 MPa (131 ksi)
Me~an Stress: 59 MPa (8.5 ksi)
Atmosphere: Air
Frequency: 1 comn 0
Teqpexature: 932 C (1800 F)/427 C (800'F).
Test Direction: Longitudinal

¶TEST I~'
Cycles to Fracture: 3655

FAL 93404 IG12

FIGMT- 10-59: IN~st results arbi fractography of MWA 1480/(001] 0ut-of-Phase
1W, test. An oxidized (dark) fatigue prog-ression zowe is visible at the
bottcuw of the photograph, Arrows indiicate the ex\tent of the fatigue.
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FAM 100251 A:2O

-CTr. 3..

I.,f"

FAN 100252 N4AG: 200X

FIGJRE 10-60: (~tica1 jtotcxtcrorat~is showing the primary fatigue
progresion Area (top) and] sec-ordaty cracks along thie specinen gage section
(bOttoi9. l Both the Cracks and] the fracture exhibit shiallow alloy depleted
layers that appear as white--etche layers alongj the ex\poscd surfaces
(arras) . Dark gray colorex] oxides are visible on top of the alloy
depleted layers along the primary fracture surface. This appeararns is
similar to the h~ig tcarerature WVF fracture (Figure 10-50).

Etd~ant: AG-21
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FAM 98838 N4AG: 20X

FIGUJRE 10-61: Low maqnification photograph shwirnj fatigue progression
area located at the bottcm of the photograph. The extent of the fatigue is
shownm by arrcw~ heads.

rM1 98839 HAG,: SOX

FIGURE 10-62: Higher imagnification photcgraph of the origin area. A void
open to the surfacw is thea local origin site (an-ow).
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FAM 98840 NAG: 200X

FIGUR~E 10-63: Close-up photograph of the surface connected void at the
origin shown in Figure 10-62. No fatigue striations are visible adjacent
to the void.

FIGUR~E 10-64: FRemnat fatigue features near the origin. The direction of
prqpaqation is shown by arrow A. Axrro B shows a large secoaiary crack
perpendliialar to the direction of pro~pagation.
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FAH 98843 MG: 200X

FIGURE 10-65: Fatigue features in the thumbnail area. The direction of

prcpagation is shown by an arrow.

FAM 98846 NAG: 50OX

J'IGUMl 10-66: Higher magnification photograph of the faticjue features
shown in Figure 10-65. Note presence of terrace steps separated by
sw*tier, oxidized regions.
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FAM 98844 NAG: 1000X

FIGURE 10-67: Oxidized crack-like striations in the thurmbnail area. The
direction of propagation is from bottan to top of the photograph.

FAM 98847 NAG: 20OX

FIGURE 10-68: Final overstress area.
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FAM 98848 HAG: 1000X

FIGURE 10-69: Higher magnification photograph of the area shown in Figure
10-68, exhibiting fine dimpled overstress associated with Camma Prime phase
and patches of feathery cleavage (arrows).

FAM 98849 MW: 3000X

FIb!RE 10-70: Very fine dimpled overstress between patches of feathery
cleavage. The Gamma Prime phase in the microstructure is visible in the
dinp5ed areas.
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SERVI• FAIJURE

FRACIURE MOCE Fatimue (TMF and probable LCF)

PART NAME First and Second Staae Turbine Stator Vanes

OPERATICO N A Vanes operated in typical turbine environment under
-thermal stresses as well as cyclic and static .etanical
stresses.

PART TIME 450.7 hours (2081.5 aoerational cycles)

BASE ... PFA 1480 (Sirqle Crstal)--- confirmed
MAT'L

OTHER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

HARDNESS - .... No Re/Auirm 4/ 8
DAIN SIZE NWA - WA
DIMENISIONAL _____________ _______

* Diamond pyramid hardness (DPH) oonversions.

SUMMARY: First stage turbine vane exhibited microcracks in the laser
drilled cooling holes on the airfoil surface. The opened crack surfaces
were shallow and heavily oxidized. The only fracture features visible were
mid-cracks oCmmonly associated with UTF. The second stage turbine vane had
tight cracks running roughly axially in the airfoil/platform fillet. The
opened crack surfaces were oxidized but exhibited several very clear sets
of arrest lines (beach marks).
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Outboard Outboard

FAL 88111 NA~G: 3/4X FAL 88112 MG: 3/4X

FIGURE 10-71: Overall photograph of the FIGURE 10-72: Aft view of the
first stage turbine vane, forward looking f irst turbine vane.
aft. Microcrcks propagated frcz the
corners of the cooling holes.

9344 NA:33X FAL 93449 M:3O

FIGURE 10-73: Ph~otograph showiing sha~llow FIGURE 10-74: Close-up of the
UT~4 crack surface originating in the prim~ary origin area exhibiting3
corner of cooling hole (black arrow). only heavy oxidation.
The crack then prop~agated frani iultiple
origins on the ouitside surface (left).
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Ouitboard Ouitboard

FAL 88115 MAG: 7/8X FAL 88116 MAG: 7/8X

FIGURE 10-7.,.Overall photograph of the FIGURE 10-76: Aft view of the
second stage vane, forward looking aft. second~ stage turbine vane.

Thermnal distress is visible in
several areas.

PAL 93452 NAG: lox FAL 93453 M:1o

FIGURE 10-77: Overall photograph of an FIGURE 10-78: Higher miagnif ica-
cpened airfoil/O.D. platform fillet crack. tion photographi showuing arrest
The origin area is indiicated by an arrow. m~arks in the origin area.
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FAL 93454 NAG: 12 FAL 93455

FIGURE 10-79: Banded striations FIGURE 10-80: Higher magnification
indicating lCF. Brackets separate photograph of the banded
different striation spacings. striations. Fine striations are

separated by coarse striations
C(arrows).

FAL 93456 MAG: 1000X

FIGURE 10-81: Oxidized fatigue striations.
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MP-159 (Cobalt-Based Alloy)

Material Descrix*ticn

MP-159 is a cobalt-nickel-cbruc ium alloy that has very high strength
up to 1100 F. It also has excellent resistance to corrosion, stress
corrosion cracking and creep. It is generally processed by vacuum
induction plus vacuum consumable electrode melting, solution treating, work
hardening and precipitation hardening.

The material used in this study was heat treated to AMS 5843 with a
required hardness of HRC 44 min. The typical room temperature mechanical
properties for AMS 5843 (bar) are as follows:

Ultimate Tensile Strength (min): 260 ksi
0.2% Yield Strength (mi): 250 ksi
Percent Elongation (min): 6%
Percent Reduction in Area (rain): 22%

Required Measured
ASIM Grain Size: 4 or finer occas. 2 10.5
Measured Hardness: HRC 42-47

Frcoia voverviewM

Notched and smooth tnsile tests were run at 1100°F. The smooth
specimen fractured on a 45 angle to the stress axis and exhibited shallow
shear dimples over the entire fracture. The notched specimen exhibited
coarse deep equiaxed dimples in the center of the specimen and shallow
equiaxed and shear simples in the final overstress area. Particles were
visible associated with saw of the dizples in both areas. The stress
rupture specimen exhibited deep features macroscopically but shallow
diimpled rupture on a microscopic scale. Deep voids and second phase
particles were visible in the fracture coqsed of very shallow eqaiaxed
dimples in the primary rupture area and shear dimples near the edge of the
specimen.

Smooth HCF specimens were run at room temperature 8000F and 1100°F.
The two lcoer teperature fractures were quite similar exhibiting cleavage
in the Stage I fatigue area, followed by very fine striations on plateaus
separated by steps and feathery cleavage. Twards the end of the fatigue
progression the striations covered a higher percentage of the fracture V
were substantially coarser particularly on the 800 F specimen. The 800 F
specimen also had deep voids in this area. Final overstress on both
specimens occurred by coarse shear dim3 led overstress. Many of the diMples
had ripples on their walls. The 1100 F specimen had a single origin near
the center of the specimen. Features were visible radiating outward from
the origin. No defects were found at the origin (Stage I) which exhibited
cleavage features similar to the lower temperature specimen. The final
overstress area exhibited poorly defined dimples and deep voids. No shear
lip was found.
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Tw notched lCF specimens and one smooth ICF specimen were examined.
The smooth LCF specimen fractured in 20 cycles and exhibited a cup-and-cone
tensile fracture with a very large shear lip. Both notched specimens
exhibited fatigue propagation from multiple origins in the base of the
notch. The rigmi temperature specimen had fatigue propagation in a crescent
extending 270 around the specimen. The final overstress occurred in a
circular shaped region exhibiting coarser features. No local origins could
be identified on either specimen. Coarse striations with scate voids were
visible from near the base of the notch 8 ntil final overstress oocurred by
equiaxed dimpled overstress. The 1100 F specimen exhibited similar
features except the striations were coarser and more well defined, and the
fatigue propagated from multiple origins 360 around the specimen.

Two TMF specimens were run: one in-pase and one out-of-phase. The
in-rhase specimen had seven thumbnail areas indicating propagation from
origins on the O.D. surface. The origin areas exhibited Stage I fatigue
facets with fatigue striations visible adjacent to the origins. Coarse
striations and crack-like striations daninated the fatigue propagation
area, Stage II. The out-of-phase specimen had a single O.D. origin
thumbnail. The fatigue origin area had several localized surface origins.
The progression area (Stage II) both near the origin and away from the
origin exhibited oxidized striations and crack-like striations. Final
overstress on both specimen occurred by a mixture of equiaxed tensile and
shear dimpled overstress.
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MP-159

AlAS 5843

&m~oth Texsile

ITEST-~DTI
Strain Rate: 0.*005 DmrxVin/in (0.005 irVirVmin)
Atnmsphere: Air
Terterature: 5930 C (1100'F)
Test Direction: Longitixlinal

TES RESUurs
0.2% Yield Strengjth: 1323.8 MPa (192 ksi)
ultimate strength: 1392.7 MPa (202 ksi)

FM 94242MGlo

FIGURE 11-1: Test results and fractography of MP-159 5939C (1100')F) Eawoth
tensile test. gtw fracture surfaoe was oriente~d at an angle of
approximately 45 to the stress axis.
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FAM 100288 MAC: 10OX

FIW~RE 11-2: optical poaicrograp*i showing grain deformationi along thd
fracture surface wichid is oriented at an angle to the primary stress axis.
The fracture was predawiinantly transgranular.

Etchat: Hid and H2O2 electrolytic
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FAM 99335 NAG: 20X

FIGURE 11-3: Lcw magnification potograph showing relatively flat fracture
that o=xvxrd at an angle to the stress axis.

FAM 99386 MG: 50X

FIGURE 11-4: Higher magnification photograp of the oenter of the fracture
surface, shwing shear dimrples.
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FAM 99387 G 0O

F.IGURE 11-5: Shear 1iupled overstress.

FAN 99388 MAG; 0O

FIGURE 11-6: Higher magni ficationi photognaph of shallow shear dimpled
orverstivss that co~vered the entire fracture surfaoe.
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�RTAL

MP-159
AlAS 5843

¶T�r �

TE�'2P 'PIPE
Notd� Tensile

TE�� cnNDr.E'TONS
Croeshead Speed: 1.27 nuiVmin (0.05 irVmin)
Atxws�ere: Air
Teirperature: 5930C (1100 F)
Test Direction: tLrx�itL�inal

�T RESU1�

E�3ta rK�t available.

FAL 94238

0FX�WE 11-7: Test results and fractcxjra�y of MP-159 5930 C (1100 F)
i�tched tensile test. 11� fracture surfacx� has a grax�u1ar awearaxx�.
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FAM4 99380MG5X

FIGURE 11-9: Lowi magnification photograph showing fracture surface to be
relatively flat. Even at low maginification, equiaxed diuples are visible.

FIGMiR 11-10: Coarse diuipled overst~ress with voids at the bases of dinp1es
(arrows).
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FM99382 MAG: lOQOX

FIGURE 11-11: Higher miagnification photograph of the area shown in Figure
11-10, exhibiting a mixture of lmiqe shallow dimples and deep voids. Second
phase particles (carbides) are visible in several locations (arrow~s). The
entire fracture surface is covered by a light oxidie.

FIGJRE 11-12: Shallow diple-s in the final ovorstress area ma~r the edge
of the specivien.
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FM 99384 M~G: 1000X

FIGUR 11-13: shallow dhinples in the final overstress area. Deep voids
are visible in several locations (arrowis).
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MWEIAL

M4P-159

AI4S 5843

TES TYPE
Stress Rupture

TEST CONDITONS 10. ~ 10kiStress:1132Ia(10ki
Ataw~sptere: Air
Te1Tperature: 649 C (1200'F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TE iST r
Time to Rupture: 22.9 hours
% Elongation: 16.8
% Reduction of Area: 50.5

FIGURE 11-14. Test rec-sults and fractography of MP-159 6490 C (1200 F.)stre~ss ru~pture test. rilie fracture surface appeArs oxidized and has deep
fractures.
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FAN 100186 MAG: 10OX
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XLM985 AG 0

EMN 98751 NAG: 500X

FIGURi1E 11-16: Lowihe m iagnification vihwtofrp thown p oidax cacturene areari
the center of the specimen. ada lared shearslip and void aesge ofetis
spclmearly vible. tsosth xeto eserlp
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FAM 98752 NG 0O

FIGUiRE 11-18: Shallowq dimpled overstzress with void coalescence (arrow~s A)
near the center of the specimen in the priuiary fractiure area. Several
carbides are visible (arrows B).

EAM 98753 ?iAi3 3000X

FIGII= 11-19: Higher magnif ication photograph of the area shown in F~igure
11-18, showing overstress dinp1es and coalpsei voids.
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VIN

FAN 98755 NAG3: 1000X

FIGUR 11-20: Final fracture area near the edge of the Sp~4T~n,

FIGURE 11-21: Higher magnification photograph of doe specimn edge, Figure
11-20, showing~ shallow shear dinp1cs.
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MP-159
A•4S 5843

¶I¶W1 DTAM

TEST TYPE
Smooth HCF

TEST (•NDITIoNS
Stress: 999.7 MPa (145 ksi)/99.9 MPa (14.5 ksi)
Stress Ratio: 0.10
Freauency: 1800 cpm
Atmnosrhere: Air
Tenperature: Room Tenoerature
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TEST RESULTS
Cycles to Fracture: 238,500

FAL 94374 tW: 15X

MMFI(LPE 11-22: Test results and fractography of MP-159 roan teuperature
sooth HCF test. The fatigue origin area (arrow) ard propagation plane are
not clearly discernible.
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PAM. 1028 4A:2O

PAM~ 100282 MAC: 200X

FIM1-2:Otca htancorph hwnqUeftiu rgrjso

FIJea 11-23: Opdthfinal povrtressir areap (boitova t he fatigue progressied

on a plane perpendicular to the stress ax-ts with little grain deformation
in the grains adjace~nt to the fracture. Thei fracture pathi is pxvdcminantly
transgranular. Final overstress occurrod ati angaxle to the primary stress
axis and was acco~pwiicd by grain elongation (bracket, bottom) .

Etchant: HCi andi "202 electxelytic
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FAM 99544 M: 20X

FIGWRE 1-2 4 : tow nagnification photograph showing fatigue initiation
(anw) and progression on a plane approxivately pependicular to the
stress axis. Thne fatigue progression area appears to be more. granular than
the surrocnding overstaess area. The final ovarstress fracture ocrna at
an angle. Features can be swe radiating fr=m tlh origin area.

FNV 99545 MAG: SOX

FIGURE 11-25: Higher magnification view of the origin area. T.he features
are radiathig frcn a diffuse origin area (arr4).
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FAM 99546 MG1: 200X

FIGURE 11-26: Fatigue steps and fea4thery cleavage in the origin area.

FAM 99547 NAG: 100OX

FXGURE 11-27: Highetr magnification view of the origin area shown in Figure
11-26, exhibiting a faceted appearance. A void is visible (arrow, right)
but it does not appear to have contributed to fatigue initiation.
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FAM 99548 MAG: 100OX

FIGURE 11-28: Fatigue progression near the origin area. The general

direction of propagation is fran bottcmi to top of the photograph.
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FM 9551MAG~: 100OX

FIGURE 11-30: Fatigue progression area away fromD the origin showing
coarser striations and crack-like striations, indicating localized
propagation in several directions (arrows).

FAM 99552 MAG: 3000X

FIGURE 11-31: Higher mrgnification view of the area shown in Figure 11-30,
shwing fatigue striations axn crack-lie striations.
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FAM 99542 MAG3: 200X

FIGUJRE 11-32: Final overstress area showIing a mixture of equiaxed and

shear dinp1es.

F AM 954 MAG: 1OOOX

FIGURE 11-33: Higher magnification view of the area show4n in Figure 11-28
showing~ remnant. shear dinpies andi voids (arrow A ). serpentine3 glide
ripples are visible iii the diniples (arrow B).
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M4P-159

ANS 5843

TEST (X~TYPE N

Stress: 965.3 I4Pa (140 ksi)/96.5 MPa (14.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio; 0.10
Ftequency: 1800 CI
Atmosphere: Air0 0
Tenprature: 427 C (800 F)
Test Direction: loryitudinal

TE iST ir
Cycles to Fracture: 692,000

FAL 94378 MG 5

FIGUJRE 11-34: lbst results and fractography of MP-159 427 0C (800 F) mw~th
HCr- test. The origin andi fatigue progress ion area are not clearly
disoernible.
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FAI4 100182 MAG: 10OX

4i,

F~AM 100181 MAG: 100X

FIGUJRE 11-35: Optical photcuicrographs, shmring the fatigue progression
area (top) and the final overzstress area (bottom) . The fatigue progressed
with little grain deformation in the grains adjacent to the fracture. Final
overstress was aooiqanieid by grain elongation (bracket, bottcin).

Etciant: HC1 and H1202 electrolytic
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FAN 99554 NAG: 5OX

FIGURE 11-36: Low magnification photograph showing fatigue initiation and
progression on a plane approximately perpendicular to the stress axis. The
fatigue progression area appears to be more granular than the surrounding
overstress area. The final overstress occurred at an angle to the stress
axits. An arrow indlicates the origin area.

FAM 99555MAG:* 200X

FI~)RE 11-37: Higher itagnification view of the origin area, showing no
discernible features.
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PAM 99557 MAG: 100OX
FIGURE 11-38: High magnification view ef the origin area shown in Figure
11-37.

SFAM 99558 MAG: 100OX

FIGRE 11-39: Area adjacent to the origin area eOIibiting very fine
striations on several plateaus.
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FAM 99559 M~G: 300OX

FIGURE 11-40: Higher magnification view of the area showmn in Figure 11-39.
Fine fatigue striations are visible on several plateaus separated by
fatigue steps. The direction of propagation is shown by an arrow.

FAM 99560 NG 0O

FIGURE 11-41: Higher m~agnification view of the area shown in Figure 11-40.
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PAM 99564 MAG: 100OX

FIGURE 11-42: Relatively coarse striations in the fatigue progression zone
away fra'n the origin area (cmpare to Figure 11-39). Sane void coalescence8
is also visible (arrow~).

FAN 99565 MAG3: 3000X

FIGURE 11-43: Higher nagnif ication photograph of the fatigue striations
show~n in Figure 11-42.
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FAM 99566NA:2X

FIGURE 11-44: Shear dinples, ini the final Overstress area. The directions
of relative notion is shown by arrows.

FIGUR 11-45: Higher imagnification photograph of the final overstres area
shown in Figure 11-44, again showing shear diwiples.
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142-159

AN 5843

Snroth {CZF

TEST CONDITIONS
Stress: 896.3 NPa (130.0 ksi)/89.6 NPa (13.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: 0.10
Frequency: 1800 cpm
Atmsphiere: (11 00
Teqperature: 53C(10F)
T'est Direction: Lorqitudina1

TE~RE3 UU
Cycles to Fracture: 1,050,000

FAL 94376 MG 5

FIGURE 11-46: Test results and fractography of MP-159 5939C (1100'F)
wmoutl HCF test. Fatigue initiated fromn an biternal origin (arrow).
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1F'PM 100284 NAG: 100X

FIGUJRE 11-47: Optical photomicrographs, showing the fatigue progjression
area (top) and the final overstress area (bottomn). T1he fatigue progressed
on a plane perpendicular to the stress axis with little grain defornotion
in the grains adjacent to the fracture. Final overstress oceurred at an
angle to the primary stress axis and was acxoiqxanied by grain elongation
(brackets, bottomn). oxidation is visible on the fracture surface and on
the gage section (ccepare with Figures 11-23 through 11-35). Thie fracture
was predom~iniantly transsgranular.

Mtdhant: 1101 and 1½Y2 electrolytic
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FIGURE 11-48: Low magnification photoqraph showing fatigue initiation at
an internal origin (arrow). Features can be seen radiatingj fromi the
origin.

FIGUR~E 11-49: Higher ma-gnifica-tion view of the origin area near the center
of the fracture surface. No material defects were found aassociatod with
the origin.
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F7AM 99571 MAG: 200X-

FIGURE 11-50: Hi.gher magnificatidon view of the origin shown in Figure

11-49. No defects are visible.

FAN 99572 MAG: 1000X

FIGURE 11-51: IRmwat fatigue striationis in the fatigue progression area.
The direction of propagation is shown by an arrow.
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FAM 99573 M: 3000X

FIGUR~E 11-52: Higher magnification view of the area shown in Figure 11-51.
Remnlant fatigue striations are visible. The direction of propagation is
shown by an arrow.J

FIEGURE 11-53: Final overstress area near the edge of the specimen. N4o
shear lip is visible.
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FAM 99575 NAG: 1000X

FIGURE 11-54: coarse dinitl1d overstress with poorly defined diuples in the

final overstress area.
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VAEIAL

MP-159
ANS 5843

TEST T1YPE
Notched LCF

TEST CONDITIONS
Stress: 1551.3 MPa (225.0 ksi)/77.6 MPa (11.3 ksi)
Stress Ratio: 0.05
Frequency: 1800 cpm
Atmosphere: Air
Tenperature: Rocm Teyperature
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TEST RESULT
Cycles to Fracture: 9700

FAL 94379 MAC: 14X

FIGURE 11-55: Test results and fractoqraphy of MP-159 roam tenierature
notched LCF test. The fatigue propagated from along the surface in a
cresoent extening 75% of the way around the specimen. lThe final
overstress area is a circular shaped region exhibiting coarser features.
The extent of the fatigue is shown by arrows.
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FAM 99515 MAG: 50X

FIGURE 11-57: Low magnification photograph showing fatigue initiation and
progression on a plane perpendicular to the stress axis. Mhe fatigue
progression appears soother then the final overstress area.

FAM 99516 MG: 200X

FIGURE 11-58: Higher magnification view of the surface of the specimen.
No localized origin area is visible.
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FIGURE 11-59: Fatigue origin area at the surface of the specimen at the
base of the notch. Machining lines are visible adjacent to the fracture.
Renm'ant fatigue features are visible just inboard of the notch surface
(arrow). No localized origin can be identified.
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SFAM 99519 MAG: 100OX
FIGURE 11-61: Fatigue propagation area exhibiting rennant striations andcrack-like striations. The direction of propagation is f±i bottcm to top
of the photograh.

iM

nFM 99520 MG: 3000X
FIGURE 11-62: Higher- magnification view of the area shmn in Figure 11-61.
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FAN 99521NA:2X

FIGURE 11-63: Dimpled overstress in the final fracture area.

EM 99522 VG: 3000X

FIG=~ 11-64: Higher magnification view of the area shown in Figure 11-63.
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MATERAL

MP-159
AMS 5843

Notchd W.F

TEST r NIIN
Stress: 896.3 MPa (130 ksi)/89.6 1M2a (13 ksi)
Stress Ratio: 0.10
.Frequyency: 30 cu1
Attmspere: Air
Tenperature: 5930C (1100,F)
Test Direction: Long3itudinal

Cycles to Fracture: 3100

PAL 94380 MAG: 14X

FIGURE 11-65: Test results arnd fractography of VRt1-159 5930 C (1100,F)
notghed LCF test. The fatigue propagated from along the base of the notch
360 around the specunen. Arrowheads indicated the extent of the fatigue.
Thbe f inal caverstress occurred roughly near the center of the specimn,
exhibiting coarser features.
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RM 100289

FAM 1002890 IM: 10OX

FIGURE 1166: Optial photomcrograph shc~dgtheftgeprgeso
areaL (tp1nPh ialoesrs ra btc h atgeporse

with, litega!dfraini h ri S&a3cn ote rcue h
final overetress area exhibi~ts grj deoXto.n bnldaesrsfeaurs.Th aperaceofth factrepah s rasganla#1er

si~~~~~iilar ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ F toteroW~eaueseie Fgr 15)
Etdint: C1 ad H22 elctroyti
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FAM 99524 MAC: SOX

FIGURE 11-67: Low magnification photograph showing fatigue initiation andi
progression that appears to be relatively flat. The features beccne
progressively coarser at locations away from the surface of the specimen.

NX

FIGURiE 11-68: Higher magnification view of the origin area at the base of
the notch. Fatigue striations are visible even at this low magnification
(arrow A). Machining lines are visible adjacent to the fracture (arros
B).
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FAM 99526 NAGS: 100OX

FIGUJRE 11-69: High magnif ication photograph showing fatigue striations
near the origin. Mme direction of propagation is fromn bottcai to top of the
photograph.

PAM 99527 At: 3000X

FIGUR~E 11-70; Higher magnification photograph of the area shom-i in Figure
11-69. Oxidized striat ios can be seen propagating on several plateaus
separated by steps.
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PAM 99528 NG 0O

FIGUREi 11-71: Well defined striations in the fatigue propagation area.
The direction of propagation is frcan botta-a to top of the photograph.

P~AM 99530?W 30X

FI(GJIE 11-72: Higher magnification view of the area shmm4 in Figure 11-71.
Well developed striations can be seen propagating on adjamant plateau~s
separatod by a step. Bracket contains, ten striations.
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FAM 99531 MAG: 200X

FIGR 11-73: Conical equiaxed dimples and voids in the final overstress
area.

PAM 99532 NAG: 1000X

FIGMRE 11-74: Higher magnificaticn photograph of the final overstress area
revealing shallow dimples (arrows A) and deep conical voids (arrows B).
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MATEMAL

MP-1~59
ANS 5843

Smooth IWF

TEST OOD)ITIONS
Stress: 1551.3 MPa (225 ksi)/77.5 NPa (11.3 ksi)
Stress P~atio: 0.05
Frequerpy: 353 cjii
Atmosphere: Air
Tenperature: Romn Tenperature
Test Direction: imngitudinal

= ESiSULTS
Cycles to Fracture: 20

FIGUJRE 11-75: Test results and fractography of MI-159) ro teq~erature
smooth LCF test. N~o evidence of fatigue is visible. A central area of
primary overstress ard a large shear lip dnidnatxe the fracture.
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pan

FAM 99533 MAG: 20X

FIGUJRE 11-77: LawJ magnification photographi show~ing a central prinary
Overstress area and a large final overstress area (shear lip). No evidenoe
of fatigue is visible.

LIAR1 99!534M:0O

PIGIJME 11-78: Shear diuples in the final overstress area.
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MP-159

AI4S 5843

UTN, In-Phase

Stress: 1169 MPa (162 ksi)/-1507.8 NPa (-218.7 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1.*35
Frequency: 2 cpm
Atmiosphere: Ai0
Taqerature: 260 C (500 F)/593 C (1100'F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TEST RESULTS
Cycles to Fr~acture: 3390

1'AL 94629 NM: 8X

FI(aJRE 11-79: Ttst results and fractography of MP-159 in-phase ¶INF test.
Seven thumbnails are visible propagating from origins (arrows) along~ the
ouitside surface of the specimen. The thunibnils appear to be heavily
oxidized.
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FAM 100279 NAG: 200X

"k2'

'4R
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AZ 1

F AX 10020 M:20O

FIGMP 11-80: optical potcmicrograpls showhng a pritaxy thermial-
me~chanical fatigue progression axea (top) andi a secorxary crack bi the gage
section (bottomi). strain lin~es are visible in both photographs (arrows).
Itie primnary progression surface exhibits ox~idation (white arrows, top).

Etchant: HUl and IL202 electrolytic
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FAN 99701 NAXG: 50X

FIGUJRE 11-81: Low magnification photographi of one fatigue thumibnail. The
fatigue progression area exhibits a more granular appearance than the
surroundin overstress area.

FIGURE 11-82: Stage I fatigue facet at one of several origins in the
Uhwmblail (arrow A). Features indicative of 'atigue are visible (arrow B).
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EAM 99706 M@G: lOQOX

FIGURE 11-83: Higher magnification photograph of an area near the origin.
Fatigue striations are visible indiicating divergent directions of
propagation.

FAM 99703 M4AG: 3000X

FIGURPE 11-84: Higher magnification vie!.4 of the fatigue striation,. shown in
Figure 11-83. The direction of propagation is shown by an arrow.
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FAN 99704 NA~G: 100OX

FIGURE 11-85: Fatigue propagation area exhibiting striations andi
crack-like striations. The direction of propagation is frcam bottcan to top
of the photograph.

FA0 9970 IAG: 300
FIWRE~~ Rl86 Hihe S~nfcto iwo h ras~ nFgr 18

exhbii. .titin . K crc-lk .r.aioAA
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FAM 99708 A:2X

FIGURE 11-87: Mixture of shear andi equiaxed dinpl1d overstress. in the
final fracture area.

PAM 99709 MAG: 1000X

FIG=U 11-88: Higher magnification view of the final overstress area
exhibiting~ a mixture of shear (arrowi A) and equiaxed (arrowi B) diz1er..
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1MP-159
AMS 5843

TMF, Out-of HUse

TEST CONDITIONS
Stress: 1344.5 MPa (195 ksi)/-1167 NPa (169.7 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -0.87
Frequency: 2 cpm
Atmosphere: Air0
TtqXrature: 260°F (500°F)/593°C (1100F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TEST RESULTS
Cycles to Fracture: 2779

.4 . ...

FAL 94628 MAG: 8X

FIGURE 11-89: Test results and fractography of MP-159 out-of-phase ThF
test. An oxidized thumbnail indicates propagation from the outside surfaoe
(arrow) of the specimen.
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FAM 100278 200lOX

1MEURE 11-90: Optical photamidrographs shm~ing the prin-ary thennal-
mechanical fatigue progression area and a secondary crack in tie gage
section (top) and the final overstress area oriented at an angle to the
stress axis (bottcmi). Strain lines are visible in both photograpbs
(arrow~s A). The primary progression surface exhibits oxidation (arrows B).

Etchiant: HMd and H202 elecrlytic
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FAM 99710 MAG: 50X

FIGURE 11-91: Low magnification photograph showing fatigue initiation and
progression (thumbnail). A secorary crack is visible on the specimen
surface (arrow).

FAM 99711 NAG: 20OX

FIURE 11-92: Higher magnification view of the origin area. No fatigue
striations are visible at this magnification (cxmpare to Figure 11-82).
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FAN4 99712 M~: 1000X

FIGURE 11-93: Remiiant fatigue striatioms andi crack-like striations near

the origin. Mme direction of prcpagation is shown by an arro.

FIG=I~ 11-94: 1Higer ra~gnif icationi phiotograph of the area :shown in F~igure
11-93. Remnant crack-like striations are visible. Ithe direction of
propagation is shown by ani arrow.
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FAM 99715 NAG: 1000X

FIGURE 11-95: Fatigue progression near the end of the thumbnail exhibiting
clearly defined fatigue striations (oxpare to Figure 11-93).

FAM 99716 MAG: 3000X

FIGURE 11-96: Higher magnification view of a portion of the area shown in
Figure 11-95, showing crack-like striations.
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FAM 9717 G: 200X

FIGURE 11-97: Final overstress area exhibiting shear dipp1ed overstress.

FM 99718HAG:* lOCOX

FIGURE 11-98: Higher mnagnification photograph of the final overstress area
(F~igure 11-97) exhibiting shallow dipiles and deep voids (arrows).
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SERVICE FAIJRE

FRACIURE ME Fatiaue (Probable HCF)

PART NAME First Stace Turbine Stator Vane Feather Seal

OPERATION DAM Feather seals were subjected to cyclic loadinM.

PARE TIME 71.7 hours

ACIUAL

BASE _Hanes 188 (Co-base alloy) c confirmed
NAT'L

HAPXtEhSS- - -------- No Requirement - HRC 22-26 *
GRAIN SIZE ASTM averane 4 or finer - ASTM 7-8"
DIMENSINAL _ _ _ Thickness: 0.009-0.011 inch -0.010-0.012 inch

* Diamond pyramid hardness (DPH) oonversions.

S Y- Several feather seals in the set were found to be cracked when the
engine was disassemfbled following a low turbine incident. The fracture
exhibited relatively fine fatigue striations (probable HCF) propagating
frcm multiple origins. No material or microstructural defects were found.
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FAL 93418 MAG: lox l2AL 93352 MG: 10OX

FIGURE 11-99: Overall photographi of the FI(GME 11-100: One of several
fractured feather seal. possible origin areas (arrow).

V~AL 93417 MG: lOOOX M~A 93416 HG 0O

FIGURE 11-101: Rexmant striations FIGURfE 11-102: Fine teminant
indicative of fatigue. fatigue striations (brackets).
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Ti-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo

Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2MA is an alpha-beta processed titanbum-bas alloy used
primarily for parts cperating at taeperatures up to 1000 F, such as engine
xmpressor parts and airframe omponents, where gcod LCF characteristics
are required. The alloy generally receives two or three heat treatment
cycles. Ve first cycle is the solution anneal and consists of 2 hours or
less at 50 F below the beta transus. The second cycle is a stabilization
anneal and is followed by precipitation, typically at 1100 F, with the time
period varying depending on the form.

The material used in this study was heat treated to PiA 1224 (bar)
with a typical hardness of HFC 33-40. The typical room and elevated
temperature mechanical properties for ISA 1224 are as follows:

Room 900°F
Ultimate Tensile Strength (min): 140 ksi 95 ksi
0.2% Yield Strength (min): 125 ksi 72 ksi
Percent Elongation (mim): 10% 13%
Percent Reduction in Area (min): 17% 26%
Measured Hardness: HRC 34-36 (DPH co•versions)

F----o=---aiy Overview

Four Ti-6-2-4-2 specimens were examined. The room temperature smooth
tensile specimen had a well defined shear lip 0.035 inch wide and a sugary
appearanT in the primary overstress area in the center of the specimen.
The 1000 F smooth specimen had a very large shear lip (0.045 inh) with
respect to the final cross section, which was smaller than the roow
tenperature specimen. The primary overstress area had deeper features than
the roow tewperature specimen. High magnification examination of the
primary fracture areas revealed equiaxed and r•ipkly shaped dimples with
sowm quasi-cleavage type features. The 1000 F specimen had shallow
equiaxed diuples covered by a light oxide. Both specimens had shear
dimples in the finalooverstress area, but the dinple appearance was more
ductile for the 1000 F specimen. The notched tensile specimens followed
the same trends as the smooth specimens. Neither notched specimen had a
shear lip but the dimples in the centers of the specimens exhibited a
brittle character gor the roam tezmerature specimen and had a more ductile
appearance at 1000 F.

Tle stress rupture specimen was run at 950°F and fractured in 451.1
hours. It had a shear lip (0.025 inch) in the final rupture area but it
was not as large or wall defined as the smooth tensile specimens. The
dimrples in the center of tle specimen were deeper than the tensile
specime and were covered by a light oxide. Ue final rupture area
eAxibited duatile shear dinples.
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Mwee smooth aspecimens were examined, e each

at room temperature, 500 F and 1000 F. Macroscopically, the smooth HCF
specimeJns appeared very similar. The fatigue propagated from a single
general origin area exhibiting a s•,-xh appearance until the crack covered
a•--•dmately 50-60% of the cross section, at which point final overstress
occurred. High magnification examination revealed a Single stage I facat
at the origin of the roam te.perature specimen, with feathery features near
the origin. The origin areas on the two elevated temperature specimens
became more diffuse with increasing teaperature. The elevated teiperature
-speciens had more sear in the origin area so no features could be
identified. All three specimens exhibited only remnant striatians near the
origins. The Stage II fatigue areas near the centers of the specimens
exhibited crack-like striations with more well defined striations as test
teiperature increased. 7he final ouverstress areas exhibited a mixture of
dimpled overstress and quasi-cleavage for the rpcz temperature and 5000F
specimens, and dimpled overstress for the 1000'F specimen. All these
notched specimens propagated from multiple surface origins separated by
steps. The roam teqperature specimen exhibited fatigue thrcuih 90% of its
cross section, finally fracturing in shear overstress with no tensile
averstress region. Both elevated terperature specimens exhibited fatigue
over 80% of their cross sections, with a small tensile overstress region
and finally a shear lip. Higher magnification examination of the origin
area on all three specimens revealed feat s radiating from local surface
origins on the room taWerature and 1000 F specimen, and no discernible
local origin on the 500 F specimen. Fine fatigue striations were visible
near the origin on all three specimens. Well defined striations and
crack-like striations were visible near the oentrs of the specimensV

Two aCF specimens were examined, one at 500 F and one at 1000 F. Both
specimens initiated at a single surface origin that did not exhibit a Stage
I fatigue facet. Feathery features radiated from the origin with no
striations visible adjacent to the origin. Remnant striations and
crask-like striations wexs visible in the fatigue progression area on the
500 F speciman. The 1000 F specimen showed crack-like striatims but had
ici'"soeoodaxy cracking in the progression area.

Zn-jihase and out-of-phase WU4 specimens were examined. The hinljtse
1__. specimen had multiple origins and thumbnail areas on both the I.D. and
O.D. surfaces. Multiple diffuse origins were found on each thumbnail.
Fatigue striations near the origin area became coarser and less well
defined as the fatigue progressed. Final fracture occurred by dimpled
overstress. The out-of-phase T4F specimen had a large I.D. origin fatigue
thumbnail. The fatigue propagated from several local origins that had
feathery cleavage features radiating from them. Patches of striations and
crack-like striatis were observed in the Stage II area. The striations
became coarser and had a high percentage of crack-like striations near the
end of the thud•nail. Final fracture ourred by dinpled overstress.
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SNATRIAL

Ti-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo
IWN 1224 Bar

Smo~oth Tensile

TESr CONDITIONS
Strain Rate: 0.005 nmqVnmin (0.005 in/in/min)
Atmosphere: Ar
Temperature: Room Temperature
Test Direction: Iongitudinal

T-Sr RESULTS
0.2% Yield Strength: 921.1 MPa (133.6 ksi)
Ultimate Strength: 993.5 MPa (144.1 ksi)
Percent Elongation: 17.5
Percent Reduction of Area: 39.3

FAL 92935 MMG: 13X

FIGUE 12-1: Test results and fractography of Ti-6-2-4-2 smooth tensile
test. The fracture exhibits a distinct shear lip (bracket). The size of
the shear lip varies with location around the specimen.
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FM98908 M:1o

PAN 99769 A:20

EIGM1, 12-2: Optical photaiiicroyraphs showing the final oiverstress area
(shear lip) (top) and the primary fracture area (bottan). B~oth areas
exhibit el j-ated gxains indicating plastic deformation.

Etchant: 1(xll' s Reagent
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FAM 98521 NAG: 50X

FIGUMR 12-3: Low magnification photograph showing primaray fracbure area

and large shear lip.

FAM 98522 MGr: 200X

FIGURE 12-4: Diiip1d o~verstress in the primary fracture area.
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FM 98b2:3 G: iQOOX

FIGURE 12-5: Higher magnification photograph of the area showvn in Figure
12-4, showing dinp1ed overstress in the primary fracture area.

FAXM 98524 MA: 3000X

FIGURE 12-6: Dimlied ovterstress in the primnary fracture axrw-, exhiibiting
variation in "Vile size.
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FAM 98525 MG 0O

FIGURE 12-7: Shear diinp1e oiverstress in the final fracture area (shear

FA?4 98526 MG: 3000X

FIGURE 12-8: shear dixiij1Cd overstress in the f inal fracture area. The
directions of relative mnotion are shadn by arrows.
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MAEIAL

Ti-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo

PWA 1224 Bar

Snx~oth Tensile

TESTCfDIIS
Strain Rate: 0.005 Du/rV/WMin (0.005 in/in/mmn)
Atnxspere: Air00
Tewperature: 538 C (1000 F)
Test Direction: Io-qitiu.inal

TES RESULTvS
0.2% Yield Strength: 501.9 MPa (72.8 ksi)
Ultimate strength: 675.7 MPa (98.0 ksi)
Percent Eloryjation: 24.0
Percent Reduction of Area: 64.7

MA 92934MG 5

FIGURlE 12-9: Test results and fractography of Ti-6'-2-4-2 5380C (l0oooor)
snmoth tensile test. 7he fracture surface is dmiunated by a large Ehear
lip. (Xat~are elongation andi reduction of area with the roai teiqearature
specimen (Figure 12-1). Thie higher values at 1000'r, indiicate greater
plastic deformation.
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PAM 98904NA:1X

FIGURE, 12-10:0 optical photomnicrograp~h showingj the prnimary overstress area.
The entire fracture exhibits elongated grains indicating~ plastic
deformationt. Thbe deformation is significantly greater tluin for the rocui
teqperature specimm (F'igure 12-2).

Etchant: Ktll's Roagnt.
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FAM 98527 Mw;: 50X

FIGURE 12-11: tc,. magnification phiotograph showing primary fracture area

and large shear lip. A bracket indicates the extent of the shear lip.

FZAM 98528 MA3: 200X

FIGUR~E 12-12; Equiaxed dimplecd overstxcss in the primary fracture aryea.
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00

FAM 9529 NG: lOQOX

FIGURE 12-13: Higher magnification photograph of the area shown in Figure
12-12, shc~ir oxidized equiaxed diap1ed overstress in the prnnry fracture
area.

FAM 98530 MG: 3000X

FIGURE 12-14: Shallow oxidized equiaxed diinpled overstress in the prinkaxy
fracture area.
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4b - oil

FAM 98531 NAG: 100OX

FCI'RE 12-15: Shear dimpled overstress in the final fracture area (shear
lip).

PAM 98532 MAG: 3000X

FIGURE 121:Shear dim'pled overstress in the final fracture area. The
directions of relative xwtion are shown by arrows.
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WERAL

Ti-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2MO
E~k 1224 Bar

TEST~

TEST TYPE
Notched Tensile

TEST CONDITIONS
Croeshead Speed: 1.27 =/rmin (0.05 in/min)
Atmosphere: Air
Tm~erature: Rom~ Tmperabire
Tebst Direction: Longrittdinal

TEST RESULTS
Ultimate Strength: 1483.1 I4Pa (215,100 PSI)
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EA14 99767 MW: 200X

FIGUIRE 12-18: Optical V1=t~dcroqraph showing the prlxnary overstress area.
The grains reiain equiaxed adjacent to the fracture indiicating that little
or no plastic deformation aoocqanid the fracture.

Etc±ant.4 Kroll' s Reagjent
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FIGURE 12-19: Low magnification photograph showingJ no apparent shear lip.
The base of the notch is visible (top left).

PAM 98339 A:2X

FIGMJE 12-20: Dinplcei overstress, in the oenter of the specin=.
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PAM 98342 MG 0O

FIGURE 12-21: Higher magnification phiotograph of the area shown in Figure

12-20, showing diip1ed overstress.

FAM 98341 MG: 3000X

nI(URE 12-22: Dinp1ed overstress with various sized dliiples.
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PATEAL

Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo

FWA 1224 Bar

TEST TYPE
Notched Tensile

TEST (YJNDITION'S
Crosshead speed: 1.27 itnu/min (0.05 in/mnin)
Atmosphere: Air
Ttqerature: 5389C (1000'F)
Test Direction: Inngitudinal.

TESTR1UI
Ultimate Strength: 661.8 NPa (139,500 PSI)

FAL 92495 MAG: 13X

FIGUJRE 12-23: Test results and fractography of Ti-6-2-4-2 5380 C (1000 F')
notched tensile test. The fracture appears oxidized with no shear lip
visible.
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Jus ibordof FAM 99788 MAG: 200X
F1XGJRE 12-24: optical phaotaicixograph of the base of the notch (arrcm).Thbe final overstress area is the only "~ion ex~hibitingj elongated grains.

Jws inoar ofthe notch, the grains are ouae.Tegan ai
equiaxod adjaoent to the fracture surface, indiicating that little or no
plastic defoxiotion axxmaniwed the fracture.

Etchant: Krolls R~eagent
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FAM4 98343 NA7G: 50X

FIGURE 12-25: LowJ magnification photograph showingj no apparent shear lip.

Mhe base of the notch is visilaie on the left side of the photograph.
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FAM 98345 MG 0O

FI(GJR 12-27: Higher nmgnification photograph of the center of the
fracture mirface, showin~g euiayed di~led averstre-S.

FAM 98346 MAC: 3000X

Y;IGU1E 12-28; Equiaxed dimpled~ overstress, with various sized dirrp1es.
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NATERTAL

Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo
PA 1224 Bar

TEST TYPE
Stress Rupiture

TEST CONDITIONS
Stress: 406.8 MPa (59.0 ksi) (DN-F)

448.2 MPa (65.0 ksi)
Atmosphere: Air
Temperature: 510°C (950 F)Test Direction: Longitudinal

TEST RESULTS
Time to Rupture: 544.6 hours (EtNF)/ 451.1 hours
% Elongation: 24.0
% Reduction of Area: 51.3

FAL 97221 MAG: 1oX

FI(JREI 12-29: T1ast results antd fractography of Ti-6-2-4-2 5100 C (950°F)
stress rupture test. The fracture surface appears to be oxidized an has
deeper features than the tensile test specimens.
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FIGURE 12-30: optical. pliotomcrnrraph showing sevexrely elongated grains-
near the center of the spwcbran. The fracture is predcaminantly
txranssgranular.

Etchant: m1(ol 's Reagen-t
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FAM 98863 NG 0

FI(CJ1M 12-31: Low Yeagnification photograph shoiwing primary overstress area

near the center of the spec~iman and~ a shear lip near the edge.

FAM 98864 MAG3: 200X

FI(IGUE 12-32: EX~iaxed din-pled overstress in the prirary fracture area.
Sw-11 areas of void coalescence are visible near tho center of the specimtn
(arrows).
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FAM 98865 MAG: 100OX

FIGURE 12-33: Lightly oxidized equlaxed dii~1ed overstress with %Pall

areas of void ooalescence (&rrags).

FAH 98866 ?"AAG: 3000X

FICUM- 12-34: Higher wagnification potogralli of the area sha~i in Figure
12-33, shcwirK fine euiaxed dii~1es betwoen areas of void coa-1escxenc.
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F09M 986 @C10X

FIGURE 12-35: Shear dimpl1es in the final fracture area.

EXUBE 12-36: Fine shear dimpjles in the final overstress area. Arrows
show, the directions of relative notion.
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Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2MQ
FIWA 1224 Bar

Tier DATA:

TEST TYPE
Smooth HCF

TEST ONDITIOUS
Stress: 482.6 MPa (70.0 ksi)/-482.6 MPa (-70.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 cmi
Atmosphere: Air
Temperature: Romn Temperature
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TEST RESULTS
Cycles to Fracture: 52,800

FAL 93830 MG: 15X

FIGURE 12-37: Test results and fractography of Ti-6-2-4-2 roam tezperature
smooth HCF test. Features appear to radiate from a general origi'7 area
(rrrow A). The extent of fatigue is shown by arrow heads.
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FA14 99782NA:2X

FIaMR 12-38: Optical photxnicrograp*i showuing the fatigue progression
zone, exhibiting a relatively flat transgranular fracture path.

Etchant: Kroll 's Reagent
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FAM 99043 MAG: 50X

FIGURE 12-39: Low magnification view of the origin area. The specimen
exhibited a single surface origin (arrow).

FAM 99044 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 12-40: Higher magnification view of the origin area shawn in Figure
12-39. A Stage I fatigue facet is visible at the origin (arrow). Features
can be seen radiating frcm the facet.
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FAM 99045 NAG: 100OX

FIGUJRE 12-41: Feathery cleavage near the origin area. The direction of
propagation is from bottan to top of the photograph.

FAM 99047 MAG: 1000X

FIGURE 12-42: Fatigue progression near the center of the specimen. The
fractute surface is characterized by renmant fatigue striations (arrow A)
and secondary cracking (remnant crack-like striations) (arrow B)
perpendicuilar to the direction of propagation.
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FAM 99048 NAG: 200X

FIGURE 12-43: Partially smeared overstress features in the final

overstress area. Arrow~s indicate areas of smear.

EAM 99049 NAG: 1000X

FIGUR~E 12-44: Higher moagnif ication photograph of the f inal overstress
area. Fine dimples (arrow A) are separated by patches, of cleavage.
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Ti-,6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2MO
PWA 1224 Bar

TEST TYPE
Smooth HCV

TEST C~IIN
Stress: 482.6 NPa (70.0 ksi)/-482.6 MPa (-70.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 crra
Atmosphere*. Air
T~rerture: 2600C (500'F)
Test Direction: Longjitudinal

TEST RES=ii
Cycles to Fracture: 53,300

FAL ~~- 9315t : 3

FIGURE 12-45: Test results andi fractography of Ti-6-2-4-2 2600C (5000F)
smo~oth HCF test. No clear origin or progression zone is visible.
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PAM 99761 MAG: 200X

MORJE 12-46: optical photomicrograph showing the fatigue progression zone
exhib~iting a relatively flat, transgranular fracture path simiilar to the
romi tmqperature specimen.

Etchant: Kroll's Reagent
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FA1M 99050 MAG3: 5OX

FIGURE 12-47: Low magnification view of the origin area and~ iratial

fatigue progression area. Features can be seen radiating from the origin.

FAM 99051 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 12-48: Higher magnification view of the origin area. The features
are relatively flat with no localized origin disce-rnible.
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FA?4 99052 NAG: 100OX

FIGURE 12-49: Cczrbinatiori of remnant fatigue features (arrow A) andi smear
(arrow B) near the origin area. The fracture propagated from bottomi to tcp
of the phiotograph±.

PAN 99054 MAG: lOOOX

FIGURE 12-50: Crack-like striations near the center of the specimen (endi
of fatigue thmtbnail). The direction of propagaticn is from bottomi to tap
of the photograph.
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F0 l995

FIGU E L2 51: ixt re o ove str ss a d su ar eatu es ( r c S) in h

FAM 99057 A:2O

FIGURE 12-52: Higher magnification photoraph of the area dhion in Figure
3.2-51, shc7wing fine dixriles and mrar features in the final overstress
area,
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MATERIAL

Ti-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2Mb
PWA 1224 Bar

TFST DM1

TEST TYPE
SmoothHCF

TEST ONDnTONS
Stress: 379.2 MPa (55.0 ksi)/-379.2 MPa (-55.0 ksi) [NF*

413.7 MPa (60.0 ksi)/-413.7 MPa (-60.0 ksi) MNF
448.2 MPa (65.0 ksi)/-448.2 MPa (-65.0 ksi) NF
482.6 MPa (70.0 ksi)/-482.6 MPa (-70.0 ksi)

Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 qcm
Atmmospere: Air
Tenperature: 5389C (1000'F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

M rE S 7 6 ( D F , 1 0 1 6 ( N
Cycles to Fracture: 1.OxlO (DNF), 1.0xl0 (CtIF), 1.Oxl6 (ENF),
14,700

* Did Not Fracture

L93816 M: 13X

FIGJRE 12-53: Test results and fracLography of Ti-6-2-4-2 538°C (10000 F)
smooth HCF test. The fatigue progression appears as a relatively flat area
caverinq 70% of the fracture surface. The origin area is shown by an
arrow.
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FAM 99765 MAG: 20OX

FIGUEQ 12-54: Optical photoicognraph shlwin] the fatigue progression
zone, exhibiting a mixture of tranbqranlar and intorgraular fracture.

Etctiant: Kroll's Rqeagt6
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PAM4 99167 MAG> 50X

FIGUR~E 12-55: LavI ragnification view of the origin area and initial

fatigue progressionm area.

FAM 99168 MAG: 20OX

FIGURE 12-56: Higher magnification vio-w of the origin area. Mhe features
are relatively flat with n~o localized origin discomrible. Machining/
polishixig marks (arivw-s) are visible on the spociwim~ surface, adjacent to
the origin. These prcbably did not contribute to the fracture.
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FAM 99169 MAG: 1000X

FIGURE 12-57, Com~bination of remnant fatigue features and smear near the
origin. The fracture propagated fromi bottom to top of the photograph.
Axrrcw irdlicates a patch of remnant striations.

FAM 99170 MG 0O

FIGURE 12-58: High magnification view of the ireuiant striations pointed
out in Figure 12-57.
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FAM 99171 NAG: 100OX

FIGURE 12-59: oxidized crack-like fatigue striations near the center of
the specimen (end of fatigue thumbnail) . T1he direction of propagation is
from the bottom to the top of the photograph. Conpare these striations
with those near the origin (Figure 12-58).

FI(GJRE 12-60: Higher magnification view of the oxidized crack-like
striations showmn in Figure 12-59.
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FAM 99173 NAG: 200X

FIGURE 12-61: Mixture of overstress and smear features in the final
overstress area.

FAM 99174 MAG: IQOOX

FIGURE 12-62: Higher magnification photograph of the area shown in Figure
12-61, show.ir shear dimples in the final overstw.s area. Arrows irnicate
the directions ot reiativc motion.
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HAEIAL

Ti-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo
PWA 1224 Bar

T~r DTAm

TEST TYPE
Notched HCF

T=S CJNDITIONS
Stress: 413.7 MPa (60.0 ksi)/-413.7 MPa (-60.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Frequencyr: 1800 cpn
Atxmosphere: Air
Temerature: Rom~ Teqperature
Test Direction: Imigitudina1

TEST RESuuS
Cycles to Fracture: 28,400

FAL 93822 MAG: 11X

FIGJRE 12-63: Test. results and fractography of Ti-6-1-4-2 row~ tenperaLttre
notched IiCF test. The fatigue progression area extends over 85% of the
fracture surface. Ite fatigue propagated from multiple surface origins
(bottcan of the photograph). Thbe extent of the fatigue is shmin by
arrowheads.
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FANM 10019 NAG: 10OX

4tiat Krl 'Seaen

FAM 0019 NAG6710



FAM 99021 NAG: 50X

FI(GJRF 12-65: LowJ magnification view of the origin area. The speoinmn
exhibited two surfaoe origins. Features can be seen radiating frau each~
origin.

FAM 99022 I4W: 20OX

FIGJRE- 12-66: Higher magnification view of one of the origins (arrow).
Machining marks are visible adjacent to the origin. Features can be sew
radiating from the origin.
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FAN 99023 MAS3: 1OOOX

FIGUR~E 12-67: R==nat fatigue striations near the origin

1'AM 99024 MAG3; 3000X

FIGURE, 12-68: Higher magnification view of Figure 12-67, showing remnant
fatigue striations (brackets, right) an wl na~r features (left).
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FIGUJRE 12-69: Mixture of fatigue striations andi crack-like striations near
the center of the spec~imn in the fatigue progression area. The fatigue is
propagating frcm bottan to top of the phiotograph.

|4v

FAN 99026 MAG: 200X

FIGSJE 12-70: Final overstress area exhibiting dimpled overstress.
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FAN 99027 MAG: 1000X

FIGURE 12-71: Higher magnification photograph of the final overstress area
shc=n in Figure 12-70 exhibitingj dimrpled overstress.
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Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-Mb
PWA 1224 Bar

TES TYPE
Notched HCF

¶Twr cnDMMro~
Stress: 344.7 !4Pa (50.0 ksi)/-344.7 MPa (-50.0 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 c~pm
Atmospere: Air
Teqperature: 2600  (500'F)
Test Direction: angiituxdinal

TEST RE51=r
Cycles to Fracture: 19,400

FAL 9820 MG: 10

FIGUJRE 12-72: Trest results and~ fractography of Ti-6-2--4-2 2600 C (500'F)
notched ICF test. Itie extent of the fatigue is delineated by a bracket. A
shear lip is visible in the f inal fracture area.
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FAM 99716 MASS: 200X

FIGU1ME 12-73: Optical photomticrc_ :api shmirnj the fatigue progression
zone, exhibiting a mixtuxre of trwisqL-anular ard intorgranular fracture.

Etchant: Kroll 's ReAgenit
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FAM 99028 MG(: 50X

FI(GJPE 12-74: Lar mnacnification vi-ew of the origin area and initial

fatigue pro~gressioxi area. The diffuse origini area is shown by a bracket.

FAM 99029 A:2X

~I MIE 12-75: Ifighier wagnification view of the origin ar 3-a sihmwn in rigure
12-74. Thm feattauvs are relat ively flat with nou localized origin

(bo~ttco) .
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FAM 99030 NAG: 1000X

FIGLRE J2-76: Remnanlt fatigue features near the origin area. The fracture
propagated from bottomn to top of the photograph.

FN99031 MG 0O

FIGUJRE 12-77: Higher magnification. photograph of the area shown in Figure
17.-76, shcmirr remnant fatigue striations near the origin area. The
dixection of propagation is from bottom to top of the photograph.
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Em 9933 NG: 200X

FIGURE 12-78: Mixture of overstxess and snear features in the f inal

overstxess area.

FAM 99034 !4AG: iGOOX

FItGURE 12-79: Higher ragnification photographi dshlirg equiaxed diq~1es aix4
wear features in the final overstress area (Fiqure 12-78).
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Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo
IlA 1224 Bar

TEN DATA--- ":• TEST

Notched HCF

=TES OONDITIONS
Stress: 275.8 MPa (40.0 ksi)/-275.8 MPa (-40.0 ksi)
"Stress Ratio: -1
Frequency: 1800 cpm
Atmosphere: Air
Teqperature: 5389C (1000°F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TEST RESULTS
Cycles to Fracture: 14,000

FAL 93819 MAG: lIX

FIGURE 12-80: Test results and fractography of Ti-6-2-4-2 538 0 C (1000-F)
notched HUF test. The extent of the fatigue is shown by a bracket. A
fatigue step (arrow) separates two origins.
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FAM 99762 MAG: 200X

F7GURE 12-81: Optical photm~icrograph showing the fatigue progression zone
exhibiting pr*3kaminatly transqranular fracture path. No grain defoxition,
is visible.

Etdhant: K~roll1's Reagent
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FAM 99035MG5X

FIGURE 12-82: Low magnif ication view of the origin area and¶ initial
fatigue progression area. Nwo origin-s are clearly visible separated by a
fatigue step (arrow).

FAM 99036 NAG: 200X

FIGUR~E 12-83: Higher magnification view of one origin area. F;atigue
features can be seen radiating frm~ the origin. Machining marks are
visible on the specimen surface adjacent to thle origin. These probably did
not contribute to the fracture.
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FAM 9037 NG: J.OOOX

FIGUJRE 12-84: Fine fatigue striations near the origin. The fracture
propagated fran bottant to top of the photograph. Arrow indiicates a patch
of reninant striations.

FAM 99038 MAG: 3000X

FIGURE 12-85: Highi magnif ication view at the f ine s'triations shcmin in
Figjure 12-84. Individual striations are barely resolvable. Bracket
co~ntains five striations.
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FAM 99039 N(:1000X

FIGURE 12-86: Oxidized striations near the center of the specimen (end of
thumb~nail). The striations are slightly coarser than near the origin. Mhe
direction of propagation is from the bottomi to top of the photograph.

FAM 99040 MAG: 3000X

FIGURE 12-87: Higher magnification view of the oxidized striations showJn
in Figure 12-84.
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FAN 9904 -G .07

FIGURE 12-88:. Dinip3.ei overstress features in the final ovrerstress area.

FAN 99042 NAG: iQOOX

FIGURE 12-89: Higher Wagnification photograph of a portion of Figure
12-86, showing3 dimples and other ductile features in the final overstress
area,
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MPERIAL

Ti-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo

1WA 1.224 Bar

TEST TYPE
Smooth LZF

Stress. 655 MPa (95.0 ksi)/ 32.4 MvPa (4.8 ksi)
Stress Ratio: 0.05
Frequency: 10 cP
Atmosphere: Air0 0
Teqperature: 260 C (500 F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TETRESULTS
Cycles to Fracture: 36,886

9A 9235 MAG: 9X

FICGJR 12-90: Test results wdx fractography of Ti-6-2-4-2 260 0C (500 0F)
smooth ICF test. Thbe origin area is Irdicated by an arrow. Ithe fatigue
progression area covers less than 30% of the fracture surface.
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FAN 100197 NAG: '50X

FAM 100196 A:10

FIGURE, 12-91: Optical photomnicrographs showing necking (hollow arrow) and~
a well defined shear lip (arrow) in the final overstress area (top) atvl the
fatigue progression area (bottom). No grain defo~nation is visible in the
fatigue progression area.

Etchant: Kroll's Reagent
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FAM 98665 NG 0

FIGURE 12-92: Overall ph~otograph showing fatigue area on a plane

perpendiiculiar to the stress axis.

Eu - V

FAM 98666 MAG: 5OX

FIGURE 12-93: Fracture features can be seen radiating from the fatigue
origin.
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FAM 98667 NAG: 200X

FIGURE 12-94: Higher magnification photograph of the origin area shown in
Figure 12-92. Features can be seen radiating from the origin.

FAM 98670 MAG: 1OGOX

FIGURE- 12-95: Raimnnt fatigue striations in the fatigue thumbnail region.
An arrow~ indlicates one patch. The direction of local propagation varies
from ame patch to another.
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FAM 98669 NAG: 3000X

FIGURE 12-96: Higher magnification photograph of the area shownin Figure
12-94, showing renant fatigue features.

FIGURE 12-97: High magnification phiotograph showing remnant fatigue
striationis. Ihe direction of propagation is shown by an arrow.
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FAM 98672 NG 0

FIGJRE 12-98: Equiaxed dbipled averstre-Gs in thle final Overstre-Ss area.

uA

FAM 98673 MG GO

FIGU1RE 12-99: Ifighier magnif ication photograph Wciowig equiaxed diup. ed
ov'erstress in the final overstress area.
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Ti-IAL'14Z-M

RWA 1224 Bar

Snxoth WCF

Stress: 517.1 M~ (75.0 ksi)/ 25.5 M~Pa (3.7 ksi)
Stress R~atio: 0.05
Frequericy: 10 cpu

Atmoshere: Air
Twprerature: 5389C (1000'F)
Test Direction,: Lo~ngitudinal

Cycles to Fracture: 37,000

FIaMR 12-100: Test results and fractography of Ti-6-2-4-2 538,C (1000,F)
smooth IXCF test. The origin and fracture progression areas (arrowi) are on
a plane perpendicular to the stress axis. Thle fatigue progression area
accounts for less than 30% of the fract-ure surface.
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FAMI 100194 A:1X

FM100195MA:1X

Id'4

1IIGURE 12-101: Optical photanicrographs shc~min the fatigue piormi~ofl
ar-ea (top) and the shear lip in the final overstress ax w- (bottcm) . Grain
defoniiation is visible in the final overstivss area (arrow).
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OUT j; r,58t"100

F.AM 98696 MAG: 20X

FIGURE 12-102: Overall photograph show~.ing the origin area and fatigue
thunbnail (brackets) The fatigue progression area is on a plane
PerPen-dicular to the stress axis.

FIGURE 12-103: Fracture features can be seean ra~diating frc-n the origin
(arrm) .
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~FAM 98698NA:2X

FIGURE 12-104: Close-up photograph of the origin (arrowJ). Features

radiate fromi the localized origin.

FAM 98702M:2X

FIGURPE 12-105: End of the fatigue thumni~~ail exhibits striations and
crack-like striations.
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FAN 98703 N4AG: 100OX

FIGUJRE 12-106: Crack-like striations near the end of the fatigue
thumbnail. The direction of propagation is from bottom to top of the

FAM 98704 MAG: 3000X

FIGUJRE 12-107: Higher magnification photograph of the area shown in Figure
12-106, showing crack-like striations with saw-, secondary cracking.
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FAM 98705 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 12-108: Equiaxed dimpled overstress in the final fracture area.

FAM 98706 MAG: 1O0OX

FIGURE 12-109: Higher magnification photograph showmg equiaxed dipled
overstress in the final fracture area (Figure 12-108).
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MATERIAL

Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo
S IA 1224 Bar

TES TYPE
-4MF, In-Phase

TEST CONDITIONS
Stress: 461.9 MPa (67 ksi)/537.8 MPa (-78 ksi)
Stress Ratio: -1.16
Frequency: 2 cpai
Atosphere: Air
Temperature: 260°C (500°F)/538°C (1000°F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

TEST RESULTrS
Cycles to Fracture: 8013

MFA 94529 MAG: 1oX

FIGURE 12-110: Test results and fractography of Ti-6-2-4-2 in-phase TWF
test. Fatigue propagated from iumltiple origins on both the inside and
outside surfaces of the specimne (arrows). The final overstress area
appears to be unoxidized.
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FAM 100193 MAG: 50X

FIG=1~ 12-111: Pair Of optical Photo~micrographs of a longi~tudinial
twta11OgraPhic Cross section throgh the two walls of the tubular specimn.
The fatigue progressed frcm the inside surface (arraw) of the top
photograph. The bottaam photograph shows necking associated with final
overstress on the side of the specimwn opposite the fatigue.

ftchant: K~roll 's Reagent
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FAM 99620 NG 0

FIGURE 12-112: Low magnification photograph showing an origin area on the
inside surface of the sp'ecimen (bracket) and the associated fatigue
thumbnail.

FAM 99621 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 12-113: No localized origin can be identified in the origin area.
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FAM 99622 NAG: iQOOX

FIGURE 12-114: Close-up photograph of the origin area shown in

Figure 12-113.

FAM 99623 NAG: 3000X

FIGUR~E 12-115: Fatigue striations near the origin area. The direction of
propagation is shown by an arrow. Bracket contains five striations.
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FAM 99624 MG: 1000X

FIGURE 12-116: Oxidized striations in the fatigue progression zone.
Cmpare these with the striations in Figure 12-115.

PAM 99625 ?4AG: 3000X

FIGUJRE 12-117: Higher magnification photograph of a portion of the area
shown in Figure 12-116, show*ingj fatigue striations with somie secondarzy
cradcM.
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FAM 99626 MG~: 200X

FIGURE 12-118: Dinp1ed overstress in the final fracture area.

404

FAM 99627 MAG: 100OX

FIGUR~E 12-119: Higher magnification photograph showing dimpled overstress
in the f inal fracture area. Fine dimples are contained within large
ductile dimples.
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MATRIAL

Ti-6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Md
PWA 1224 Bar

TEST

'ITF, Out-of-Iase

TEST O0NDITIONS
Stress: 4275 MPa (62 ksi)/365.4 MPa (-53 ksi)
Stress Ratio: 0.85
Frequency: 1 cpn
At:=-pere: Air
Temperature: 2600 C (500°F)/538°C (1000°F)
Test Direction: Longitudinal

Cycles to Fracture: 8002

FAL 94530 MAG: lox

FIGURE 12-120: Test results and fractography of Ti-6-2-4-2 out-of-phase
WMF test. Fatigue propagated from a diffuse origin area on the inside

surface of the specimen (bracket).
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F.A4 100198 MG: I=OX

FIGURE 12-121: Optical photomicrcgtrap shmimwj the fatigue progression
area. No grain deformation is visible. 1he fracture is predmiji itly
transgranular

Etumat: Kroll's Reagent
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FAN 99629 NA~G: 50X

FIGURE 12-122: Low magnificati~on photograph showing the origin area on the
inside surface of the specimen (bracket) and the associated fatigue
progression area.

FAN 99630 MAG: 20OX

FIGURE 12-123: One of several localized origins is shown by an arrow.
Machinirg lines are faintly visible on the inside surface adjacent to the
origin.
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FAM 99631 WAG: 1Q0OX

FIGURE 12-124; Close-up photograph of one localized origin ax-ea shown in
Figure 12-123. Features can be seen radiating frcaii a small fatigue facet
(arrow).

FXCGJRE 12-125: Fatigue striationti and crack-like striaticos in the fatigue
progress ioni area near the I. D. surface of the sacunen. Bracket cxontains
ten striations.
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FAM 99634 NAG: 3000X

FIGUJRE 12-126: Higher xnagni~fication photograph of a portion of the axea

shcmn in Figure 12-125, show~ing oxidized fatigue striatioris.

1FJRE 12-127: 4Stxiatiom~ and crack-Iti3e striatiorw in the fatique,
pro~gression area rear the O.D. of the spci-s-vim. 'tie s~triation spacirqj I&S
im~e'se significantly as the crack has progressed- (Figure 12-125).
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EM99636 NAG: 3000X

FIGJ1M 12-128: Higher xw.Agnif icatioi photograph of a portion of the area
shcm~n in Figre 12-127, showing striations and crack-likce striations near
tho 0.04 marface of the specihen.

FAM 99637 MAW: 200X

F(CUPE 1.2-129; Wnl overstress in the final fractuire arca.
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FAM 99638 NAG: 100OX

FIGURE 12-130: Higher magnification photograph showing dimpled overstress
in the final fracture area.
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Ti-6A1-4V

material Desariztion

Ti-6AI-4V is the most widely used of the alpha-bepa processed
titanium-base alloys. It maintains its strength up to 750 F when the part
is used in the annealed condition. Very high strengths are reported at
cryogenic teqperatures, although the alloy is susceptible to hydrogen
embritement. The alloy is generally solution heat treated witlhin
50-150 F below the beta transus and annealed between 1300 F and 1450 F for
greater than 1 hour. Ti-6-4 is available as bar, wire, forgings and flash
welded rings.

The material used in this study was heat treated to AMS 4928 (bar)
with a typical hardness of HRC 35. The typical room temperature mechanical
properties for ANS 4928 are as follows:

Ultimate Tensile Strength (min): 130 ksi
0.2% Yield Strength (min): 120 ksi
Percent Elongation (min): 10%
Percent Reduction in Area (min): 20%
Measured Hardness: HRC 31-33

Fractoorardw Oev

The only specimen examined was roan tenperature hydrogen
embrittlement. The specimen exhibited equiaxed dimpled overstress with no
evidence of "fluting." Some secondary cracking was observed in the base of
the notch. The outermost surface of the fracture was smooth and
featureless.
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Ti-6A1-4V

PWJA 1215 Bar

TEST TYPE
Hydrogen BEnbrittlement

TEST DJIS
Stress: 985.9 !4Pa (143 ksi) ENF*

1116.9 MPa (162 ksi) ENF
1247.9 MPa (181 ksi)

Atmosphere: Air
Teqerature: Roma Tenperature
Test Direction: Long~itudiinal
Specimen Charging: The specim~en was initially charged for 12 hours

in gaseous N. at 5000 psi. Cathodically, charged
for 2 hours In 1% aqueos HC1, 15 VDC anode
platinum.

Time to Fracture: 285.1 hours (JtNF), 99.4 hairs (ftNF),
24.9 hours

*Did Not Fracture

PAL 93949 MAG: lox

FIGUR1E 13-1: Test results arxl fractography of Ti-6A-4V roomn teqperature
hydrogen erbrittlement, tes-t.
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FAN 99281 NG 0

FIGURE 13-3: Icw magnification piiorWgraph shcwirxg oerstress features On

the fracture surface.

IFAM 99284 .:2X

FKJRE 13-4: Hligher magnification phiotograph of the edge of the specimen.
Thbe ede appars flat with no clear shear lip.
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FAM 99285 NAG: iQOOX

FIGURE 13-5: Tensile dihvles near the edge of the speciaren. The outencst

fracture surface is relatively snooth and featureless (brackets).

SIN

mm

FAM 99282 MAG: 200X

FIGURE 13-6: equiaxed dimpled averstress near the center of the fracture
surface.
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FAM 99283 MGt: iQOOX

FIGURE 13-7: Dimpled overstress in the center of the fracture surface.

FAN" 928

FIGURE 13-8: Secondaty cracking in the notch adjacent to the primary
fracture surfaoe (arrms).
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WSFVICE FAIUJRE

FRAC• MRE FatiMue (probable HCF)

PART NAME 1iM Clam= Bracket

OPERATION DATA Bracket secures a cushioned loop clamp to the case.
SIt is subiected to high vibratory stresses.

PART TIME 599.3 hours (2473.0 operational cycles)

BASE Ti-6A1-4V - confirmed
NAT'L

HARDNESS No Requirenent - HRC 32-34 *
GRAIN SIZE No Requirement -

DIMENSICNAL Thickness: 0.045-0.055 inch -- 0.047-0.048 i

* Diamond pyramid hardness (DPH) conversion.s

9 g: The bracket fractured by fatigue (probable HCF) progressing from
an origin adjacent to the bolt hole at the bolt head contact circle
(fretting). The fatigue progressed approximately 0.45 inch before the final
fracture ocxurred by overstress. This thumbnail was clearly visible. No
material or microstructural defects were found.
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iS

i 1), •:.

FAL 88737 MAG: 1 1/2X FAL 88738 MG: 4X

FIGURE 13-9: Overall photograph of the FIGURE 13-10: Overall photograph of
reasseabled loop clamp bracket. The the fracture surface. The thTbminl
origin area is shown by an arrow at is clearly visible indicating
attachment bolt head contact circle, propagation from origins in the

bolt head contact circle.

-'

FA 93469-93470 M: lox

FIGURE 13-11: Cfllosite SDI photograph of the thumbnail region. The origin
is at an area of fretting associated with the attachnnnt bolt head contact
circle (arrow and bracket).
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FALAG 93751OX MA 93471MG 3O

FIGUJRE 13-12. Rew~ant feat~twe FI-tlaW 13-13; EourK3aý betwevŽn

irdicatirKg fatigue at the bmv~ary fatigue progressionl (left) andi

between the thu]1inail (top) and the overstress (right).
QverstresS (buttcci)
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SERVICE FAILURE

FRACIME M High Cycle Fatigue

PART NAME Amntor Divercent Section Mode Strut Bracket

OPERATION 1IJTA The bracket operated on a test en ine n an acceler-
ated mission test (AMr). The bracket is subjected to
both static and cyclic loading.

PART TIME 709.4 hours (3062.75 Moerational cycles)

REQUIREDACIUAL

BASE Ti-6AI-4V - confirmed
NAT'L

OTHER Platina: Ni-Ti-B confirmed
HARDNESS No Requirement - HRC 31-40 *
GRAIN SIZE __No Requirement - AS'IN 0-2
DIENSINAL Platim Thickness: 0,001-0.0015 inch- 0,0011-0.0014 inch

* Diamond pyramid hardness (DPH) conversions.

SUMMARY: Bracket fractured through the mode strut attachment due to high
cycle fatigue (HCF). Transmission electron microscope (MT4) examination
estimated the number of striations on fracture 2 bracket position E, to be
75,000. The smaller cross section (inboard sides) cracked first, with
origins on the inside surface at the interface of the base metal and the
plating. Aluminum-rich particles, probably aluminum oxide embedded during
grit blasting prior to plating were found at the interface. These may have
acted as origin sites. The fatigue progressed through the entire z-ross
secdion of the smaller sides and through over 75% of the larger outboard
sides. The most probable order of fracture is indicated in Figure 13-14.
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FAL 88822 W /XFL887M:3

FIGURE 13-14 :Overall photograph of the FIGURE 13-15: Side view of the
miode strut bracket aft looking forward. fracti.mrd bracket channels.
The probable ord~er of fracture is

68ALX 93392 NAG: 10OX

FIGURE 13-16: Overall photograph of FIGUJRE 13-17: SEM2 phtogxraph of
fracture number 3. The origin area the origin atxea on fracture
is indicated by a bracket. number 3. Feathery cleavage

facets indicate nialtiple origins
at the platixqjbase wmtal
interface (anaw).
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FAt. 93391 NAG: 300X PAL. 93394 NAG: 1000X

FIGUJRE 13-18: Feathery cleavage facets FIGURE 13-19: Higher magnifica-
can be seen picpagating in both direc- tion view of the origin area.
tions frani the platiiq bamse tal
interface (arrow~s).-

. .

AN. "A

ýf w

FAI. 93397 M: lU0OUX F~938 MC?: 1000X

FIGURE 13-20: SDZI photograph of a FIGURE 13-21: SEWXESW elelwntali rap
metallographic cross section through showing the concentration of Al at
platirqAj/ase metal intarface in the the interface (light areas indiicate
origin arm (annw~). elevated Al cuioentration).
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SFRACIURE lOCE Tensile o rtss

OPERATICO NI7APart cerated in a field engine for an unknon period.
It is subjected to moderate temperatures and stresses.

PART TnCE Unknown

R ACIUAL

BASE Ti-6A1-4V Confi,•med
NAT'L

HARENESS No ReBuiremnt - HRC 32-34 *
GRAIN SIZE -No Requirement - -

DIMENSIONAL Diameter: 0.120-0.160 inch - 0.137 inch

• Diamond pyramid hardness (DPH) conversions.

S& Bolt fractured in tensile material overstress through the neck
adjacent to a change in section. No evidence of a torsional omponent waZs
found, indicating that the bolt was not cracked during assembly or
fractured during disassembly. No material or microstructural defects were
fcund.
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ML~~~~ 9347 FA 349NA:20

FI~JE 324 S?4~otgr~i f heFGSIR 3-5:Fieeqiae
frctr srae1jIf finfqlxd dmls
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V - 142102 STIE7Ct

A general literature survey of books, periodicals, and reports
pertaining to failure analysis and fractography was used to create an
annotated reference section for the failure analyst. This reference
section is a cross referenced source of information where data on specific
subjects of interest to the analyst may be obtained. These sources include
text, comp•ter information services, various organizations and professional
societies.

A literature search was performed through the United Technologies
Corporation Library System (UICIS) for books, reports and periodicals in
the system, and through the DIALOG cctqmter-based search service. Thr-ugl
the DIALOG system, the following two data bases were accessed and searched:
1) Metadex, produced by the American Society for Metals and 2) Aerospace
Abstracts. Key words "failure analysis," "fractography," "fracture
surface(s)" and "fractograph(s)" yielded over two hundred potential
references. Publications locally available were also reviewed. Fifty-one
references have been selected and included below. Those references
considered to be more generally useful are discussed in more detail, others
more briefly mentioned. They are organized into subject categories.

Fal~ure Analysis Hanff~k

The American Society for Metals, now ASK International, has produced
two very useful failure analysis handbooks, primarily for metals. Also,
the Air Force has produoed an extensive failure analysis handbook for
cwposite materials. These publications are su=marized below in
ch)ronological order:

1) American Society for Metals, "Failure Analysis and Prevention," e
1j@ k, 8th Ed., Vol. 10, Metals Park, Ohio, 1975, 604 pp.

The 1975 ASM Failure Analysis Haidbook is an excellent reference
source for both beginring and experienced failure analysts. The book
is divided into four principal sections, all of which are illustrated
with drawings aid potograps:

"Engineering Aspects of Failure and Failure Analysis"
This section discusses furdamental sources of failures, then describes
gene'al practice and technigues to be used in failure analysis.

"Failures from Various Mechanisms and Related Envirowmintal Factors"
This second section eq•asizes identification and characteristics of
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various types of failure modes, including those induced by stress,
teiperature and envirormental factors.

"Analysis and Prevention of Service Failures: Products of Principal
Metalworking Processes"
This third section describes types and causes of failures of metal
products, including those produced by cold forming, forging, casting,
welding and brazing.

"Analysis and Prevention of Service Failures: Manufactured COmponents
and Assemblies"
M-be final section of the book is a very useful compilation of service
failures of various types of coaponents, such as shafts, bearings,
nmechanical fasteners, springs, dies, gears and pressure vessels.

2) American Society for Metals, "Failure Analysis and Prevention," Metals
Handbook, 9th Ed., Vol. 11, Metals Park, Chio, 1986, 843 pp.

The 1986 ASM Failure Analysis Handbook, an updated and expanded
version of the 1975 ASM Failure Analysis Handbook, again is an
excellent reference source for both beginning and experienced failure
analysts. The book is divided into five principal sections, all of
which are illustrated with drawings and photographs:

"Engineering Aspects of Failure and Failure Analysis"
This section includes a glossary of terms and describes general
practice and technques to be used in failure analysis.

"Failure Mechanism and Related Environmental Factors"
This second section eaphasizes identification and characteristics of
various types of failure modes, including those induced by stress,
taqrature and environmental factors.

"Products of Principal Metalworking Processes"
This third section describes types and causes of failure of metal
products, including those produced by cold forming, forging, casting,
wlding and brazing.

"Manufactured Components and Assemblies"
The fourth section is a very useful compilation of service failures of
various types of cxu ents, such as shafts, bearings, mechanical
fasteners, springs, tools and dies, gears and pressure vessels.

"Engieered and Electronic Materials"
The final section of the book introduces the failure analysis of
ocntinuous fiber reinforced composites, ceramics, polymers and
integrated circuits.
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3) B. W. Smith, R. A. Grove and T. E. Munns,
Failure Analysis of gcmposite Structural Materials, Interim Report
AFWAL-M-86-4033, May 1986, 225 pp.

R. A. Grove and B. W. Smith, oaperndium of Post-Failure Analysis
Techniques for C0mosite Materials, Interim Report AEWat-M-86-4137,
January 1987, 399 pp.

B. W. Smith and R. A. Grove, Failure Analysis of Composite Structural
Materials, Final Report AFAMI,-'-87-4001, May 1987, 172 pp.

These reports present work done at Boeing Military Airplane Company,
Seattle, Washington. The work was supported by the Materials
laboratory, (now Wright Research and Development Center - WDC), Air
Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratory, Air Force Systems cucnand,
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.

Interim Report TR-86-4033 summarizes a literature search, specimen
production and testing, and evolution of diagnostic techniques.
Interim Report TR-86-4137 cmtbines the above and other information
into a compendium of failure analysis techniques for composite
materials. Final Report TR-87-4011 summarizes the results published
in more detail in the above reports, and demonstrates the use of
selected failure analysis techniques for actual service failures.

Fracc Hanbok

Both the Air Force and the American Society for Metals (ASH
Inteaxetional) have produced very. useful fractography handbooks for both
transmission electron microscope (TE4) fractographs and scanning electron
microscope (SEM) fractogr~phs. Other authors' publications are also
noteworthy. A general limitation of all fractcxgrap*y handbooks, hIwever,
is that not all specific alloys of interest or test/operating conditions
can be included. In most cases, the quality of reproduced fractographs
could be improved. These publications are summarized below in
chxronological order:

4) A. Phillips, V. Kerlins and B. V. Whiteson, Electron Fractphi
, Tehnical Report M fl-64-416, Air Force Materials Laboratory,

Research and Technology Division, Air Force System Cams n d,
Wright-Pattersoi Air Force Base, Ohio, January 31, 1965, 879 pp, 137
references. _

A. hiillips, V. Kerlins, R. A. Rowe aid B. V. Whiteson, V! j
SFra hy andbook - Specific Am ications of Electrn Fra
Technical Report AFMtir4-64-416, Supplement II, Air Force Materials
Laboratory, Air Force System Ommend, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Ohio, March, 1968, 275 pp, 172 references (including previous 137).
Note: Supplement I (Deceber 1966) eaphasized special techniques rather
than fractographs.
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The Electron Fractography Handboxk (MCIC-HB-08, June 1976) contains an
extensive atlas of TER fractograps for forty-five aerospace alloys,
including specimens of smooth and notched tensile, shear, torsion and
impact overload (overstress), high and low cycle fatigue, corrosion
fatigue and thermal fatigue, at low, ambient and high test
teaperatures. Alloys and types of test specimens are listed in
Tables V-i and V-2. The atlas contains TEM fractographs (usually at
6500X) arnd overall photographs (IX - 18X). Sections on replication
techniques, typical fracture modes and environmental effects are also
included. This harxbok is very useful, the significant limitation
being that only TEM fractographs are included.

5) J. L. Harmon and C. T. Torrey, FractoxraFhic Handbook, ABC Researchl
and Development Report KPUL-3355, Knolls Atomic Power laboratory,
Sc-enec'tcy, New York, Sepeier 19, 1968, 85 pp.

The Fractogzan ic Handbook contains an atlas of TEM fractographs for
reactor materials, including zirconium, hafnium, niobium and nickel
alloy test specimens. This publication was given only limited
distribution.

6) D. A. Ryder, ZM Elnes of Fractograrhy, North Atlantic Treaty
Organization Advisory Grvup for Aerospace Research and Developnent,
AGARDograph No. 155, 1971, 190 pp.

This publication discusses and illustrates the use of transmission
electron microscopy in fractography and failure analysis. Divided
into tw•lve chapters, inrumentation techniques and varios fracture
modes are included.

7) American Society for Metals, "Fractography and Atlas of Fractogray s,"
Mtals d k, 8th Ed., Vol. 9, Metals Park, Odhio, 1974, 499 pp.,
references on tecniques.

The 1974 ASM Fractography Handbook contains an extensive atlas of
fractiograpis for nineteen types of industrial and aerospaoe alloys,
with well over a hundred individual alloys. Light microxcope, Sm,
MTM and comparison SMi/Thn fractý s are presentd. Both parts and
test specimens are included, primarily exhibiting tension overload,
bending, iqaact, fatigue and stress corrosion cracking, with scma
shear and torsion overload, stress-rupture and hydrogen erbrittlement.
Sections on the history of fractography, the care, handling and
preparation of specimens, photography, scanning electron microscopy
and transmission electro nicos y are also included. Tis handbook
is very useful, Uhe primary limitation being that no attept was made
to show the effects of variables, such as stress conditions and
teqperature, on fracture features.
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TABLE V-2.
CROSS REFERENCE INDEX FOR ATLAS OF ELECTRON FRACTOGRAPHS, ELECTRON

FRACTOGRAPHY HANDBOOK - FATIGUE TEST CONDITIONS

Test Type and Test Temperature Corrosion

Strength LeveL High Cycle Fatigue Low Cycle Fatigue Fatigue Thermda
Alloy or Heat Treatment Low Ambient High Low Ambient High Ambient High Fatigue

Al- Aluminum Alloy

2014 Fusion Weld
2014 T6

2024 T4 x
2024 T4 (Air Quench)

2024 T851
6061 Fusion Weld

6061 T6 x
s075 T6-Spot Weld

7075 T6
.075 T651

7079 T6
7079 T651

356 T6 X

Fe- Iron Alloy
AISI 1018 Cold Rolled
AISI 4340 180/200 kli

AIS 4340 260/280 si x x x x
SHY-TUF 240 ksi

AISI H-I1 220/240 ksi
AISI H-I1 270/290 koi

T-1 Fuiion Weld
AISI 52100 Hw0

AISI 431 SS, 180/200 kil
17.4PH SS. 170/200 ksi

PHI14,SMo S's. SRH 950
AM 350 SS. icT, m0 X X

AISI 301 S-S. 1/4 Hard
AISI 302 S.S. Annealed x X X

AISI 403 SS. 180 kil mm
A-286 140 ksi min

18MNt.Co-SMo 300 k6i X X X
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TABLE V-2.
CROSS REFERENCE INDEX FOR ATLAS OF ELECTRON FRACTOGRAPHS, ELECTRON

FRACTOGRAPHY HANDBOOK - FATIGUE TEST CONDITIONS (CONTINUED)

Test Type and Test Temperature Corrosion

Strength Level High Cycle Fatigue Low Cycle Fatigue Fatigue Thermal
Alloy or Heat Treatment Low Ambient High Low Ambient High Ambient High Fatigue

Ti- Titanium Alloy
5Al-2.5Sn Annealed x
8A1-lMo-lV Annealed
6A1-4V Annealed x x x
13V-IlCr-3AI Aged

Ni- Nickel Alloys
Rene 41 180 ksi
TD-Nickel Annealed

713C nnedx
Inconel 718 180/200 kXi
Waspaloy 160/180 kai
Udimet 700 180/200 khi

Mg-Magnesium
AZ-81 T4 x x
AZ-31B As Ftnlded

Be- Berllium Alloy

Unmgljyed AuaeUe yi AnnuM XS.... Beyllimn

Mo-l .olybdenum
TZM SiWe Relieved X

S~~Ta. anW=~ Alloy

90Ta-lOW Smte Relieved X

Co- Cobalt Alloy
L 605 125 ksi nux

Cu-2% lit IsO 17 ksi x
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8) T. E. Tallian, G. H. Baile, H. Dalal and 0. G. Gustafson,
RolliMn Bearing tpmage - A ltrttolgoical Atlas, SKF Industries, Inc., King
of Prussia, Pennsylvania, 1974, 351 pp.

This book, divided into twenty-three chapters, is a very good
collection of illustrations of varicus kids of bearing damage and
failures. Overall ptot ai, optical and scanning electron
microscope rkvtograits, and optical totmnicrwraphs are included.

9) G. F. Pittinato, V. Kerlins, A. Phillips and M. A. Russo,
DFat ý , compiled by McDonnell-Dcuglas Astrovautics Cmpany,
Huntington Beach, California, published by Metals and Ceramics Information
Center, Battelle Columbus laboratories, Columbis, Ohio, and sponsored by
the Air Force Materials Laboratory, Air Force Wright Aeronautical
Laboratories, Air Force Systems Oimand, Wright-Patterson APB, Ohio,
December, 1975, 691 pp, 34 references.

1he SflPThM Fractograjty Harvboo (WZC-HB-06) contains an extensive
atlas of fractograpts for twnty-six aerosae alloys, including
specimens of smooth and notched tensile overload (overstress), swoth
and notched high cycle fatigue, low cycle fatigue, stress rupture,
thermal fatigue aid stress corrosion. Alloys and types of test
specimens are listed in Table V-3. Although the atlas predicnantly
contains SEM and TIM fractcqraphs at apprupriate magnifications,
overall photograpts (usually at 8X) and optical photcoicrographs of
metallographic sections (usually in the lOOX-400X raxge) are incluied.
Chaptem an the care, hmidling and preparation of sawles, and on
typical fracture ndes, are also irnhtlu . This hamibook is very
useful, the only limitation being that no atteupt ýas made to show the
effects of variables, such as stress cxnitions aid tavxrature, on
fractre features.

10) S. lttactaryya, V. E. Johnson, S. &jarwal and M.A.H. Howes (Ed.),
IMI XM tu Hd k Fail-ur Asy;vsis of MHtallic aterials. b,
& pUEeqr niqr% , Metals Researdh Division, iITrr R ea
Institute, Chicago, Illinois, Jaruary, 1979, 570 pp., 20 refermxe.

bThe IrI Fractare Handhook ocitains an extensive atlas of
fractcgra#rs for thirty-four industrial and aenrpaa alloys,
including specimens of tens.le, torsion aid nott behnd acexstress, low
and high cycle fatigue in axial, bendig, rotating beam aid rolling
contact odes, (ay V-notdi inact asx stress rupture. AlUth h the
atlas preduminantly ctntaits SkM fractagrapts at appropriate
magnifications, overall photographs and otical t1oictrxuxras of
metallographic sections are includai. Spec~nen surface cuxnitions are
-also dotazmPta by SEM ytcgrajts. A brief introdxutory section
summarizes the care, handling and preparation of saples, and
4ascribes same typical fracture mods. 1his handbook is very useful,
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TABLE V-3.
INDEX OF ATLAS OF FRACTOGRAPHS, SEM/TEM FRACTOGRAPHY HANDBOOK

Fatigue

Material Tc'njile 1.4w

and Overload High Cycle CYcle Stress Thermal Stress
Heat Treatment Smooth Notched Smooth Notched Smooth Rupture Fatigue Corrosion

2124 T851 X X X X X X
2219 T87 X x X X X X
7075 T76511 X X X X X X
7175 T736 X X X X X x
7050 T736 X X X x X X
7049 T73 X X X X X X
Ti-8A1-lMo.1V Ann. X X X X X
Ti4A-6V*2Sn Ann. X X X X x
Ti-6A1-2Sn-4Zr-6Mo Ann. X x X X x
Ti**I7 STA X x X X x
MP35N WSA x x x x x
HY-180-10Ni QA x x x x x
300M QT x x x x x X
PH 13-8Mo H-1000 x x X x X
440C Rc55 mini. X x X x x X
9Ni-4Co-.3C QT X X X x X
9Ni.4Co-.2C QT X X X X X
D6AC QT x x X X x
IN100 STA X X X x X X X
Incoloy 901 STA X X X x X X x
Inconel 625 ST X X X X x X X
Hayn~es 188 Ann. X X X x x X X
MAR-M.200+Hf STA x X X X x x X
Rene 95 STA X X x X X X x
TD Ni-20Cr Ann. X X X X X x X
Rene 120STA X x X X X X X
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the major limitation being that environmental modes (such as stress
corrosion cracking and hydrogen embrittlement) were not eqphasized.

11) G. Henry and D. Horstmann, "Fractography and Microfractography,"
De FerrMetallg ah, Vol. 5, Verlag Stahleisen m.b.H., Dusseldorf,
1979, 445 pp.

Fractography and Microfractography contains an atlas of SEK and TER
fractograps and some photomicrographs for plain carbon steels, low
alloy steels, cast irons and some stainless steels. Both specimen and
service fractures are included, as are vanrious rupture (fracture)
mechanisms, such as ductile dimples, cleavage, fatigue, intergramular
and creep. An introductory chapter discusses experimental tedmiques,
scanning and transmission electron microscpy. This handbook is of
limited utility for aerospace alloys since it. is limited to ferrous
alloys.

12) L. Engel and S. Murray, An Atlas of Metal DamaQe, Translated by S.
Murray, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1981, 271 pp.

The Atlas of Metal Damage, as the title implies, is organized
according to various damage mechanisms and their apearanes. The
general categories are internal metallurgical defects, mechanical
fracture, mechanical loading and chemical attack, thermal stress
fracture and surface damage. Included within mechanical fracture are
ductile rupture at room and e wvated temperatures, transcrystalline
and intercrystalline brittle fractures, fatigue fractures, stress
corrosion cracking, corrosion fatigue and hydrogen-induced fracture.
Although not conducive to locating fractographs for a particular
alloy, the quality of diagrams and SEN fractographs at appropriate
magnifications is excellent, making this a useful reference book for
fractography features. Also included are brief introductions to the
structure of metals and methods of examination, including scanning
electron microscopy, X-ray microanalysis and Auger electron
spectroscop.

13) S. P. Abeln, B. A. Cowles and E. I. Veil,
FracE t ahy of PWA 1073/1074
Gatorized IN100 Nickel-Base powder Metallurgy Sueralloy, Report FR-15704,
prepared for Air Force Wright Aeronautical laboratory, Wright Patterson
A•B, Dayton, Ohio, YZFS/ASD, Air Force Contract F33657-81-C-0001, United
Technologies/Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, October 30, 1981, 78 pp.

The IN100 Fractography Report contains an extensive atlas of SEX and
TEM fractographs taken from test specimens, including tensile, stress
rupture, high cycle fatigue and low cycle fatigue specimens, tested at
various teqperatures. Overall photographs are also included. The
main limitation is that this report is not widely available.
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14) P. L. Stumpff and J. A. Snide, Fractography of Composites, Interim
Technical Report AF% I -86-4044, Materials Laboratory, Air Force Wright
Aeronautical laboratories, Air Force Systems Camand, Wright-Patterscn Air
Force Base, Ohio, October 1986, 113 pp.

Fractograty of OCmposites is the first step in the developmnt of a
omprehensive fractoqraphy handbook for composite materials. This
publication predaninantly included specimens of graphite/epoxy
material in tension, cxmpression, flexure, fatigue and interlaminar
shear in orientations of 0, 90 and 45 degrees at roam temperature.

15) ASM International (formerly American Society for Metals),
"Fractography," Metals Handbook, 9th Ed., Vol. 12, Metals Park, Ohio, 1987,
517 pp., references on techniques.

The 1987 ASM Fractography Handbook contains an extensive atlas of
fractogr-aphs for twenty-five types of industrial and aerospace alloys,
plus crxposite, ceramic and polymer materials. Although light
microscxje, SEM and TEM fractographs are presented, the latter
received much less emphasis in this edition than in the previous 1974
edition. Both parts and test specimens are included, primarily
exhibiting dimple rupture, cleavage, decohesive rupture and fatigue
features. Sections on the history of fractograpy, the care, handling
and preparation of specimens, photography, scanning electron
microsccpy and transmission electron microscopy are also included.
This handbook is very useful, the primary limitation again being that
no attenpt was made to show the effects of variables, such as stress
oonditions and temperature, on fracture features.

Failure Analysis Books and Articles

In addition to failure analysis handbooks, a nunber of failure
analysis books and axticles have been published. Sane of these are good
introductory soxrtes of infonration, while others deal with nmre specific
topics. Selected publications are sumuarized below in chronological order:

16) D. J. Wuilpi, "111 Conponents Fail," Metal rog ook Shel,
American Society for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio, 1966, 56 pp.

This publication presents a practical introductory treatment of
failure analysis. It is divided into ten chapters, including types of
loading, modes of fracture, fatigue, failures of shafts and gears.
Although no longer in print, many copies still exist.

17) C. Lipson, "Basic Course in Failure Analysis," reprint of articles
published in Machine Pesig, October 16, 1969 - January 22, 1970, Penton
ducation Division, Cleveland, Ohio, 1970, 40 pp.
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As the title implies, this is a good basic course on failure analysis.
The course is divided into eight lessons, including types of failures,
failure modes, wear, pitting and corrosion.

18) V. J. Colangelo and F. A. Heiser, Analysis of MetallurQical Failu ,
Jchn Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1974, 357 pp.

The authors present a coordinated approach to failure analysis. The
book is divided into thirteen chapters, including investigative
procedures, testing methods, fractra y, and various failure modes.

19) S. Kocanda, FatiBue Failure of Metals, translated by E. Iepa,
Wydawnictwa Naukmo-Techniezne, Warsaw, Poland, 1978, 368 pp.

CChapter 5 of this book, p. 269, discusses and illustrates many of the
characteristic features of fatigue fractures, both macrostructurally
and microstructurally. A model for the formation of fatigue
striations is discussed.

20) A. Madeyski, "A Systematic Approach to Failure Analysis" - Parts I, II
and III, Me t, May, June and July 1984, pp. 57-61, 37-43 and
33-36.

Part I "presents a recipe for conducting typical metallurgical failure
analyses," including the gathering of preliminary evidence, protection
of fracture surfaces, non-destructive examination and rwasurmnts,
preparing specimens and identifying fracture origins, and the use of
low power light microscopy.

Part II discusses and illustrates the use of scarning electron
microscopy in failure analysis. Methods of removing surface oxides
are also discussed, as are various fracture modes in steel.

Part III discusses other analytical methods that may be used in
failure analysis, such as transmission electron microscopy of replicas
and thin foils, and more advanced techniques. Cowentional
metallography, both with optical and electron microscopes, should not
be neglected.

21) C. M. Jackson and R. D. Buchheit, "Failure Analysis of Industrial
Equipient and Products," Mechanical Emnineering, July 1984, pp. 33-37.

In addition to discussing why and how to perform failure analyses, the
authors also distinguish between how somthing fails and why it fails.
The ultimate goal is to determine the root-cause of the failure.
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22) D. J. Wulpi, UInderstanding How CMponents Fail, American Society for
Metals, Metals Park, Ohio, 1985, 262 pp.

This book is more than just an expanded version of Wulpi's previous
publication. It is divided into fourteen chapters, including failure
analysis techniques, types of failures, modes of fracture, mechanical
aspects of fracture, and a good chapter on residual stresses.

23) L. E. Alban, Systeatic Analysis of Gear Failures, American Society
for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio, 1985, 227 pp.

The author offers a systematic approa-c;h to the analysis of gear
failures. The book is divided into seven chapters, including design
and characteristics of gears, operating enviiroments, methods of
examination, modes and causes of failure, analysis and report writing.

24) G. A. Lange (Ed.), Systematic Analysis of Technical Failures, Deutsche
Gesellschaft fur Metallkunde, Germany, 1986, 401 pp.

This book is divided into fifteen sections, including working
procedures, causes and characteristics of fractures, and various modes
of failure. Also presented are sections on fractography of fractures,
including a good section on fractographic features of fatigue.

25) L. E. Murr, What Every Egineer should Know About Mteria! al d
Cglionent Fai urem -iiure lysisa Lititiot , Marol Dekker, Inc.,
1987, 160 pp.

The author epihasizes same of the legal aspects of failure analysis,
in addition to introductory chapters on the structure,
characterization and testing of materials. Case exaples are
included.

Bailure Akalysis S=ce Lboks and Ca Histories

Several failure analysis source books and case histories have been
compiled, again with the American Society for Metals (ASM International)
being a pradnent montributor. These publications are summarized below in
chronological order:

26) American Society for Metals, Source eBook in Fa-ilure Analysis, Metals
Park, Ohio, 1974, 406 pp.

This source book is a collection of articles and case histories fra
the periodical literature. It is divided into three sections:
Analysis and Interpretation, Case Histories, and Techniques and Tests.
Over fifty case histories are presented, primarily industrial, with
sco aerospace failures included.
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27) American Society for Metals, Case Histories in Failure Analysis,
Metals Park, Ohio, 1979, 427 pp.

These case histories were originally published in German and English
in Praktisd&e Metallocrarhie by Dr. Riederer - Verlag GmbH, Stuttgart,
West Germany, 1968-19771 Included in this book are 112 case histories
organized into four sections: design/processing, service, materials
and environment- related failures. Examples of many failure modes are
included, such as fatigue, hydrogen damage, corrosion, etc. Most of
the histories are industrial (non-aerospace) ir. nature. A major
limitation is that mostly optical photographs iti potanmicrographs
were included, with only a few scanning elecu:ir. fractograps.

28) F. R. Hutchings and P. M. Unterweiser, Failure Analysis : The British
Enqine Technical Reports, American Society for Metals, Metals Park, Chio,
1981, 496 pp.

The contents of this book were originally presented in Volumes I
through XIII of Technical Reports published by British Engine
Insurance Ltd. It is predoninantly a compilation of case histories,
with failures organized as to being environment, desigr/prooessing,
materials or service related. Most of the histories are industrial
(non-aerospace) in nature and scm tend to be dated. A major
limitation is that only optical photographs and photomicrographs were
included, with no scanning or transmission electron fractographs.

29) American Society for Metals, Too, and Die Failures - S Book,
compiled and edited by S. Kalpakjian, Metals Park, Ohio, 1982, 430 pp.

This source book is a collection of forty articles from the techmical
literature. It is a good reference source for this narrow field, and
is divided into six sections: Tool and Die Steels, Carbide and
Ceramic Tools and Dies, Die Casting Dies, Fracture Toughness - Tool
and Die Steels, Fracture Toughness - Carbides, and Properties of Tool
and Die Steels.

30) F. K. Nauxnan, Failure Analysis - Case Histories ard M~ethodoloxy,
translated from the German version by C. G. Goetzel and L. K. Goetzel,
Dr. Riederer - Verlag G"bH, Stuttgart, West Germany, and American Society
for Metals, Metals Park, Ohio, 1983, 483 pp.

Most of the investigations described in this book were conducted at
the Max-Planck-Institut fur Eisenforschung, Dusseldorf, West Germany.
The case histories are organized into chapters covering various root
causes of failures, such as planning errors, faulty vaterial
selection, processing errors, etc. A major limitation is that the
histories are limited to iron and steel parts.
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Special Publicaticm

Many special publications are collections of technical papers
presented at conferences and symposiums. The American Society for Testing
and Materials (AS11) and the American Society for Metals (ASK
International) are prominent sponsors. These technical papers are often of
specific interest to a few rather than of general interest to many failure
analysts. Selected publications are briefly summarized below in
dcronological order, along with mention of some included papers that may be
of more general interest:

31) American Society for Testing and Materials, Electron Faacto 4, a
symposium, ASIM Special Technical Publication (STP) 436, July 1968, 230 pp.

This book is a collection of technical papers presented at the
Seventieth Annual Meeting of the American Society for Testing and
Materials in 1967. It is a good early reference scouroe of
transmission electron microscope fractography techniques, including a
paper by Beachem and Meyn.

32) American Society for Testing and Materials,
Electron Micfracto raphy, a symposium, ASIM Special Technical Publication
(STP) 453, October 1969, 235 pp.

This book is a collection of technical papers presented at the
Seventy-first Annual Meeting of the American Society for Testirg and
Materials in 1968. It includes a good paper by Williams, Boyer and
Blackburn on the influence of microstructure on the fracture
topography of titanium alloys.

33) American Society for Testing and Materials, hFag phv - Micsccgi•
Pcrackig , a symposiun, ASTM Special Technical Publication (ST P)
600, edited by C. D. Beachem and W. R. Warke, Jute 1976, 261 pp.

This book is a collection of technical papers presented at the
Seventy-eighth Annual Meeting of the American Society for Testing and
Materials in 1975. It includes a good paper by Chesnutt, Rhodes and
Williams relating mechanical properties, microstnrcture and fracture
surface topography in alpha plus beta titanium alloys.

34) American Society for Testing and Materials, Fractcqaphy in F~ail
Aflsi, a symposium, ASIM Special Technical Publication (STP) 645, May
1978, 387 pp.

This book is a collection of technical papers presented at a symposium
during the May Ouinittee Week of the American Society for Testing aid
Materials in 1977. It includes a paper by Meyn illustrating
fractographic analysis techniques through several case histories.
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35) Metallogra±hy in Failure Analysis, a symposium, edited by J. L. McCall
and P. M. French, Plenum Press, New York, 1978, 301 pp.

Proceedins of a symposium sponsored by the American Society for
Metals and the International Metallographic Society held in Houston,
Texas, July 1977. This book presents several good review sections on
failure mechanisms, macroscopic examinations, SEK examinations, origin
areas in fatigue, along with included case histories.

36) American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers,
Hydre= Effects in Metals, a conference, edited by I. m. Bernstein and A.
W. Thamwson, The Metallurgical Society of AIRE, 1980, 1059 pp.

This book is a collection of technical papers presented at the Third
International Conference on Effects of Hydrogen on Behavior of Metals,
sponsored by the Physical Metallurgy and Mechanical Metallurgy
Committees of The Metallurgical Society of AIME, the National Science
Foundation, and the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research,
Moran, Wycang, August 1980.

Included is a paper by Walter, Frandsen and Jewett on the fractography
of alloys tested in high pressure hydrogen. Specimens of Inoonel 718
(ir'ought and cast), Waspaloy, Incoloy 903, Mar-M-246 and Haynes 188
were tested and examined. Examination showed that the hydrogen
enviroment produced a brittle fracture rode, either transgranular or
intergranular, in all alloys examined except for Incoloy 903 and cast
Inoonel 718, which were basically ductile.

37) Wgineeritrl &llcations of Fracture Analysis, a oonferenm, edited by
G. G. Garrett and D. L. Marriott, PergaonK Press, 1980, 440 pp.

This book is a collection of technical papers presented at the First
National Conference on ftacture held in Johannesburg, South Africa, in
1979, including a review by Luyckx on fractography as a tool for
failure analysis.

38) American Society for Testing and Materials, Fractoqrahy aj• Material
9 1c•, a symposium, ASIM Special Tecnmical Publication (SIP) 733, edited
by L. N. Gilbertsm and R. D. Zipp, May 1981, 447 pp.

This book is a collection of technical papers presented at a symcium
sponsored by ASIM Xonorittee E-24 on Fracture Testing and Subowxlittee
E24.02 on Fractography and Associated Microstructures in Williamsburg,
Virginia, November 1979. Included is a good paper by Meyn and Brooks
on the microstxuctural origin of flutes on fracture surfaces of
titanium alloys, and how these distinguish stress corrosion cracking
from striationless fatigue cleavage.
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Another paper included, by Au and Ke, correlates fatigue crack growth
rate and striation spacing in AISI 9310 (AMS 6265) steel. Fatigue
fractographs are given for both carburized and non-carxbrized
specimens.

39) International Metallographic Society, "Proceedings of the Thirteenth
Anntal Technical seting, Microstructural.Science, Vol. 9, edited by G.
Petzow, R. Paris, E. D. Albrecht and J. L. McCall, Elsevier North Holland,
Inc., New York, 1981, 446 pp.

Included is a technical paper by Caskey that discusses and illustrates
the fractography of hydrogen embrittled iron-dcrumium-nickel alloys.

40) Aerican Society for Metals,
Facture and Failure: Analyses, Mechanisms and A&lications, edited by P.
P. Tung, S. P. Agrawal, A. Kumar and M. Katcher, Metals Park, Ohio, 1981,
183 pp.

This book is a collection of technical papers presented at American
Society for Metals Fracture and Failure Sessions, at the 1980 West-ern
Metal and Tool Exposition and Conferenoe (WE=TEC), Los Angeles,
California, March 1980.

41) Atamistics of nF ac , a conference, edited by R. N. Latanisiori and
J. R. Pickens, NATO Conference Series VI (Materials Science), Vol. 5,
Plenum Press, New York and London, 1983, 1071 pp.

This book is a collection of technical papers, presented at NATO
Advanced Institute on Atcmistics of Fracture held at Calcatoggio,
France, in 1-981. It includes a good introductory discassion of
fractography and how it is used to identify fractlre mvdes, by
Pelloux. Also included is a somewhat theoretical review of hydroen
related fracture of netals, by Binbaum.

42) American Society for Testing hAn Materials, WX-q!rac by of 0
and et4A F ue, a symposiunm, ASIm special Tchnical Riblication (STP)
827, edited by J. J. Mecholsky, Jr., and S. R. Po.Qll, Jr., 1984, 416 pp.

This book is a collection of technical papers presented as a sympsitun
sponsored by AS14 Ooortittee E-24 on Fracture Testing in Philadelphia,
Pannsylvania, April 1982. Included is a paper by Vecxhio and
H1rtzberg on cleaninq3 techniques for post-failure analysis, and
examination of the effectiveness of Alconox in cleaning corrxled
fracture surfaces of bridge steel.

S43) Tie-Dpen Fct u•__, "Proceedings of the Eleventh Canadian

Fracture Conferenc," edited by A. S. Krausz, Maitinus Nijhoff Publishers,
1985, 298 pp.
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This book is a collection of technical papers presented during the
conference at Ottwa, Canada, June 1984. Included is a paper by
Dickson and Bailon that discusses and illustrates same of the
fractograhiic features associated with enviromentally assisted
crackin.

44) International Metallographic Society, "Proceedings of the Eighteenth
Annual Technical Meeting," Microstructural Science, Vol. 14, edited by
M. R. Touthan, Jr., I. IeMay and G. F. Vander Voort, American Society for
Metals, 1987, 598 pp.

Included is a technical paper by Cialone and Holbrook that discusses
and illustrates same microstructural and fractographic features of
hydrogen accelerated fatigue crack growth in steels.

45) American Society for Testing and Materials, Frat ph of Mdern
Engm-inr Materials: ;ites aqn Metals, a synposium, ASIM Special
Technical Publication (SIP) 948, edited by J. E. Masters and J. J. Au,
1987, 460 pp.

This book is a collection of technigal papers presented at a symposium
sponsored by ASIM Cwmmittees E-24 on Fracture Testing and D-30 on High
Modulus Fibers and Their Ccosites in Nashville, Tennessee, Novennber
1985. Included is a paper by Ibidunni on nhancing corroded high
stregt1i low alloy (HSLA) and stainless steel fracture surfaces by
chemical cleaning. Another included paper by Venkatarawn, Nicholas
and Ashbaugh discusses the fractography of Inconel 718 that had been
fatigue tested under cumbined major/minor cycle loading.

Logjic Kta~azlm, Fault Trees and Other Approache to Failure Analysis

46) C. W. George, "Ilwestigation of Failures of Aircraft Calmnents,"
• kirn~l of the flirira Metallurgical Soiety, 1947, pp. 308-338.

George develcpd a chart in which he divided and subdivided various
causes of failure of metallic couponents. Failure cateqories included
fracture and non-fracture, tenmrature, meclanical (stress) and
corrosion (envitroaent), and defects in design, manufacturing and
assarbly.

47) J. A. Collins, B. T. Ragan and H. M. Bratt, "The Failure- Experiencoe
Matrix - A Useful De1sign Tool," 1 ctions of the &IME - Joujm&-q
=dineeriiyi for InDustoy, Vol. 98, August 1976, pp. 1074-1079.

Collins, Hagan and Bratt described a nvethod they called the
"failure- eperiemce matrix." This matrix was a three dimensional
array of cells, with failure modes along one axis, ryont
"mechardcal function along a second axis and oorructive actions taken
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along the third axis. The matrix was used to help categorize failure
analysis data for a large number of failed helicopter capionents.
Even so, the matrix was sparsely populated. If more data were
available, a designer could enter the matrix with a caqponent of
particular function and easily find out the know failure modes and
possible corrective actions.

"48) M. R. touthan, Jr., "Fault Tree Techniqle and Failure Analysis,"
Metall a , Vol. 11, 1978, pp. 33-42.

Louthan applied Fault Tree techniques to the failure analysis of high
strength low alloy (HSIA) steels, emphasizing stress corrosion
cracking and hydrogen embrittlement. He defined a fault tree to be "a
graphical technique that provides a systematic description of the
combinations of possible occurrenoes in a system whichi can result in a
fault or undesired event," in this case, a failure.

49) C. M. Jackson, R. A. Wood, D. N. Williams, J. H. Payer, W. E. Berry
and J. P. Dimmer, "The Application of Kepner-Tregoe Methodology to the
Root-Cause Failure Analysis of Boiler TugNbes," Failures and Inspetion of
Fossil-Fied -Boiler Thbes: 1983 ConferM and Worksh-p (Proceeings), EU
Pepxot CS-3272, Dember 1983, pp. 3-1 to 3-17.

Jackson et al. applied Kepner-Treoe methodology to the failure
analysis of boiler tubes. They used Kepner-Tregoe, a systematic
problem-solving methodology, to help identify the root cause of
failure, in addition to identifying the made.

50) A. C. Raghu.ran and A. R. Shamal, "Failure Analysis - Present Oroepts
and Future Pe1 petives," If &A s -in FractUm Resea cture 84 , Vol.
6, Pergammn Press, 1986, pp. 3903-3917.

Raghuran and Shamala reviewed the fault tree technique and the failure
experience matrix as applied to failure analysis. Again, the emphasis
was to go beyod detenrining the mode of fracture, to the root cause
of the failure, then using this information effectively to help
prevent future failures.

51) D. W. Smith and R. A. Gtove, . luve Akilvsis of Cg it- Stuctural
gateria s, Final Report AIaL-W-87-4001, Air Force Wright Aeronautical

Laboratory, Air Force Systems CO=mn, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
COhio, May 1987, pp. 129-134.

Smith and Grove applied failure analysis logic networks (FAIN) to the
failure analysis of ccqxsite materials. Logic networks are related
to fault trees and flow drts, in that they can help guide failure
analysts thrmh the various non-destructive and destructive analysis
techniques and procedures that are available.
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Cuterized Data ases

A mmber of camputerized data bases exist. Both titles and abstracts
are available, and searches can be limited by the use of key words.
Probably the best way to access and search these data bases is with
the help of a technical library, since these libraries are equipped

and staffed to do this. The systens are usually interactive in nature
and, if desired, real time searches can be made in the presence of the
failure analyst. Selected potentially useful data bases that are
available through the Dialog system are briefly summarized below in
alphabetical order:

AERO$PACE IATABASE File 108

Coverage: 1962 to the present
File Size: 1,500,000 records
Provider: American Institute of Aeronautics and

Astronautics/Technical Information Service

The AERSPACE DATABASE provides references, abstracts, and
controlled-vocabulary indexing of key scientific and technical
documents, as well as books, reports, and conferences, covering
aerospace research and development in over 40 countries including
Japan and OCmanist-bloc nations. The AE2)SPACE DATABASE
Ocabines in one database two publications:
Scientific and Tqgh•cal A praa,-._ReprCts 9A_, produmed by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and
International Aet C Abstracts , produed by AIM under
contract to NASA.

-XOMi DEX File 8

Coverage: 1970 to the present
File Size: 1,616,000 records
Provider: Enineering Inforrmtion, Inc., New York, NY

The OWEJDM( database is the machine-readable version of the
SEgngr~imr-deS (monthly/annual), which provides abstracted
information from the world's significant egrineering and
technological literature. The CO DEX database provides
worldwide oovexage of approximately 4,500 journals and selected
govemwant reports and books.
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METADEX File 32

Coverage: 1966 to the present (Alloys Index, 1974-present;
Steels Supplement, 1983-present)

File Size: 658,000 records
Provider: American Society for Metals (Now ASM Internation-

al), Metals Park, OH, and The Metals Society,
London, England

The METADEX database, produced by ASM International and the
Metals Society (London), provides the most coaprehensive coverage
of international literature on the science and practice of
-metallurgy. Included in this database are
Review of Metal Literature (1966-67), Metals Absct- (1968 to
present), and Alloys Index (1974 to present). The
Steels 'uWlement to Metals Abstracts was added i11 1983.

SWORLD A112CDNUM ABSIRACIS File 33

Coverage: 1968 to the present
File Size: 120,000 records
Provider: ASM International, Metals Park, OH

WORLD AUJMINUMI AIACTM S provides coverage of the world's
technical literature on aluminum, ranging from ore processing
(exclusive of mnining) through end uses. The W)RLD AII4INUM
ABTACTS database includes information abstracted from
approximatealy 1,600 scientific and tedcnical patents, govervmant
reports, conference proceedings, dissertations, books and
journals.

Journals and Abstra-ts

Technical jounials and abstracts are a oontinuing source of
information that can be applied to failure anlaysis activities. The
tdlnical papers contained in tlhese joPinls, howrver, ame often of
specific interest to a few rather than of general interest to many
failure analysts. Selected technical jonials and abstracts are
listed below 3in alplabetical order:

ICT -.ICA; an international jouakal for the science of
materials. (Text in Diglish, 1.Yench, German) 1953, Perg•ai•n Press,
Inc., Journals Division, Mixvell Ho~use, Fairview Park, Elnrford, NW,
10523.

=MICUOiN-AMIAI S &_ERQ9ý&.LS (American Society for Metals) 1985.
A.M Tnternational Materials Information, Metals Park, Ofl, 44073.
Incorporatiio (1930-1985): Meta1l Proiress.
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ALLOYS INDEX; (Auxiliary publication to Metals Abstracts and Metals
Abstracts Index) 1974, International Materials Information, Metals
Park, OM, 44073. (Co-sponsor: Institute of Metals, London)

)CORROSION ABSTRACTS; abstracts of the world's literature on corrosion
and corrosion mitigation, 1962. National Association of Corrosion
Ergineers, Box 218340, Houston, TX, 77218.

(ORROSION; scientific articles on corrosion and its control, 1945.
National Association of Corrosion Engineers, Box 218340, Houston, TX,
77218.

nATERIALS PERFORMANCE; articles on corrosion scienoe and engineering
solutions for corrosion problems. 1962. National Association of
Corrosion Engineers, Box 218340, Houston, TX, 77218. Fonrer titles:
Materials Protection & Performance; Materials Protection.

S4•ETy; an international journal on materials structure and
behavior, 1968. (International Metallographic Society, Inc.) Elsevier
Science Publishing Co., Inc. (New York). 52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York,
NY, 10017.

kMT1 AW-MQ1_3; (American Society for Metals) 1968. ASM
International, Materials Information, Metals Park, OH, 44073.

. _IM; (American Society for Metals) 1968. ASM
International, Materials Infoniation, Metals Park, OH, 44073.

---. A --,A S A AlYSIL N-Aj4 ._. AND.MARA
aSC%_C1ý; 1970. (American Society for Metals, Materials Information)
ASM International, Metals Park, OH, 44073. (Co-sponsor: American
Institute of Minirg Metallurgical and Petroleun Bgirws, Inc.).
Supersedes- in part: nlus•icl snctioni whidi was formed by the
mrger of: Anwrican Society for Metals, Tan tio. aarterly &

SCRIP TA 1967. Perqzxwn Pross, Inc., Jourials Division,
Mawell House, Fairview Park, Elmsford, NY, 10523. (And Headington
Hill Hall, Oxford OX O34, Enland).
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Tedmica1 Societies and Institutes

Technical societies and institutes foster advances in failure analysis
and fractography through published journals, by sponsoring techn~ical
conferences and symposiums, and by publishing collections of technical
papers presented at co~nferences and symposiums. The Ameprican Society
for Testing and Materials (Pri-M) and The American Society for Metals
(AS4 International) ar~e pra,. m-nt amo~ng these. Selected technical
societies and institutes are described belowJ in alphabetical order:

MMICA14IN~rI=Ir OF DMTrfl, MEIALWRGIICAL AND PEflMLEUM EINGUME

345 E. 47th St., 14th Fl., New York, NY, 10017.

(212) 705-7695

Founded: 1871. Members: 99,000. Student Grotips: 157.
Sections: 176.
Professionals in the fields of mining, metallurgical and
petroleum en~gineering. objectives are: to promote the
advancemnt of knowledge to the arts and sciences inrvolved in the
production and use of minerals, metals, energy sources, and
materials; tu record and disseminate, developments in these areas
of technology for the benefit of mankind. Bestows awards.
Reorganized in 1957 into three constituent societies: Society of
Mining Engineers; The Metallurgical Society; and the Society of
Petroleum Engineers. Established fourth constituent society, the
Iron and Steel Society, in 1974. Pablications. 1) Iron and
Steelmaker, mornthly: 2) J-ournal of 1-letals, monthly, 3) Journal
of Petroleum Technology, monthly: 4) Metallurgical Transactions,
monthly; 5) Mining Engineering, monthly. Formerly: (1957)
American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers.

AMERICAN SOCIFI FOR METALS (ASM) (NOW ASM flUMNATIOtAL)
Metals Park, OH 44073
(216) 338-5151

Founded: 1913. Members: 53,000. Staff: 115. Local Groups: 256.
Metalluqists, materials enginwr's, executives in metals producing
and consuming~ industries; teachers an.d students. Disseminates
educational information about the manufacture, use, and treatment
of metals and engineering materials. Offers in-plant, home
study, and intensive courses through Metals Engineering
Institute; conducts conferences, seminars, and lectures on
metals; presents awardis to teachers of metallurgy and science
awards to junior aid senior high school students and teacher-s;
g-rants, scholarships and fellowshiips. Conducts career
devea.opwact program. Established ASM Foundation for Education
and Research. Maintains library of 9000 volumes on metallurgy.
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Sponsors annual Western Metal and Tool Exposition and Conference
(WESTEC); Orange County Manufacturing and Metalworking Conference
and Exposition (Orcal Expo); Materials Week; Heat Treating
Conference/Workshop. Computerized Services: Information
services. Divisions: Electronic Materials and Processing;
Energy; Heat Treating; Joining; Materials Science: Materials
Systems and Design: Materials Testing and Quality Control;
Mechanical Working and Forming; Primary Metalworking; Society of
Carbide and Tool Engineers; Specialty Materials; Surface Treating
and Coating. Publications: 1) Advanced Materials and Processes,
monthly; 2) ASM Newsletter, monthly; 3) Metal Abstracts, monthly,
4) Metal Progress (now Advanced Materials and Processes),
monthly; 5) Metallurgical Transactions A, monthly; 6) Metals
Abstracts Index, monthly; 7) Bulletin of Alloy Phase Diagrams,
bimonthly; 8) Journal of Materials for Energy Systems, quarterly;
9) Metallurgical Transactions B, quarterly; 10) Journal of
Applied Metalworking, semiannual; 11) Journal of Heat Treating,

semiannual; 12) Data Book, annual; 13) Heat Treating Buyers Guide
and Directory, annual; 14) Testing and Inspection Buyers Guide
and Directory, annual; also publishes Metals Handbook and over
120 texts on metals and materials. Formed by merger of: Steel
Treaters Club (founded 1913) and American Steel Treaters Society
(founded 1918). Formerly: (1920) American Society for Steel
Treaters.

ASIM
1916 Race St., Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 299-5400

Founded: 1898. Members: 30,500. Staff: 200. Engineers,
scientists, managers, professionals, academicians, consumers, and
skilled technicians holding membership as individuals in or
representatives of business firms, government agencies,
educational institutions, and laboratories. Establishes
voluntary consensus standards for materials, products, system,
and services. Has 140 technical ccmmittees (each having five to
50 subocmittees). New committees are organized each year to
keep pace with technological advances. Sponsors more than 40
symposia each year; issues various awards for significant
contributions in research. Has developed more than 7300 standard
test methods, specifications, classifications, definitions, and
ra immeded practices now in use. Publications: 1)
Standacrdization News, monthly; 2) Journal of Testing and
Evaluation, bimchthly; 3) Comosites Technology and Research,
quarterly; 4) Geotechnical Testing Journal, quarterly; 5) C.:xnt,
Concrete, and Aggregates Journal, semiannual; 6) Book of AxIM
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Standards, annual; also publishes numerous technical papers and
reports. Formerly: (1902) American Section, International
Association for Testing Materials; (1982) American Society for
Testing and Materials.

BATELUE MORIAL DMTIE (Research) (BMI)
505 King Ave., Columbus, OH 43201
(614) 424-6424

Founded: 1929. Staff: 7400. Nonprofit, public purpose
organization. Conducts scientific research on a contract basis
for industrial firms and goverment agencies in chemistry,
biochemistry, metallurgy, physics, energy, computer tedcnology,
electronics, nucleonics, ceramics, transportation, education and
training, environmental quality, medical engineering, urban
probleme, mechanical engineering, and other fields. Maintains
research centers in Geneva, Switzerland; Frankfurt/Main, West
Germany; Richland, M; and Columbus, OH. Columbus, OH
laboratories maintain library of over 150,000 volumes; other
research centers also have library facilities. Conducts
educational programs including seminars and fellowships.
Subsidiary corporation works to stimulate use of technological
discoveries in industry. Publications: 1) Batelle Today,
5/Year; 2) Annual Report; 3) Published Papers and Articles,
annual; also publishes original research papers, articles, and
abstracts.

I~ENIMWIONAL METAILtCGRAP¶{EC SOCIMI (Metallurgy) (IMS)
P.O. Box 2489, Columbus, OH 43216
(614) 860-3535

-Fouded: 1967. Members: 600. Persons and firms engaged in
optical, electron, and X-ray metallography, ceramography,
petrography, micrography (including plastics, chemicals,
petroleum, aerosols), and their allied sciences. Serves as a
means of international cmmunication among scientists in these
fields. Makes available on loan a metallographic exhibit with
award-winning photomicrograps. Bestws Sorby Award annually to
an internationally recognized contributor to the field of
metallography. Publications: 1) Metallography (international
journal), quarterly, 2) Sliplines, quarterly; 3) Directory,
annual; 4) Proceedings, annual. Also known as: international
Microstructural Analysis Society.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CORR1SION ENGINEERS
P.O. Box 218340, Houston, TX 77218
(713) 492-0535

Founded: 1943. Members: 15,000. Staff: 50. Regional Groups; 6.

Local Groups: 67. Technical society of engineers and scientists

concerned with corrosion and its prevention. Conducts research
on corrosion control; sponsors short courses annually at colleges
and universities, covering subjects such as coatings and linings,
inspection, inhibitors, design and biological factors, surface
treatment, and selection of materials. Sponsors technical
seminars. Maintains accreditation program for* engineers and
technicians. Operates 5000 volume library; bestows awards.
Cmiputerized Services: Data base. Industrial Groups: Corrosion
Coordinating Committee; Corrosion of Military Equipment;
Corrosion in Oil and Gas Well Equipment; Corrosion Problems in
the Process Industries; General; Pipe Line Corrosion; Protective
Coatings; Refining Industry Corrosion; Utilities; also has 200
technical subgroups. Publications: 1) Corrosion, monthly; 2)
Materials Performance, monthly, 3) Corrosion Abstracts,
bimonthly; 4) Corrosion Abstracts Yearbook; also publishes
monographs and technical books.
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